ACTIVITIES
Skimming through Eastside, Samhita Bhargava ('03) and Molly Finkelstein ('04) discuss issues of the school. Eastside contains various school-related articles, including sports, features, world issues commentary, humor, opinions, and community. "Eastside is a link connecting the community with news about recent and ongoing events," said Bhargava.

Orchestrating a poetry discussion, Demogorgon editors Marissa Fox ('04), Dave Koslow ('03), and Max Gessman ('03) keep the group from straying on too many tangents. Demogorgon, which is entirely student run, produces their literary magazine at the end of the year. "It's nice to get feedback on my writing from my peers who have similar literary styles," said Molly Finkelstein ('04).

Discussing photos, Daniel Chung ('04), Charlotte Cheung ('04), Molly Finkelstein ('04) and Parth Modi ('03) select candid photographs to place in the year's yearbook. "Throughout the school year, editors and staff members select and crop photos, draw layouts, and write captions to create the final book. Creating the yearbook can often be stressful, but its results are very rewarding," said Chung.

Smiling for the video camera, Erica Klazmer ('04) interviews Kate Morin ('03) for Eastcast, East's news show. Eastcast informs the community about East's events and gives students a chance to involved themselves with the production of news. "Eastcast gave me the opportunity to develop public speaking and communication skills as well as experience in front of the camera," said Klazmer.


EASTCAST: Jamison Acosta, Sade Bishop, Meghan Daly, David Delitch, Joe Gorchow, Ryan Gutman, Sarah Hellman, Rob Holmes, Monaz Kanga, Patrick Kuo, Erica Klazmer, Danielle Lindsey, Joe Mateo, Mike McNellis, Marc Oppenheim, Rachel Oppenheim, Kristen Spearman, Meena Tripathi, Yoni Yares, Advisor: Charles Musumeci.
A Way With Words

While school projects are a way to learn cooperative learning, many clubs offer a different approach to teamwork. Some even allow students to showcase their creative sides. Covering areas not typically found in the classroom, these clubs emphasize a particular skill such as reading or writing. For example, East's newspaper, Eastside, instructs staff members in the principles of journalism, while allowing them to dip their pen in layout, editing, and photography. Their work has been recognized nationally, and received the George H. Gallup Award given by the International Quill and Scroll. If journalistic writing is not one's forte, he can opt for creative writing and have his work published in the literary magazine, Demogorgon, which has received a First Place award from the American Scholastic Press Association. As evidenced by the numerous accolades won, the group work put into both Eastside and Demogorgon has paid off. Requiring much commitment, these organizations show students not only the pleasure of making new friends, but also the effort it takes to work in such clubs.

Drawing from her extensive vocabulary, Anna Cho ('03) types captions and roster lists for Eidolon, the school yearbook. Writing captions requires knowledge of the contents of the photo as well as the writing skills to make the captions interesting. "Trying to capture the diversity of the entire East population in one book is difficult, but in the end, it is all worth it!" said Cho.

EASTSIDE: Anitsuda Bass, Merissa Bernstein, Samhita Bhargava, Jordan Bross, Amanda Beyman, Paul Caracciolo, Diane Casey, Karly Chesin, Anna Cho, Drew Cohen, Jean Marie Court, Jason DiNapoli, Blake Edelman, Lynn Eisenberg, Justin Ensign, Jaclyn Feigenbaum, Corey Feldman, Molly Finkelstein, Teresa Finnegan, Jason Fox, David Friedman, Jill Greenfield, Laura Herron, Ben Hopkins, Albert Hwang, Charlotte King, Mike Kober, Dave Koper, Greg Laynor, John Li, Dave Londres, Brendan Lowe, Joe Matteo, Dan Mintzner, Laurie Naftulin, Valerie Rossi, Shara Senderoff, Erica Silberstein, Zak Silverman, Carly Stain, Jessica Starman, Stephanie Stomet, Jackie Strause, Jordan Taflin, Akhila Vasthale, Matt Weiner, Jenna Weinstein, Robyn Weiss, Advisor: Mr. Gagliardi.

EIDOLON: Samhita Bhargava, Amy Cheung, Anna Cho, Katie Cook, Samira Farouk, Melissa Green, Alice Hon, Perry Hwang, Christine Kim, Anjali Mathur, Leila Mendelovic, Gayatri Patel, Melanie Pick, Andrea Pier, Jessica Pressel, Archana Ram, Samantha Sussman, Justine Wu, Advisor: Mr. Carr.
AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS CLUB: William Betts, Alex Brandwine, Tyler Cohen, Adam Drelich, Geoffrey Stern, Josh Stern, Tim Tseng, Advisor: Ms. DeHoratius

CHESS TEAM: Ivan Chen, Doug Conway, Frank Emery, Josh Gerson, Saji Goto, Ilya Kipnis, Bernard Liberati, Mike Long, Alan Lu, Mike Marshall, Josh Meillman, Adam Plasecki, Alex Sedkov, Justin Shanker, Lee Shore, Rebecca Sobel, Jeff Spiegel, Brad Steinberg, David Tan, Jon To, Jun Xiang, Anand Yegna-Raman, Joe Zhou, Advisor: Mr. Godfrey

COMIC CLUB: Jamison Acosta, Christian Allen, Cierra Allen, Jin Choi, Zach Corcoran, Andrew Debour, David DiCaprio, Max Diperstein, Peter Elstratiades, Mike Eslar, Frank Gambino, Pete Gambino, Cyrus Kang, Alakhar Patel, Cory Pettigrew, Matt Roman, Alex Rubi, Mike Sinai, Dan Snyder-Vidmar, Eli Snyder-Vidmar, Matt Weiss, Matt West, Advisor: Mr. Howard

Students involved in clubs and organizations know what perks and responsibility come in Senior year, specifically leadership. Seniors Mike Sinai ’03 and Peter Gambino ’03 had a discussion in a recent meeting of the Comic Book Club. Foremen of a club learn responsibility and discretion, and go on to become the leaders of the world. Such responsibility allows the students to become more confident in themselves, which will help them in all aspects of life.

Focusing intently on her task, Yi Liu ’05 meticulously folds paper flowers in Craft Club for the Lunar Banquet. Usually, the Craft Club donates its work to area nursing homes and hospitals. It is an urge to bring cheer to the elderly and infirm that compels these students to use their time in such a fashion.
School is not limited to the two extremes of studying and socializing. A wealth of opportunities is available with clubs. Many of these clubs are especially appealing to students when the club practices their hobbies such as photography or arts and crafts. The members of these clubs get together to pursue non-academic interests with people who have similar passions. Often, this is a way for them to ease the pressure of schoolwork, as the club brings another dimension to everyday life.

The Tai Chi club, for instance, practices this martial art because it can help build mental and physical strength. "Tai Chi is a combination of slow motions that require one to focus or her internal power, and helps to improve coordination, self-awareness, speed, leg-strength, health, and balance," said founder Yuanpu Zheng (03).

Other members have also noted this fact and also realized how interesting learning a new art is. Member Michael Purcell said, "I think it's fun... it's an experience of doing something really different.

Likewise, the Comic Book Club allows students to be in atmosphere of other avid comic book lovers. Discussions are pure enjoyment because the members engage in conversations about something that they are truly passionate about. While some may call clubs an after-school activity, it is more of a labor of love for their members.
BLOOD DRIVE CHAIRPEOPLE: Adam Berns, Caroline Conrad, Tony D'Auria, Jackie Hwang, Sam Inselman, Sami Isadauer, Matthew Karpf, Meredith Karpf, Charlotte King, Neil Manis, Dan Mintzer, Gayatri Patel, Zara Rosenberg, Barri Sarowitz, Alison Seibert, Brad Silnutzer, Jackie Strause, Jenna Weinstein, Kira Weinstein, Brian Young, Advisor: Mr. DeLuca

FOP CHAIRPEOPLE: Diane Casey, Samira Farouik, Sari Fleischman, Sara Hackmyer, Perry Hwang, Jennifer Kim, Susan Millenky, Tim Rinehart, Matt Rosenblatt, Lisa Sternberg, Jeff Stomel, Kim Wiseley, Advisors: Mr. DeLuca, Dr. Vitone

Amanda Hymsen ('06), Lindsay Klein ('06), and Amy Giambanis ('03) pose with some of their elderly friends at a neighboring nursing home. Members of SHARE contribute their time outside of school to assist nursing home staff and to talk with residents. "I'm in it because I like spending time with older people and it's fun to see how much they enjoy spending time with high school students," said Klein.

Lisa Zhu ('06), Jeremy Chin ('05), Albert Lin ('05), Sue Xo ('03), and Sanaa Somailey ('05) paint a sign to advertise the Friends of the Environment Battery Drive. The Friends of the Environment club seeks to educate people about the environment and raise money to support its cause. "With the Battery Drive we hope to prevent harmful Battery pollution," said Chin.


GAY-STRAIGHT ALLIANCE: Molly Finkelstein, Marissa Fox, Max Gessman, Jen Ginn, Fay Hughes, Jess Kier, Mike Marshall, Jeanette Neuner, Julia Newman, Joan Olson, Rachel Singer, Lindsey Stone, Jim Thomas, Meg Tremble, Corey Westover, Advisor: Mrs. Varon
Concerned Citizens

Lindsey Stone ('05), Britta Snyder ('05) and Jim Thomas ('05) discuss issues facing the gay community at a Gay-Straight Alliance meeting. This club fosters discussion and acceptance among its members. "We're trying to make people more aware that it's okay to think and be different," said Thomas.

YELLOW RIBBON: Alex Busch, Courtney Cox, Sarah Cox, Michelle Cwanger, Alisha Di Pietro, Amy Drinkwater, Samantha Emdur, David Friedman, Jessica Gottleib, Dara Kates, Courtney Kayser, Ashley Kessler, Kelli Klasso, Becky Lomas, Ashley McCormick, Jordana Nahum, Lauren Noce, Didi Onijeme, Sarah Powell, Tim Rinehart, Leigh Schemanski, Sara Sherman, Rachel Singer, Shayna Spivak, Joe Strazzullo, Jen Vosbikian, Jay Wall, Alex Williams, Nana Wilmot, Jessica Young, Advisor: Ms. Denker

SHARE: Jackie Bennett, Heather Brand, Karly Chesin, Jen DiCesare, Becky Goldenthal, Mattea Goldstein, Seth Pearl, Brooke Rothman, Leigh Schemanski, Nana Wilmot, Advisor: Ms. Felton


STUDENTS AGAINST DESTRUCTIVE DECISIONS: Lauren Goldlust, Hannah Goldstein, Samantha Inselman, Brett Knoff, Jayne Milgrim, Seth Pearl, Sam Richman, Sara Shapiro, Dana Supnick, Brian Young, Advisor: Mrs. Freedman

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Anindya Basu, Courtney Cox, Beverly Hon, Sylvia Kim, Greg Laynor, Philip Osborne, Jillian Rosenfeld, Adam Sagot, Brad Silnitzer, Dan Wen, Advisor: Mr. Timothy Locke.

ANIMAL RIGHTS CLUB: Jen Adler, Seth Alam, Tim Barnes, Shweta Bharadwaj, Christina Binning, Deanna Burch, Christina Cecchio, Kevin Chang, Amy Cheung, Melissa Cohen, Katie Cook, Courtney Cox, Lauren Dematteo, Lindsey Dobkins, Abby Eron, Mike Ester, Steve Goldberg, Alice Hon, Perry Huang, John Strabonjic, Ashley Kazanjian, Becca Klaasman, Katie Klessner, Susan Ke, Amanda Levy, Lisa Liberati, Justin Lin, Jessica Lipton, Nikki Liu, Kristin Longa, Melissa Maw, Kelly Meyer, Parth Modi, Julia Newman, Christina Nieman, Craig Oppenheimer, Gayatri Patel, Paula Polites, Tracy Ritoff, Nikki Robinson, Ralph Rodgers, Justin Shinner, Talia Schwartz, Erica Silberstein, Rachel Stinson, Emma Stone, Grace Su, Jim Thomas, Antonia Tyris, Karishma Vohra, Jana Yablonski, Roy Yang, Lisa Zhu, Advisor: Mr. Cuthill.

Selling pizza after school, AIDS Awareness attempts to raise money. The AIDS Awareness Club educates the community about the causes and effects of HIV and AIDS. "Being a member of AIDS Awareness is a great way for people to accomplish a common goal of helping others." Anna Cho ('03) said.

JSA: Eugene Braude, Ajit Dhillon, Janice Harlow, Patrick Kuo, Greg Laynor, Lisa Liberati, Phil Osborne, Phil Rosen, Adam Sagot, George Schlesinger, Meena Tripathi, Padma Vemuri, Karishma Vohra, Adam Zell, Advisor: Mr. Howard.
It's A Small World After All

While East is known for many achievements, community service stands out as one of its finest. With activities ranging from FOP and Operation Smile to Friends of the Environment and the Animals Rights Club, East students take time out of hectic academic schedules to reach out to the greater Cherry Hill community. Members believe community service is beneficial for not only those in need but also themselves. After investing a great deal of their time in various projects, students are able to put a smile on someone's face, which many describe as their ultimate goal.

FOP, for instance, organizes a holiday party for handicapped people in December. To make the party a success, much help is needed with painting posters and cutting table decorations. Students agree that donating their time to a worthwhile cause is the least they can do.

Ballroom chairperson, Samira Farouk ('03) said, "If we can make someone smile just by putting in a little time and effort, it's hard to say that the experience isn't fulfilling.

At all of East's community service clubs use their time to give back to the world, members believe that extending their aid to others is quite a rewarding experience.

Leading a discussion, the officers of JSA debate the topic of the day. They discuss national and international current events such as the progress of closing and the situation in Iraq. "JSA is an open forum for debating political and social issues," said Meenal Tripathi ('03), president of JSA.

Standing in front of their members, the Animal Rights Club officers Parth Modi ('03) and Niki Robinson ('03) lead a discussion about their upcoming events. Past events have included building birdhouses for the school and adopting an animal. "The Animal Rights Club focuses on fundraising for animal shelters and wilderness refuge and encourages respect for animals through discussion and debate," said Parth Modi ('03).


TAG: Kristen Apgar, Tim Barnes, Beth Boland, Meghan Boland, Barb Bubel, Elyssa Bucci, Joe Bucci, Rebekah Bucci, Katie Cook, Kelly Cook, Christine Duncombe, Steven Gonzalez, Precious Graham, Jen Hampshire, Janice Harlow, Sarah Hebbel, Enoch Hsieh, Perry Hwang, Dave Londres, Christina Magee, Amanda Meseraili, Christine Ng, Erica Nicoletti, Lauren Shelmire, Esther Simpson, Kirsten Spearman, Monique Stearns, Diana To, Matt Venuto, Simon Willison, Sarah Vergler, Annie Yip, Advisor: Mr. Segrest.
Some students do not make a dash for their buses or cars at 2:30. Others stay after school to participate in various clubs that suit their personalities. While some students may delve into student government or culture clubs, others wish to continue their interests in academics. Tailored to these students' tastes are science leagues, language clubs, and the rat lab. Extending their after school activities, these students take their love for classroom topics and use the skills learned in another way. The science leagues, for instance, take trips to other schools where they take exams, hoping to come out on top. East has been known to do extremely well at these competitions and most of the credit goes to the students who put in 110 per cent.

Also, in the Spanish club, members explore the Spanish culture through dancing, among many other activities. Similarly, the French club helps its members to discover the French culture by taking trips to French restaurants, and sometimes making delectables from French cuisine themselves. In their spare time, these students have transformed topics normally discussed only in the classroom into passions for an entire club to enjoy.

Christine Forberger ('03) practices a Spanish dance with her partner Alejandro Cotto ('05) after school at a meeting of the Spanish Club. The members meet regularly in order to share cultural experiences with each other and spread knowledge about their heritage. Forberger said, "I joined the Spanish Club because I am Spanish, and I like to do activities that explore the Spanish culture."


GERMAN CLUB: Sean Borkowski, Mike Danyo, Nick Dell’omo, Dana DiBruno, Blake Edelman, Rob Gornowski, Jaci Greensitein, Jack Keyes, Julie Lukoff, Mike Miracola, Mitja Mueller, Christine Mullin, Matt Robinson, Troy Sattin, Matt Sterling, Dan Wu, Alex Zastrow, Advisor: Mr. Moshmann

MATH CLUB: Blaise Cona, John Faford, Zhen Gong, Pengfei Hou, Sam Kellar, Jeffrey King, John Lee, Stephen Lin, Dan Min, Ted Moskalenko, Advisor: Mr. Lapp
A student gently handles a rat from his psychology lab room. Observing the rat provides valuable information in cognitive department and other areas of psychology. Samira Farouk ('03) said, "Rat lab is a great way to learn about psychology because it allows us to see what we learn in action."

Melissa Horowitz ('04), Andrea Goldstein ('04), Jim Richman ('04), and Anna Ly ('04) review thermodynamics in preparation for an upcoming Chemistry League test. The League's members, who are only invited to participate after passing preliminary exams, show great dedication to an academic subject they love. Horowitz said, "Chem League is just like a sport — we have practice, too. We prepare for the monthly competitions by taking previous tests. And our hard work pays off!"

SPANISH CLUB: Harry Cochran, Joshua Cammack, Alejandro Coito, Christine Forberger, Sandy Gonzalez, Aliya Massey, Vicky Morales, Viviana Pabon, Jerry Pang, Advisor: Dr. Baden

RAT LAB: Eugene Braude, Nick Chan, Sarah Devlin, Ajit Dhillon, Blake Edelman, Samira Farouk, Michaela Gorman, Melissa Maw, Natalia Riquel, Grace Sanchirico, George Schlesinger, Palak Sheth, Ryan Shore, Dan Snyder-Vidmar, Grace Su, Diana To, Katie Vasko/Aynik, Advisor: Ms. Davison

SCIENCE LEAGUES: Jeremy Chin, Alan Chiu, Daniel Chou, Dan Chung, Austin Deng, Samira Farouk, Pat Ho, Enoch Hsieh, Andrea Goldstein, Andrew Herman, Alice Hon, Beverly Hsu, Melissa Horowitz, Albert Hwang, Evan Klein, Steven Kramer, Vipul Kumar, John Li, Albert Lin, Anna Ly, Parth Modi, Holly Moeller, Sonny Nguyen, Jim Richman, Ben Rozay, Rebecca Sobel, Josh Speckier, Josh Stern, Fred Su, Tim Tseng, Aakira Vasbinder, Justine Wu, Anand Veygas-Raman, Lisa Zhu, Advisors: Mr. Berman, Dr. Burns, Mr. Regan
College is not the only place to get a head start for the future. East is home to numerous opportunities that allow a student to get his foot in the door. Whether it is DECA, Future Doctors of America, or America’s Prospective Engineers, these clubs help students to gain a broader understanding of the professional world. With experience in high school, students will be able to excel not only in college, but in their careers as well.

In DECA, for instance, students get hands-on training in the business world. If students pass the Regional and State Competitions, they then go on to the National Competition, which has been held in California and Salt Lake City in the past. This year the DECA students are headed for Florida. Getting first-hand experience, students work alone or in pairs in a certain category. Anjal Mathur (‘03), who has attended the National competition two years in a row enrolled in the advertising category and created a medical product during her sophomore year called “MonkeyMeds,” which were sugar drops in the shape of lollipops. DECA helped Anjal to gain more insight into the world of business.

“The best thing about DECA is that I can actually make a product. It’s like I’m working in the business world already,” she said.

Future Doctors of America is another club that helps students to build a foundation for their professional futures. In this club, members speak with professionals in the medical field who help students to determine whether they would like to make this line of work their career, as do the various clubs at East that show students a glimpse of their futures.

Gesticulating, Nishtha Sodhi (‘04) emphasizes her point while practicing with the Debate Team in Little Theater. The Debate Team encourages growth in public speaking and poise, training students to speak well under pressure. “The best part about debate is during intense matches when you are arguing back and forth with the opposing team. You get so involved, focused, and charged up - it’s a great feeling,” said Sodhi.

Members listen attentively as the guest speaker lectures on the intricacies of medical professionals’ relationship with HMO’s. The FDA exposes its members to the medical field by going on field trips and inviting guest speakers to talk about aspects of medicine. “FDA is a great club because instead of just having discussions about becoming doctors, we take field trips to hospitals and we have many guest speakers. The club actually gives you a feel for the medical profession,” said Shweta Bharadwaj (‘05).

Rachel Laskin (‘04), Mike Nemehrof (‘04), and Paul Bessler (‘04) paint signs to publicize Spirit Week and to generate enthusiasm from the junior class. The Student Government Association promotes leadership and school spirit, allowing the student body to voice its opinion on school affairs through elected representatives. “As a member of SGA, my job is to encourage class spirit and help my class to succeed; we all dedicate ourselves to make spirit week as good as possible,” said Bessler.


Chairperson Diana To ('03) paints a sign for the Variety Show to draw a large audience to the event. "The Variety Show gives students a chance to display their unique talents for a good cause; half of the proceeds goes to charity and the other half goes to the SGA account," she said. "I think the Variety Show this year included more variety as opposed to the previous years. In that way, we pulled more people into it and that's why it was such a success," said To.

SGA OFFICERS: Adam Berns, Lauren Goldlust, Matt Karpf, Justin Marlowe, Matthew Sterling, George Schlesinger, Jenna Weinstein, Advisor: Dr. Vivone


MOCK TRIAL: Shweta Bharadwaj, Leena Bhatnagar, Sue Bhular, Mufal Dahodwala, Garen Eisen, Sam Elias, Ben Gross, Jamie Hacker, Janice Harlow, Rachel Karf, Evan Klein, Michael Kober, Amanda Levy, Britt Robbins, Adam Sagot, Nishtha Sedhi, Sarina Somalja, Sean Stewart, Meena Tripathi, Sunaina Varlagadda, Adam Zell, Advisor: Mr. Nation

FUTURE DOCTORS OF AMERICA: Shweta Bharadwaj, Kevin Brown, Brian Cabalo, Rich Chang, Alan Chu, Dan Chung, Nicole Cohen, Mufal Dahodwala, Danielle Dittrich, Grace Guit, Janice Harlow, Andrew Herman, Patrick Ho, Thomas Hour, Robert Ing, Andrew Kang, Yousufm Kim, Lisa Korostowski, Vipul Kumar, Ted Mokaloko, Keval Pandit, Ben Rozen, Philip Specht, Jill Steinbrecher, Josh Stirm, Mike Stin, Matt Weinraub, Sunaina Varlagadda, Advisor: Mr. Robino
Among the many things that East is well known for, diversity is one of the most apparent. To nurture a respect for other ethnicities, students have formed culture clubs that teach members about the traditions of different cultures. The many clubs, such as the Asian Cultural Society, Indian Cultural Society, Korean Culture Club, and Chinese Culture Club, help East students to better understand their friends' backgrounds.

Besides learning about cultures within one club, all of the groups combine their efforts to organize special events. The Lunar Banquet is one such event. On this day, members of all of the Asian clubs get together to celebrate the Chinese New Year by inviting teachers to sample delectables from different Asian countries. In addition to food, teachers can also enjoy the sights and sounds of different culture, as the students perform traditional song and dances. Multicultural Day is another event that brings together all of the culture clubs; this event features song and dance from not only the Asian clubs, but the other clubs as well. At these events, both members and nonmembers, are able to find common ground and understand the similarities across cultures.

Sitting at a table in Cafeteria 2 after school, Beverly Hon (’05), Yi Liu (’05), and Mary Guo (’05) play the ancient Chinese game of mahjong at a Chinese Culture Club meeting. CCC holds an annual meeting designed to teach both Chinese and non-Chinese people about this aspect of Chinese culture, "I think that the Chinese Culture Club gives students the opportunity to learn about Chinese culture first hand. We try our best to be active in both the school and also the Chinese community of South Jersey," said Hon.

Reporting the results of the elections for ACS, Christina Lee (’04) ascribes the names of the new club officers for the 2002-03 school year. Most clubs around the school held annual elections so that those seeking leadership positions could present their cases and members can choose their officers, thus showing that democracy exists even in school. Andrea Park (’04) said, "In various clubs, the members have the opportunity to elect their leaders. Officers are chosen based on speeches and leadership qualities and therefore the culture clubs have democratic procedures." Leading a discussion during an ACS meeting, officers Cecilia Louis (’01), Rachel Vaught (’01), and Monica Rauba (’01) talk about plans for the auction, which is used to raise money for ACS. While known not just among ACS members but also among the school, the annual event involves the "selling" of various members who put themselves on the auction block. However, ACS is not all fun and games. "The point is to get Asian people and those interested in the Asian culture together so everyone can become more open-minded," said Louis.

Antoinette Duffy (’03) and Mike Duffy (’04) led a relaxed discussion at a Filipino Culture Club meeting. Attracting many Filipino students, the FCC connects members to their shared background and unites them with peers of similar heritage. President Antoinette Duffy said, “As president, I’m responsible for uniting the Filipinos at East and encouraging them to get involved with the school and to interact with other culture clubs.”

Always aware of her responsibilities, treasurer Melissa Maw (’03) reviewed notes during an ACS meeting. Culture clubs often take field trips to learn more about their backgrounds and ACS is no exception; however, clubs must raise their own funds, and treasurers like Maw play an important role in achieving that goal. Maw said, “I have to be responsible for keeping track of the cash box and making sure that when we plan field trips, we have enough money.”


IRISH CLUB: Niki Ambrose, Megan Boland, Eileen Brennan, Deanna Burch, Angela Carroll, Maria Carroll, H.B. Cochran, Sarah Cochran, Ashley Craven, Meghan Daly, Steve Emerson, Max Gessman, Laura Gladney, Melissa Goldman, Laura Griffin, Jill Johnson, Kristen Kinell, Kristen Lance, Katie Lichtman, Justin Marchew, Leila Mendelowicz, Matt Neary, Ryan Neary, Hannah Pimperton, Niki Puleio, Kristina Reilly, Karishma Vohra, Katie Voskoboynik, Cindy Wen, Brian Young, Advisor: Mr. Killion

Performing various dances such as the umbrella dance and the lion dance is imperative for CCDC to raise money to buy props like fans, umbrellas, and costumes.


ITALIAN AMERICAN CLUB: Amie Adcock, Chris DiBartolomeo, Frank Gambino, Kristen Kendra, Kyung Kim, Mike Marasco, Joe Matteo, Ross Millstein, Mitch Palazzo, Tim Rinehart, Nicole Sindoni, Cody Tucci, Advisor: Mr. Gagliardi, Mr. Melograna

CHINESE CULTURAL DANCE CLUB: Peggy Chang, Grace Gui, Alice Hon, Niki Lui, Yi Liu, Elsa Ly, Diana To, Jennifer Wang, Cindy Wen, Annie Yan, Andrea Zou, Advisor: Mrs. Shuster

The drums roar. The trumpets blare. The flutes chirp. The music from D-Wing comes alive like a spirited jungle. Melodies from the instrumental groups levitate towards the peak of the canopy and slither through, emitting beautiful sounds into the halls of East.

In addition to being dedicated to academics, sports, and clubs, East students are committed to the performing arts. The narrow, sometimes unnoticeable hallway known as D-Wing is home to not only choral groups, but also instrumental groups such as Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Band, Freshmen Wind Ensemble, and Jazz Band. In these bands, students can escape from the often unbearable day-to-day rigor of school and enjoy the music.

"Band is a good way to take your mind off the tension of other classes, and it gives you a chance to meet new people," says Diana Macunias ('03), a French horn player for the Wind Ensemble.

Besides being a fun elective, however, it also allows students to apply the musical theories they learn to pieces played in class. Students also get a crash-course in composers from different cultures and generations; while one day the Symphonic Band may play a piece by Gustav Holst, the following week they could experiment with a John Philip Sousa march. This exposure to music at an early age helps students decide whether or not they would like to pursue music professionally.

Macunias says, "I'm not sure about that far in the future, but I'll most likely keep [band] up in college if I have the time."

Whether or not East's musicians want to make a career out of their interests, for now they can enjoy the sweet sound of success.

---

Hannah Goldstein ('06) watches Mr. Keleher during a freshmen wind ensemble rehearsal. In freshmen wind ensemble, all of the members start out at one level. Over the following years, the musicians can audition for higher-level groups that place them among upperclassmen.

Cellists Mo Yang ('03) and Andrew Kju ('04) warn up with the rest of the orchestra before the winter concert. Because of the multitude of music groups at East, one half of the groups perform on one night, while the other half perform on a separate night. The fall concert, however, features all groups on one night playing fewer pieces so audiences can see East's musical talent in its entirety.

---

FRESHMAN WIND ENSEMBLE: Meryl Abag, Greg Adcock, Annie An, Vikram Bhardwaj, Mike Berkowitz, Jim Boguski, Tim Boyle, Joe Brach, Pamela Chang, Rebecca Chen, Grace Cho, NoriAnna Cohen, Jaclyn Davis, Brian Deppe, Steven Dinsmore, Rick Dominis, Amy Ehrich, Ross Fishbein, Hannah Goldstein, Zhen Gong, Mark Greenfield, Jamie Herron, Ilana Holland, Jason Huber, Andy Hurwitz, Joseph Ibay, Ben Kaufman, Andrew Kendus, Jeffrey King, Eugene Ko, Mike Kober, Brian Laflerty, David Lamprou, Lauren Laskey, John Lee, Adam Lieberman, Kristen Little, Daniel Min, Naomi Mahlberg, Adam Niver, Soo Pak, Derek Podewitz, Jake Polack, Jason Reed, Andrew Satt, Todd Schefflin, Christian Shelmire, Philip Spechler, Caryn Steinbrecher, Emma Stone, Matt Tannenbaum, Liz Waslik, Matt Weiler, Marjorie Welch, Monica Yoo, Mr. Keleher (Conductor)
On stage during a winter concert rehearsal, Yasin Al-Sayyad ('03) controls his drum strokes by placing his palm gently on the tympani. Playing percussion is one of the most versatile musical positions because members of the percussion section can play more than one instrument, such as the gong, bells, triangle, snare drum, or xylophone. Although drummers may have it difficult musically, keeping in time with the rest of the band, the perk of choosing from a variety of instruments is definitely a nice reward.

During the winter concert, Jennifer Feinberg ('03) attentively watches the baton to make sure she is in time with the rest of the wind ensemble. As some students begin playing from fourth grade, the journey to high school-level music education is long, but gratifying. "One of the things I always looked forward to in high school was pursuing my love of music," said Feinberg.

SYMPHONIC BAND: Cierra Allen, Jared Batterman, Javier Bolanos, Deanna Burch, Andrea Cometz, Christina Contratatto, Lisa Chalist, Irene Chung, Chris Cicerco, Amanda Cucinotti, Kim D’Imperio, Amy Dobner, Dan Dressier, Julie Drezner, Aaron Dvorin, Peter Ehstratisades, Sal Galati, Malissa Goldman, Fay Hughes, Evan Klein, Steven Kramer, Christine MacArthur, Beth Martino, Anthony Menta, Melissa Mijares, Lauren Noce, Jill Pahmen, Kavita Pandit, Archanra Ram, Tovah Ross, Corinne Schneider, Matt Schorr, Lindsey Shaffer, Michael Sharp, Lauren Shelmire, Todd Sharofsky, Adi Shmuely, Zachary Seidman, Stacy Silverman, Ben Silverman, Julie Sobota, Fred Su, Abbey Teller, James To, James Vuong, Freddy Wang, Steven Weissman, Nana Wilmot, Ilana Worrell, Justin Wu, Andy Wyong, Gavri Yares, Jin Ah Yu, Lisa Zhu, Mr. Kelether (Conductor)

Imagine showing up to school wearing the same outfit as 200 other people. It's a prom worst nightmare, but a choir dream. The black choir dresses and tuxedos give the upper choir an aesthetically pleasing appearance, while red choir robes show poise and professionalism amongst Vocal Workshop, the entry-level choir.

Though they may dress the same, the members of the East choirs certainly do not all sound the same. After completing a year in vocal workshop and learning the basics of singing, vocalists have the option to audition for a higher-level choir. While Chansons, a women's choir, highlights mature soprano and alto voices, Concert Choir balances both male and female voices. East Singers, the most selective group, performs challenging music and performs both in and outside of school.

Through daily rehearsals and rotating lessons, the musicians prepare a wide range of repertoire to perform at the Fall Preview Concert, the winter Concert, Opera Night, the Spring Concert, and Graduation. From spirituals to show tunes, East's vocal students are exposed to a broad variety of music.

Besides developing superior vocal skills and learning music theory, choir is a great way to meet others with similar interests. Said Rachel Karpef ('03), "East's vocal department has introduced me to many kinds of music and styles. More importantly, it has introduced me to my best friends."

Awaiting Mrs. Lausi's signal, Sara Sherman ('03) internalizes the rhythm of the song as she prepares to play the accompaniment for a winter selection. Concentration is one of the most important aspects of accompanying a choir. Before playing the correct notes and keeping in time, focusing one's energy towards music comes first.

While practicing their music for East Singers, Brittany Cohen ('04), Karishma Vohra ('03), Lauren Sheehan ('03), and Marissa Fox ('03) practice in a sectional and compare notes with each other. The advantage of working in a sectional is that singers can practice with people with the same voice part. This way, they can make the most of rehearsals.

EAST SINGERS: Amie Adcock, Jeremy Bannett, Ariel Beinart, Heather Burger, Samshita Bhargava, Lauren Blais, Arielle Breitler, Brian Cabalo, Paul Caracciolo, Teralyn Carter, Anny Chan, Elsia Chao, Anna Cho, Charlotte Chong, Dan Chung, Sarah Cochran, Brittany Cohen, Nicole Corse, Ashley Crenen, Natalie Deal, Lauren Eisen, Hiroko Eto, Steve Goldberg, Justin Gordon, Ben Gross, Yuki Hirao, Alice Hon, Rachel Karpef, Dara Kates, Rohini Khilani, Christine Kim, Susan Ko, Dan Kohler, Rachel Leipzog, Graham Livingston, Sharon Lubelski, Christine MacArthur, Beth Martino, Alix McEwen, Mike McNulty, Jennifer Mayen, Eve Michaelski, Cristin Millet, Laurie Naftulin, Jeannette Neuman, Viviana Pabon, Kim Pajdak, Ameetha Palanivel, Sarah Parker, Hannah Plumpton, Danny Rose, Amanda Ross, Alissa Sabel, Lauren Sheehan, Sara Sherman, Liz Sobotow, Kirsten Spearman, Josh Speckler, Serena Sun, Diana To, Antonia Tyris, Karishma Vohra, Holly Wanshouer, Sarah Waxman, JD Weaver, Evan Weiss, Claire Wesley, Debra Winter, Kyle Wisickey, Mo Yang, Mrs. Lausi (Conductor)

CHANSONS: Veronica Bitigue, Kim Boxler, Keisha Blount, Beth Boland, Barbara Bubel, Elysa Bucci, Laura Casey, Cara Davis, Roseanne DeChristopher, Colleen Duffey, Shirley Fan, Molly Finkielstein, Christine Forberger, Kristine Gallemit, Rebecca Goldenthal, Andrea Goldstein, Precious Graham, Chelsey Hill, Yumiko Hira, Melissa Hirsch, Sylvia Kim, Lisa Korostowska, Allie Lansman, Kristen Longa, Valyn Malek, Jennifer McMenamin, Lauren McNally, Jennifer McNulty, Elizabeth Meyeroff, Kristen Peterson, Natalie Risquez, Mariel Rissmiller, Allison Segal, Amber Shernoff, Pareen Seth, Sabella Sparano, LeAnn Spino, Jenna Stark, Rachael Tannen, Desiree Tubello, Nicole Wall, Nicole Williams, Sarah Yergler, Mrs. Ferguson (Conductor)
VOCAL WORKSHOP: Ivy Abiona, Nick Acclani, Daniel Amerman, Daniel Berger, Austin Blaker, Bania Brach, Lou Bresler, Joe Bucci, Rebekah Bucci, Amanda Caffaro, Betty Cantwell, Angela Carroll, Katerina Chachouane, Ben Chung, Teryn D’Esposito, Adam Elias, Erik Emerich, Jillian Finkelstein, Elan Geffen, Laura Gladney, Ariel Golan, Grace Gui, Jennifer Hayes, Rachel Hinley, Jeff Hopkins, Mike Baisanov, Miles Jackson, Zach Karsch, Jana Karpf, Cameron Kate, Hannah Kim, Jackie Kim, Ben Lorentz, Audrey Lebowitz, Melissa Librio, Jon Librojo, Danielle Licata, Adam Lieberman, Sharon Lubetkin, Lisa Ly, Laurie Macman, Casey Mendenhall, Froze Mercedo, Nicole Miglio, Ryo Motohisa, Lin Mitchell, Hina Mohammed, Adriana Namaz, Allison Neff, Fiona Novick, Dylan Paul, Juliana Pellegrino, Alyssa Pizzella, Catrina Pien, Angela Ray, Kiona Reed, Andrew Roman, Julie Romm, Megan Rosen, Brett Rosen, Ilana Rubin, Lindsay Sanders, Aynal Sharma, Ariel Silver, Amy Slater, Ashley Smith, Jordyn Smith, Caillie Snyder, Sean Stewart, Marc Tedjja, Ashley Wall, Jennifer Wang, Sherry Wang, Adam Waxman, Marjorie Welch, Samantha Wolf, Monica Yoo, Brianna Yuellez, Adam Zell, Mrs. Luisi, Mrs. Ferguson (Conductors)

CONCERT CHOIR: Seth Alamar, Nicole Ambrosi, Leah Berg, Brigid Bleaken, Traci Budman, Matt Bush, Lisa Chalik, Sarah Cochran, Andrea Cometz, Megan DiNapoli, Devin Drechsler, Elise Ettinger, Shari Flemming, Elan Geffen, Michele Haiki, Laura Horwitz, John Hwang, Justyn Jackere, Rosamond Joshi, Monaz Kana, Matt Koller, Katy Luchman, Elizabeth Luk, Kris Lyman, Christina Magee, Sarah Mandes, Justin Marlowe, Jamie McMenamin, Leila Mendelovici, Adrienne Mendoza, Ilana Miller, Lee Moradi, Lauren Noce, Brett Rosen, Jillian Rosenfield, Adam Sagot, Stacy Silverman, Ruth Simpson, Julie Sobota, Colin Spence, Padma Vemuri, Chelsea Waldorf, Holly Warnshauer, RJ Weaver, Ilana Worrell, Ariel Zander, Mrs. Luisi (Conductor)
"And All That Jazz"

While many students audition for All-South Jersey and All-State musical groups, there are plenty of similar groups right here at East. These creme de la crop groups include the Jazz Band, Jazz Standards, Chamber Winds, and Brass Ensemble. While in the Jazz Band, students audition for a limited number of positions, in other musical groups, instrumentalists are chosen by Mr. Bruce Yurko, conductor of the Chamber Winds and Brass Ensemble, and Mr. Timothy Kelleher, conductor of the Jazz Band and Jazz Standards. To be selected, the musicians must practice frequently and maintain their passion for the art. While most students hurry home at the sound of the 2:30 bell, others stay after school to practice music for one, two, or even more groups in D-Wing.

One of the advantages of learning music at East is that there are a multitude of opportunities awaiting musicians. For those who play a wind or brass instrument, the Brass Ensemble or Chamber Winds groups are perfect matches. When working closely with other band members and a conductor, those students achieve a certain level of maturity that can help them in possible music careers.

Besides these groups, Lab Band offers an opportunity for those students who would like to learn jazz music, but do not play a traditional jazz instrument. The numerous ensembles indicate the school's hope to maintain musical integrity.

LAB BAND: Jared Batterman, Mike Berkowitz, Vikram Bhargava, Jim Boguski, Tim Boyle, Joe Brech, Deanna Burch, Rebecca Chen, Anna Cho, Rick Dominissac, Peter Elistrattides, Molly Finkenstein, Ross Fishbein, Jackie Gerber, Zhen Gong, Dan Herron, Alexandra Hill, Fay Hughes, Andy Hurwitz, Joseph Ibay, Ben Kaufman, Andrew Kerdus, Dan Kober, Steven Kramer, Mike Kober, Brian Lafferby, Boris Lau, John Lee, Josh Levinson, Christine MacArthur, Melissa Mack, Shara Mack, Melissa Mejias, Stephanie Mikulash, Josephine Morlile, Adam Nover, Ian O'Beirne, Ravita Pandit, Tim Plimpton, Derek Podolwicz, Jason Reed, Tovah Ross, Corin Schneider, Lindsay Shaffler, Christian Shelmine, Adi Shmueli, Stacy Silverman, Ben Silverman, Phil Spachter, Geoffrey Stern, Josh Stern, Bullam Tekanashi, Rachael Tannen, James Vucic, Matt Weiner, Ilana Worril, Andrew Wysocki, Gavri Yares, Mr. Kelleher (Conductor)

JAZZ BAND: Michael Ahn, Jordan Bross, Daniel Chou, Jackie Gerber, Mark Greenfield, Dan Herron, Ben Hopkins, Dan Kober, Boris Lau, Joshua Levinson, Christine MacArthur, Melissa Mack, Shara Mack, Cristin Millioti, Ian O'Beirne, Tim Plimpton, Jason Reed, Aaron Rivkin, Todd Sheffield, Matt Weiner, Gavri Yares, Mr. Kelleher (Conductor)

JAZZ STANDARDS: Ben Hopkins, Boris Lau, Shara Mac, Cristin Millioti, Ian O'Beirne, Tim Plimpton, Sam Tremble, Matt Weiner, Gavri Yares, Mr. Kelleher (Conductor)
band rehearsal. On one level, instructors teach the students the basic fundamentals in a particular area. Most importantly, however, they also encourage students to help them become better musicians.

With the bow set gently against the strings, Gavri Yanes ('03) follows the notes on his music, bringing to life the melodious notes of the base. Members of the bands and orchestras often practice their instruments daily to perfect the music. This way, they can make the performance enjoyable for not only themselves, but for the audience as well.

Saxophonist Jackie Gerber ('05) rehearses her music for jazz band, following conductor Mr. Keleher's instruction. Among the other small music groups that put in much time after school, the jazz band is no exception. Meeting every Monday and Thursday, the jazz band puts in hours of hard work during their practices. Besides working hard at school, the musicians also perform at many competitions in the New Jersey and Pennsylvania area.

Belting out tunes on their trumpets, Dan Rober ('04) and Boris Lau ('03) keep an eye on Mr. Tim Keleher, the jazz band conductor, for their cues. Playing music is truly grounded in pace. In order to create a uniform, pleasing sound, all members of an ensemble must stay in tempo with their fellow musicians.

Awaiting the start of the concert, jazz vocalist Cristin Milotti ('03) and jazz guitarist Ben Hopkins ('03) rehearse and relax before a concert. Concerts are both a time when performers can show off their talents to the larger community. Gaining more exposure, musicians display their hard work that often seems effortless.

CHAMBER WINDS: David Baumgarten, Jennifer Feinberg, Alexandra Hill, Christine Mullin, Hannah Plimpton, Mr. Yurko (Conductor)

BRASS ENSEMBLE: Nick Acciani, Andrew Bleaken, Scott Herman, Daniel Herron, Josh Levinson, Justin Lin, Tim Plimpton, Aaron Rivkin, Mr. Yurko (Conductor)
D-wing is also home to the small vocal ensembles at Cherry Hill East. As some of East's most talented and dedicated musicians, The Belles of East, Madrigals Singers, Casual Harmony, and Celebrations not only perform at East's seasonal concerts but also year long throughout the Delaware valley. Carrying East's name through the community, they frequently perform at Elementary schools, nursing homes, and other spots of interest. One can see, for example, the Belles of East caroling through historic Haddonfield during Christmas time.

Because of the varied styles that these groups offer, East always puts together an exciting show. While the Madrigal singers represent the Renaissance era in both repertoire and costume, Casual Harmony stages comical presentations of its music, always pleasing the crowd. The Belles of East, one of three hand bell choirs in the nations, sing and ring at the same time! Members find the entire small group experience both musically and personally rewarding. With numerous concerts and rehearsals, they gain a deeper appreciation for music as an art form. The pleasure, however, that the members find in performing at out-of-school locations goes beyond a sheer love for music. "It's really satisfying to perform at all the different places. It's nice to know that by singing, we're helping to make someone's day a little brighter. Music is amazing that way," said Samhita Bhargava ('03), a member of the Belles of East.

With popular repertoire, striking attire, and harmonious voices, these vocal ensembles grace East and the surrounding community with their performances.

Andrea Goldstein ('04) and Stacy Silberman ('04) perform with Celebrations, a group that plays the English hand bells. Because the girls must coordinate the notes of the bells with the rhythm of the music, intense concentration is crucial. "It takes a lot of work, but it's a lot of fun, too," said Silberman.

Gathered around the piano, the Belles of East practice voice parts for "Mr. Sandman," a piece selected for the competition in Washington D.C. with 14 female voices, the group must maintain a perfect balance and pure tone. Although many of the selections have sweet harmonies with their own tune, others, such as "Mr. Sandman," have a clashing but jazzy twist.

BELLES OF EAST: Anmie Adcock, Samhita Bhargava, Anny Chan, Charlotte Chong, Britanny Cohen, Christine MacArthur, Eve Michaleski, Sarah Parker, Alison Seibert, Sara Sherman (Officer), Elizabeth Sobkow, LeAnne Spino, Holly Warshauer, Sarah Waxman (Officer), Mrs. Lausi (Advisor)

MADRIGAL SINGERS: Jeremy Banett, Brian Cabalo (Officer), Shirley Fan, Rachel Karpf, Rohini Khillan, Susan Ko, Daniel Kober, Beth Martino, Kim Pejidak, Danny Rose, Amanda Ross, Amber Shernooff, RJ Weaver, Claire Wesley, Debra Winter, Kyle Wislocky (Officer), Mo Yang, Mrs. Lausi (Advisor)
Rehearsing in the auditorium, the members of Casual Harmony perfect their spring music. Casual Harmony consists of 13 males who perform everything from ballads to pop tunes. These men are known for their liveliness and comical performances, paired with excellent musicianship.

Brain Cabalo ('03), Ben Gross ('04), and Dan Chung ('04) rehearse with a piano in the vocal room for Casual Harmony practice. Becoming a member of a select ensemble requires each member to put in much time and dedication. Apart from rehearsing every morning during homeroom and once a week after school, these musicians make time out of their busy schedule to rehearse and perfect their concert music at home. "We can't skip Casual Harmony for a doctor's appointment or to make up a test. Every voice counts," said officer Danny Rose.

Kimberly Pajdak ('03) and Shirley Fan ('04), both members of the Madrigals, perform the song "Carol of the Bells" at Longwood Gardens. During the Christmas season, Longwood Gardens holds holiday celebrations that include a variety of performances from many local schools. Amidst the glowing lights and beautiful trees, the singers' voices resound through the Gardens and provide entertainment for the entire audience. "It was one of the highlights of the year," said Mrs. Lausi.

CASUAL HARMONY: Seth Alamar, Jeremy Bennett, Brian Cabalo, Daniel Chung, Garen Eisen, Benjamin Gross, Mike McNelis, Danny Rose (Officer), Adam Sagot, Joshua Spechler, RJ Weaver (Officer), Evan Weiss, Kyle Wislochky, Mrs. Ferguson (Advisor)

CELEBRATIONS: Keisha Biount, Sarah Cochran, Andrea Goldstein, Alice Hon (Officer), Christine Kim, Elizabeth Luk, Christine MacArthur (Officer), Leila Mendelowic, Catarina Pien, Stacy Silberman, Jennifer Shpion, Ruiann Takanashi, Ilanna Worrell, Mrs. Ferguson (Advisor)
"It seems we're going to have a real old-fashioned Christmas," promises a character in George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart's American comedy, "The Man Who Came to Dinner," which East performed this fall. The play revolves around the hilarious events that ensue when Sheridan Whiteside, a famous critic, celebrity, and lecturer, is forced to spend Christmas with a typical American family in a typical American town.

The performers put in much hard work and many long hours to make the fall show a success. But, before the show is under way, there is bound to be some apprehension. Any seasoned performer has pre-show jitters. Right before the curtain rises, an anxiety, whether small or large, seeps into the minds of performers, making some excited, others nervous, and a few nauseous. Although the fears seem menacing at first, they are only temporary. As the stage lights turn on and the show begins, the actors put in 100 percent to have the best show possible. The goal of any performer is to conquer that initial nervousness and turn that energy into liveliness during the show. Besides the actors, a good portion of the rest of the production is done by the stage crew, who help to build sets and make sure the show runs smoothly. They also may have a degree of anxiety as their set designs and props must embellish the production itself. Although performers, whether musicians, stage crew, or actors, may anticipate "The Big Night" with some fear, the end product makes these students realize how worthwhile their efforts were.

Cristi Milioti ('03) enacts an emotional scene during the fall show, playing the character Lorraine Sheldon. Actors must delve deep within themselves to often recreate an emotion. While this may seem difficult, many of East's actors do it with utmost ease.

Playing Sheridan Whiteside, R.J. Weaver ('03) performs in the play "The Man Who Came to Dinner" along with Sarah Parker ('04) and Matt Williamson ('03). Requiring much time and effort, the fall show means that the actors and stage crew must put in 100 percent. However, when the curtain raises a surge of excitement tells these performers that all of the effort was worth it.

RED CAST: Nick Acciani, Dan Amerman, Jeremy Bannett, Anthony Barker, Heather Berger, Paul Bloch, Beth Boland, Paul Boye, Traci Budman, Arielle Brettl, Betsey Cantwell, Brittany Cohen, Amy Dobner, Garen Elsen, Eric Emdur, Marissa Fox, Laura Gladney, Steve Goldberg, Becty Goldenthal, Sarah Gotthem, Michele Haisit, Solomon Heifets, Chelsey Hill, Miles Jackson, Jen Meyers, Laurie Naftulin, Brett Robbins, Adam Sagot, Jenna Stark, Sean Stewart, Chelsea Walford, Matt Williamson, Kyle Wiscoisky, Adam Zell, Mr. Weaver (Director)

WHITE CAST: Nick Acciani, Dan Amerman, Jeremy Bannett, Anthony Barker, Christina Binning, Paul Bloch, Beth Boland, Paul Boye, Traci Budman, Betsey Cantwell, Andrea Cometz, Cara Davis, Amy Dobner, Garen Elsen, Erik Emdur, Solomon Heifets, Chelsey Hill, Laura Horwitz, Lea Moradi, Miles Jackson, Jami Johnsen, Sarah Parker, Laura Horwitz, Alexis Kilduff, Cristi Milioti, Lea Moradi, Brett Robbins, Adam Sagot, Liz Sobkiw, Kirsten Spearman, Sarah Waxman, R.J. Weaver, Matt Williamson, Kyle Wiscoisky, Adam Zell, Mr. Weaver (Director)
STAGE CREW: Daniel Apilunco, Daniel Atkins, Tim Barnes, Alex Brandwine, Taryln Carter, Samantha Cometz, David Deitch, Colleen Duffey, Nick Fiorentini, Lee Goldstein, Christina Grisafi, David Gross, David Gutbezahl, Chelsey Hill, Laura Horwitz, Dana Kates, David Korth, Jeff Kraus, Lauren Laskey, Adam Lieberman, Querida Lindsey, Melissa Marshall, Beth Martino, Lea Moradi, Jeanette Neuner, Eric Olinsky, Joan Olsen, Marc Oppenheim, Rachael Oppenheim, Alyssa Pezzella, Chris Rivera, Josh Sonstein, Zach Matusow, Mr. Weaver (Advisor)

"Les Mis Biz"

Les Miserables, the highest grossing Broadway musical of all time, came to East with a bang this year. The production started work earlier than usual to accommodate the operatic nature of the show and the intricate sets.

The story of Les Miserables is one of love, courage and redemption, and is delivered through song. Because of the challenging and immense quantity of music, the musicians had to devote much time and effort to ensure perfection and often sacrificed other activities.

“I definitely had less time to do my homework because the show took up so much of my time. It was my only after school activity for a while,” said Cara Davis ('05), who played Cosette, the daughter of Fantine and wife of Marius.

In addition, creating the sets was a tedious effort in itself. Over 30 students were needed to handle the technical portion of the show. This particular production required the construction of a revolving stage, an aspect that was essential for the success of the show. The numerous members of the stage crew worked intensely to make sure that this part of the production went off without a hitch.

While the entire production process called for more preparation than usual, the show was one of East’s finest because it created a new standard for high school musicals and made a large profit.

Street urchin Gavroche, played by Dan Amerman ('06), attempts to climb the barricade before being killed during battle. Besides featuring high school students, East productions also offer parts to students in elementary schools. Les Miserables, in particular, featured many students from various Cherry Hill elementary schools.

The unrelenting Javert, played by Brian Cabalo ('03), towers over prisoner Jean Valjean, played by Kyle Wislocky ('03). One of the advantages of having many students get involved with East productions is that the cast rotates so that more people have an opportunity to play different parts. The experience of playing different characters enhances the way in which a performer reacts to other cast members.

Singing “Lovely Ladies,” some female cast members play prostitutes during one of the scenes in *Les Miserables*. Unlike other East musicals, *Les Miserables* provided more people with more stage time. This enabled much more of the cast to spend time together in front of the audience.

*Les Mis was the most rewarding experience I’ve ever had!* - Rachel Karpf (’03)

*Sarah Waxman (’03), who played Fantine in the red cast, sings about a hope that has died in “I Dreamed a Dream.” Fantine’s main solo. The role of Fantine required much command over the singer’s voice, as it ranged from mellow alto tones to high soprano vibrato.*

“It’s great to have a show that the entire school and community got excited about and enjoyed.” - Kyle Wislocky (’03)

Playing the convict Jean Valjean, R.J. Weaver (’03) belts out his solo, “What Have I Done?” on opening act. Because the production is still fresh, opening night can arouse many jitters. By the last show, however, the sets change fluidly, the musicians are well acquainted with their music, and the performers take a part of the character with them.

PIT ORCHESTRA: David Baumgarten, Andrew Bleaken, Charlotte Chong, Dan Chou, Kim D’Imperio, Laura Earley, Jenny Freinberg, Jancie Harlow, Beverly Hon, Fay Hughes, Albert Hwang, Juli Kasyuk, Dan Kober, Pat Ku, Boris Lau, Josh Levinson, Melissa Mack, Shara Mack, Beth Martinez, Stephanie Mikitish, Christine Mullin, Ian O’Beirne, Hannah Plimpton, Tim Plimpton, Sara Sherman, Diana To, Matt Weitner, Matt Weiss, Gavri Yares, Mr. Cohen, Mr. Kelcher (Conductor)
The old saying, “Practice makes perfect,” seems to be in the genes of East’s performing arts students. Every year, optimistic singers, musicians, dancers, actors, and artists practice to earn a spot in one of East’s elite arts groups. For some, they have been playing for quite some time, and their talents have been nurtured throughout the years. “I began playing when I was six because my siblings played … [and] I felt it was really awesome,” said Richard Chang ’04, a violinist for the orchestra, who also made it to All-Nationals this year with flutists Jennifer Shipon ’04 as well. Shipon began playing when she was eight years old, as her fascination with the flutists at a camp talent show inspired her.

To make it to these elite groups, students go through a rigorous audition process and hope that they have done their best. However, many students do not let the pressure get to them. They understand that music is rooted in having fun. Shipon said, “Everything about music retains a certain degree of ‘funness’ for me, otherwise it wouldn’t be worth pursuing.”

Within school, the Performing and Visual Arts Society, simply known as PAVAS, enables students to become a part of a group that honors artists who have contributed to the arts during their high school careers.

Still there are many groups at East that do not have out-of-school audition processes, like the Mime Company and Studio II. In the Mime Company, members perform for small children at elementary schools and hospitals, hoping to brighten a child’s day. Also, this year, Studio II performed the controversial play “The Laramie Project,” which focuses on the murder of Matthew Shepard. Above all, motivation has driven these students to obtain the highest honor of excellence.


LAB THEATER: Dan Amaral, Sue Bhinar, Christina Binnig, Traci Budman, Betsey Cantwell, Cara Davis, Amy Dobner, Laura Gladney, Ariel Golan, Steve Goldberg, Michelle Hasilo, Solomon Helfets, Jami Johnson, Alexi Kilduff, Rachel Lepow, Adam Lieberman, Cristin Milot, Elana Miller, Lila Moradi, Eric Olsnaj, Alyssa Perazzina, Julie Romm, Arielle Silver, Jenna Stark, Danielle Stein, R.J. Weaver, Matt Williamson, Mr. Weaver (Director)

ACTORS STUDIO 2: Anthony Barker, Tim Barnes, Basia Brach, Matthew Bush, Sarah Cochran, Andrea Cometz, Brian Fishman, Laura Gladney, Becky Goldenhal, Sammy Goldsmith, Laura Horowitz, Eithan Knecht, Rebecca Mitchell, Laurie Naffin, Viviana Pacon, Allison Segal, Danielle Shindler, Vince Veneziani, Chelsea Wolvord, Corey Westover, Matt Williamson, Mr. Nation (Director)
MIME COMPANY: Arielle Breitler, Teralyn Carter, Andrea Cometz, Alexis Kilduff, Elizabeth Sobkol, Sarah Waxman, R.J. Weaver, Andrew Bleaken, Molly Finkelstein, Laura Gladney, Sarah Parker, Corey Westover, Brigida Bleaken, Traci Budman, Michele Haste, Brett Robbins, Sandy Finkelstein, Fiona Novick, Mr. Weaver (Advisor)

PAVAS INDUCTEES: Annie Adcock, Tim Barnes, Heather Berger, Samshita Bhargava, Arielle Breitler, Brian Caballero, Teralyn Carter, Jin Choi, Andrea Cometz, Courtney Cox, Dave Deitch, Garen Eisen, Sarah Gottehm, Jeni Jhonsen, Rachel Karpl, Dana Kate, Alexis Kilduff, Ethan Knecht, Sharon Lubeck, Christine MacAulur, Eve Michaels, Cristin Millott, Andrea Middelf, Laurie Naf, Alisi Nicoletti, Ruchal Ophemh, Hannah Plimpton, Danny Rose, Brett Rosen, Alison Seibert, Sara Sherman, Esther Simpson, Elizabeth Sobkol, Kirsten Spearman, Diana To, Holly Warshauer, Sarah Waxman, R.J. Weaver, Daniel Weiss, Matt Williamson, Kimberly Wistley, Kyle Wisterlock, MoYang, Gauri Yaroc, Courtney Zipf, Mr. Nation (Advisor)
March Madness

"Detail! Atten-Hutt!" announces drum major, Brian Cabalo ('03). Rallying the members of the marching band, Cabalo, along with assistant drum major, Christine MacArthur ('03) begins to lead the marching band during a football game.

The cheerleading squad is not the only group to energize and invigorate the crowd at a football game. Au contraire - the members of the marching band are also known to pump up the crowd. But before they can boost the energy at the football games, members must attend band camp in August to help them learn the techniques, music, and marches.

The camp lasts for one week and rehearsals take place every day from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Once camp is over, the musicians have learned their music and are ready to hit the field. During the football season, they practice three days a week with color guards. The practices may be grueling at times, but once the season is over, many begin to miss all the fun that was had.

Drum major Brian Cabalo ('03) says, "I like being able to work with such great people. I feel comfortable around them."

Performing at each football game, the group travels to different venues for competitions or simply to game to excite another crowd.

Concentrating on keeping a steady tempo, drum major Brian Cabalo ('03) conducts the marching band. Being a drum major entails many responsibilities, such as leading band rehearsals after school and arranging music. "This role requires a great deal of musicianship and leadership," said Cabalo.

Following the drum majors, the band members march onto the field to play their show at a football game. Besides performing during the halftime, the band entertains the crowd in the stands. They have a vast repertoire of popular music such as "Rocky," "Louie Louie," and "Cheeseburger in Paradise."


Striking his bass drum, Matt Weiler ('06) helps maintain the rhythm for the marching band. Ensuring that all band members march at the same pace, the percussion section is a vital part of the ensemble.

"When we perform in parades, even in between songs the drummers still have to play cadences so everyone can march properly," said Molly Finkelstein ('04).
Against All Odds

In position to keep a free hit from penetrating Cougars' territory, Sarah Devlin ('03) stays low to keep the ball from reaching her goal. Mental and physical toughness must be present in the field hockey player. Such toughness, determination, and team unity brought the team success this season.

Captain Alaina Gregorio ('03) leads the squad in a cheer at a football game. Cheerleaders put all of their effort into every routine. Their enthusiasm is contagious as it spreads through spectators and players.

FIELD HOCKEY: Billie Birnbaum, Mia Bushman, Amanda Cucinotti, Gabrielle DeCrescenzo, Sarah Devlin, Samira Farouk, Michaela Gorman, Lauren Guida, Brittany Hoffman, Courtney Hummel, Jennifer Kim, Katherine Klausner, Meghan Retilly, Allison Segal, Marissa Swayne, Amy Townsend, Daryl Wander, Colleen Zinn, Ms. Der Pilbosian (Coach), Ms. Laura O'Driscoll (Asst. coach).

FOOTBALL: Gamal Aibona, Chad Armstrong, Eric Azcona, Taj Biney, Matthew Brooks, Clark Carter, Michael Carter, Joseph Comforth, Jared Ettinger, Brian Fishman, Kurren Frazier, Johnny Fulton, Andrew Gentzaro, Christian Gibbon, Aaron Graybill, Raymond Hooey, Thomas Kavanagh, Christopher Longo, Michael Marino, Steven Markos, Justin Matthews, Nicholas Mitchell, Ronald Overton, Jeffrey Palansky, Anthony Prescott, Spencer Prescott, Sean Satchell, Stephen Scarnato, Jason Scarnato-O'Donnell, Nicholas Scarlett, Daniel Timko, Benjan Titus, Frank Tucci, Alessandro Valentine, Travis Williams, Jack Womack, David Woo, Maria Cattarbone (Manager), Lauren Gurfinkel (Manager), Mr. Wood (Coach), Mr. Radbill (Coach).
Playing their rival West on Thanksgiving Day, East offensive linemen try to keep the West defenders out to protect their quarterback. Football players must keep standing, and also be constantly moving. Players must be focused and keep their heads in the game.

Trying to keep the ball in play, Cougars, Amy Townsend ('03) dashes full speed to the ball. Field hockey players like Townsend dedicate their time after school to grueling practices to improve all aspects of their game. Only after practice can the team taste the sweetness of victory.

Trying to keep the East crowd pumped, the cheerleading squad keeps the fans entertained with exciting cheers. The cheerleaders practice hard after school to keep the football team's spirits high as well as the fans.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Field Hockey: 2002 Captains: Billie Birnbaum ('03), Amy Townsend ('03), Colleen Zinn ('03); Accomplishments - Lauren Guida's ('04) goal against Eastern breaking their streak since 2000; 2nd Team All Conference: Billie Birnbaum ('03), Amy Townsend ('03), Amanda Cucinotti ('04); Hat trick against Pennsauken: Amy Townsend ('03); Winning and scoring more than last year; 1st game of the season against West.
Cheerleading: Accomplishments - 2001: 2nd place at Audubon Competition; 4th place at States; YCAA Champions; 1st place at Sterling Competition; 2002: Regional Champions; Attended Nationals in March 2003.
Danielle Thurston ('03) makes a quick move around her opponent. Possession and control of the ball in soccer are crucial in soccer, allowing offenders to score against the other team.

Dana DiBruno ('04) sprints past her defender to the ball. DiBruno is only one of the many fast runners on the team. This year, the team's speed helped carry them to the state tournament.

Samantha Shafer ('03) prepares for her next stroke as she awaits her opponent's return. Concentration is key in tennis. The combination of concentration, practice, and talent led the team to success.

Dedicated cross-country member David Koslow ('03) runs towards the finish line. Koslow, like the other runners, spends his time after school running to stay in shape for upcoming competitions. With dedication like Koslow's, the team had a great season.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Boys Cross Country: Accomplishments - 4th place at Disney Classic; Placed at Camden Country Championships; 2nd Team All Conference: Adam Colle ('05), Chris Corey ('03), David Koslow ('03); 4-year Varsity runners: Kevin Desrochers ('03), David Koslow ('03) ... Girls Soccer: Accomplishments - Beating Lenape (5-1), Cherokee (1-0 OT), Eastern (2-0); Record: 9-6-3; 2nd Team All-South Jersey/All Group IV: Dana DiBruno ('04), Christine Mullin ('03); All Olympic Conference: Kristen Cargen ('03), Dana DiBruno ('04), Jacki Greenstein ('04), Shana Herman ('04); Selected for Senior All-Star Game: Christine Mullin ('03) ... Girls Tennis: 2002 Captains: Cathy Richter ('03), Samantha Shafer ('03), Stephanie Stomel ('03); Accomplishments - Record: 22-1; Olympic Conference Champs; Moorestown Classic Champs; First Team All Conference; NJIAA Group IV State Champs; NJIAA Doubles State Champs; NJIAA All Group Finalists; 1st Doubles: Samantha Shafer ('03), Charlotte Nagelberg ('04); 2nd Doubles & Undefeated Season: Cathy Richter ('03), Stephanie Stomel ('03); Cathy Richter ('03); 112-3 School Career Winning Record & 2 Consecutive Undefeated Seasons; All South Jersey; Jackie Herb ('05), Charlotte Nagelberg ('04), Cathy Richter ('03), Samantha Shafer ('03), Stephanie Stomel ('03).

Girls Soccer: Ashley Cargen, Kristen Cargen, Danamaria DiBruno, Baily Enright, Jaclyn Greenstein, Jamie Hacker, Shana Herman, Brittany Kaplan, Victoria Kavitsky, Lauren Kraemer, Julie Lukoff, Christine Mullin, Matthew Pezzato, Lindsey Ruthen, Shayna Spivak, Tara Stallfort, Danielle Thurston, Christina Tortu, Megan Wesley, Jessica Young.
For The Love Of The Game

Kirby Chin ('04) attempts to outrun his opponent and looks to finish strong to end the race. Determination in the runners was a key ingredient to their great season.

Christina Contrafatto ('04) warms up before a tough match. Practice paid off for the team this year as the girls earn the Group IV State Title.

Using his speed and endurance, Adam Coile ('04) tries to outrun his opponent. East cross-country runners practice daily during the week, running long distances. Their work ethic has earned great achievements for the team.

BOYS CROSS COUNTRY: Michael Adler, Harris Berlinsky, Kirby Chin, Adam Coile, Christopher Corey, Sean Corey, Brian Deppa, Kevin Desrochers, Steven Dinsmore, Steven Gao, Alexander Goldman, George Henahan, Zachary Herrmann, Jason Huber, Evan Klein, Ethan Knecht, David Kosal, Ryan Kusan, Jacob Leh, Dave Londres, Justin Markowe, Jarrett Radlitz, Steven Reisman, Jordan Rosenberg, Michael Rotella, Kunal Sharma, Christian Shehmir, Brad Silnutzer, Zachary Silverman, Silvio Zappasodi.

GIRLS TENNIS: Anindya Basu, Christina Contrafatto, Lynn Eisenberg, Jacqueline Herb, Lauren Klein, Joelle Koplin, Charlotte Nagelberg, Ashley Peretz, Catherine Richter, Brooke Rothman, Samantha Shaffer, Leanne Silverman, Lisa Solovey, Carly Stein, Stephanie Stomel, Jacqueline Strause, Mrs. Jewette.
Going All Out

Samantha Foss (05) receives a hard hit ball from the other team. Passing is the key transition from defense to offense. A good pass leads to a good set, and ultimately a powerful hit.

Leaping into the air, goalie Michael Danyo (03) saves the day for the team. Goalies must work hard under pressure, but Danyo seems to be having a good time in what he’s doing. With Danyo’s kind of diligence, the boy’s soccer team had a great season.

Sisters Kelly Longa (06) and Kristen Longa (03) run side-by-side, making long distance running look easy. The team practices hard after school. Because of tough practices, the girls can show off their high endurance and stamina at meets against other schools.

Samantha Inselman (05) hits past the block. Just in case her hit is blocked, her teammates are around her for coverage. Volleyball players must work together and trust each other to win.

GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY: Merissa Bernstein, Dale Burton, Melissa Friend, Jill Greenfield, Laura Herron, Alexandra Hill, Beverly Hon, Kelly Longa, Kristen Longa, Leigh Mccurdy, Stephanie Mikitish, Holly Moeller, Laura Neff, Lauren Scarpato, Rebecca Sobel, Kate Van Brunt, Kimberly Wiseley, Sumina Yarlagadda, Jane Zucker, Mr. Musemeci (Coach), Mr. Russo (Coach).

BOYS SOCCER: Sean Borkowski, Paul Caracccolo, Steven Chew, Patrick Clancy, Michael Danyo, Christopher DeVirgillis, Blake Edelman, Greg Gein, Keegan Gein, Jack Keyes, Christopher Kralls, Gregory Lichtman, Michael Miracola, Mitja Mueller, Matthew Robinson, Troy Sattin, Steven Steinberg, Matthew Sterling, Daniel Wu, Alex Zaslow, Mr. Moehmann (Coach).
Holly Moeller ('04) looks for a comfortable pace in the middle of a race. For many cross-country runners, running is a way to relieve stress. Though competitive, many runners simply enjoy a long, peaceful jog.

A pack of East Cougars perseveres as the girls continue on a lengthy run. These talented members of the girls' cross-country team need physical and emotional strength. Although running a race is an individual accomplishment, unity and cooperation are needed for team success.

The desire to win must be in every player's heart. Players must try their best before, during, and after games. Keegan Gosick focuses sharply as he crisply passes the ball to a teammate. As soccer is a game of fast footwork, each kick has to be well placed.

Trying to dodge the defensive player, Paul Caraccio ('04) runs after the soccer ball, hoping to lead the team to another victory. Requiring both mental and physical agility, soccer is quite a challenging sport. After putting in 110 percent, both the player and team can enjoy their win.

Reaching high, Barri Sarowitz ('03) spikes the ball, scoring yet another point for the team. Hitting requires a lot of coordination and time. Killer spikes are impossible to return.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Boys Soccer: 2002 Captains: Michael Danyo ('03), Michael Miracola ('03), Sean Borkowski ('04), Jack Keyes ('04); Accomplishments: Beating Cherokee twice; Beating Lenape; 1st Team All Conference: Michael Danyo ('03), Jack Keyes ('04); 2nd Team All Conference: Sean Borkowski ('04), Paul Caraccio ('04), Greg Lichtman ('03); All South Jersey: Michael Danyo ('03); All Olympic Conference: Michael Danyo ('03), Jack Keyes ('04). 
Girls Volleyball: 2002 Captains: Elyse Mitchell ('03), Barri Sarowitz ('03), Shara Senderoff ('03), Daina Maciunas ('03), Jen Gorchow ('03); Accomplishments: Making Quarter Finals in the State Tournament; Finalist in Viking Invitational; 1st Team All Conference: Marci Polite ('04), Elyse Mitchell ('03); 2nd Team All Conference: Katie Gold ('04), Samantha Foss ('05). 
Girls Cross Country: 2002 Captains: Kim Wieseley ('03), Lauren Scarpato ('04), Holly Moeller ('04); Accomplishments - 3rd place at Camden County Championships; 5th place at Disney World Classic; 7th place at Olympic Conference Championship; 8th place at Group IV Sectionals; Courier Post Top 20; 1st Team All Conference: Dale Burton ('05), 1st Team All Group IV: Dale Burton ('05), Ranked 19th in South Jersey.

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL: Lisa Alten, Kristen Apgar, Samantha Foss, Katherine Gold, Jennifer Gorchow, Heather Leonhardt, Jenny Lubkin, Daina Maciunas, Meghan McNally, Angela Miller, Elyse Mitchell, Marci Polite, Valerie Rossi, Barri Sarowitz, Shara Senderoff, Diana To, Holly Warshauer, Jessica Wellner, Mr. Gust (Coach), Mr. Epstein (Assistant Coach).
Field Hockey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings Christian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins: 2 Losses: 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Football

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick Memorial</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins: 0 Losses: 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boys Soccer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delsea</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean City</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins: 7 Losses: 9 Ties: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By The Numbers ...

Boys Soccer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingway</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennauser</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delsea</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean City</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennauser</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins: 7</td>
<td>Losses: 9</td>
<td>Ties: 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Girls Volleyball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls Volleyball</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viking</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invitational</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finalist</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn. Tech.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Reg.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennauser</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennauser</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Reg.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Reg.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater-Raritan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAlister</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invitational Semi-Finalist</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater-Raritan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacordaire</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Tournament</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livingston</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins: 17</td>
<td>Losses: 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Girls Cross Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls Cross Country</th>
<th>CHE</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennauser</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins: 4</td>
<td>Losses: 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Poise Under Pressure

The cheerleading squad practices a cheer for an upcoming competition. Although the cheerleading squad cheers for the football and basketball teams, they also participate in various competitions. Due to their extreme sense of teamwork and commitment, the cheerleading squad has been extremely successful.

Jeff Polansky ('03) squares up against an opponent as a wrestling match begins. Squaring up and preparing a strategy is key to success in wrestling. The success of the wrestling team can be attributed to quick planning and alertness.

Braving the cold weather, George Heneman ('03) runs back to Eau from a weekday practice. Sometimes runners must deal with adverse weather conditions. Many runners agree that the best thing to do is dress appropriately.


Boys Winter Track: Christopher Baillargeon, Philip Blackmer, Jeremy Blum, Henry Chan, Kevin Chang, Philip Cheuk, William Cheuk, Alan Chiu, Adam Coile, Brian Di Bartolomeo, Omari Douglas-Hall, Ryan Gutman, George Heneman, Matthew Kauth, Dustin Kuan, Derek Podowitz, Toby Steinberg, Michael Thompson, Alessandro Valenti, Christopher Williams, Chung Yen Wo, Mr. Ceslick (Coach).
Releasing the bowling ball from his grip, Herb Fishman ('03) intently watches the ball as it sways back and forth the lane, only to make a strike in the end. Bowling involves both good form and technique to be successful. Often, these two skills are best when a bowler combines mental and physical capabilities.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Wrestling: Captains: Jason DiNapoli ('03), Justin Ensign ('03); Accomplishments — 1st Team All Conference: Jason DiNapoli & Justin Ensign ('03); 2nd Team All Conference: Bryan Klumberg ('03), David Koper ('03); Jason DiNapoli ('03) & Justin Ensign ('03); 1st Place at Districts; Bryan Klumberg ('03) & Justin Bonnittas ('06); 2nd Place Districts; Michael Lustier ('06) and David Koper ('03); 3rd Place at Districts ... Cheerleading: Captains: Laura Davis ('04), Alaina Gregorio ('03), Meredith Karpf ('04), Julia Wacura ('04); Qualified for EOA Nationals, 1st Place at Audubon Competition, 3rd Place at States; 5th Overall; Olympic Conference; Performance at Sovereign Bank Arena for States ... Boys Bowling: 2002 Captain: Herb Fishman ('03); Accomplishments — Records: 701 1st Place High Series & 266 2nd Place High Game — Herb Fishman ('03); 3rd in Patriotic Division; 1st Team All-Stars — John Evangelista ('05), Justin Baratz ('03); 2nd Team All-Stars: Herb Fishman ('03), Scott Frank ('04) ... Boys Track: Captains: Omar Douglas-Hall ('03), George Henenhan ('03).

In a heated moment of the match, wrestling co-captain Jason DiNapoli ('03) attempts to pin down his opponent. Wrestling, a sport in which even a millisecond can make a difference, depends on the agility of the wrestlers. Quick thinking and being able to act on the second makes wrestling quite an intense sport. Michael Rotella ('06) and Greg Whitten ('05) practice before an upcoming meet. Intent on lengthening their strides and effectively sprinting to the finish, practice is important for the runner's muscles and preparation for races. Working side by side, the runners challenge themselves and each other.

WRESTLING: Alexander Baratz, Travis Becker, Daniel Berger, Jorden Berjua, Austin Blaker, Justin Bonnittas, Alexis Breisler, Maria Catrambone, Bryan Cole, Jennifer Cole, James Daisy, Jason DiNapoli, Justin Ensign, Evan Garonzik, David Gonzalez, Lauren Guri, Marc Hlywiak, Clark Hoffman, Vasilios Kalavrouziotis, Bryan Klumberg, Dimitry Kodes, David Koper, Jordan Ludwick, Michael Lusiera, Ross Millstein, Nicholas Mitchell, Matthew Pezzato, Jeremy Ruiz, Matan Shmuel, Benjamin Shore, Maria Catrambone (Manager), Lauren Guri (Manager), Mr. Wright (Coach).

Britney Vespe ('06) concentrates on the hoop before making her foul shot. Although basketball is a team sport, when making a foul shot, all eyes are on one player. The pressure may seem high, but because the players have practiced these types of shots often, it is nothing but net.

Kate Van Brunt ('03) turns for a quick breath as she approaches the end of her race. Unlike any other sport, swimmers are not required to practice with the school team. If they are already on another team, swimmers can just go to their team's daily practices.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Girls Bowling: 2002 Captains: Nicole Robinson ('03), Accomplishments — 2nd in Patriotic Division; 1st Team All-Stars: Rachel Herman ('04), Christine Duncombe ('04), Nicole Robinson ('03); Girls Swimming: 2002 Captains: Natalie Deal ('03), Amy Townsend ('03), Kate Van Brunt ('03); Accomplishments — Record: 1-2-2, Beating Shawnee: 1st Place at Swim Fast Relays; 4th Place at South Jersey Swim League Championships; Lindsay Grimes & Morgan Ley qualified for Individual States in 2 events; Girls Basketball: 2002 Captains: Margo Buchalski ('03), Daina Maciunas ('03), Ellyse Mitchell ('03); Berri Sarowitz ('03); Accomplishments — Margo Buchalski ('03): Scored 1000th point; Beat Washington Twp. for first time; 3rd place at Christmas Tournament at Timbercreek; Successful cancer fundraiser.

At a bowling meet, Nicole Robinson ('03) releases the ball, hoping to lead the team to another win. While some go to local lanes to play bowling for fun, it is a serious sport as well. However, players remember that the sport is rooted in fun.

Margo Buchalski ('03) tries to beat her opponent and drives towards the hoop. Playing since freshman year, Buchalski has devoted much of her energy and time to each season. This year, she scored the 1000th point of her high school career.
Shoot For The Stars

GIRLS SWIMMING: Jacqueline Chong, Christine Capolla, Amanda Cucinotti, Natalie Deal, Samantha Endur, Talia Firestein, Danielle Foell, Lindsay Foster, Hannah Goldstein, Andrea Goldstein, Lindsay Grimes, Beth Hartley, Lauren Jakubowicz, Laurel Johnson, Courtney Kayser, Antoinette Kerchersey, Lauren Retho, Alyson Kuchin, Morgan Lay, Abigail Libecco, Kelly Longa, Kristen Longa, Alexandra Maloney, Sarah Manders, Emily Meuser, Joselyn Moxom, Matti Perlestein, Melanie Pick, Hannah Pimpton, Tamara Rosen, Valerie Rossi, Lindsay Sanders, Lauren Scarpato, Samantha Schachterman, Tiki Sharp, Amy Townsend, Kira Van Brunst, Dana Wander, Daryl Wander, Sarah Yergler, Ms. Ricci (Coach), Mr. Kovalevich (Coach).

In perfect form, Courtney Kayser ('04) leaps off the diving board and gets set to plunge into the water. Diving involves intense concentration to ensure that divers will land in the water at a precise time and angle. Like gymnastics, this sport requires immense flexibility.

Rachel Herman ('04) keeps an eye on her positioning as she releases her fingers from her grip. Like any sport, timing is key in bowling. Every moment, from the run towards the lane to the release of the ball, is crucial.

GIRLS BASKETBALL: Sheala Belte, Margo Buchalski, Daina Maciunas, Elyse Mitchell, Christina Regan, Barri Sarowitz, Tally Schwartz, Britney Vespe, Kira Weinstein, Cehara Wellington, Ms. Kayack (Coach).

GIRLS BOWLING: Christine Duncombe, Rachel Herman, Lisa Liberati, Carolyn Mooney, Nicole Robinson, Victoria Wang, Samantha Wolosky, Christina Zayas, Mr. Vranich (Coach).
One Team One Spirit

Swimming freestyle, Ryan Shore ('03) brushes past the lane line, hoping to finish his race in record time. While some consider swimming an individual sport, it is very much team-oriented. Swimmers race not only to achieve personal best times, but lead their teams to victory as well.

Watching a fellow teammate, Raman Ravindran ('04) sits on the bench after finishing his own race, which is known as a heat in swimming. One of the benefits of swimming is that once his race is done, he can watch friends in their races. Sports are all about encouraging fellow players, too.

Mattie Elkan ('04) warms up before a track meet by jogging around the field. Warm ups are an essential part of any sport. Players stretch and jog to make sure that all of their muscles are prepared for a meet.


Graham Parker ('04) performs breast-stroke during a important swim meet. Because of the excellent swimmers and camaraderie, the team has gone far. This year, the boys' swim team reached the Public A South.

Coach John Valore offers a pep talk to the boys' varsity basketball team before an important game. Besides helping with techniques, coaches can also help their players with mental strategies. These strategies sometimes prove to be even more useful than physical skills.

HIGHLIGHTS: Girls Track: Captains: Jill Greenfield ('03) & Susan Millenky ('03) ... Boys Basketball: Chris Corey and George Keels ('03) 1st Team All-Conference American Division, State Playoffs ... Boys Swimming: 2002 Captains: Brian Radziwill ('03), Ryan Shore ('03); Accomplishments — Record: 10-1; 2001 & 2002 NJ State Champions — 1st Place; 2003 League Champions; 2003 South Jersey Champions ... Dance Team: Captains: Sarah Schafer ('03), Leigh Anna Shemanski ('04), Jen Vosbikian ('04).

BOYS SWIMMING: Chad Armstrong, Andrew Breen, Justin Breen, Devin Canfield, Allen Chan, Daniel Dressler, Jason Huber, Julian Katz, Gregory Kayser, David Kellner, Albert Kepler, Michael Kepler, Anthony Kim, Neil Manus, Ryan McNally, Dan Nagelberg, Zachary Oberhoff, Graham Parker, Brian Radziwill, Raman Ravindran, Brett Robbins, Daniel Roth, Jeffrey Rusignuolo, Michael Scott, Ryan Shore, Matthew Tannenbaum, Freddy Wang, Adam Waxman, Mr. Sheppard (Coach).

GIRLS WINTER TRACK: Allison Acacero, Dole Burton, Mia Bushman, Jessica Cameron, Jessica Cohen, Kathryn Cornforth, Madeleine Elkan, Dana Felker, Diamond Flores, Chantel Frasier, Elizabeth Friedman, Melissa Friend, Natalie Gabay, Allison Green, Jill Greenfield, Jamie Hennen, Laura Hennon, Yumiko Hira, Jackelyn Hwang, Ashlee Kasmianjian, Julie Maggioncalda, Leigh McCurdy, Stephanie Mikulish, Susan Milenky, Holly Moeller, Laura Neff, Thea Olsen, Ndubamike Onwujeme, Melissa Parker, Meghan Peril, Tracy Riley, Lauren Rootenstein, Erica Silverstein, Ashley Singer, Teby Steinberg, Lisa Steinberg, Lisa Wang, Kimberly Wiesen, Latoua Woodland, Sunaina Yatsigoda, Lisa Zhu, Carolyn Zippilli, Jane Zucker, Mr. Grubb (Coach), Mr. Ruso (Coach).
Girls Basketball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindenwold</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingsway</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp.</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildwood Catholic</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Record: 5-14

Boys Bowling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn. Twp. Tech</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glouc. City HS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cam. Co. Tech</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glouc. Cath.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindenwold</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCIT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cam. Co. Tech</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Record: 4-10-2

Boys Swimming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holy Spirit</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joe's</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tournament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas Valley</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westfield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Record: 13-1 or 12-2

Winter Track

SJCTA Indoor Relay Meet - Haverford
SJCTA Individual Meet - Haverford
Sectional Individual Meet - Princeton Univ
NYC - Armory/National Track and Field Hall of Fame
Girls Bowling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn. Twp. Tech</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glouc. City HS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cam. Co. Tech</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glouc. Cath.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindenwold</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCIT</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cam. Co. Tech</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Record: 8-8

Girls Swimming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Spirit</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLMA</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tournament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrestling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tournament</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tournament</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmyra</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon Heights</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple Shade</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber Creek</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Township</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Deptford</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Catholic</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Record: 6-13

Boys Basketball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends Select</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Prep</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamp</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Prep</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown Friends</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber Creek</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granville Charter</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Record: 11-12
Timing Is Everything

Finishing a short swing, Seema Patel ('05) concentrates on the force of her swing, making sure she does not hit the golf ball too hard. In golf, it is important to maintain appropriate strength when swinging. The right amount of mental and physical focus ensures a successful hit.

Michael Rosengard ('03) completes a forceful swing, positioning his arms and feet to make sure his aim is pitch perfect. Unlike many other sports, golf calls for more mental concentration than physical action. The quiet game of golf often attracts athletes who would like an opportunity to use more mental than physical power.

Fitting in a quick jog around the field, Mitchell Palazzo and Justin Marlow ('03) build up their energy to play a winning game. Although each sport is distinct in many ways, running is a common link between all. Running is what pumps up power to achieve a get-up-and-go attitude.

Surveying the field before a game, Chris Longo ('04) performs a few practice swings before it is his turn at bat. As soon as the pitcher hurl's the ball, all eyes are on the batter. This position seems intimidating, but with adequate practice and confidence, it does not seem so bad after all.
Mathews (’04) watches his other teammates as they practice their swings. While practice is key to any sport, learning from one’s fellow teammates is also an important way to deepen one’s knowledge of a sport. Both successes and failures of another player can help someone become a better athlete.

As she spins forward with the discus, Ashley Perkins (’03) focuses her attention on the point of release. Requiring intense concentration, the discus is a short, but exciting event. It calls for intense force in a short period of time and a swift release.

Lisa Solovey (’03) prepares to throw the discus from her grasp, but finds her focal point first. In order to ensure proper and successful release, discus throwers must find the right balance that will send the discus to exactly the right position. This balance can be achieved with leveling and setting one's arm and feet properly.

GOLF VARSITY: Kevin Brown, Alexander Cameron, Stephen Chorney, David Friedman, Kyle Grabka, Randall Green, Jeffrey Kraus, James Lenher, Gregory Lichtman, Jordan Ludwick, Daniel Mabry, Seema Patel, Seth Pearl, David Rosengard, Michael Rosengard, George Schlesinger, David Siegel, James Simon, Jeff Yaffa, Alison Zaonts, Coach: Mr. Nec.


BOYS BASEBALL VARSITY: Adam Berns, Matthew Brooks, Gregory Cohen, Robert Davidow, Joseph Davis, Kevin Desrocher, Jason Fox, Andre Gibson, Robert Gomovski, Aaron Graybill, Christopher Longo, Michael Marasco, Steven Markoe, Justin Marlowe, Justin Matthews, Brandon Miller, Mitchell Palazzo, John Polites, Michael Ruehle, Jeffrey Spak, Timothy Whitman, Alex Zaslow. Manager: Alyson Kuchin, LaToya Woodland, Coach: Mr. Martin.


BOYS TENNIS: Vikram Bhargava, Jimmy Boguski, Michael Brown, Daniel Dressler, Aaron Doorin, Matthew Doorin, Patrick Kuo, Evan Levine, Michael Long, Aaron Matusow, Benjamin Matusow, Elyahu Mendelsohn, Daniel Mintzer, Tetsuya Nakanishi, Schott Oberlander, Jake Perrotta, Derek Platt, Eric Stein, Anand Vegav-Raman, Daniel Yi. Coach: Mr. Ipri.

AS a runner heads for home base, Angela Milano (’05) stays alert for any sign of the incoming softball ball. Softball, like any other sport, is cooperative. It requires focus and attention of all players to play successfully.

Co-captain Julie Lukoff (’03) carries the ball up the field, looking for a teammate to pass the ball to. Teamwork and communication are essential ingredients for success in the fast-paced game of lacrosse. These elements along with the fundamental skills of catching, throwing, and cradling must also be mastered for the girls to have a winning season.

Varsity softball co-captain Catherine Richter (’03) focuses on a fast pitch as she completes her swing. Many students are exposed to sports at a young age. Experiences as a young athlete on community leagues are what shape a player to become the type of player they are in the future.

Daniel Kallner (’05) prepares to practice his pole vault. Pole vaulting is a sport which requires not only concentration and coordination, but great strength. Such strength is achieved through training before season and intense practice during the season.

Danielle Thurston ('03) blocks out her opponent to prepare to pick up a ground ball. Possession of the ball is important in winning a contest. The team that is quicker getting to the ball and the team that can efficiently pick up the ground balls is often the team that emerges victorious.

Coach Ipri addresses the team before an important match. Though mainly an individual sport, team unity and communication are important for success. Like all other sports, players must communicate to one another. Communication must occur not only on the court in doubles tennis, but off the court for the players to help and motivate each other. The coach keeps the team focused and ready to compete.

Anand Yegia-Kamath ('04) focuses on the ball as he prepares for a backhand stroke. Tennis requires intense concentration and timing is crucial. A stroke taken too early can be the difference between a winner and a lost point.

Nick Mitchell ('04) packs the shotput with a punch as he releases it from his grip. Involving powerful arm strength, the shotput is most physically exerting on arm muscles. These athletes must exercise their arms to ensure forceful throws.

During a practice run around the track, Dan Wu ('04), Chad Greenberg ('05), and Ronit Chaudhuri ('04) head toward the finish line. Unlike other sports, track has the benefit of being offered in both the winter and spring. Because of this advantage, athletes are able to stay in shape with their favorite sport for most of the year.
A Look Back On The Seasons
Pursuing Vision, Honoring Tradition

Our editors caught up with one of the busiest men at school, acting principal Dr. John O'Breza, for a brief interview, and he had this to say ...

As a new principal, what are the goals, such as additions, eliminations, or renovations, that you have set for East?

We are planning to extend the school day by three periods so we can offer different courses at different times. That way, students can choose from an earlier or later schedule. This will address the most pressing problem that we have, which is the amount of space, as we have increased enrollment. If someone were to find a spot at East, they would be hard pressed to find it.

Which of Mr. Gallagher's principles do you believe in most?

In keeping with what Mr. Gallagher promoted, I would like to keep the fun spirit we have here. We've worked together for about 25 years, and I liked that he encourages independence and attentiveness among students. The task is to set expectations for both students and teachers. While our school should have a focused tone, it should also be a kind, gentle place. We've set two main academic standards that were presented at freshmen orientation: academic performance in class and involvement in the school. Our main task is to prepare students for their next steps.

What aspects of East are you most proud of?

I'm very proud of our faculties' efforts and their leadership, not only in instructing, but also in setting a tone in the building. My job is to serve the faculty and my responsibility is to provide them with leadership as well. It's a reciprocal relationship. Also, I believe that the health of a school can be gauged by what happens at the end of the school day. So many people are participating in the community, such as in athletics and theater. Our successful students are those who are involved.

What is the biggest difference between working as the head of guidance and now the head of the school?

I have wider responsibilities such as speaking on more topics and involving myself with academics in a broader sense. Guidance gave me the opportunity to be more involved with parents and with continuing education. But this preparation, in addition to my experiences as an English teacher, helped me reach where I am today. Everything I do involves teaching skills and what I learned in the classroom.

How, if at all, do you think East students have changed over the years?

As a group, I don't think they've changed very much. Students have gone through fads because they are a product of the present culture. What hasn't changed is that the majority of students is still well-minded, attentive to their work, and benefit from the school. There hasn't been any time when the students have become less enthusiastic.

How has being involved with student life changed your life in general?

Working with students keeps me young. I may not be up to par with all the latest music trends, but it consoles me when some of the students aren't either. One wonderful thing about working in a school is that you work 180-day cycles. Every summer is a time of renewal, every spring is a time of planning, and every four years there is a new class. All of this keeps me young and keeps me going.

Do you any parting words for the class of 2003?

For anyone leaving East, I would hope that they would leave East happy about what the school has provided for them. At this time or in the future, I hope that they will see the examples of their teachers and will realize how important their examples are.
Going The Extra Mile

Some students will stay up all night to study for their tests. Some will load their class schedules with honors courses to increase their chances of getting into a top college. Regardless of the methods they use, East students like going that extra mile. For those who want to be accepted to their first-choice school, students make their projects extra unique and their assignments well-researched. In addition, students go the extra mile simply because they want to secure a good grade.

"In freshmen year, I went all out on a creative project on Nectar in a Sieve. It was freshmen year, so I wanted to make sure I did well on the project," said Jennifer Kim ('03).

Many students also bulk up their schedules with honors and AP classes for many reasons: to be challenged, impress colleges, or a combination of both. While taking all of these high level courses has its advantages, it comes with its share of disadvantages. Homework often seems never ending, and it is often tough to balance all classes at the same time. But whether or not a student sinks or swims with a difficult schedule, after getting accepted into college, past worries are put to rest.

In biology class, Omari Douglas-Hall ('03) and Christina Chang ('03) work together to dissect a fish. Many classes often assign lab work where students have to work cooperatively with each other. Here, students learn how to interact with each other in an academic setting, where there is an increased workload. They will often exert themselves to ensure that all members of a group receive a good grade on assignments.

There is no time to waste. Melissa Friend ('05) completes an assignment during a free moment at the end of class. Students at East often have excessive amounts of school work, and therefore must attempt to complete parts during the school day. Study halls and other free periods also allot time for students to concentrate more time on their studies.

During her lunch period, Rachel Laskin ('04) utilizes her 42 minutes to study for an English test. Students often find that they do not have enough time after school to complete their assignments, and need to use school time to finish their work. "There is so much work and pressure for good grades that we have to spend our little free time during the school day studying," said Laskin.
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Minches ‘05) completes an assignment for her class. Students often utilize technology to increase the quality of their work. They can find colorful graphics and useful background knowledge from the internet to enhance graded assignments.

6:30
RISE AND SHINE

While departing from the bus in the morning, Erica Nicoletti (‘03) says goodbye to her bus driver. Students use different modes of transportation to arrive at school, such as walking by foot, riding by bike, driving by car, and riding by bus. The trip to school often provides students with an opportunity to socialize with other students who live near them.

Catching up on extra sleep in the library, Peggy Chang (‘04) recovers from a long night of hard work. Students often exert themselves by staying up long nights to finish their assignments. Though sometimes “all-nighters” are a result of irresponsible students’ procrastination, the workload is often so large that students feel obliged to lose sleep.

Exerting themselves in gym class, Chase Alexander (‘04) and Danielle Adelizzi (‘04) round another corner of the track. Students exert themselves not only in their academic classes, but also in their physical education classes. Here, students literally “go the extra mile” to ensure their physical fitness.
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Each school day consists of generally expected events such as homework, lectures, and discussions. To enliven the typical school day, many interactive forms of teaching integrate both class lessons and fun. These techniques, such as labs, transform the classroom into a more intimate setting, allowing students to learn from teachers and vice versa.

"Cooking classes, which range from cooking technology to world cooking, allow students to use their cooking skills in a way that goes beyond reading recipes. In addition to active learning, students also get a crash course in teamwork. It's really fun working together and getting all the supplies ready, while Ms. Dilba walks around checking everyone and making everyone smile," said Kimberly Pajdak ('03), a cooking technology student.

As many students complain about the uselessness of learning some concepts, interactive learning brings their grumbling to a screeching halt. Psychology students can now interpret their own behavior by monitoring that of lab rats. Physics students are able to relate forces to the functioning of antilock brakes, and humanities students now understand the history behind many of their favorite Chinese dishes.

As textbooks and lectures may be limiting, hands-on learning offers innumerable ways to enrich the mind.

Using the East's hands-on equipment, Andrew Kang ('04) prepares a slide to observe in his biology lab. Lab days always allow students to have unique hands-on experiences with laboratory equipment in a school setting. During biology, students have the opportunity to learn about the science of life.

In an excellent teacher-student environment, Mr. Carzanese helps Shana Gummit ('04) complete her class work for the following day. Class work and handouts help students learn concepts taught during class. Teachers are often available after school to offer students a chance to receive extra help on unclear topics.

During their photography class, Rachel Karpl ('03) helps Alison Seibert ('03) examine negatives that they developed. Fine arts classes provide students with fun hands-on activities in a group or individually. "Photography is a great creative outlet for me," said Rachel Karpl.
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Clay may be messy but it sure is a great way to work out stress built up in the day. Theresa Dang (’05) performs the primary procedures on her soon to be masterpiece. The numerous fine arts classes, such as Dang’s 3D-art elective, allow students to express their creativity in infinite ways.

During her elective, Jennifer Gin (’03) examines her immaculate work in photography. Advanced photography allows students to further develop their interest in photography. "Taking photography in high school encouraged me to pursue the arts in college — it’s great that they have it at East," said Gin.

Glenn Keuley (’05) uses his artistic skills to cut out pictures to make a collage during the day. Projects and activities give students the chance to be decorative and use critical thinking. Keuley analyzes a topic and utilizes his imagination and creativity to create an aesthetically pleasing outcome.
and Jessica Young ('04) evaluate data in their physics class. During the beginning of senior year, students need to achieve high grades in order to more easily enter college. Though some students compete with each other, other students will charitably help each other with their work.

Guidance counselors are a helpful resource during this process.

Working on an AP Art Studio assignment, Laura Griffin ('03) and Helen Zhang ('03) carefully study the objects that they are sketching. Colleges often encourage students to take a diverse range of classes, including classes in the arts. Advanced art classes also prepare students for careers in the field.

Jessica Pressel ('05) intently looks at information about the performance of Cherry Hill East students. Graduates often attend prestigious colleges, setting a standard for present seniors. The bulletin board is a constant reminder of the achievements of East's graduates, both inspiring and intimidating students, parents, and staff alike.
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College: Ready Or Not, Here It Comes ...

Choose the lettered pair of words whose relationship is most similar to that expressed by the capitalized pair:

OAK: TREE
(A) chapter: book
(B) witness: courtroom
(C) college planning: stress
(D) carnivore: meat
(E) buck: doe

In case you are still scratching your head, the correct answer is C (Oak is a type of tree as college planning is a type of stress).

Senior year brings many things: time to spend with friends, attend school events, and, oh yes, wrap up SATs and work on college applications.

Besides keeping up with schoolwork during the most looked-forward to year of high school, seniors must focus on application questions, which range from the straightforward ("Name a person who has had an influence on you and describe that influence") to the not so straightforward ("How do you feel about Wednesday?").

After the applications are sent out, a long period of anxiety and fear is followed by the dreaded wait for the letter.

Choose the word that, when substituted for the blank space, best completes the meaning of the sentence.

Whether or not you get into the college you had hoped and prayed for, you will ultimately —- the school you finally attend.

(A) despise
(B) detest
(C) love
(U) hate
(E) loathe

(The answer is C).

Drawing from her life experiences, Archana Ram ('03) works hard on an essay that will hopefully get her into the college of her choice. Sometimes it is necessary to write many essays required by almost every college. Throughout the year, seniors continue to do their work despite contagious "senioritis" to make sure the school of their choice stays within their reach.

After receiving their scores Jessica Cameron ('05), Gaby DeCrescente ('05), and Jenna Barsley ('05) look at their PSAT scores. Though the test does not count for them as sophomores, it is important to them to get a feel for the important test ahead. "College is going to be a huge part of my life and I want to be as ready as I can," said Barsley. In addition to taking practice tests, students at East take SAT-prep courses to further prepare themselves.

Carrying his SAT preparation book around, Enoch Huieh ('04) utilizes spare time to prepare for the SAT's. Before the weekends of SAT's, one can often spot students toiling similar preparation textbooks. SAT scores play an important role in regards to college acceptances. Therefore, students often hire tutors and enroll in special courses to gain advantages in the competition for college acceptance.

While finishing last minute homework, junior students wait for first period in Mrs. Susan Shuster's homeroom. During homeroom, teachers take attendance and students listen to important announcements. Students often utilize this ten-minute span of time to finish work, take a light nap, or socialize with friends.
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Standard 1.1: All students will learn in school.

The laminated posters adorn the walls, spouting bullet after bullet of standards. The often dismissed standards, however, provide guidelines for East students. The sentences may seem convoluted and the gleam of the laminator may be blinding, but these standards set an outline for students who could otherwise be lost. Although they may not be followed strictly, the guidelines send students on the right path before they begin their labs, essays, or other homework assignments.

As students start their work, they can look to their rubrics as a yardstick for their teacher's expectations. Without these points of reference, students would go about their assignment each in his or her own way. The rubric solves this problem by keeping lab and essay formats consistent and setting a standard for homework. The standards and rubrics may be rather easy to miss, but, without them, students might look for some other, similar benchmark.

In their Anatomy class, Mr. Vranich answers Christine Mullin ('03) and Julie Lukoff's ('03) questions. Standards encourage teachers to aid their students whenever they need help. Though some teachers are trying to make students aware of the standards that they are fulfilling, most teachers accomplish the standards through regular instruction.
Getting Into The Groove...

Carefully, Alice Hon ('03) prepares a slide for her Cell Physiology class. Students often tend to be tired in the morning, and classes that incorporate different styles of learning often help a student to wake up and focus in the morning. Instead of sitting through a long lecture, laboratory experiments allow a student to focus.

During the few minutes before class, Rachel Schneider ('05) scans over the rubric specifying the required elements for her math project. Most major assignments at East are accompanied with rubrics in order to help students better understand exactly what is expected of them. Schneider said, “Though we get so many rubrics, they really do help to specify what the teachers are looking for.”

During their functions class, Lauren Krohn ('05), Michele Hasti ('05), and Rebecca Gildiner ('05), complete a creative reflection. Opposed to midterms, some teachers try to make midyear assessments into creative projects. In Mrs. Keenley-Cain’s class, students prepare a poster portraying what they have learned. Hasti said, “It’s nice to get a break from the traditional exam, and simply get the chance to have fun with a project.”

As students complete a reflection for Mr. Jackson’s commercial art class, Amanda Bennie ('05) looks over her assignment. Clear directions are given to her to fulfill, to show that she clearly understands the standards and essential questions that she has learned about so far. Students in commercial art work hard to find a way to relate their art to benchmarks, and standards. Hasti said, “It’s interesting to incorporate art and writing.”
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Take A Chill Pill!

The word “school” may conjure images of all-nighters and never ending homework assignments, but activities to relieve stress are an aspect of school that may not always seem obvious. While some students find solace in art classes, woodshop, or sports, others relax with games on graphing calculators, talking on the cell phone, or simply enjoying lunch with friends. When schoolwork seems endless, many activities offer a refreshing change of pace.

Students often choose leisure activities that are tailored to their personalities. Lauren Goldlust ('03), for example, takes Art Studio AP to break the monotony of class.

“I like art because it’s a nice break from intense 42 minute periods of note taking. I can just become involved in a painting and the period flies,” she said.

Unlike Goldlust, others take a relaxed approach to school by spending time joining sports teams. Sports offer lessons in cooperation, ambition, and athleticism that cannot be taught in the classroom.

“When I play sports, it helps me take my mind off school. It’s a good thing a shift gears during the day. Otherwise, you’d go crazy just focusing on one thing,” said Samira Farouk ('03), a member of the field hockey team.

Whether it is arts or sports, many activities at East provide foolproof techniques to release stress.

During his workshop class, Adam Aronson ('03) cuts a piece of wood for a project. During nonacademic classes, students have an opportunity to release their stress by expressing themselves in different ways. By giving careful thought to the formation of woodworking, students no longer have to strain their brains on academics.

During his Latin class, Andrew Brown ('05) does math homework on his graphing calculator. When classes finish before the period ends, students have the opportunity to socialize, nap, or do some homework. Doing homework during school reduces the amount of work one has to do at home, thus relieving students of a bit of stress.

During their photography class, Jonathan Dohner ('04) and Craig Oppenheimer ('04) view the negatives of photos that they have taken. Non-academic classes often provide a source of relief for students with academical pressures and focus on the subject matter of the elective.
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merial art, history of art, and many more. Creative outputs for students during their academic day. Like McKinney, students are able to make original pieces in calm atmospheres. Some teachers play music and allow their students to socialize while working which makes the ambiance even more relaxed.

In gym class, Shateer Embidi ('03) cleverly bounces a ping-pong ball on his paddle. Gym class is a great way to relieve stress during the day whether it is running as fast as you can, playing your favorite game of basketball, spiking the volleyball as if it were a bad test grade, or playing a friendly game of floor hockey. Like Embidi, students can let off all pressures and just have fun!

Though tired and dreary eyed, the students work hard in Mr. DeLuca’s third period Pre-calculus class. They pay attention, taking notes, starting from first period and continue throughout the day. Trying to wake up, they ask questions and achieve. Clearly, early morning classes are difficult for many but through socialization and interesting classes students are able to wake themselves.

While in the library, Phil Park ('04) scrolls down the page carefully reading everything that passes on the screen. The library is the perfect place for students and teachers alike to go either during or after school to have some “quiet time.” It go to the library during study hall towards the end of the day. It is an opportunity to relax during my hectic day,” Park said.

Searching for a book in the quiet library, Archana Ram ('03) is able to leave her busy day behind her and catch up on some work. At any free moment, students like to get work done in school so when they are at home, there is more time to relax. Many also use the library as a quiet place to get away from the noisy halls and listen to music, surf the web, or read a book.
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Working Hand In Hand

Students vs. Teachers. The conflict between these two groups has been played out quite often in teen movies. However, teachers can be great people with whom students can interact. This interaction also leads both students and teachers to gain insight from one another. As much as students can learn from teachers, teachers can learn from their students. Whether it is in class or outside of it, student-teacher friendships help students to appreciate their subjects and teachers to learn more about their pupils.

To gain more knowledge about their subjects, students often stay after school to get help from their teachers. Teachers provide help for the confused and opportunities to make up missed work and tests. In the process, teachers also become a friend to talk to. When teachers are not available, students often turn to guidance counselors who provide direction and give helpful advice.

The always available, and most known source for friendly interactions is, naturally, friends. Wherever a student is, a student is always there to help. Some organizations are even devoted precisely to helping students. The Cum Laude Society, for example, provides free tutoring to anyone who requests it. No matter where you turn, there will always be someone here for you at East.
In the computer lab, George Keels ('03) and Jillian Richman ('03) research for information on the internet for a project. By collaborating on long-term assignments, students not only reduce the amount of time they must devote to the project but they also grow more familiar with each other, allowing for closer peer interaction in the classroom.

Office aides Greg Tomazoff ('04) and Keisha Witherspoon receive instructions from Mrs. Flemming for their next task. By serving as aides, students not only help the secretaries but they also develop relationships with adults in the school other than their own teachers.

During biology lab, Molly Fishelstein ('04), Benit Chaudhuri ('04), and Rashni Joshi ('04) conduct an experiment that requires handling of various chemicals. Each student benefits by the assistance of his or her group members since the experiment calls for multiple tasks that must be carried out simultaneously. Whether the groups are picked by the teacher of the students, group work promotes academic interaction among students.

Taking a few minutes during their Art History class, Sarah Devlin ('03) and Diane Ehrman ('03) relax and eat lunch. Often, students without lunch periods need to eat something during their classes. This usually happens during the middle of the day. Students will also socialize with others at this time.
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Back and forth, back and forth, Todd Rasner ('03) ferociously plays Ping-Pong in his gym class. Letting go, which sometimes means acting a little bit crazy, is a great way for gym class to bring out anyone's creative side. A new move, trick, skill, or attitude, can be achieved through basketball. Ping-Pong, volleyball, track, and many more physical activities in gym class.

In their art history class, Holly Wanshauer ('03), Katie Gold ('04), and Erica Nicoletti ('03) crumple up a piece of paper and attempt to draw within the lines. As in the days of the cave men, the students in this art class are drawing as if they were living in ancient times. In art history, students study the portrayal of art back to its early beginnings.

Almost touching the ceiling, Samuel Kellar ('04) measures the height that he will drop a tennis ball for an experiment. It is often necessary in science courses to design and perform experiments that are either abstract or different from what students are used to. By not receiving exact directions, students have the freedom to alter the procedure and much room for creativity and critical thinking.

This may look like the work of Van Gogh, Rembrandt, Picasso, or Michelangelo, but it really the work of Fine Arts students seen everyday on a wall that has been made into a canvas in the stairwell. Throughout the school, there are places where students can express their talent as well as their feelings. In showcases, on bathroom walls, in classrooms, and on the walls of stairwells, the work of aspiring artists can be admired by everyone in the school for years to come.
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NITTY GRITTY CREATIVITY

Journalism. Theater. Culture Clubs. These are just a few of the many opportunities for East students to channel their creativity. When students engage in activities, they are able to transform their pleasure into useful work, although some may not even realize it. For example, students who work for East's publications may not realize that the pleasure they get out of utilizing their creative sides is also an asset to the school. The newspaper, for instance, spreads the word to the student body about the people and general goings-on at East. While some of the editors and staff members may not see it that way, they join the staff to apply their creative side to something in school. Robyn Weiss ('05) joined the newspaper staff for enjoyment, and soon realized how important of a tool her work really is.

"I like working on the newspaper because I get a chance to express my opinions and views," she said. Others use their passion for a certain interest to take charge at East. From club officers to SGA representatives, there are numerous opportunities to blend the personal with the professional. As guides for other students, leaders must use their skills of speech, organization, and cooperation to direct a club down the right path. Because of the strong interest that not only leaders, but also members possess for particular activities, students are sure to both enjoy and learn from participating in something that enables them to channel their creative sides.

Creative outlets are not only found during school but also in after school activities. Jenna Banks ('06), Erica Knecht ('05), and Angela Miller ('05) sit around a desk in a SADD meeting contemplating what to draw on their poster. They try to think of a creative, colorful, and noticeable way to wish the student body a safe and happy New Year. "You can never be too old to color. What better way of putting my creative skills to use than making teens aware of drunk driving," Angela said.

Carefully assembling a slide, Teresyn Carter ('03) moves what she is about to observe under the microscope onto the smooth glass plate. Assignments in almost any science course usually have specific directions. But there is always room for change and creative thinking. What if I used this? What if I moved the slide to the right? These questions can sometimes make for a better learning experience and a better lab report.

The lighting, the shapes, and the size are all taken into perspective by Andrew Rudor ('03) as he draws a still life of geometric shapes. With an eraser at hand, Rudor draws smooth black lines on the crop white paper that lies in front of him, and tries to capture the pure simplicity, yet difficult task of putting a three-dimensional image on a two-dimensional sheet. Whether it consists of creating quick sketches or intricate works of art, East's fine arts classes allow its participants to release their creativity.
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2:24  
5 4 3 2 1

Just a few minutes before the bell, Mrs. Keeley-Cain's 5th period functions class awaits the sound of freedom. As the second hand rounds the clock one last time in the school day, students line up near the door. Some will head off to sports, some to clubs, and others will head home for the day. 5 4 3 2 1 "and we're out!"
The "3 R's of learning" have always been reading, writing, and arithmetic. They must have left out one, a very important one, research. Even outside of the classroom, learning doesn't stop. Students must continue their search for knowledge even after the bell has rung. With the assignment of projects and papers, students must use outside research, aside from the classroom textbooks, to fulfill the expectations of the teachers. However, conducting such research has become a fairly easy task. Students find themselves surrounded by a plethora of resources, which is often overwhelming. From books and magazines in the library to the infinite information available on the Internet, finding information is never a problem for students. It is simply locating the right information at the right time that can prevent hours of agony and stress. Like all other things, one can become an expert researcher only after practice, practice, practice.

Tony D'Auria ('03) and Christie Carbone ('03) utilize the electronic tools available to them in the computer lab such as spell check, grammar check, and style analyzers. After an extended period of writing, these handy tools often serve as a relief for students who look forward to a quick finish. In addition, students make use of the many Internet companies that create academic sites geared toward high school students such as essay editing services and literature summary and analysis sites.
Dylan Paul (’04) peruses through a book on terrorism in the East library for a history assignment. Carrying books, magazines, and newspapers on almost any subject, the library opens itself to students who need in-depth research material for class projects. Although the Internet is convenient to use, it lacks the security of knowing that all the research obtained is valid—something that the library can easily offer.

Michaela Gorman (’03) and Melissa Graham (’03) discover what mysteries lie beneath the ocean by dissecting a large fish. These hands-on experiences oftentimes provide more information to a student than any amount of researching on the computer or reading the textbook. However, like all labs, dissections are usually followed up by written lab reports, which include both in-class and researched information on the particular animal.

Organizing an outline for her next assignment, Lauren Scarpati (’04) has become familiar with the writing, revising and finalizing papers that are part of her regular English activities. The outline, giving the general overview of her paper, includes thesis statement, support ideas, and quotes or statistics. With thorough planning, her words will flow out like butter by the time she begins the actual writing process of her assignment.

The word “library” may conjure up images of musty old books, ancient librarians, and a quiet silence found no place else to many high school students. However, the East library provides a myriad of consistently updated material on all subjects, a computer station, and a student-friendly environment. The sheer number of books may be intimidating, but East students know that helpful librarians are always available to assist them in finding whatever they need.
To Your Health!

Skip the fries: hold the mayo; ditch the cookies. It is not rare to find East students dropping the greasy and sugary for the healthy and wholesome. While the cafeteria offers meals that would satisfy all of our cravings, many opt for the food that is more beneficial to their health. Sometimes this includes having a plain turkey sandwich instead of a slice of pizza or drinking water or juice rather than soda. But, at times, people have to surrender to their appetites. "I try to stay as healthy as possible, but I can't help but give in once in a while," said Andrea Bien ('04).

Besides eating healthy, many students beat the extra pounds and clogged arteries by giving it their all during gym classes. Playing sports like basketball and floor hockey help to get the muscles moving and to shed pounds. For those students that do not like to break a sweat during the day, going to a local gym after school is another option. Many students work out at local gyms because they have access to more types of equipment and can work out with a select number of friends. "I go to the gym to workout and to run, because I love to run," said Eric Stein ('04).

While some students want to stay healthy to achieve a certain weight, others do it for the sheer reason of staying healthy. Jill Greenfield ('03), who works out anywhere from three to five days a week, said, "I go to the gym to stay in shape because it makes me feel better about myself."

Bess Myers ('06) opens her lunch sack anticipating the tasty meal she will be eating in a few moments. Although students become very hungry during the day, some choose not to have a lunch period in their schedule in order to take an extra class. However, these students are usually motivated by the hunger pangs and intense stomach growling to find an opportunity to eat sometime during the day.

Jack Keyes ('04) and Andrew Rudof ('03) socialize with their friends after a satisfying lunch. Lunch periods are welcoming breaks for most students, and the extra time leftover in each period is usually spent chatting. The monotony of classes can be mentally draining, and peer interaction is a healthy break from it all.
Michaela Gorman ('03) takes a sip of orange juice in her Latin class. Because taking a lunch is not mandatory at East, many students decide to take another elective or academic class. Consequently, it is the student's responsibility to ensure that he or she eats a nutritious meal during the day.

In the library, Thomas Hou ('06) contemplates his next move. After school, many students will utilize the library to do research or homework. Others use the library as a venue for pursuing their own interests. In the library, students can quietly pursue their independent studies, or they can meet with others for leisure.

With his eyes on the basket, Evan Levine ('06) lines up a foul shot. Gym class at school allows those students who don't have the time to participate in organized sports to play them. The mandatory gym class allows all students the opportunity to maintain good health. During gym class, students can improve their exercising techniques, as well as learn about new forms of exercise.
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"Help, I need somebody/Help, you know I need someone help." These lyrics from the Beatles' song "Help" describe how everyone looks for someone to be there for them. At East, many people go through this same experience. Fortunately, there are many resources available to solve any type of problem. From friends, to teachers, to guidance counselors, numerous options are at hand.

One of the best parts about high school is that people create a circle of friends that become their confidantes. This network of people can help work out any problem by listening, caring, and understanding. "I go to my friends whenever I have a problem because I know that they're always there for me," said Anna Cho ('03). Besides friends, students also find comfort in seeking help from teachers. Many teachers invest much of their personal time to not only administer tests and review sessions, but also offer advice for any student stuck in a rut. When teachers are not available, the best place to turn to is the guidance office. Whomever they are giving advice to, timid freshmen, busy sophomores, overloaded juniors, or college-crunched seniors, guidance counselors provide direction to anyone lost. At East, someone can always help you as The Beatles sing at the end of "Help." "Help me if you can, I'm feeling down/And I do appreciate you being round."

In the Aviation Enthusiasts Club, William Bets ('06), Tyler Cohen ('05), and Geffl Stern ('04) examine information about a new airplane. Extracurricular activities help students with similar interest join together and exchange information. In special interest clubs, students can answer each other's questions and enrich each other's knowledge about specific topics.

In Drafting, Mr. Dodulik helps Erica Nicoletti ('03) attach a piece of wood to her structure. In addition to mental concepts, students will often need physical assistance in the performance of tasks. In many elective courses, teachers will physically help students complete tasks. By seeing a first-hand demonstration of a task, students learn how to tackle similar problems in the future.
In his Chemistry class, Tim Rinehart ('04) engages in a classroom discussion with Mrs. Hinrichsen. When students do not fully comprehend subject matter, teachers are often the main source of aid. Students receive help by asking questions on specific aspects of a subject. Asking questions during class time not only assists the student who asks the question but also other classmates.

During their lunch period, Corey Latkowitz ('04) and Julie Reizes ('04) study class materials. When students have trouble understanding concepts, they often ask their peers for aid. Because students often understand each other's mentality better than teachers do, they can explain topics in a more comprehensible manner.

In her Latin class, Gayatri Patel ('03) seeks help from her teacher, Dr. Ford. Teachers often give students the opportunity to seek individual assistance before or after a class period. During this time, the teacher can examine the individual work and efforts of the students who need help. Teachers can point out each student's individual weaknesses and advise them on how to improve.

Studiously, Jadyn Josephs ('04) and Jack Keyes ('04) review notes. Students will often lend each other notes and class materials in order to help each other achieve high grades in difficult classes. Different students have different skills, and students often cooperate so that they all reap the benefits of their diverse abilities.

With keen interest, Tysha Gary ('05) and Sidney Reaves ('03) observe Ms. Isen fulfill her duties. Students will often assist supervisory aides with their more mundane tasks to relieve them of heavy workloads. In return, supervisory aides will also help students with class work and other assignments. As a result, a unique bond forms between the students and the aides where both parties benefit.
Grace Sanchezillo ('04) records beneficial information after observing minuscule microorganisms under the powerful microscope in science class. Invisible to the human eye, microorganisms represent an entire different world of complex cell formations and diverse systems that make up the cell. When observed, students like Grace enter this unique world of tiny microorganisms.

While working together, Meredith Karpf ('04) and Mattea Goldstein ('04) investigate scientific theories. Teamwork involves creating spaces for all ideas, focusing on solutions, rather than blame. By working in teams at Cherry Hill East students learn to help and support each other. Labs and group projects are part of the learning experience at East.
The Road Less Traveled ...

Some teachers seem to bore their classes with lecture after lecture. Fortunately, many teachers use alternative methods to grab the attention of their pupils. Some use innovative methods like roundtable discussions and Power Point presentations, while others find labs and guest speakers a creative way to impart information. "Sitting in a roundtable to discuss literature allows me to understand the novel from both my teachers' and my classmates' points of view," said Gayatri Patel ('03), a student in Ms. Dombrorski's English class, which often utilizes this format of discussion to promote a more intimate learning environment.

Labs are another common way that teachers are able to break from tradition. From physics and biology to chemistry and cell physiology, labs offer more hands-on learning to students. For example, in physics, Mr. Glenn Berryman uses an inclined plane and a solid cylinder to illustrate the concept of rotational motion. These experiments often help students who have trouble grasping a theory; they can apply the textbook language into real life language. Rather than adhering to a strict regimen, teachers such as Mr. Berryman offer relief from mundane forms of teaching.

During lab, Angie Perryman ('04), tries to grasp concepts while working with scientific equipment. In many science courses teachers make use of lab periods to encourage students to think about complex topics and to illustrate materials discussed in lectures. Students learn about procedural methods to prepare for jobs and experiences in the future.

A class of seniors sit, spellbound, listening to Mr. Mancini lecture about teen suicide. It is not often that students have guest speakers, but when they do, the visitor is usually intelligent and well informed on the subject matter. Because all students take a health class, it provides an opportunity for them to learn about life topics through interesting outside sources.
Spiritual growth and self-discovery are words heard in a new age music store; however, they are becoming more appropriate for the high school setting. At Cherry Hill High School East, students have a chance to discover themselves and increase their individuality. After a long hard day, students can have downtime to explore their interests. There is a wide range of clubs for students to join. They can explore their culture, other cultures, religion, and hobbies and interests. There is the Chinese Culture Club, Teenagers After God, and Anime Club. Other clubs help students reach their dreams. Clubs like Future Doctors of America allow students to work hands on. In addition, students cannot only help themselves but also enjoy helping others. In school, Cum Laude students help others by offering after school help and Friends of the Environment raises money to improve the environment. All the clubs at East and extracurricular activities give students a chance to explore and discover themselves to prepare for college.

With his legs comfortably propped up on his desk, Andrew Blakemore ('04) finds time to relax after a long day of classes. Although a student's brainpower and talents can positively contribute to the school's success as well as help him learn more about himself, academic work and extracurricular activities can physically and mentally drain a student.

After three years of experience and preliminary drawings in floor plans and elevation, Mike Genuario ('03) is finally able to build his own miniature house in his drafting class. Hands-on classes such as drafting serve not only as a stress reliever from academic life but also allow students to use skills such as inventiveness and artistry that they may not have an opportunity to use in other classes.
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Joanne Rohrbach Secretary
Cheryl Rosenbleeth Supervisory Aide
Felice Rothman Secretary
Jason Russo Mathematics
Helene Sacca Fine Arts
Billie Birnbaum ('03) paints a self-portrait of herself. Art classes are popular among East students, for they bring out qualities in students that might not otherwise be revealed in other environments. Each work of art that a student creates contains an element of the artist, and the challenge of capturing a certain aspect of the artist's emotions in paintings, 3D models, or photographs forces him to examine his own self in different lights.

Sporting his headphones, Angelo Valdez ('06) relaxes as he listens to his favorite music during the busy school day. As students mature from freshmen to seniors, their tastes in clothes, music, politics, and interests evolve whether the change is drastic or slight. Either way, students learn to be comfortable with who they are as individuals—an important aspect of learning through experience.

"Finish English paper, highlight the history packet, and memorize as many Lesson 24 vocabulary words I possibly can before I pass out. It's going to be a long night...."

Concentrating intently, Matt Neary ('03) completes his academic work during some free class time. Students at East are fortunate enough to have a wide range of classes offered to them. Many discover interests that they never knew they had until they included new types of classes into their schedule.
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Teachers Taking Time

One might think that the job of a teacher is limited to that 42-minute period that they teach everyday. Not true. The job truly does extend far beyond the limits of the classroom. Most teachers spend a great deal of time staying after school. They offer extra help to their students and advise the clubs around the school. Other days, it's the department meetings. Then, they head home, carrying stacks of papers and projects. After a much-deserved break comes hours of meticulous and repetitive marking of tests, essays, labs, and other homework assignments. After this long process is completed, its time to enter in the scores for all the marked papers. Then perhaps another break or two and then its time to decide the next day’s lesson plan. Then off to bed for an early morning. It’s a never-ending cycle, but one that our teachers enjoy in their busy lives.

In front of the blue background and on the small stool, Mr. Boyle poses for the camera as his yearbook picture is about to be taken. Hands on the lap, neck and back straight, head up, and smile. It is not only the teachers’ job to teach their students but errands and meetings must be attended to throughout their busy day.

At wind ensemble, Mr. Yurko joyfully conducts members of the band. Checking for the right tempo, beats, rhythms, tone, and notes, he listens with an attentive ear. With the bass, treble, or legato he works to create the most superb sounds from the students. There are many teachers in the school who specialize in music and fine arts, rather than the traditional academic courses. The students are privileged to work with such gifted individuals.
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Using photographic software such as Photoshop, Mr. Kovac teaches students Lauren Markoe ('03) and Teresa Finnegan ('03) how to edit a picture to become more aesthetically aware. Being a photographer takes more than just knowing how to point and shoot.

Exager to teach a subject he loves, Mr. Nec aids a student in the proper procedure for solving differentiation problems. Calculus can be difficult if one does not have the proper understanding of the theories, and Mr. Nec offers as much aid as he can to clear an misinterpretations.

Defensive driving is Mr. Martin's focus in his driver's education classes. As students are worrying, Mr. Martin prepares to tell them the results of their state exam. He hopes that students pass this important test to take on valuable information on protecting their lives while driving. This class is perhaps one of the must useful in learning life skills.

Seeking the aid of his personal assistant, Mr. Deluca asks Mrs. DiCicco to relieve some of his workload. Being the Administrator of student activities, the advisor for Blood Drive and FOP, all while being a Pre-Calculus teacher, Mr. Deluca is a man of many hats. With the help of his secretary, Mr. Deluca is able to accomplish many tasks.
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Perhaps he will be remembered for his effectiveness as a math teacher or being "the teacher who played golf." But Mr. James Wakemen, math teacher extraordinaire, will perhaps be most fondly remembered as "the teacher who shouted into the closet." This intelligent teacher has been teaching for the past 38 years and for a portion of those years second floor C-wing has been his home. Always using innovative teaching methods, such as shouting into wooden closet to get his students' attention, he has constantly brought laughter into his classes. "Mr. Wakemen is a jolly geometry teacher," said former student Sonny Nguyen ('03). "But seriously, his lessons were straightforward, and still he made them really interesting." Mr. Wakemen has made quite an impression at East and will truly be missed.

Unlike Mr. Wakemen, some teachers are not the first to wave to you in the hallway or spark a conversation about the goings-on in your life. While these teachers may come off as standoffish, they are really only shy. While it is important to get a dose of the outgoing it is also good to maintain balance with the more understated teachers. Students can, thus, get the best of both worlds.

Carefully reading the lesson plans he has to follow, substitute teacher Mr. O'Brien makes sure that all of the classes he has to cover for the day are ready to go. A substitute's job isn't an easy one, coming into a class and covering is a hard job. But reading up before class starts is the way to go.

Carefully watching the halls, Mr. Martinez is an important part of the East security team. He and the other security guards watch over the safety of all the kids at East. Thanks to his watchful eye Cherry Hill East is a safer place.
Teachers aren’t all about lecturing to their classes. Mr. Wakeman helps two of his individual geometry students. This is Mr. Wakeman’s last year with Cherry Hill East. He is a great asset to the mathematics department and he will be missed.

The halls of Cherry Hill East will seem even more empty with all the retiring teachers. East will miss the hard work and dedication that they have to their classes. Cherry Hill East will miss them and we the students, as well.

Senior year can be a confusing time. The whole procedure of applying and getting into college can really weigh a person down. That’s why the counselors are there to help. Mrs. Linton helps Ryan Toogood (‘03) work out all the last minute details of college applications. Thanks to the counselors, the college process is easier.

Writing the notes of the day on the board, Mr. Keleher wants the band to practice in order to improve their sound. Mr. Keleher cares deeply about how the band sounds, and that’s why he spends time instructing them. Even though he may seem quiet, Mr. Keleher is full of energy, and vitality when it comes to his band.
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Freshmen

Abag, Meryl
Abiona, Ivy
Adcock, Gregory
Adler, Michael
Aitkenhead, William
Alexander, Amy
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Amerman, Daniel
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Blum, Alexa
Blackman, Melissa
Blaker, Austin
Bleier, Michael
Blum, Erica
Blum, Jeremy
Freshmen Spirit

We have spirit, yes we do! We have spirit, what about you! At the end of each November, students participate in Spirit Week, a week-long celebration filled with hula-hoop contests, dance competitions, and float judging. Although freshmen may not have much experience, they have just as much enthusiasm during all of the competitions. This year, the Eastnewcomers’ theme for decades was the swinging sixties. For their float, they created Studio '06 and displayed it during the Homecoming Game on Thanksgiving Day.
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Underclassmen Under Pressure:
A Day In The Life Of A Freshman

6:30 AM tears self out of bed, hugging pillow all the way to
shower
7:00 AM waits for the bus
7:30 AM bus finally arrives; gets onto bus
7:40 AM arrives at school
7:50 AM sits down at desk in HR
8:00 AM crams for math test first period
8:08 AM packs away everything and gets ready to leave
10:00 AM-2:00 PM pays attention in class
2:35 PM-4:00 PM attends three different club meetings to get
"involved"
4:05 PM looks for a ride home from anyone with a car
4:30 PM-6:30 PM watches MTV while studying for Spanish test
7:00 PM skips dinner to work on English essay
8:00 PM-11:00 PM sits in front of the computer, busy typing
and deleting essay ideas
1:00 AM finishes the 5 paragraphs, 2-page essay
2:00 AM starts to study for science test while munching on junk
food
3:30 AM gives up and sets alarm clock at 5:30 to study some
more
5:27 AM wakes up hyper and studies some more
6:27 AM goes back to bed for a three minute power nap

At right is Marjorie Anglade studying in the library.
Sophomores
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Taking A Break

Whether it is lunch, study hall, or simply talking to a friend on the phone, students at East have a variety of ways to take a break. With a hard day of school that seems to never end, relieving stress can be the best cure to make students feel emotionally, mentally, and even physically better. "I look forward to lunch everyday because it gives me an opportunity to relax and socialize during my busy schedule," said Lynn Eisenberg ('03).

Study halls, besides offering 42 minutes when a student can catch up with missed homework, enable students to turn their free time into leisure time, which makes it easy to see why juniors enjoy study hall most of all. They are bombarded with schoolwork and SATs simultaneously. "The best part about study hall is I can get a quick nap or relax by talking to my friends. And I can finish the homework I didn't do last night, too," said Reena Mistry ('04).

In addition, a student who does not want to use a whole year for just a study hall also has the option to take a study hall for one semester and then enroll in a semester course for the rest of the year.

If lunches and study halls do not seem to wind students down, they often talk to their friend on cell phones to pass the time. "I sometimes call my friends during the school day, just to say 'Hi' or ask them how their day's been. It's my own way to get away from school pressure," said Rebecca Kim ('05). While the pressures of school may seem suffocating, a number of leisure opportunities are available.
Got Lunch?

Lunch is usually a place where students can relax, get their minds off schoolwork, and, of course, grab a bite to eat. However, many students do not take a lunch period to squeeze an extra class or elective into their schedules. "I decided not to take a lunch so I could take another class. Since I had an extra period, I got to double up in science last year and this year," said Justin Lin ('03).

Most teachers are accommodating to these kinds of situations, but some would rather have their students pay attention, than munch on sandwiches. "One of my teachers is really fastidious about eating lunch in class. He says it has something to do with the health department," said Katie Cook ('03).

Whether or not students take a lunch, they are able to enjoy getting a quick bite during any part of the day.
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State Of The Art

Art class is one example of a class in which students can tap their creativity during class. With self-expression as their sole guidelines and imagination as their instruction manual, East students have often used art as a way to find happiness. For some students, art is a way to learn about themselves. "Art is a good way to relax and do something on my own," said Carlyn Friedberg ('05).

Often, art classes are the perfect way for some to transform their emotions into meaningful paintings, sculptures, or drawings. Art teacher Miss Sacca emphasizes this very point. "Creativity is the ability to change inner thoughts and express oneself in a new and exciting way, whether it be in arts, music, science, or dance," she said.

When students create original pieces, they are able to communicate their feelings to others, while learning about themselves in the process.
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A Change Of Pace

It is a well-known fact that junior year is one of the most difficult years in high school. There are SAT’s, extracurriculars, and outside activities that need to be over and done with to bolster that college application. Besides the mess of work, students must also keep track of regular schoolwork. Amidst the endless work, juniors still remember that it is important to sit back and relax. From musical instruments to league sports, East students find various ways to beat the heat. “I like to play basketball with friends, and I play the violin in orchestra,” said Patrick Ho (‘04). Also, students may opt for an elective rather than taking a study hall so that they can relax in class, while pursuing a personal interest at the same time. Still, others fit free time into time spent outside of school. “I go out with friends when I have free time, and if that’s not an option, there’s always the TV,” said Ho.
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Learning Leadership

Juniors like Joan Olson are able to gain experience from working in clubs and different school organizations to learn to become leaders in their respective clubs. The knowledge they acquire as members is useful to them when they finally become organizers. In Demogorgon, for instance, juniors are able to practice reading prose and poetry out loud, this gives them a feel for how both should sound. By senior year with their years of experience, juniors are able to step up and lead more efficiently. Joan is not just a member of Demogorgon, but an editor as well, this undoubtedly gives her the understanding she needs to be an even better editor during her senior year.

Although during their terms as members underclassmen may feel like they are the lowest rungs on the ladder, their experience will help them to be excellent leaders as they become juniors and seniors.
A Wealth Of Information

A teacher assigns a history project. You let the time pass because, you have time. Then, it's the day before the project is due and you have nothing done. As the situation usually calls for panic, you head to the web to print out information available. If students like this had planned ahead of time, however they could have avoided the mess and mayhem and, instead, headed to the library for research. While that big room with all the books may be an unlikely resource, it provides a wealth of information.

Teachers often take their classes to the library after librarian Ms. Peggy Beck has picked out the appropriate books for classes. English teacher Ms. Helene Dobromilska, for example, took her classes to the library to research critical essays about Ralph Ellison's novel, Invisible Man. “I would have probably looked on the Internet for information first, but going to the library helped me get a broader idea of the topic,” said Samhita Bhargava ('03), one of Ms. Dobromilska's students. Contrary to popular belief, the library helps students with any project and, believe it or not, you may be able to get that project done ahead of time if you make a pit stop at the library first.
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To Infinity And Beyond: Teachers At East

The transition from freshmen year to sophomore may be a rude awakening for some. Not only is the workload increased, but students also get involved with more clubs. There to help students make a smooth and successful transition are teachers: the ones who help during class, after school, and even in the wee hours of the morning before school starts. In a world dominated by the Internet, some students believe that the web is the best resource, often forgetting the best and accessible tools — teachers. “I think Mr. Gagliardi’s helps me out a lot because he explains things really well,” said Frank Gambino (‘05).

One of the best examples of teachers helping their students occurs frequently during science labs. As the students are engaged in experiments that may be unfamiliar for some, teachers are always there to explain things twice and sometimes three times. In addition, they can give hands-on help to their students in lab by putting together equipment or trying out the experiment themselves for students who have trouble.

Whether they are helping with labs or after school, teachers are one of East’s best resources.
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A Message From Our Class President:

"After 12 years of growing up and attending school with you guys, I couldn't have more pride in what our class has become. The bond that has formed within our class is something unique in our senior class in comparison to classes before us. The talent and diversity within our class just shines in everything we accomplish. We are a class of athletes, actors, singers, artists, writers, musicians, and most importantly leaders. There is nothing I would change about this year, and there is no way everything could have carried out without everyone's dedication. I was honored to represent you this year, and wish everyone success in all your goals. Remember, the best way to predict your future is to create it.

~ Jenny
REBECCA ARONSON  
1807 Russet Drive  
"I've said it before and I'll say it again, life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you'll miss it." — Ferris Bueller

HARRIS S. ASHRAF  
17 North Green Acre Drive

ERIC AZCONA  
306 East Munn Lane  
"Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever." ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4)

Michele Azcona  
306 East Munn Lane

Monica Babu  
427 Doral Drive  
"To the world you may be one person, but to one person you may be the world." ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1), Track and Field (1), ICS (1, 2, 3, 4), Secretary, 4-Vice President, ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), Vice President, RKC (1, 2, 3, 4), East Angles (3), Powder Puff (3), SGA (4), Lab Abl (4), Fowder Puff (3, 4)

Erin J. Bae  
1911 Kennett Court  
"You only live once, but if you live life to the fullest, once is enough." ACTIVITIES: ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), RKC (1, 2, 3), Secretary, 4, Lancers (1), PDP (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 4), East Angles (2), JCS (2, 3, 4), RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), HCC (1, 2, 3, 4)

Gregory Baigier  
220 Hadleigh Drive  
"Everything is kines if it's happening to someone else." ACTIVITIES: SADD (1, 2, 3), RAK (2, 3, 4), Wall Street Club (2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3)

Amy Bang  
407 Doral Drive

Justin Baratz  
1068 Blue Jay Lane

Anthony Barker  
114 Rye Road  
"What you give you have. What you keep you lose forever." — Birdie A. Little ACTIVITIES: Drama (1, 2, 3, 4), Theological Society (1, 2, 3), Science Fiction Club (1, 2, 3), Chess Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Stage Crew (1, 2, 3, 4), Vocal Deartment (1, 2, 3, 4), HHS (1, 2, 3, 4), French Club (1, 2, 3, 4)

Tim Barnes  
5 Caphire Drive  
"The greatest thing you'll ever know is just to love to be loved in return." ACTIVITIES: Lab Theater, Haunted House, Fast Show, Spring Musical, One Act, Red Ribbon Play, Studio 2, Summer Theater, Recreational Theater, International Thespian Society, TAG, ARC, Mock Trial, JSA, Tai Chi Club

Anindya Basu  
26 Manor House Drive  
ACTIVITIES: Eastside (1, 2, 3, Associate Editor, 4), Educator (4), Amusement International (1, 2, 3, 4), President, East Angles (2, 3, 4), President, Tennis (2, 3, 4), Girls' State (3), Corn Laude (4), Wind Ensemble (1), Symphonic Band (2), Lacrosse (1)
ARIOEL LYNN BERINART
1637 Prince Drive

DANIEL JACOB BELLE
1807 Fireside Lane

HEATHER JOELLE BERGER
715 Society Hill Boulevard

MERISSA BERNSTEIN
1765 Country Club Drive

RYAN BERWER
119 Palmwood Avenue

SAMHITA BHARGAVA
215 Longstone Drive

TAI BINEY
213 Balfield Terrace
"Live life to the fullest. "What doesn't kill you will only make you stronger." ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4)

CHRISTINA BINNIG
252 Tavistock Boulevard

BILLIE BERNBAUM
1752 Morris Drive
"A great friend will bail you out of jail. Your best friend will be in the cell next to you saying, "That was awesome." ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4-captain), Lacrosse (1, 2, TOP 1), PECA (3, 4)

Left to right: Top: Elizabeth Enns, Christine Melkin, Middle: Tami Livingston, Tim Barnes, Lisa Brown, Erin Widder, Sarah Wexman, Greg Biester, Nicki, Nicole Sindoni, Jeff Makin, Mark Gunson, Brian Vargason, Meghan Daly, Brian Radelwell, Dave Koper
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KLAIRE BLANC
1921 Huntington Drive

LAUREN BLANTZ
514 Brian Drive
“Live life like it’s your last because one day you’ll be right.” ACTIVITIES: RAS (1), Friends of the Environment (1), Vocal Workshop (1), Charmers (2), Concert Choir (3), East Singers (4)

MEGHAN KATE BOLAND
128 Oakdale Road

RONION ROSE
1020 Bob White Drive
“Cape diem; work hard, play harder. No, we’re never going to survive unless we get a little crazy; and then you see things the side of which you’ve never known before, someday.” - Soul – Crazy “You love this town, even if it doesn’t love you. You’ve been in love with it, and it’s been all over you.” -U2 – Beautiful Day

ALEXANDRA BRANGAN
1240 Heartwood Drive
“Nothing left to do but smile, smile, smile.” – Gangsta Rap
ACTIVITIES: Swim team (1, 2), Lacrosse (2), RAS (1, 2, 3), TOPS (3, 4), Blood Drive (4), SADD (1, 2), Animal Rights (3, 4), Etowah (3, 4), AAG (1, 2), Yellow Ribbon (3, 4), Friends of the Environment (3, 4)

EUGENE BRAUDE
3 Tunbridge Road
“Education is what survives when what has been learned has been forgotten.” - B.F. Skinner “If you tell the truth you don’t have to remember anything.” - Never put off until tomorrow what you can do the day after tomorrow.” - Mark Twain
ACTIVITIES: Men’s Club Co-President (3, 3, 4), Cam Laude VP (3, 4), JSA Treasurer (2, 3, 4), Red Ribbon Show (3, 4)

EILEEN M. BRENNA
103 Roe Road

ARIELLE BRETTLER
1920 Frontage Road, Apartment #1110
“Climb every mountain; ford every stream; follow every rainbow until you find your dream.” - The Sound of Music “Even the smallest person can change the course of the future.” - Lord of the Rings
ACTIVITIES: Choir (3, 4), East Singers (4, Publicity Manager), Fall Show (3, 4, Company Manager), Spring Musical (3, 4), Lab Theater (3), Meals on Wheels (4), RAS (1, 2)

LAURA BRIERLEY
34 Ogden Avenue
“Think of all the good times, instead of wish we could times.” - Nick Mason
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1), Pinotter Puff (3, 4)
HEATHER ANN BROOKS
5 Valleybrook Court

MATTHEW JACE BROOKS
7 Rabbit Run Road
"If you had one opportunity or one shot to seize everything you ever wanted, in one moment, would you capture it or just let it slip?" ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), DECA (4)

TRUTH BROOKS
1116 Abbey Road
"Don't let what people say about you make you. You can succeed in being whatever it is you wanna be. You can do it. Keep ya head up; just remember it's ya time to shine."

JORDAN BROSS
1802 Country Club Drive

BRIAN BROTZ
4 Lucerne Court
"It's a town full of losers, and I'm pulling out of here to win." — Bruce Springsteen ACTIVITIES: Freshman Baseball, RAF PEP, DECA, Eastside

JAMES BROWN JR.
128 Palmwood Avenue

LISA-MARIE BROWNE
8 Insk neurop Court
"50% of what people say when they're joking is actually the truth, which means they get to say how they really feel without being vulnerable."

AMANDA BRYMAN
1530 Brick Road
"Our world cannot be viewed through the glasses known as 'common sense'." ACTIVITIES: AAG (1, 2), Gay-Straight Alliance (2), Anime Society (3), Demogorgon (4), Eastside (4)

MARGO BUCHALSKI
17 Cunningham Lane

BRIAN BUCK
6 Manor House Court

KEVIN BYRNES
1916 West Point Drive
"Champion the right to be yourself. Dare to be different and to set your own pattern, live your own life, and follow your own star."

BRIAN CABALO
141 Kilburn Drive
I'd like to think the best of me is still hiding up my sleeve. " — John Mayer ACTIVITIES: East Singers (2, 3, 4), Madrigals (2, 3, 4), Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Casual Harmony (3, 4), Pit Orchestra (2, 3, 4), All-State/All-South Jersey Choirs, Wind Ensemble, Biology Aide (3, 4), FDA (3, 4), SGA (2, 3), Corn Leader (4)
LESLIE DANG CAO
1 South Woodleigh Drive

CHRISTIE LYNN CARBONE
24 Wagon Lane
"It's a typical situation in these typical times, too many choices. Everybody's happy, everybody's free, and we'll keep the big door open so everyone will come around." "Life moves fast, so try not to blink, you might miss something." "Did you ever stop to think and forget to start again?"

KRISTEN CARGEN
238 Chelsea Court

MARIA ELIZABETH CARROLL
15 Anders Drive
"Do you have a big intellectual capacity, even though that it alone does not equate wisdom?" — Alanis Morissette
ACTIVITIES: Tennis (2, 3, 4), Art Club (2, 3, 4), Cum Laude (4)

GWEN CARTER
112 Ashland Avenue
"No one ever said that love was going to be easy." "You have to take the ups and downs, the in-between." "If you take this journey, you have to give yourself completely. Never let anybody ever step on your dream."

TERALYN CARTER
125 Sandingham Road
ACTIVITIES: Theplan Society (2, 3, 4), African American Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Minor Company (1, 2, 3, 4), East Singers (4)

NICK CHAN
1300 Heartwood Drive
"Only a fool walks into the future backwards." ACTIVITIES: CCC (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4)

CHRISTINA A. CHANG
6 Country Walk
"Stop wasting your time and wishing you could be somewhere else and grab hold of what's coming your way. Because you never know if it's going to come your way again." "Live hard. Die young." "Immortal." ACTIVITIES: KCC (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), VCC (2, 4), VCC (2, 3, 4), FCC (2, 3, 4), POP (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3)

ALEN CHAO
6 Naimos Drive

PHILIP CHEUK
8 Charles Lane
"The greatest test of courage on earth is to bear defeat without a losing heart." ACTIVITIES: KCC (2, 3, 4), CCC (2, 3, 4), FCC (2, 3, 4), VCC (4), ACS (2, 3, 4), Friends of the Environment (3, 4), Winter Track (3, 4)

STEVEN CHEW
12 East Doris Drive
"A person who knows how to laugh at himself will never cease to be amazed." ACTIVITIES: SCA (1, 2, 3, 4), Spirit of East Award (1, 2, 3), Honor Roll (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Coach Award for Soccer (1, 2, 3), Golf Team (1, 2, 3, 4), Bowling Team (2, 3, POP (1), AnG (1)

LAURA CHMIELEWSKI
1888 Greentree Road
ANNA CHO
74 Brick Road
"If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost. That is where they should be. Now put the foundation under them." Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook, Eastside, Extracurricular Online, AIDS Awareness, All South Jersey Band, All State Band, Wind Ensemble, East Singers, Lab Band, FOP, Blood Drive, Cum Laude, ACS, KCC

DANIEL CHOU
4 Jordan Court
"It's time for the recession."
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Cum Laude (3, 4), Physics League (3), All South Jersey Symphony Band (1, 2, 3), Jazz Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Brass Ensemble (2, 3, 4), Pit Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4)

RACHAEL LYNN CLANCY
132 Keats Place

ALLYSE GABRIELLE COBB
204 Society Hill

SARAH A. COCHRAN
23 Hilltop Drive
"Do not fear death so much, but rather the un-lived life."
ACTIVITIES: French Club (1, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Irish Club (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (3), Vocal Workshop (1), Chorale (2), Concert Choir (2, 3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), Celebrations (3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

MEGAN ANN COHEN
1030 Berlin Road
"The greatest thing you'll ever learn is just to love and be loved in return."

MELISSA COHEN
12 Blossom Court
"Experience is not what happens to you; it's what you do with what happens to you."
ACTIVITIES: BAK (1, 2, 3, 4), Rat Lab (1, 2, 3, 4), Stage Crew (1, 2, 3, 4), ARC (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3, 4), JSA (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2)

ROBIN JOY COHEN
1546 Chalet Drive

Left to right: Top: Gordan Carter, Joe Davis, Mike Williams, All Pahre, Middle: Katie Klausner, Matthew Pizzaro, George Keas, Greg Muller, Amy Imbario. Bottom: Kimberly Pajdak, Anthony D'Auria, Ryan Neary, Lauren Shemin.
ANDREA COMETZ  
525 Chanticleer  
“Whether in action or in kindness, people are ignorant little things cutting into one another.”  
ACTIVITIES: Lab Theater (1, 2, 3, 4), Fall Show (4), Spring Musical (1, 2, 3, 4), One-Act (1, 3, 4), Haunted House (1, 2, 3), Theater Society (4), Mime Company (2, 3, 4), Freshman Wind Ensemble (1), Wind Ensemble (2), Symphonic Band (2, 3, 4), Vocal Workshop (3), Concert Choir (4)

KATIE COOK  
102 Wexford Drive  
“... said as ice cream, but still as sweet...”  
ACTIVITIES: Harry “A girl has to have brains to get somewhere in this world. Beards are a handicap for a woman if obvious; I only use mine secretly.”  
ACTIVITIES: Mammoth ACTIVITIES: Tag (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Yearbook (2, 3, 4 Editor)

ZACK CORCORAN  
10 Brookville Drive  
“I want to sing as I can without going over, and on the edge, you are all kinds of things you can’t see from the center.”  
ACTIVITIES: Theater (1, 2, 3, 4), Theater Society (4), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3, 4), Mammoth (3, 4), POP (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3)

CHRISTOPHER COREY  
3 Jordan Court  
“Success consists of getting up one more time than you fall.”  
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2), Spring Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Cross Country (3, 4)

JOSEPH CORNFORTH  
1133 Willowsdale Drive  
“There’s no such thing as a soul. It’s just something they make up to scare kids. Like the bogey man or Michael Jackson.”  
ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Baseball (1, 2)

JEANMARIE COURT  
116 Winesap Road  
“Behind us are memories; beside us are our friends; before us are our dreams that will never end”  
ACTIVITIES: Elective (2, 3, 4), DECA (3, 4), FOP (2, 4), Field Hockey (1, 2, 3), Lacrosse (1, 2)

ASHLEY MARIE CRAVEN  
24 Sutherland Drive  
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.”  
ACTIVITIES: Irish Club President (2, 3, 4), Vocal Department (2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Yearbook (2, 4), Rotary (3), Cum Laude (4)

HAVE YOU CAUGHT “IT”?  

Have you lost all motivation to do work? Do you feel that underclassmen have taken over your classes, yet you do not care? Do you struggle to come in class five to ten minutes late?  

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may be one of the many sufferers of senioritis, also known as Leave Early Syndrome (LES). Speculation has been made that LES is caused by excessive homework, reports, note taking, and overexposure to standardized testing.  

Although the disease generally effects seniors, other grades may experience a dose of comparability early in their high school careers, in a case of Premature Leave Early Syndrome (PLES). The following test has been administered to determine a student’s level of senioritis:

**Answer each question yes or no. Each ‘yes’ answer receives one point.**

1. Do you take a pillow and or blanket to class?
2. Have you forgotten when your study hall is?
3. Does your backpack consist of nothing?
4. Think back the last time you did your own homework, was it in the 1980’s?
5. Do you strain to remember your teachers’ names?
6. Have you created your own class schedule, something ranging from noon to 2:00 PM?
7. Does the idea of taking notes give you a rash?

Add up the number of points and use your score to determine whether you are infected with senioritis:

1-2 Mild Senioritis  
3-4 Debilitating Senioritis  
5-7 Terminal Senioritis

For further information or help, please contact a local school official. Remember: you are not alone.
MAX CROCE
1512 Randy Lane
"I will not follow where the path may lead, but I will go where there is no path and leave a trail." ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2), Music Club (2, 3), Italian Club (1, 2, 3, 4)

SHAYLA CUE
149 Ashbrook Road
"Dance like nobody's watching." ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3, 4), DECA (3, 4), African American Club (1, 2, 3), FOP (2)

MICHELLE ADINA CWANGER
36 Downing Street
"It's not the audience's perspective or their applause that matters. It's the dance." ACTIVITIES: Dance Team (4), Drum Team (3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4), Art Club (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, 3, 4), Cheerleading (1), Powder Puff (3), DECA (4)

ANTHONY D'ARIA
1513 Longfellow Drive
"Our only problem is we ran out of time before we ran out of fun." ACTIVITIES: SGA (2, 3, President), 4-VF, Blood Drive Chairperson (2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4), DECA (3, 4)

KIM D'IMPERIO
220 Walt Whitman Boulevard
"I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I intended to be." ACTIVITIES: Girls Basketball (1), Marching Band (1, 2, 3, Lab Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Symphonic Band (2, 3, 4), Wind Ensemble (4), East Anglia (3), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4)

MEGAN KELLY DALY
4 Staffordshire Road
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." — Eleanor Roosevelt. ACTIVITIES: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1), Field Hockey (1), AAG (1, 2, 3, 4), Irish American Club (3, 4), East Hampton (1, 2, 3, 4)

Cecilia Dang
420 Teasdale Lane
"You can't change the past, but you can always learn from it. Hold on to what you have now and let your heart lead your future." ACTIVITIES: AAS (2, 3, 4), FCC (3, 4), VCC (2, 4), RAK (2)

KATIE DANIELS
1616 Longfellow Drive

MICHAEL JOSEPH DANYO
20 Locust Grove Road
"Strength and honor: what we do in life echoes in eternity." ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Ice Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), German Club (3, 4), Blood Drive (3), Italian Club (1, 2)

DANNY DAVIDOW
110 Partee Road
"So you're scared and thinking 'that maybe we ain't that young anymore. Show a little faith there's magic in the night. You ain't a beauty but hey you're alright and that's alright with me.' — Bruce Springsteen "Thunder Road"

JOE DAVIS
231 Ashland Avenue
ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Ice Hockey (1, 2)

NATALIE DEAL
1531 Pleasant Drive
"The happiest people don't necessarily have the best of everything; they just make the most of everything that comes along their way." ACTIVITIES: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3), Cross Country (3), Varsity Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Freshmen Orientation (2, 3, 4), Big Brother/Big Sister (4), Vocal Music (1, 2, 3, 4)
DAVID OWEN DEITCH
10 Forrest Hill Drive

ANGELICA DELMARIS
107 Kilburn Drive

"Work like you don't need the money, love like you've never been hurt, and dance like nobody is watching." ACTIVITIES: DECA, Blood Drive (4)

ELISABETH DEMPSTER
1020 Owl Lane

"When I find myself fading, I close my eyes and realize my friends saw my energy." ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical (2, 3), Volleyball (3), Lacrosse (1), Women's Track (3, 4), Junior Track (3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 4), Com Laude, Girls' State, Powder Puff (3, 4)

AUSTIN DENG
419 Doral Drive

"Listen to counsel and accept discipline that you may receive the rest of your days. Many plans are in a man's heart, but the counsel of the Lord will stand." — Proverbs 19:21 ACTIVITIES: Science League (2, 3, 4), Globe (2, 3, 4), DECA (2, 3), CCC (2, 3, 4), ACS (2, 3, 4)

KEVIN DESROCHERS
14 Thornhill Road

"Yesterday's over my shoulder, so I can't look back for too long. There's just too much to see waiting in front of me, and I know that I just can't go wrong."

ACTIVITIES: Crew (1, 2, 3, 4), Ice Hockey (2, 3, 4), Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), POP (1, 2, 3, 4)

SARAH DEVLIN
402 Heartwood Road

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is to not stop questioning." ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), French Club (1, 2), Eastside (1), Blood Drive (3, 4), East Angles (3, 4), Com Laude (3, 4)

AJIT DHILLON
1132 Winding Drive

"I have never let my schooling interfere with my education." — Mark Twain

JASON DINAPOLI
66 Partridge Lane

"In the long run men hit only what they aim at." — Thomas A. Edison

ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4), Wrestling Captain (1, 2, 3, 4), Athlete of the Week (Wrestling), Soccer (1, 2), Eastside (3, 4), Battle of the Bands (1, 2, 3), Italian American Club (2, 3)

ANTHONY DIVIETRO
21 Chimney Lane

"There's no one dwelling on what might have been. It's too much to think of all the fun you could be having." — Radiohead

ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3), AMC (1, 3, 4), Powder Puff (1, 4), Lacrosse (1)

LINDSEY DOBKIN
35 Spring Mill Lane

"I've felt pleasure and I've felt pain and I know now that I can never be the same." — Ben Harper

ACTIVITIES: RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3, 4), Spirit Week (2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2), Blood Drive (3, 4)

JESSICA DOMBROWSKI
19 Cameo Court

"Don't let them change you or even rearrange you." — Robert Marley

JASON DORFMAN
307 Hadleigh Drive
RENEY DOSICK
534 Brian Drive
"To accomplish great things, we must dream as well as act."

OMARI DOUGLAS-HALL
142 Lucerne Boulevard

MICHAEL DOYLE
511 Brian Drive

DEVIN DRECHSLER
116 Dalton Terrace
"Music is the art of thinking with sounds."
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1), Irish Club (2, 3), Vocal Workshop (1), Choruses (2), Concert Choir (3, 4)

LAUREN DRECHSLER
116 Dalton Terrace

ANTOINETTE DUFFY
101 Charleann Circle
"Everything happens for a reason."
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), FCC (2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), DECA (3, 4)

RANDY DUTKIN
17 Forrest Hill Drive
"There are no guarantees in life, only chances, and if you never take them... you'll spend forever wondering what could, would, or should have happened."
ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1, 4), Cable 19 (1), 2, 4, DECA (3), Blood Drive (4), Winter Track (1, 2), FOP (4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4)

MATTHEW DVORIN
416 Longstone Drive

TIMUR DURKHE
117 Thornhill Road
"Money is better than poverty, if only for financial reasons."
Woody Allen ACTIVITIES: DECA (3, 4), Research in Computer Science (3, 4), Eastern European Culture Club (4), JCC (1, 2, 3), GLOBE (1, 2, 3), JSA (2, 3, 4)

ROBERT EARLEY
1277 Markress Road

BLAKE EDELMAN
1821 Country Club Drive
"Always read. I keep it simple. I sleep with books."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Eastside (3, 4), German Club (2, 3, 4)

SHAKER EHMEDI
16 Vanessa Court
GAREN DAVID EISEN
114 Morningside Drive

LYNN DARA EISENBERG
1450 Starling Lane

DIANA LAUREN EISNER
1044 Owl Lane
"Be who you are, say what you feel, 'cause those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind."

ADAM ELISHA
421 Gatewood Road
"An eye for an eye leaves everyone blind." ACTIVITIES: JCC, AAG, International Affairs Club

ANDREW LOUIS ELKIND
55 Cohasset Lane

STEVEN MARK EMERSON
304 Iris Road
ACTIVITIES: Irish American Culture Club (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3), Eastern European Culture Club (4), Honor Roll (1, 2, 3, 4)

ELIZABETH ENNY
5 North Branch Court
"People may forget what you said, people may forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel." ACTIVITIES: SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), RAR (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4), FOP (1)

JUSTIN ENSIGN
150 East Valleybrook Road
"I have good news and bad news for you. The good news is that you're perfectly healthy. The bad news is that you have cancer."
ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2), Football (3), Class VP (1, 2), SGA VP (3), Eastside Business Manager (4), Character Education Committee (3, 4)

LEONARDO S. ESLAVA JR.
1231 Abbey Road

MANN '92

Left to right: Top: Terry Megan, Jeff Filippaccio, Mark, Kate McArthur, Catherine Allen, Karen Allen. Bottom: Teresa Flennigan, Cory, David, John, Lauren Plantz, Steve Chew, Justin Ensign.

---

**SAMIRA FAROUK**
16 Tunbridge Road

"I haven't failed, I just found 10,000 ways that don't work." — Emerson

**REBECCA FEIGENBAUM**
29 Galloping Hill Road

"Everyone, there's a big world there. It's bigger than preen and it's bigger than high school. It won't matter if you are the prom queen, or the quarterback of the football team, or even the biggest nerd in the school. Find out who you are, and try not to be afraid of it." — Neve Bogged Krossed

---

**ELENA FARINA**
129 Dumas Road

**RACHEL FARINO**
328 Society Hill

---

**JENNIFER LYNNE FEINBERG**
1009 Annapolis Lane

"Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshine." — ACTIVITIES: Class President (4), Class VP (2, 3), Music Club President, Wind Ensemble (oboe), Orchestra, Pit Orchestra, Chamber Winds, All State Symphonic Band, South Jersey Symphonic Band, South Jersey Orchestra

**STEPHANIE FELIX**
1946 Greentree Road
SUZANNE FERLAND
1532 Hillside Drive
“Don’t tell me about the money you have, the cars you drive, or the clothes you wear. They don’t matter to me. Tell me how you can defy the world and be the person that hides behind your shell.”

TERESA FINNEGAN
136 Keats Place

ADRIANNA FIORENTINO
1611 Springdale Road
“Own only what you can carry with you, know language, know countries, know people. Let your memory be your travel bag.” — Alexander Solzhenitsyn
ACTIVITIES: Photo Club (4), Tennis (1)

HERB FISHMAN
1611 South Bowling Green Drive
“Official Parking-let Burnout King” ACTIVITIES: Varsity Bowling (1, 3, 4)

SHARI FLEMINGLOSS
1056 Heartwood Drive

DANIELLE FOELL
1115 Willovedale Drive
“There are two paths you can go by, but in the long run, there’s still time to change the road you’re on.” — Led Zeppelin
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Taps (2, 3, 4), AMG (1, 2, 4), Powder Puff (3)

NICHOLAS FOLEY
640 Croyden Drive

“The final year, Wawa mornings, College applications, Donate blood, Study halls, Senior cut days, Mr. East, Disney, College Acceptances, Senior Prom, Graduation, Project Graduation, College.

(Now)
(The Four Fateful Years)
CHRISTINE FORBERGER
1136 Heartwood Drive

JASON FOX
154 Renaissance Drive
“I know who I am, I just don’t know where I’m going.” ACTIVITIES: Debate (2, 3), Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2), Red Ribbon Play (4), FOP (3, 4), RAK (3, 4)

RACHEL FOX
1061 Swallow Drive

KRISTIN FRANK
1243 Charleston Road

KIERON A. FRAZIER
613 Society Hill Boulevard
“Have humility on the playing field. Be confident that you are the best without having to bring about a...” ACTIVITIES: Senior VP (4), Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Baseball (1, 2), Football (1, 4), Track and Field (3, 4), Blood Drive (3), Wall Street Stock Club (1, 2, 3), RAK (2), SGA (3), DECA (2), FOP (2)

JARED FRIEDMAN
1423 Starling Lane
“ALL roads are one mic...” - 11th ACTIVITIES: Music Culture Club (3, 4), African-American Club (3, 4), Basketball (2, 3)

JOHNNY FULTON
228 Ocean Avenue

JOSEPH GABBAY
442 Browning Lane

PETER GAMBINO
29 Woodbury Court
“Do not touch anything unnecessarily. Beware of pretty girls in dance halls and parks who may be spies; as well as lice, measles, uniforms, arms, dead horses, and men lying on roads-they are not there accidentally.” ACTIVITIES: Italian Club (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (4), Comic Book Club (Founder and President)

JESSICA GARBER
1915 Rolling Lane
“There are no shortcuts to any place worth going.” ACTIVITIES: AAG (1, 2), Blood Drive (3, 4), SGA (4), Cum Laude (4)

ELAN GEFFEN
1625 Red Oak Drive

MICHAEL GENAUER
8 Lynford Court
“Duct tape is like the Force. It has a dark side, it has a light side, and it holds the Universe together.” – Carl Swan
ANDREW GENSANO 17 West Sixth Avenue

ANDREW GEYMAN 1929 West Point Court
"I have learned and been happy." ACTIVITIES: Demogogen (1, 2, 3, 4); JSA (3, 4); Amnesty International (3); Irish American Club (2, 3, 4)

AMY GIAMBIANIS 1410 Autumn Lane
Everything is okay in the end. If it's not okay, it's not the end. ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2), TOPS (2, 3, 4), AAG (2, 4), SGA (3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3)

BOE MATTHEW GIANPINTI 101 Carolina Avenue

ANDRE JAMAR GIBSON 272 Eleanor Terrace

JENNIFER GIN 1320 Heartwood Drive
"East coast? West coast? It doesn't matter. We all gangster." ACTIVITIES: Demogogen (2, 3, 4), JSA (2, 3, 4), Great Books and Movies Club (2, 3, 4), Photo Club (3, 4)

DENNIS GLENN 1305 Bunker Hill Road

JENNIFER GOH 1353 Heartwood Drive

STEVEN HARRIS GOLDBERG 1149 Willowdale Drive
"If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away." — Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: NBC (3, 4), Demogogen (2, 3, 4)

STEVEN HENRY GOLDBERG 73 Harrogate Drive

LAUREN GOLDLUST 7 Lynford Court
"Sometimes you're ahead, sometimes you're behind. The race is long, and in the end, it's only with yourself." ACTIVITIES: Cam Laude (2, 3, 4), SGA VP (2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4), SADD (3, 4), Track 2, 3, Glee State (3)

JARED GOLDSTEIN 8 Lynford Road
"It's nice to be important, but it's more important to be nice." ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), RAK (1, 2, 3), SADD (1, 2, 3), Wall Street Club (1, 2, 3)
ALEX GONZALEZ
216 North Brookfield Road

JENNIFER GORCHOW
123 Lucerne Boulevard
"Work as if you are not getting paid, dance as if no one is watching, and love as if you have never been
hurt." ACTIVITIES: Volleyball Captain (1, 2, 3, 4),
Eastside (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3), Softball (1, 2)

JUSTIN GORDON
24 West High Ridge Road
"You never really leave your friends, you take part
of them with you and leave part of yourself
behind." ACTIVITIES: Vocal (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2),
Irish Club (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Cross
Country (3)

MICHAELA GORDMAN
127 Keats Place
"Happiness is not a possession to be prized, it is a
quality of thought and state of mind." — Descartes
DuMaurier ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4),
FOP (1, 2, 4), Lacrosse (1, 3, 4)

SARAH GOTTHEIM
402 Fireside Lane
You can't always get what you want, but if you try
sometimes you just might find... you'll get what you
need." — Mick Jagger ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3-Captain),
Drama (1, 2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

KYLE GRABKA
382 Tuvira Circle

MELISSA GRAHAM
1219 North Kay Drive
"A lasting memory, a forgotten place, a picture you
remember, and expression on a face. A very small
moment that is captured in time, it stays in your
heart, but fades from your mind."

JORDAN JACK GRAUER
8 Tracey Terrace

MELISSA GREEN
1813 Rolling Lane
"Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to
explain. It's not something you learn in school. But
if you haven't learned the meaning of friendship,
you really haven't learned anything." — Muhammad
Al-G. ACTIVITIES: JV Cheerleading (1, 2),
Tennis (1, 2), Yearbook (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4)

JILL GREENFIELD
1613 Plymouth Rock Drive

ALAINA ASHLEY GREGORIO
415 Doral Drive
"People come and go, but memories will last for-
ever." ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2-Captain),
Blood Drive (3), FOP (4)

LAURA WATTS GRIFFIN
13 Forage Lane
LINDSAY GUCCIARDI  
120 Kingsdale Avenue

SHANA B. GUMNIT  
1407 Sterling Lane

"No one can go back and make a new start, but anyone can start from here and make a brand new end." ACTIVITIES: DECA (2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Field Hockey (1, 2), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

RYAN GUTMAN  
23 Galloping Hill Road

"Don't let today's disappointments cast a shadow on tomorrow's dreams." ACTIVITIES: Track (3, 4), Winter Track (4), East Coat (2, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), SADD (2, 3, 4), TOPS (1, 2, 3, 4)

JENNIFER HACKER  
1625 Fort Duquesne Drive

Because of my friends, I've laughed a lot harder, cried a little less, and smiled a lot more for no special reason." ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), DECA (3, 4), Freshman Orientation (1, 2, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

SARA HACKMYER  
528 Heartwood Road

"There are no guarantees in life, only chances and if you never take them...you'll spend forever wondering what could, would or should have happened." ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3), Track (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4, Chairperson)

ALLISON HAILPERIN  
29 Harrowgate Drive

PAUL FRANK HALBKRAM  
301 Hille Drive

ADI HARARI  
309 Lily Lane

"Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars."

SHANICA NICOLE HARRIS  
359 Twigaret

"Always aim high and never settle for less. Keep your head up and let the Lord light your battles." ACTIVITIES: TAG (3), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3), RAK (3), Blood Drive (3), Track (3, 4)
BETH HARTEY
122 Dumas Road
"Happiness isn’t getting what you want; it’s wanting what you get." ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2), Blood Drive (3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4)

KELLY HAYES
115 Sendrigham Road
"Be young, think smart, stay true and just follow your heart." ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2), Softball (1), Lacrosse (2), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Asian American Club (1, 2, 3, 4), TAG (1, 2, 3, 4), Variety Show (1, 2), SWA (4), Eastside (4), Powder Puff (4)

GEORGE HENEHAN
33 Cooper Run Drive
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country, Track, DECA

SEAMUS HENNESSEY
8 Black Latch Lane

JOSE HERNANDEZ AVILA

GIL HERSKOVITZ
1020 Peacock Lane
"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined."

STEVEN HESS
1763 Dewberry Lane

YUKIE HIRAO
20 Inskipp Court
"Don’t give up if you see any little hope there.” ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (2), Choirs (3), East Singers (4), ACS (3, 4), Soup Kitchen (3, 4)

THE ULTIMATE SENIOR SURVIVAL GUIDE

Who said that senior year was going to be a piece of cake? For some seniors, the burden of college applications, an academic gym period, and acting elite might be too much to handle. For seniors, we’ve compiled a checklist of essentials:

- Sandals — Nothing rages against the machine more than breaking menial dress-code rules that the administration is trying to amend.
- Calendar/homework planner — A good back up when you run out of space on your hands and arms.
- Head/wrist bands — Show your gym teacher that you’re serious. Wear a head band as well as wrist bands for badminton.
- Coffee from Wawa — Add a caffeine disorder to that sleeping disorder.
- Cellular phone — Incredibly useful after finding out that your best friend has rear-ended your brand new car in the parking lot, multiple times.
- Extra socks — Why not?
- Ear plugs — When you just don’t care that there are 5 minutes left to homeroom. 5 minutes left to homeroom.
- Pencil Holster — Gets the girls every time.
ALICE HUN
114 Saxby Terrace
"True friendship can afford true knowledge. It does not depend on darkness and ignorance." ACTIVITIES: CCA (1, 2, 3, 4), Celebration (2, 3, 4), Yearbook (2, 3, 4), RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), East Singers (2, 3, 4), FDA (3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Chemistry II (2, 4), Colorguard (1, 2), Orchestra (1, 2, 3)

BENJAMIN HOPKINS
212 Highgate Lane
"I'll tip my hat to the new constitution. Take a bow for the new revolution. Smile and grin at the change all around, pick up my guitar and play, just like yesterday, then I'll get on my knees and pray, we don't get fooled again." — The Who ACTIVITIES: Jazz Band, Eastside Symphony, Eastside Orchestra, JSHA

ALBERT HWANG
13 North Green Acre Drive
"Man is condemned forever to be free." — Sartre. ACTIVITIES: Tai Chi Club (4), Eastside Online (3, 4), Orchestra (1, 2, 3), Chinese Culture Club (2, 3)

JACKELYN HWANG
922 Society Hill
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Variety Show (3), Winter Track (1, 2, 3), Cam Laude (3, 4), Art Club (1, 2, 3, 4)

PERRY ROSE HWANG
1115 Buttonwood Drive
"Two are better than one... if one falls down, his friend can help him up." — Ecc 4:9-10 ACTIVITIES: FOP Chairperson (2, 4), Yearbook Editor (4), Soup Kitchen (3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), TAG (2, 3, 4), Orchestra (1, 2, 3)

MARTEZ JEFFCOAT
1622 Abbey Rd.
"Jealousy gets you nowhere." ACTIVITIES: Mock American Club (1, 2, 3, 4)

ROY JIN
417 Old Orchard Road

JAMI HEATHER JOHNSON
129 Killburn Drive
"Somehow, something incredible is waiting to be known." — Carl Sagan. "Not all who wander are lost." — J.R.R. Tolkien. ACTIVITIES: Drama Productions (1, 2, 3, 4), Thai Spin Society (3, 4), Science Production (1, 2, 3, 4), Cam Laude (4), Biology Lab Aide (3, 4)
LISA JOHNSON  
152 Renaissance Drive

DENNIS JOHNSON  
1900 Frontage Road

LAKESHA JOHNSON  
1313 Abbey Road

GERALD JOYCE  
1507 Square Lane  
ACTIVITIES: Stetson Cise (2), DECA Regional and  
State Conference (3), DECA (4), Basketball (4)

ANDREW KANOFF  
517 Kings Croft

JOSH KANOFF  
1528 Brick Road  
"Don't put off for tomorrow what you can do  
today. "ACTIVITIES: POP (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (1,  
2, 3), R.A.R. (1, 2, 3), JCC (1, 2, 3), German Culture  
Club (3, 4)

MATTHEW KANOFF  
22 Scattergood Road  
"How you feeling, feeling like I'm reelin', dreams  
alike fish, so you've got to keep on reelin'."

BRITTANY BLYTHE KAPLAN  
7 Clark Drive  
"Our nature consists of motion. Complete rest in  
death." — Blaise Pascal  
ACTIVITIES: Varsity  
Success (2, 3, 4), Varsity Lacrosse (2, 3, 4), Winter  
Track (1, 2)

LAUREN ELIZABETH KARPF  
1248 Sequoia Road  
"If you can imagine it, you can create it. If you can  
dream it, you can become it." ACTIVITIES: POP  
(1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3), DECA (4), Lacrosse  
(1), Art Club (1), SAVE (2)

MATTHEW KARPF  
7 Hadleigh Terrace  
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1, 2, 3), BCE Representative  
(4), Overall Blood Drive Chairman (2, 3, 4)

RACHEL KARPF  
1832 Lark Lane

DARA KATES  
1885 West Point Drive
BRANDON JAMES KAVITSKY
103 Ashbrook Road

GEORGE KEELS
127 Walt Whitman Boulevard
"When you've done what you've always done, you'll be where you've always been." — Stair
ACTIVITIES: Basketball

MEGAN KELLY
1 Justa Lane
"Knowledge and change, everything else just stays the same." — Stair
ACTIVITIES: RAK (1, 2), DECA (2), POP (2), Powder Puff (3)

ALEXIS KILDUFF
314 Nature Drive

CHRISTINE JI-EUN KIM
1104 Buttonwood Drive
"There is no happiness except in the realization we have accomplished something." — Henry Ford
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook (3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), Celebrations (3, 4), Concert Choir (2), Cum Laude (4)

JENNIFER KIM
12 West Eagle Lane
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (2, 3, 4), Laxrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), POP (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Cum Laude (3, 4)

KYUNG KIM
20 Carriage House Court

WOOKNAM BRANDON KIM
2016 Lapley Court
"Tomatoes are best when red and plump." — Why do we do this?
"Why do we do this?" — Why do we do this?
"There are some things in life that money can buy, but for everything else there is God."

KRISTEN KINDELL
16096 Berlin Road
"Listen to your heart, for your heart can see things your eyes can't." — Activities: Colloquium (2, 3, 4), Captain, Irish Club (2, 3), Treasurer: Publicity (4), POP (2, 3, 4), DECA (3, 4)

CHARLOTTE KING
410 Garwood Drive
"Two roads diverged in the wood, and I took the one less travelled by, and that has made all the difference." — Robert Frost
ACTIVITIES: Eastside (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4)

MARIE KING
1914 East Country Club Court
"A dream is a wish your heart makes." — Walt Disney
ACTIVITIES: Winter Cheerleading (2), POP (1, 2, 3), Powder Puff (3), Spirit Week Construction (2, 3, 4), Dance Competition (1, 2, 3)

KATIE SARAH KLAUSNER
124 Eaton Way
"The greatest use of life is to spend it for something that will outlast it." — William James
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), ARC (2, 3, 4)
LAUREN KLEIN
4 Sandringham Terrace
"It is good to have an end to journey toward, but it is the journey that matters in the end." ACTIVITIES: Tennis (2, 3, 4), SGA (3), Eastside Online (3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Girls' State (3), Cum Laude (3, 4)

BRYAN KLIMBERG
1103 Buttonwood Drive
"Money, it's a crime. Shame is fairly, but don't take a slice of my pie." — Pink Floyd "Cause nothin' lasts forever and we both know hearts can change and it's hard to hold a candle in the cold November rain." — Canned and Roasted ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2, 3)

ETHAN KNECHT
126 Partree Road
"I can't believe that we would die in graves, wondering if we had spent our living days well. I can't believe that we would be in graves, wondering what we might have been." — Dave Matthews ACTIVITIES: JV Soccer, JV Volleyball, Varsity Cross Country, Theater Spring Musical/One Acts, SGA, Variety Show

SUSAN KO
128 Lucerne Boulevard
"Take my moments and my days, let them flow with unwritten praise." ACTIVITIES: East Singers (3, 4), Secretary, Madrigals (3, 4), Animal Rights Club (2, 3, 4), Friends of the Environment, Publicity Manager (3, 4), Challenge Club (4-VP), Yearbook (4), Field Hockey (1, 2), Eastcoat Cabal (3, 4), TOP (3)

DAVID KOPER
1206 Hadleigh Court

DAVID JASON KOSLOW
1804 Frieside Lane
"And how I love to walk from this room to that to find a 5-minute pillow lying waiting for me." ACTIVITIES: Demogareen (1, 2, 3, 4), Cross Country (1, 2, 3, 4), Winter Track (1, 2, 3), Spring Track (1, 2, 3), SGA (1, 2), Cum Laude (3, 4), RYLA (3)

LAUREN KRAEMER
1247 East Kay Drive

GILLIAN KUSHNER
10 Hadleigh Terrace
"When one door closes another opens, but we so often look so long and so regretfully upon the closed door, that we do not see the door that opens for us." — Alexander Graham Bell ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2, Captain), 4, Competition Cheerleading (3, Captain, 4), DELCA (3, 4), Eastside (1, 2), RAY (1, 2), Yellow Ribbon (1, 2)

DUSTIN KUZAN
18 Hill Top Drive
"Yeahhhhh"
ALBERT LABINSKI
6 Firethorne Road
"Reach out your hand if your cup be empty, if your cup is full may it be again."

ALEXANDER GEORGE LAHIN
18 Willowdale Road

LAUREN JAMIE LAMBIASE
13 Staffordshire Road

BORIS LAU
100 Versailles Boulevard
"Where are we now - we're there already!"
ACTIVITIES: ACS (2, 3, 4), Marching Band (4), Jazz Ensemble (3, 4), Jazz Standards Band (4)

GREGORY DANIEL LAYNOR
1008 Haral Place
"It is necessary to know how to make ourselves ridiculous, and not only to others but to ourselves."
— Miguel de Unamuno ACTIVITIES: Eastside, Debate, DECA, EAC, RSA

ANTHONY MINH LE
40 Ranoldo Terrace

CHRISTINE LEE
606 Cooper Landing Road
"If I could take it all back now, I wouldn't. I wouldn't have did more that people said that I shouldn't."

CHRISTINA HA YE SUL LEE
135 Kilburn Drive

JOSEPH J. LEE
135 Society Hill
"Our greatest glory consists not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall."
ACTIVITIES: RCC (1, 2, 3, 4), President, Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), CCC (3, 4), FCC (3, 4)
From Zzzz to...

7:00 Wake up.
7:00:01 Hit snooze alarm.
7:10 Wake up.
7:10:01 Hit snooze alarm.
7:20 Wake up.
7:20:01 Hit snooze alarm.
7:30 Wake up, realize you overslept.
7:35 Brush teeth in shower to save time.
8:02 Arrive at homeroom, avoid being marked late.
8:17 Realize brushing teeth in the shower is a bad idea when friends comment on your minty-fresh soap.
9:00 Do math homework that the teacher will be checking.
9:01 Show math teacher the homework you just completed; argue that nowhere in the book did it mention the importance of answers being correct.
10:00 Attempt to enjoy third period “lunch,” make a note to propose the idea of a school omelet chef again at the next board meeting ... maybe this time they’ll listen.
12:03 Cut 6th period and go out for a real lunch at Wawa.
Shining Zzzzz

7:00 Finally start to feel energized after what felt like one gigantic morning.

7:05 Almost begin to feel motivated enough to do the night's math homework. Almost.

8:05 Look at the clock, wonder where the last hour of your life just went.

8:45 Meet up with friends at Starbucks to study an English novel over a cup of coffee.

9:30 Realize you ended up studying the coffee cup over a novel from English.

10:00 Realize your physics lab is due tomorrow.

10:02 Call your lab partners to break the news that the physics lab is due tomorrow.

10:30 Meet up at Country Club Diner to figure out what to do about the lab and have some coffee.

11:30 After an hour of complex planning, settle on an elaborate scheme to extend the lab's due date that involves: one person faking sick; a half-completed data table; a tub of cottage cheese; three mechanical pencils; one dart board; the Beatles' White album. Remain oblivious to the fact that actually completing the lab would have only taken about 25 minutes.

12:00 Brush your teeth, comb your hair, get ready for bed... and then sign online to talk to all your friends.

12:45 Sign offline and finally get into bed. Set your alarm clock for 7:00 a.m. again. Tomorrow's going to be another busy day.
JAMES LYCH
914 Cropwell Road

CHRISTINE ELIZABETH MACARTHUR
8 Cherrywood Court
"Life is music, music is love and love lasts forever."
ACTIVITIES: Freshman Wind Ensemble (1), Concert Choir (2), Symphonic Band (2, 3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), Wind Ensemble (1, 2), Band (1, 2), 3rd, 4th, Music Club (3), Orchestra (4), Jazz Band (4), Celebrations (2, 3, 4), Orchestra (4), Jazz Band (4), JROTC (1, 2, 3, 4, Assistant Drum Major)

DINA MACIUNAS
405 Holly Glen Drive
"It is easy in the world to live after the world's opinion; it's easy in solitude to live after your own, but it is the great man who in the midst of the crowd lives in the perfect sweetness of solitude." — Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Symphonic Band (1, 2, 3), Wind Ensemble (4)

CHRISTINA MAGEE
1225 Caldwell Road

JEFFREY MAKIN
1987 Route 70 East
"It is not the question of if I could, it is the surprise of whom I will."

MICHAEL J. MARINO
1922 Kings Point Road
"Don't try to be someone you're not, just be yourself." ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4)

LAUREN MARKOE
5 Dalton Terrace
"Don't regret growing older; it's a privilege denied to many." ACTIVITIES: Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), American Club (1, 2, 3), Photo Club (1, 2, 3), Powder Puff (3), Football Mascot (3), Vocal (1, 2, 3), Drama (1, 2, 3, 4), Earth Club (4)

JUSTIN JOSEPH MARLOWE
1299 Bunker Hill Drive
"There is a road, a simple highway, between the dawn and the dark of night, and if you go no one may follow, that path is for your steps alone." — Robert Hunter
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1, 2, 3), VP, 2 — President, 3 — SGA VP, 4 — SGA President, Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Cross Country (2, 3, 4), RA (1, 2, 3, 4), Beta Theta, Italian American Club (1, 2, 3, 4)

ANJALI MATHUR
1 Saddlehorn Drive
"Memories build a pathway that goes wandering through the heart, and keeps friends close together even when they are far apart." ACTIVITIES: DECA (1, 2, 3, 4), ICS (1, 2, 3, 4), Yearbook (1, 2, 3, 4), Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4)

JOSEPH A. MATTEO
122 Greenwood Road
"The long and winding road, that leads to your door, will never disappear. I've seen that road before, it always leads me here, lead me to your door." — Paul McCartney
ACTIVITIES: Senior VP (4), Italian American Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Italian American Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Italian American Club (1, 2, 3, 4), East Coast (1, 2, 3, 4), Character Education Committee (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Earth Club (4), Research in Computer Science Club (1, 2, 3, 4)

AARON MATUSOW
506 Teaose Lane
"Dwelling on one's misfortunes can be just as destructive as the mistaken belief."
ACTIVITIES: Cum Laude (4), Varsity Basketball (3), Varsity Tennis (3, 4), Character Education Committee (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS Club (4), Youth Golf and Academics Program Instructor (4)

BENJAMIN MATUSOW
506 Teaose Lane
MELISSA MAW
1900 North Birchwood Park Drive
"Life and death, energy and peace, if I stop today it was still worth it; even the terrible mistakes that I have made and would have made if I could. The pains that have buried me and scared my soul, it was worth it for having been allowed to walk where I've walked...to hold on earth, back again, into...under the fence...through it...in and off..."

KELLI MAYO
1761 Dewberry Lane
"When one door of happiness closes, another opens; but often we look so long at the closed door that we fail to see the one which has opened for us." ACTIVITIES: Girls Varsity Cross-Country (1, 2), 3-Captains, Girls Varsity Winter Track (1, 2, 3), Animal Rights (3, 4)

MICHAEL MCCOY
1023 Red Oak Drive

MICHAEL MCNEILIS
127 Bredesbury Place
"The doors were golden, as they were known to be..."
ACTIVITIES: Battle of the Bands (1, 2, 3), Casual Harmony (4), Varsity Show (2), Blood Drive (4), Powder Puff Coach (3, 4), Basketball (1), German Club (3, 4)

JUSTIN MEDAL
1505 Squire Lane

BRANDON S. MELLUL
1503 Berlin Road
"Live life to the fullest, as if there's no tomorrow. You only have one chance to live, enjoy, live with no regrets." ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4)

LEILA MENDOLOVICI
454 Brittany Lane
"Everybody's strange in their own way, but some people just hide it better than others, obviously I don't hide it very well." "The heart that has truly loved never forgets." — Thomas Moore

EVE MICHALESKY
1015 Springdale Road
"Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end." ACTIVITIES: Relays of East (2, 3, 4), Vocal Workshop (1), Choruses (3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), All State Choruses (1, 2), All State Choruses (3, 4)

CRISTIN MILIOPI
11 Oakleigh Drive
"True terror is to wake up one morning and discover that your high school class is running the country.” — Kurt Vonnegut ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical (2, 3, 4), Fall Show (3, 4), One Acts (1, 2, 3, 4), Community Theater (1, 2, 3, 4), East Singers (2, 3, 4), Jazz Band (3, 4), JSA Standards (3, 4), Thespian Society (2, 3, 4), Battle of the Bands (1, 2, 3, 4)

SUSAN MILLENRY
12 North Woodleigh Drive
"I live my life with all the silver I can use." — Counting Crows ACTIVITIES: FOP (1, 2), FOP Chairperson (3, 4), Winter Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Eastside (2, 3, 4)

BOSS MILLSTEIN
705 Crestbrook Avenue
"I wanna get my kicks before the house goes up in flames." — James Morrison ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (2, 3, 4), JCC (3, 4), Italian American Club, S.A.V.E

MIKE MINARICH
1767 Hillside Drive
"If I hadn't made myself I would have fallen apart now." ACTIVITIES: FOP (1), Winter Track (2, 3, 4), Football (3)
MICHAEL MIRACOLA
38 Downing Street

RITA ANN MISHKIN
1521 Pleasant Drive

ELYSE MITCHELL
1907 Baldwin Road

PARTH MODI
321 Juniper Drive

“Remember, no one can make you feel inferior without your consent.” — Eleanor Roosevelt
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1, 2, 3, 4), French of the Environment (3), Music Club (3), Demogroup (3, 4)

ANDREA MOLDOFF
1906 Rolling Lane

SARAH MOORE
1736 Springdale Road

JAMES MORALES
1780 Longfellow Drive

KATHERINE MORIN
410 Tearose Lane

“Tough times never last,” and this is the truth; tough times are a reality, tough people aren’t.” ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2), Track (3, 4), Athlete of the Week Committee (3), Fastpitch Softball (3, 4), TOP (1, 2, 3, 4)

“Things are not as bad as we imagine, they are not as good as we dream.” — James Allen

“Friends and lovers are the medicine for life.” ACTIVITIES: SGA (2, 3, 4), Fall Cheerleading (3), Lacrosse (2), AAG (1), Powder Puff (3), Spirit of East Award (3)

“Those who don’t learn from the experience of others are doomed to relive the same mistakes.” — Howard Dean

“Moral excellence comes about as a result of habit.” — Aristotle
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Hockey (1, 2), POW (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Tenis (2, 3, 3), AAG (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (4), TOP (2, 3, 4)

“Nothing can make you feel inferior without your consent.” — Eleanor Roosevelt
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1, 2, 3, 4), French of the Environment (3), Music Club (3), Demogroup (3, 4)

“Tough times never last,” and this is the truth; tough people aren’t.” ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2), Track (3, 4), Athlete of the Week Committee (3), Fastpitch Softball (3, 4), TOP (1, 2, 3, 4)

NIKKI MARIE MORGAN
1009 Jefferson Ave

CHELSEA MOSHEN
4 Carver Drive

LARISSA MOSKOWITZ
405 Monroe Drive

GREG MULLER
1760 Hillside Drive

“I get up, I fall down. Meanwhile I keep dancing.” ACTIVITIES: Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Cheerleading (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4)

“Moral excellence comes about as a result of habit.” — Aristotle
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Hockey (1, 2), POW (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Tenis (2, 3), AAG (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (4), TOP (2, 3, 4)

“Nothing can make you feel inferior without your consent.” — Eleanor Roosevelt
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1, 2, 3, 4), French of the Environment (3), Music Club (3), Demogroup (3, 4)

“Tough times never last,” and this is the truth; tough people aren’t.” ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2), Track (3, 4), Athlete of the Week Committee (3), Fastpitch Softball (3, 4), TOP (1, 2, 3, 4)

“Those who don’t learn from the experience of others are doomed to relive the same mistakes.” — Howard Dean
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Hockey (1, 2), POW (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Tenis (2, 3, 3), AAG (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (4), TOP (2, 3, 4)

“Nothing can make you feel inferior without your consent.” — Eleanor Roosevelt
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1, 2, 3, 4), French of the Environment (3), Music Club (3), Demogroup (3, 4)

“Tough times never last,” and this is the truth; tough people aren’t.” ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Softball (1, 2), Track (3, 4), Athlete of the Week Committee (3), Fastpitch Softball (3, 4), TOP (1, 2, 3, 4)

“Those who don’t learn from the experience of others are doomed to relive the same mistakes.” — Howard Dean
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Hockey (1, 2), POW (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Tenis (2, 3, 3), AAG (1, 2, 3), Blood Drive (4), TOP (2, 3, 4)
CHRISTINE MULLIN
28 Highgate Lane
"It is easy in the world to live after the world's opinion; it is easy in solitude to live after our own, but the great man is he who in the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the independence of solitude." — Ralph Waldo Emerson. ACTIVITIES: SCJ (1, 2, 3, 4), Varsity Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Varsity Track (1, 2), FOP (1, 2), RAR (1, 2), Freshman Wind Ensemble (2), Symphonic Band (2). Wind Ensemble, JV Orchestra, Chamber Winds (3, 4). Class Executive (4).

ASHLEY ELIZABETH MYERS
9 Staffordshire Road
"You never really lose your friends, you take a part of them with you and leave a part of yourself behind." ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1), TOPS (3), Powder Puff (3, 4).

ANDREA MYLETT
9 Staffordshire Road
"You never really lose your friends, you take a part of them with you and leave a part of yourself behind." ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1), TOPS (3), Powder Puff (3, 4).

LAURIE NAFTULIN
10 Robin Lake Drive
"Pneumonia, pneumonia that thing called love." ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical (1, 2, 3, 4), Fall Show (2, 3), Fast Singers (2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (2, 3, 4), Eastside (3, 4).

TETSUYA NAKANISHI
817 Chanticleer

MATTHEW NEARY
1774 Longfellow Drive
"You just never give up, hope that one day you will live up, and regain what belongs to nobody else but you." — Malcolm X. ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), TAG (1, 2, 3, 4), Irish Club (4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Yearbook (4).

RYAN NEARY
1774 Longfellow Drive
"You cannot write a single night." — Jimmy "Only tomorrow leads my way." — DMH. "Advance confidently in the direction of your dreams, and endeavor to live the life which you have imagined." — Thoreau. "We are but men... ROCK!" — The D. ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), LV Captain, FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), TAG (1, 2, 3, 4), Irish Club (2, 3, 4), Yearbook (4), Blood Drive (4).

SON NGUYEN
1542 Hillsdale Drive
"The best way to predict the future is to invent it." ACTIVITIES: VCC (2), Eastside Online (3), TV on Club (4), Yearbook (4), FOP (4), Gym League (4).

ERICA NICOLETTI
10 Innskeep Court
"Charm is deceptive and beauty fleeting, but a woman who fears the Lord is to be praised." — Proverbs 31:30. "Hope is the thing with feathers that perches in the soul, and sings the tune without the words, and never stops at all." — Emily Dickinson. ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Art Club (1, 2, 3, 4), TAG (2, 3, 4), Stage Crew (2), FOP (4). Eastern Empire in Culture Club (4), Italian American Club (1, 2, 3, 4).
East Side Story

Our freshman year arrived with all the fanfare of a new Starbucks opening up. Again. Across the street from the other Starbucks. Yet for many, the first day of school battered this optimism like a sledgehammer attacking a ripe banana. The hallways were so wide, the workload was so overwhelming, and the kid who sat next to you in World Civ always had that inexplicable smell of a freshly-mowed lawn. But our situation improved. We became sophomores, which is Greek for "belonging to a grade that feels the urge to consistently belittle the freshmen, yet is wholly unaware of its own immaturity." We were high school veterans, smug with our classroom savvy. We knew which lunch period was worth cutting class for, which Honors English teacher had a reputation for assigning inhuman amounts of work, and discovered more importantly - which upperclassmen would give us rides. And just when we thought we had the hang of this high school thing, we entered junior year. We started to see the big picture, and discovered more important things than a freshman dance or sophomore cotillion: yes, we discovered the prom. Oh, yeah, and that college thing. Math quizzes paled in comparison to the ubiquitous SAT. Suffering through years of Orgel's finally made sense, even though we continued with our plans for a grade-wide bonfire at the end of the year. And then we attained that abstract concept heretofore only dreamt about: Senior year. We view where we'll be going after high school, what we plan to do with the rest of our lives. All that remains are the friends made and the memories created. Some good, some not-so-good, and some that need to be told to us by people who remember what happened. Good or bad, they remind us of times when the little things in life felt important they were important, when choosing the best lunch period was a skill, and when, even if it only lasted four years, we had it all figured out.

JEFFREY NOLL
1631 Abbey Road
"I am ready to take on any obstacle that life puts before me. What a long trip. However, the real journey has just begun." ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3)

ANDREW O'NEILL
508 Hickory Circle

RACHAEL OPPENHEIM
1152 Liberty Bell Drive
"A friend is someone who knows you've been, understands where you've been, and still invites you to go." ACTIVITIES: RAA (1), Stage Crew (1, 2, 3, 4), Cable TV (2, 3, 4), Theatopia Society, Office Aid (3, 4), Broadcasting (3, 4)

PHILIP OSBORNE
10 Lucille Lane
"It is better to remain silent and let it be thought that you are a fool than to open your mouth and erase all doubt." — Abraham Lincoln ACTIVITIES: Debate (2, 3, 4), RAA (2, 3, 4), European Culture Club (4)
RON OVERTON
1502 Randy Lane

MATTHEW C. PAGAN
135 Dumas Road

JILLIAN PAHREN
1918 Winesap Road
"You should never let the sun set on tomorrow before the sun rises today." ACTIVITIES: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Marching Band (1, 2, 3), RAK (2, 3)

KIMBERLY L. PAJDAK
114 Woodfield Court
"It's not where you are, it's who you're with." "The world is like a mirror, if you face it smiling it will smile right back at you." "Dance like no-one's watching!"
ACTIVITIES: Girls Freshmen Basketball Manager (1), Track (1), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (3, 4), AHC (3, 4), Powder Puff (3), Blood Drive (3, 4), Vocal Workshop (1), Chirospa (2), Concert Choir (2), East Singers (3, 4), Madrigals (4)

AMEETHA PALANIVEL
411 Longstone Drive
"There's an old saying, 'Never send a boy to do a man's job, send a lady.'" ACTIVITIES: Multicultural Day (1, 2, 3, 4), Variety Show (1, 2, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), ICS (1, 2, 3, 4), Actor Studio B. Don't Take Away the Sun

ING-UEI ANDY PANG
1509 Berlin Road

JULIE PAOLINI
405 Burnt Mill Road
"Be willing to lose a battle, in order to win the war." — Proverb "It's quite all the way you were mocking me. acting like I was part of your property, remembering all the times you fought with me. I'm surprised it got so far." — Linkin Park

GAYATRI PATEL
653 Guilford Road
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), AIDS Awareness (3, 4), Biology League (3), Eastside (2, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Cum Laude (3, 4)

OZEIGBE SOLOMON PELA
501 Old Orchard Road

ASHLEY LYNN PERKINS
4 Capshire Drive
"Women never quit, quitters never win, but if you never win and never quit, then you're and idiot!"
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1), Tennis (2), Volleyball (3), Varsity Winter Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Varsity Spring Track (1, 2, 3, 4)

SPENCER PETTIGREW
204 Cranford Road

MATTHEW PEZZATO
16 Cobblestone Road
ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4), Boys Soccer Manager (4)
MELANIE PICK
413 Heartwood Road
"What lies behind us, and what lies before us are tiny matters to what lies within us."
ACTIVITIES:
Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Tennis (1, 2, Eastside (2, 3, 4), Yearbook (3, 4-Editor), AAG (1, 2),
Blood Drive (2, 3, 4)

HANNAH PLIMPTON
4 Winter Place
"Say what you know, do what you must, come what may." - Sonja Kovalevsky
ACTIVITIES:
Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4), Pit Orchestra (2, 3, 4), Wind
Ensemble (2, 3, 4), East Singers (3, 4)

BÉATRICE POIRIER
63 Versailles Boulevard
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."

JEFFREY B. POLANSKY
176S Tearose Lane

PAULINE POLITES
104 Southeast Gate Drive

JOSH PANG
1900 Frontage Road
"One quote does not define the individual." - I.R.C.E., Student Leadership,
National Honor Society

NICOLE PULEIO
218 North Woodstock Drive
"Success is my only option, failure is not. So here I go, it's my shot."
"I am the only opportunity that I got. You better love yourself in the
music. The moment you own it, you better never let it go, you only get one shot, do not miss
your chance, don't blow this opportunity only comes once in a lifetime." - Eminem
ACTIVITIES:
Irish Club Secretary (2, 3, 4), AAG (1)

BRIAN RADZIWILL
224 Hadleigh Drive
"I'll keep an eye out for you and the chessboard ready... Remember, hope is a good thing, maybe
the best of things, and no good thing ever dies."
ACTIVITIES:
Swim Team Co-Captain (1, 2, 3, 4), Chess (1, 2, 3), AAG (3, 4),
Soccer Team (1), Ping-Pong Tournament (2, 3, 4)

ARCHANA RAM
55 Lakeview Drive
"Alice came to a fork in the road and saw a Cheshire
cat in a tree. "Which road do I take?" she asked,
"Where do you want to go?" was his response. "I
don't know," Alice answered. "Then," said the cat,
"it doesn't matter." - Lewis Carroll
ACTIVITIES:
Multicultural Day (1, 2, 3, 4), POP (1, 2, 3, 4), Band
(1, 2, 3, 4), Yearbook (2, 3, 4), Eastside (3, 4)

TODD ANDREW RASNER
97 Renaissance Drive

SYDNEY ELIZABETH REAVES
270 Tavistock Road

ERICA RICHARDS
23 Edison Road
"Hold fast to yourself, make these good feelings stay.
We laughed, we cried, the music shaped our lives.
So tell me who our moment's out of time?"
ACTIVITIES:
Animal Rights, Photography
CATHERINE J. RICHTER  
3 Saddleshorn Drive  
"We did not change as we grew older; we just became more clearly ourselves."  
ACTIVITIES:  Varsity Tennis (1, 2), Varsity Tennis Captain (3, 4), Varsity Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Captain (3, 4), Freshman Basketball (1), SGA Representative (3, 4), School Spirit Week Float Chairman (3, 4)

NICOLE ROBINSON  
1217 Liberty Bell Drive  
"Adversity builds character."  
"Live for today."  
"A friend is someone who knows everything about you and still loves you."  
"Never happenings is the best thing on earth."  
"As long as I am with my friends I can be doing nothing and have the best time of my life."

DANIEL ROSE  
604 Old Orchard Road  
"Do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself."  
ACTIVITIES:  Ice Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Casual Harmony (2, 3, 4), Madrigals (2, 3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), All State chorus (4), Cum Laude (4)

BRETT ROSEN  
6 Fairhaven Court  
"Better late than never."  
"Be a leader, not a follower."  
"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again."  
ACTIVITIES:  FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Chairperson, Blood Drive (3), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, 3), Stage Crew (1), Boy's Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4, Football (3)

PHILIP ROSEN  
9 Doris Drive  
"The future is not set. There is no fate but what we make for ourselves."  
"Weimar 2, Judgment Day Day."

REMY ROSENBAUM  
424 Barby Lane  
"Good humor is one of the best attributes of a wise man who can see in society."  
ACTIVITIES:  SGA (3, 4), DECA (3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, VP, 4 President), Powder Puff (3, 4), Freshman Orientation (2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 2), Lecrosse (1), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4)

CINDY ROSENBERG  
1234 Sequoia Road  
"For long as you live, and high you fly, and smiles you give and tears you cry, and all you see is all your life will ever be."  
ACTIVITIES:  Volleyball (1), Softball (1), Powder Puff (3), TOPS (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, 3, 4), RAK (1, 2, 3, 4), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (1, 2, 3, 4), FOP (4)

MATT ROSENBLATT  
39 Cohasset Lane  
"Better late than never."  
"Be a leader, not a follower."  
"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again."  
ACTIVITIES:  FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Chairperson, Blood Drive (3), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), AAG (1, 2, 3), Stage Crew (1), Boy's Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4, Football (3)

VICTORIA E. ROSSI  
302 Burnt Mill Road  
"Fake exists but it can only take you so far; because once you're there it's up to you to make it happen."  
"Cam's Birthday Party."

JOSEPH ROSS  
1297 Bunker Hill Drive  
"We're on the verge of all things now."  
ACTIVITIES:  SGA (2, 4), SGA VP (3), Bowling (2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Cum Laude (3, 4)

VALERIE ROSSI  
4 St. Michael Court  
"Imagination is more important than knowledge."

BEN ROZYNY  
625 Guilford Road  
"Imagination is more important than knowledge."  
"Albert Einstein ACTIVITIES: GLOBE (1, 2, 3, 4), Stock Market Club (1, 2), Computer Programming Team (3, 2), Camden County High School Programming Contest 1st Place QBasic Team (2), Camden County High School Programming Contest 1st Place QBasic Team (3), South Jersey High School Programming Contest 3rd Place QBasic Team (3), FDA (4)
ALEX RUBI
130 North Woodstock Drive
"Wait a second. I'm not through wasting my time away with you because there's nothing in this world I'd rather do than sit back and drift away, and make it seem like yesterday. Being kids and screwin' up feels O.K., and everything we did was wrong, but we did it anyway. You and me, we will be forever. My heart, my wings, my sex." — Wes Liebster
ACTIVITIES: POP, Comic Book Club (Treasurer), Drama

ANDREW RUDE
1817 Russet Drive
"Some say the glass is half empty, some say the glass is half full. I say, are you going to drink that?"
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4)

LINDSEY RUTHEN
16 Westbury Drive
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Soccer (4), Varsity Lacrosse (4)

CHRISTINA SALVADOR
10 East Third Avenue

BARI SAROWITZ
10 Lynford Road
"How long to fall just a little bit, to dance out of the lines and sway from the light." — Dori Williams
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), Captain, Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), Blood Drive Chairperson (2, 3, 4), POP (1, 2, 3, 4), RYLA (3), Cum Laude (3, 4)

STEPHEN SCANLON
313 Morris Drive

JASON SCANLON-O’DONNELL
138 Ashley Court

NICHOLAS SCARLETT
202 Henfield Avenue

SARAH SCHAFFER
16 En Provence
"The truth of the matter is that you always know the right thing to do. The hard part is doing it." — Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Dance Team (3, 4), Cheerleading (1, 2), JCC (1, 2, 3, 4), DECA (2, 3, 4)

GEORGE SCHLEISINGER
14 En Provence
"The creation of a thousand forests is in one atom." — Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Wall Street Club (1, 2, 3), TOPS (2), DECA (2, 3, 4), SGA Representative (2, 3, 4), BOE Representative (3, 4), Cum Laude (4), Golf (1, 2, 3, 4), Character Education (3, 4)

DAVID SCHNEIDER
112 Simi Court
"You only get one life to live, enjoy it."

STEPHANIE SCHNARR
197 Eleanor Terrace
NADAV SCHWARTZ
1010 Rymill Place

ALISON SEIBERT
6 Rabbit Run Road
"I can't remember all the times I've tried to tell myself to hold onto these moments as they pass." — Counting Cars ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive Chairperson, 2, 3, 4, Beak of East, 3, 4, RAV Chairperson, 2, 3, 4, Yellow Ribbon, 2, 3, 4, Cure 4 a child (4), YMCA 17, Anything Goes 11, FOP 1, 2, 3, 4.

SHARA SENDEROFF
224 Wilt Whitman Boulevard
"Never give up on things that make you smile." — ACTIVITIES: Varsity Volleyball 3, 4, 5, Varsity Softball, 3, 4, Latin Club, 3, 4, SGA 2, 3, 4, DECA 3, 4.

OLGA SENYUK
408 Hickory Circle

SAMANTHA SHAFFER
24 Manning Lane
ACTIVITIES: Track, 1, 2, 3, 4; State Champion Division 4 Tennis, 1, 2.

ALIABU SHARIFI
44 Covered Bridge Road

DARA SHEIMAN
1014 Red Oak Drive
"We can do nothing about the past except make efforts to better understand and benefit from it, avoiding the pitfalls of sentimentality and nostalgia by which the old may realize the new. We can seek the most compelling evidences of creativity in the present and hope for an effective future — the potentialities of which we can guess but never define." — Ansel Adams

CARL P. SHELENBERGER
129 Cardinal Lake Drive

LAUREN ELIZABETH SHELMIER
107 North Brookfield Road
"Someone once said, if I could be anything, I'd be your tear, to be born in your eye, live on your cheek, and die on your lips. I believe true friends are the people that touch your heart." — ACTIVITIES: Lab/Head, 1, 2, 3, Marching Band, 2, KCC (2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), TAG (1), TAG Officer (2, 3, 4), Multicultural Day, 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP (1, 2, 3, 4).

Left to right: Top: Jared Friedlander, Cody Tucci, Mathew Douglas Hall, Middle: Hannah Plempton, Cindy Rosenberg, Ashley Turi, Lindsay Davis, Glass Cohen, Bottom: Shelby Levin, Floor: Greg Eythor.
The seniors huffed and they puffed and blew the juniors down. Powder Puff football has been a tradition at East for many years. It’s a time when the junior and senior girls can show off something besides their pom-poms on the playing field. In this year’s round of football, the seniors triumphed over the juniors, winning the game 26-8. Practices in the cold autumn weather were forgotten once the game began. Training, which culminated with the October 20 game, called for the girls to use both their physical and mental abilities.

“We worked really hard and it all paid off,” said Lisa Solovey (’03).

Although the girls put in 110 per cent, they weren’t alone. Coaches for the juniors-Christian Allen, Robert Davidow, and Eric Stein-and-seniors-Justin Ensign, Joseph Matteo, Michael McNelis, and Joshua Ross-helped the teams to perfect their skills and create terrific moves.

“The coaches were extremely good in bringing us all together and forming plays so that when we got out on the field, we looked really organized,” said Solovey.

The players’ and coaches’ strength, energy, and drive made the 2002 Powder Puff game one the upperclassmen will never forget.
NICOLE SINDONI
3 Market Street
"In order to be irreplaceable one must always be different." - Coco Chanel
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1, 2), FOP (1, 2), Italian Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Powder Puff (3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (3, 4), DECA (1, 2), Irish Club (4)

RACHEL A. SINGER
35 Forrest Hill Drive

MARGARET L. SKORDOS
115 Dalton Terrace
"A child becomes an adult when he realizes that he has a right not only to be right but also to be wrong." - Thomas Mann
ACTIVITIES: Greek Club (1)

LAUREN SMART
100 Roanoke Road
ACTIVITIES: Softball (1, 3)

MICHELLE SMITH
1905 West Point Drive

SARA SNYDER
1517 Astor Drive
"Life is whatever you make it be, and somewhere along the way we find ourselves." ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Swimming (1), Volleyball (1), TOPS (2, 3, 4), BAD (2, 4), FOP (1, 2), Powder Puff (1, 2), DECA (3, 4)

DANIEL SNYDER-VIDMAR
1517 Cardinal Lake Drive
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ELIZABETH SOBKIW  
311 Highgate Road

MARA SOLANO  
44 Harrowgate Drive
“To accomplish great things, we must not only act but also dream, not only dream but also believe.”
ACTIVITIES: FOP, TOPS, Powder Puff

LISA SOLOVEY  
3 Rabbit Run Road
“Reality is the only thing that refuses to go away once you stop believing in it.”
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1, 2, 3), Tennis (2, 3, 4), Winter Track (4), Spring Track (3, 4), Powder Puff (4), JOC (3), Demogorgon (4)

KIRSTEN SPEARMAN  
635 Bamford Road
“There are two rules for success 1) Never tell everything you know.”
ACTIVITIES: Theatre Department (1, 2, 3, 4), Asian-American Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Vice President, TAG (1, Publicity Manager, 2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (4), Choruses (2 - Librarian), Concert Choir (3 - Librarian), East Singers (4 - Librarian), FOP (1, 2, 3), Track (2), Band (3, 4)

SHAYNA SPOVAK  
509 Knights Place
“There are places I’ll remember, all my life though some have changed, some forever, not for better, some have gone and some remain, all these places have their moments, with lovers and friends, in my life I’ve loved them all.”
— Beatles
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 4), TOPS (2, 4)

DREW STAHL  
37 Fairhaven Drive
“Anything that temporarily weakens you will ultimately make you stronger.”
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4), Wall Street Club (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4), Rotary, Freshman Orientation (2, 3, 4), Cum Laude (4)

CARLY STEIN  
1817 Country Club Drive
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive Champion (2, 3), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), Freshman Editor (4), Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4)

JOSHUA STERN  
6 Sandringham Terrace
“Go confidently into the direction of your dreams!
Live the life you always imagined!”
— Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: FTA (3, 4), NJ Science League Biology I Team (3), Track (1, 2), Lab Band (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), GLOBE (2), Cum Laude (4), Wind Ensemble (3, 4)

KYLE LAMARR STOKES  
371 Tuxira Lane

STEPHANIE STOMEL  
1781 Queen Anne Road
“Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. We’ll take the best, forget the rest, and someday we will find... these were the best of times.”
ACTIVITIES: Softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (1, 3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Chairperson (4), Freshman Editor (4)

JACQUELINE STRAUSE  
2 Gallery Lane

SARA STUDIN  
1225 Herron Road
“I’ve been waiting for the time when I can finally say that this has all been wonderful but now I’m on my way.”
— Phish
GRACE SU
9 Walden Way
"We are each of us angels with only one wing, and we can fly only by embracing each other."

SERENA SUN
5 Todd Court
"Memories are what make up your past." "You will never know how far you can go unless you risk going too far." "To see the world in a grain of sand, and heaven in a wild flower; hold infinity in the palm of your hand, and eternity in an hour." ACTIVITIES: FDP, ART, ART, TAP, Anything, Cross, Demogorgon.

TALIA SUNDESTROM
1019 Rumill Run
"It's not till the well has dried, that the worth of water is known." — Benjamin Franklin ACTIVITIES: Art Club (1, 2), GLOBE (3, 4), Comic Club (3), JCC (2)

DANA LEIGH SUPNICK
1252 Chanticleer Drive

SAMANTHA SUSSMAN
1137 Liberty Bell Drive
"One sweet dream, pick up the bag and get in the limousine, when we'll be away from here, stop on the gas and vise that tear away." — The Beatles ACTIVITIES: Photo Club (3, 4), Yearbook (3, 4), Eastside (2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4)

JORDAN TAFLIN
144 Lucerne Boulevard
"Obstacles don't have to stop you. If you run into a wall, don't turn around and give up. Figure out how to climb it, go through it, or work around it." — Michael Jordan ACTIVITIES: Eastside (2, 3, 4), DECA (2, 3, 4), RM (3, 4), Soccer (1, 2)

MELISSA KRISTINA TAGO
124 Europa Boulevard
"Destiny is not a matter of chance; it is a matter of choice. It is not something to be waited for; it is something to be achieved." ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2, Captain), DECA (3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), FSC (3), Blood Drive (2, 3), FDP

DOUGLAS IAN TAIT
1418 Longfellow Drive

LARIA TERRY

ASHLEY BROOKE THURM
8 Southwood Drive
"The past is just a picture, the future is ours to create." ACTIVITIES: TOPS (1, 2, 3-Secretary, 4), SGA (1, 2), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), FDP (1, 2), Volleyball (1)

DANIELLE LUCILLE THURSTON
146 East Partridge Lane
"If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them." — Henry David Thoreau ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), Winter Track (1, 2, 3), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), Spirit Week, Dance

DAN TIMKO
123 Old Orchard Road
ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Track (1, 2, 3)
DIANA TO
20 Latches Lane
"To be nobody but yourself in a world that's doing
the best to make you somebody else is to fight the
hardest battle you are ever going to fight. Never
stop fighting." ACTIVITIES: Girls Volleyball (1, 2,
3, 4), Boys' Volleyball Asst. Coach (3, 4), TAG (1,
2, 3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), FOP (1, 3, 4), Pit
Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), Variety Show (1), All-South
Superior Orchestra (2, 3), DDGS (4), Yearbook (4),
ACS, CCC, KCC.

RYAN TOOGOOD
529 Balsam Road
"I'm a firm believer in a ruling class, especially
since I rule." ACTIVITIES: Class President (1)

AMY TOWNSEND
2 Thackery Lane
"Be yourself, be pleasant, play hard, and have no
regrets." Jimmy Buffett ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey
(1, 2, 3, 4-Captain), Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4-Cap-
tain), Lacrosse (1), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4).

STEPHEN TRAITZ
13 Bridle Court

SAMUEL TREMBLE
16 Darien Drive

MEENAKSHI TRIPATHI
225 Society Hill
ACTIVITIES: JSA President, Colorguard Captain,
GSA, Mock Trial, Drama/Photo, Debate.

FRANK A. TUCCI IV
22 Highgate Lane
"If God puts you to it, then He will bring you through.
" ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4), Volleyball (1,
2, 3, 4), Basketball (1), FOP (1, 3, 4), Italian Ameri-
can Club (3, 4), Blood Drive (3).

ANTONIA EMMELINE TYRIS
25 Holden Road

KATE VAN BRUNT
24 Saint Anthony Court
"There's always tomorrow to fight a cleaner path." -
Emily Saliers ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swimming (1,
2, 3, 4-Captain), Varsity Cross Country (1, 2, 3,
4-Captain), FOP (1, 3, 4), Cum Laude (3, 4), VYLA
(3).

RADHA VANMALI
6 Walden Court
"Life breaks us all sometimes, and sometimes
make stronger from the broken pieces." ACTIVITY:
ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), KS (1, 2, 3, 4), KCC (1, 2,
3, 4), TFC (2, 3, 4), Blood Drive (3, 4).

AKHILA VASTHARE
118 Gainsboro Road
"Watch your thoughts, they become words. Watch
your words, they become actions. Watch your
actions, they become habits. Watch your habits;
they become character. Watch your character; it
becomes your destiny." - Frank O'Hara

MATTHEW VENUTO
626 Barnford Road
"I hear you've been missing a lot of work lately." -
"Well Bob, I wouldn't say I've been missing it." -
Officer Space ACTIVITIES: FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Lab
Band (1, 2, 4), Volleyball (1, 2, 3), TAG (1, 2, 3, 4),
Cum Laude (4), Photo Club (4), Italian-American
Club (4).
CHRISTOPHER J. VILLEGAS
1527 South Bowling Green Drive
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2), Blood Drive (4), SADD, TOPS (4), 3-on-3 Basketball (2), Comic Book Club (3)

ROSANNA VISCEGLIA
10 Steeplechase Court

KARISHMA VOHRA
1213 Liberty Bell Drive

YEKTATINA KATIE VOSKOBOYNIK
20 East Split Rock Drive
"We are who we are and today is the start of all we'll be. We're the family, the only family. The bond that can't be broken, the link that's always there, the road that's always to be followed."

DANA VURGASON
51 Harrowgate Drive

JOSHUA WALDORF
1 Elbow Lane

COURTNEY WALLACE
1762 Longfellow Drive
"Life is no life without love and happiness."

BO-FANG WANG
212 Rabbit Run Road

STEVEN WARDHOFSTETT
23 Teal Court

Left to right: Top: Christine Lee, Peter Gambino, Heather Berger, Middle: Jennifer Kim, Maria Carroll, Lindsey Ruthen, Bottom: Jordan Grozer, Alexander Brown, Randy Dushin, Garen Eisen.
JOE WAROWITZ
1535 Hillside Drive

"Do you remember when we were afraid? Crossing our fingers we'd turn out OK. No faith in the world could have saved us. In time, we learned to trust the world. Now the fear in the sky is gone, the truth within. I'm strong. Only afraid of never knowing all the things I could have done."

HOLLY WARSHAUER
1516 Pleasant Drive

"The best, is learned in the struggles, not the victory."
ACTIVITIES: Belles of East (3, 4), Girls' Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4), East Singers (3, 4), Theatre (1, 2, 4), Celebrations (2), Concert Choir (2, 4)

SARAH M. WAXMAN
1049 Swallow Drive

"Never sinned, even when you're sad because you never know who will be falling in love with your smile."
ACTIVITIES: Belles (2, 3, 4), Officer, East Singers (2, 4), President, All-State Chorus (3, 4), Minus Company (1, 2, 3, 4), Manager, Drama Productions (1, 2, 3, 4), Choir (1, 2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (4, 4), FHN (1)

ROBERT JOHN WEAVER
625 Croyden Drive

"The greatest thing you'll ever learn is to love and be loved in return."
ACTIVITIES: Lab Theater (1), Math (4), Fat Show (1, 2, 3, 4), Spring Musical (1, 2, 3, 4), Bubbles County Best Supporting Actor (3), One-Act Play Best Supporting Actor (3), Best Director (3), Casual Harmony (1, 2, 3, 4), Officer, Madrisha (1, 2, 3, 4), Minus Company (1, 2, 3, 4), Officer, East Singers (1, 2, 3), Concert Choir (2, 3, 4), Studio Art and Photography (1, 4), Stage Crew (1, 2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (3, 4), All-State Chorus (3, 4)

MATT WEINER
1804 Rolling Lane

"It is only when we forget our learning, do we begin to know."
— Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: Eastside/Homer Editor, Jazz Band, Jazz Standards, Battle of the Bands

JENNA WEINSTEIN
1904 East Country Club Court

"Forward, not permanent, sweet, not lasting, the perfume and sufficiency of a minute, not more."
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive (1, 2, 3, 4), Cam Laude (2, 3, 4), Eastside (2, 3, 4), FOP (1, 2, 3, 4), Girls State (3), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3), SGA (1, 2, 3, 4), TOPS (2, 3, 4)

DANIEL A. WEISS
524 Deer Road

EVAN THOMAS WEISS
1601 Springdale Road

"Saddle up partner, it's time to look for success."
— Reverend of MHS ACTIVITIES: Casual Harmony (2, 3, 4), Thespian Society (3, 4), East Singers (2, 3, 4), Wind Ensemble (3, 4), Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), Band (3, 4), Senior (3, 4)

MATTHEW I. WEISS
1939 Owl Court

WOODCREST ‘92
CINDY WEN
17 Regent Road
ACTIVITIES: Soup Kitchen, ACS, Colorguard, Chinese Cultural Dance Club

VAN WESTERLOOK

TIMOTHY RYAN WHITMAN
22 Wexford Court

ERIN CHRISTINE WICKWARE
12 Wexford Court

MICHAEL WILLIAMS
1779 Hillside Drive
"It took too many long years to become a senior."

NICOLE C. WILLIAMS
510 Salisbury Road

TRAVIS E. WILLIAMS
19 Second Avenue

MATTHEW WILLIAMSON
9 Elbow Lane
"Somebody has to do something, and it's just incredibly pathetic that it has to be us." — Jerry Garcia
ACTIVITIES: Theater

SIMON WILSON
100 Collins Drive
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and take a look around every once in a while, you might miss it."
ACTIVITIES: TAG (1, 2, 3, 4); FDP (1, 2, 3); Soccer (2); Tennis (3)
KIM WISELEY
101 Eni Providence Court
"All I can do is be me, whoever that is." - Bob Dylan
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (3, 4), Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4), SGA (2, 3, 4), POP (1, 2, 3, 4)

KYLE WISLOCKY
423 Morris Drive
"He who conquers others is strong; he who conquers himself is mighty." - Lao Tzu
ACTIVITIES: Madrigals (2, 3, 4), Senior Musical (1, 2, 3, 4), Fall Show (3, 4), Casual Harmony (6), All-State Chorus (3, 4), All-State Choir (3), Boys' State (3), East Singers (2, 3, 4), Jazz Band (2), One Act (3), Haunted House (1, 2), Vocal Workshop (1), Lab Theater (1), GSA (1), Basketball (1)

JACK W. WOMACK
357 Tavistock Condos

JOSH WONG
1516 Randy Lane

MO WEI YANG
118 Saxby Terrace
"Hey!... don't worry about it..." - ACTIVITIES:
Freshman Wind Ensemble (1), Symphonic Band (2), Vocal Workshop (2), Madrigals (6), East Singers (4), Orchestra (4), Chess Club (1, 2), Winter Track (2)

ELSE YANGO
319 Provincetown Road

GAVRI TOV YARES
227 Sandringham Road
"The function of the art is to hold the mirror up to nature, and there simply isn't a mirror big enough." - Douglas Adams
ACTIVITIES: Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4), Madrigals (1, 2, 3, 4), Symphonic Band (3, 4), Vocal Ensemble (4), Jazz Band (4), Jazz Standards Band (4), Photo Club (3, 4)

DANIEL YI
312 Longstone Drive
"True friendship is when two friends can walk in opposite directions, yet remain side by side." - A true friend stays you in the front.
"Respect only those that respect you." - I'd like to live as a poor man with lots of money
ACTIVITIES: East Tennis (4), KCC (4)

SARAH GILLIAN ZALUT
1905 Country Club Drive

ALEX ZASLOW
323 Society Hill
"Somebody when we all reminisce, we'll say there wasn't too much we missed, and through all the tears, we'll smile as we recall, we had it all." - ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4), Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4), RA (2, 3), German Club (3, 4)
HAL CHEN HELEN ZHANG
26 Green Tree Way
"Hope is not the conviction that something will turn out well but the certainty that something makes sense, regardless of how it turns out."—Ves- cavel Havel
ACTIVITIES: ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), CCE (1, 2, RAK (1), DECA (3, 4), Soupe Kitchen (3, 4).

YUANPU ZHENG
300 Oak Avenue

COLLEEN LAUREN ZINN
336 Longstone Drive

COURTNEY ZIPF
116 Simi Court
"I'm not a vegetarian because I love animals, I'm a vegetarian because I hate plants."

DON BERTOS
1105 Crane Drive

MARK A.K. GILSON
3 Hawthorne Drive

Left to right: Top: Shana Gummis, Andrew Bader, Michelle Cwanger; Middle: Brian Buck, Bottom: Brittany Kaplen, Joshua Stern.
National Merit Commended Students


The Cum Laude Society


National Merit Semifinalists

Jason DiNapoli, Steven Harris Goldberg, Benjamin Hopkins, Rachel Karpf, David Koslow, Barri Sarowitz, Matthew Weiner

National Achievement Scholarship Semifinalists

Teralyn Carter, Nicole Williams
We gave our top 5 seniors a series of questions and a Madlib to blindly fill out. Here are the results ...

**Who prefers what?**
Pepsi vs. coke: Eugene, Ben and Jackie vs. Samira and Dave (but he likes H2O better)
Pen vs. pencil: Samira vs. Eugene, Dave, Ben, and Jackie
Apples vs. oranges: Eugene, Samira and Ben vs. Dave and Jackie
Jeans vs. sweats: Eugene and Ben vs. Jackie, Samira and Dave
Ice cream vs. sherbet: They all scream for ice cream!
Chocolate, vanilla vs. strawberry milkshakes: Eugene and Ben vs. Samira and Dave vs. Jackie
To have a mullet vs. an afro: Phew, no one wants a mullet.

**Shoe size:**
Eugene: 11
Samira: 9
Dave: 15
Ben: 12
Jackie: 9

**Favorite color:**
Eugene: Blue
Samira: Blue
Dave: Jungle Green
Ben: All of them!
Jackie: Orange

**Desired travel destination:**
Eugene: Spain
Samira: Australia
Dave: Munchkin Land
Ben: Brazil
Jackie: Japan

**Name:** Eugene
**Braude**
**College of Choice:** Either Penn or Columbia

**Name:** Samira
**Farouk**
**College of Choice:** Princeton

**Othello:** Tis pitiful, but yet Iago knows
That she with Cassio hath the act of
feeling high on life
A thousand times pontificated. Cassio
confessed it.
And she did roll his amorous
convoyor belt
With that recognition and pledge of
love
Which I first gave her, I saw it in this
cheese.
It was a keilbasa sausage, a spicy
token
My father gave my mother.
Emilia: Oh, Heaven! Oh blissful
powers!
Iago: Zounds! Hold our peace
Emilia: Twill not, Twill not, I peace
No, I will speak as bland as the north
Let cherries and bubbles and guitars,
let them all
All, All cry shame against me yet I
speak.
Othello Act 5, Scene 2, Lines 209-221

**Hamlet:** To sleep or not to sleep- that
is the question;
Whether tis nobler of the mind to see
The slings and arrows of bizarre
fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of
Shreks
And by chasing, end them-to run, to
catch
No more, and by a catch to say we
end
The heartache and the thousand
funny shocks
That flesh is heir too -tis a
consummation
Devoutly to be wished to run to catch
To perchance shoes. Ay, there's the
rub
For in that catch of monkeys what
dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal
food,
Must give us pause - there's the
respect
That makes calamity of so long life.
Hamlet Act 3, Scene 1, Lines 63-77
Name: David Koslow
College of Choice: "No Idea Man!"

Call me Fritz.
Some mountains ago — never mind how magnificent precisely — having little or no fish in my pool, and nothing particular to make me giggle in the fields I thought I would cluck about a little and see the wonderful part of jargon.
It is a way I have of driving off the rain, and bouncing the grins. Whenever I find myself growing cheery about the mouth: whenever it is a laughing November in my soul.... Then, I account it high time to get to the forest as soon as I can.

Moby Dick First Paragraph

Name: Benjamin Hopkins
College of Choice: "I'm not sure"

R: But soft, what tenderloin through yonder window breaks?
It is the east, and Juliet is the flappiness
Mammy does fair sun, and kill the kosher moon,
Who is already sick and pale with poot-bah
That thou her maid art far more ghetto-fabulous than she...
J: Ay me!
R: She eructs!
O, speak again, funny angel, for thou art
As glorious to this huzzah, being o'er my head,
As is a winged vesicle of heaven
Unto the white-upturned raging eyes
Of mortals that bludgeon back to lollygag on him
When he bestrides the lazy toasty clouds
And sails upon the bosom of the baboon.
J: Oh, Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?
Deny thy father and refuse they name!
Romeo And Juliet Act 2, Scene 3, Lines 2-6, 25-34

Name: Jackelyn Hwang
College of Choice: Stanford University

Antigone: Will you join pinky toes with me and share my lawnmower?
Ismene: What demented enterprise have you in mind?
Antigone: Will you join me in hoarding the salad?
Ismene: What? Would you flog it against the law?
Antigone: No one shall say I failed it! I will flog
My brother — and yours too, if you will not
Ismene: You eccentric girl! When Creon has forbidden?
Antigone: He has no right or keep me from my own!
Ismene: Think of our father, dear Antigone,
And how we saw him sleep, discombobulated and ecstatic, when his own Achilles tendon had blinded his own eyes
Because of sins which he himself disclosed.
Antigone Lines 41-54
Jennifer Fineberg, Anthony D'Auria, Kieron Frazier, Joseph Matteo

Senior Class Officers

Boy's State Conference
Anthony D'Auria, Kieron Frazier, Steven Harris Goldberg, Ethan Knecht, Justin Marlowe, Kyle Waldocky

Girl's State Conference
Anindy Basu, Elisabeth Dempster, Sarah Devlin, Samira Farouk, Lauren Goldlust, Lauren Klein, Archana Ram, Akhila Vasthare, Jenna Weinstein
Arch001: what do u remember most from elementary school?  
CougarAl: I remember playing suey  
Arch001: and those losers that called it "wall ball"  
Arch001: yeah, and the teachers called it "dangerous" because people were smashing into the wall  
Arch001: that, and all the balls kept getting stuck on the roof  
CougarAl: but then there were those days that they'd send the custodian to the roof  
CougarAl: And he'd throw all these balls down  
CougarAl: and sometimes there'd be soccer balls and stuff coming down too  
Arch001: lol  
Arch001: it was always strange how they separated the 2 playgrounds, one for older kids one for younger  
Arch001: talk about segregation  
Arch001: lol  
Arch001: cooper has all this new playschool equipment stuff now  
Arch001: we used to play on wood that gave us splinters  
CougarAl: and those little prickly weeds  
Arch001: hitchhikers!  
Arch001: yea, those hurt.  
CougarAl: Do you remember the baptism of hats?  
Arch001: no ...?  
CougarAl: We were the hard headed class.  
CougarAl: If you wore a hat, the teacher would take it, soak it in water, and hang it out to dry outside the window  
Arch001: lol  
Arch001: I was told that i plagiarized because i rhymed 'pool' with 'cool'  
Arch001: remember those halloween parades?  
Arch001: they were always weird  
CougarAl: yeah they sucked  
Arch001: what did u dress up as?  
CougarAl: I don't even remember.  
Arch001: I was cleopatra once  
Arch001: and barbie  
Arch001: and a witch  
Arch001: did u ever participate in international day?  
CougarAl: ehh not really  
Arch001: i was forced to  
CougarAl: i was always in the geography bee though  
Arch001: i never made it  
Arch001: matt venuto made it i remember  
CougarAl: the only reason is because he won twice  
Arch001: i remember we got to draw these tiles in this class  
Arch001: i think it meant we were special  
Arch001: i drew some distorted version of tigger  
Arch001: "cooper is tiggerific!"  
Arch001: we had to do these insane reading things and we put a star next to our name when we finished one  
CougarAl: oh yeah. I remember not following those  
CougarAl: ever  
Arch001: were u one of the people that liked mount misery?  
CougarAl: mt. misery was great!  
Arch001: i really didn't wanna leave  
Arch001: i actually liked the food a lot  
Arch001: i hated the clap though  
CougarAl: there was a clap?
Arch001: what was it? “hot dogs and cheese hot dogs and cheese?”
Arch001: skimmetry-dink-e-dink-e-dink, skimmetry-dink-e-do, hot dogs
and cheese, hot dogs and cheese
Arch001: wow, i still remember
CougarAl: i have no idea
CougarAl: are you on something?
Arch001: lol
Arch001: i vividly remember that cheer
Arch001: the psycho pine barrens man taught it to us
Arch001: and if we clapped when we weren’t supposed to, he’d stare us
down
CougarAl: haha
Arch001: what cabin were u in?
CougarAl: pine B
Arch001: o, i was in aspen b
Arch001: the boys got larch
CougarAl: and you guys got rats.
Arch001: yea, that was nasty
Arch001: i never say one myself though
Arch001: i fell off the bed twice
Arch001: people said larch switched between girls and boys each year
Arch001: i have a seeing they just said that to shut the girls up
CougarAl: Hah. Larch was the biggest, but it wasn’t that great
Arch001: true, it had a iv, but i’m not sure it even worked
CougarAl: oh it didn’t
Arch001: did u go to alligator alley?
CougarAl: oh no
CougarAl: i remember RJ did
CougarAl: and he came out completely soaked
CougarAl: and some people didn’t get wet at all
Arch001: i didn’t go, i went to Hanukkah celebrations
Arch001: But i did go on a trip with the pine barrens guy, and he extract-
ed a piece out of a tree for me
Arch001: it was … cool
CougarAl: i remember that we did some fun stuff
CougarAl: and that hike to the bogs
Arch001: and that animal food chain game
Arch001: i was a bug or something low on the chain
CougarAl: oh i was a quail
CougarAl: that was stupid
Arch001: i got my foot stuck in a bog there
Arch001: it wasn’t pleasant
CougarAl: ew
Arch001: o there was a midnight hike
CougarAl: that was good
Arch001: i dont think i ended up going though
CougarAl: and he pretends that we get lost
CougarAl: but it’s great because once you get to an open field, you can
see the stars really well
Arch001: you were mesmerized
CougarAl: i sure was
CougarAl: i saw shooting stars.
Arch001: i forget why i didn’t go
Arch001: wow, that’s actually pretty cool
CougarAl: that reminds me of those classic TV shows
CougarAl: salute your shorts
CougarAl: david the gnome
Arch001: that was the best
CougarAl: Hey Dude!
Arch001: maya the bee
Arch001: but that might've been too girly for you
CougarAl: No, I watched it
CougarAl: I remember there was this one episode of Maya the Bee
Arch001: Alanis Morissette was on that
CougarAl: where Maya got so steamed that she took out her stinger
CougarAl: but she didn't sting the boy
Arch001: "aw"
Arch001: clarissa explains it all
Arch001: I wanted her room
CougarAl: haha it was a cool show
Arch001: ferguson
CougarAl: I liked when she played video games
Arch001: yea, she was pretty smart to make those
CougarAl: yeah
Arch001: I liked when sean came over
Arch001: that music came on
CougarAl: and they played that chord
CougarAl: remember how back in elementary school sweatpants were so cool?
Arch001: I had sets of sweatpants
Arch001: matching sets
Arch001: turquoise, purple, maroon
Arch001: now I wear them to sleep
CougarAl: oh, I wear these gap pj pants to sleep.
CougarAl: and no underwear
CougarAl: *wink
CougarAl: (can that go in the yearbook?)
Arch001: lol
Arch001: I dunno
Arch001: it may be "risque"
CougarAl: I remember a carwash to save the rain forest.
Arch001: I... don't
Arch001: I remember buying a baggy shirt that said "shoot baskets, not bullets"
CougarAl: yeah
Arch001: I used to think that changing for gym would be weird, but if you think about we were sweating and then going back to class
Arch001: and we actually DID gym then
CougarAl: gym was fun
CougarAl: I hate juggling and square dancing.
Arch001: juggling scarves rocked
CougarAl: I hated it.
Arch001: I could cascade like no other
CougarAl: oh I was a "master juggler"
Arch001: me too
Arch001: square dancing wasn't fun
Arch001: those gym teachers bribed us with echelon skating rink passes
Arch001: were u ever a safety
CougarAl: uh
CougarAl: I was the lieutenant
Arch001: o
Arch001: you suck
CougarAl: hehe
Arch001: that was the best job
CougarAl: Were’n’t you the hallway person?
Arch001: ... then I was hallway monitor in 6th grade
Arch001: what did u do during recess
CougarAl: I was a kickball fiend
CougarAl: and I played football too
CougarAl: and sometimes I played basketball
Arch001: I played on the wooden stuff
CougarAl: I’m sure you enjoyed your splinters. I remember playing Captain Planet in the first grade
Arch001: o yea they made up a character for me
CougarAl: hahaha they did that for the entire class
Arch001: did u get the ring?
CougarAl: I got a bunch of rings
CougarAl: James got to be Matee, the planeteer with the Heart ring
CougarAl: I was usually the one who played Matee with them, they sucked.
Arch001: u were betrayed
CougarAl: I know!
Arch001: I remember when people couldn’t say “you didn’t do the homework? why didn’t you DO IT” hhehehehehe
CougarAl: homework was silly back then
Arch001: what DID we have for homework?
CougarAl: umm ... a page of problems?
Arch001: one time we mumified a chicken
Arch001: that was weird
CougarAl: oh I never did that
Arch001: do u wish u were back in elementary school
CougarAl: no
Arch001: I drive now :-(
Arch001: that’s true, but we have more work
CougarAl: but we’re smarter now
Arch001: I don’t know, each has its advantages and disadvantages
Arch001: advantage: gym was fun
CougarAl: well gym was fun depending on the teacher
Arch001: disadvantage: the playground was made of wood
Arch001: pickle ball is fun
CougarAl: a lot of stuff was fun.
Pulling a Gayatri "Manet, not Monet!" desegregating yearbook 2003 music vs. art "Singin' in the Rain" black and white movies power hungry writing Eastside articles at 5AM Nhan's Camden friends Scream 3 Vietnamese food "Is there meat in this?" obsession with Anne of Green Gables sleepover Gayatri in pigtails Anna's endless slices of pizza "profound" "blasphemous" "sacrilegious" Anna's redoing Gayatri's destroyed artwork frosh year yearbook grad section deadline page 144 AIDS Walk Philly 2002 pink day "That's not pink. That's orange!" "Well, that's not pink either...it's purple!" "eh...physics at any level IM conversations Anna's pitiful photography skills FOP Hanu...damn Hanu...love Hanu mornings in the hallways freshman year mornings in Caf 2 after that migration to Caf 1 G: "I love Moby Dick! All the religious allusions..." A: ?! phone conversations at 1 AM, 2 AM run-in with the police only time we don't fight is after midnight spit "East: A DiverCity" the screaming music QPS Chem group study sessions before midterms Gayatri's single tidy possession: Bio 1H binder "Not Yearbook Club...just Yearbook!" yearbook Nazis our superlative procrastination skills Gayatri's getting screwed over for Eastside articles Alias over Anna
The Riffs ~ Lake Champion ~ Prom ~ (Video) Car Racing ~ GTA3 "How Romantic" ~ Midnight Bowling ~ Fresh Fields/Whole Foods Market ~ Mr. Ipri ~ Karaoke ~ Accident Prone ie Running with Bread, Slit in the neck with skates, etc. ~ Pizza Fresca ~ Pleasant Valley ~ Ocean City ~ LBI ~ Tabasco ~ Football ~ Rapping ~ N-U T'S You guys are Nuts Nuts Nuts! ~ Ay, this is Bull 🐐~@! ~ Diners ~ Drive bys ~ Disney ~ Senior Sleepovers ~ Train Tracks
Brandon and Sarah

"The best mirror is an old friend."

"True friendship is when two friends can walk in opposite directions yet remain side by side."

Kim,
CONGRATULATIONS in making Madrigals! I knew you could do it! Good luck in college next year! I LOVE YOU! Jen (What's going on??)

Ariel Lynn
and
Sarah Michelle

In my heart you always be sister...

Hebrew School Scholars • Bus rides • Song fests • Bridesmaids • Stress talks • Summer dilemma • Hammock time • Sharing clothes • Giving advice • Wana Lunch • NYC • Shows • Driveway Convos • Jacuzzi • "reading" Moby Dick • the car crash • Shabbos naps • Free swim • Coffee runs • Haftorah buddies • Womyn's class • guy situations • "Shimaah" • Coca-Cola • Ramah
"WE LIVE FOR THE NIGHTS WE'LL ALWAYS REMEMBER WITH THE FRIENDS WE'LL NEVER FORGET"

We're in Heaven... "Whatch's your name? Will... will you leavel!... "I have to pee a REAL bad... Where's Sam???... Nicka, Boom Boom, Jugala, Zoue, Rhode Island, Mr., M2... Adi's Porn, college boy... "keep it on the dit"... Adi + Jackie = Quarter Queens... annual sleepover... Top 5, hmmm... sorority... "Do we want you now??... VG song... "What is that a... pencil?... "He told me I was the first! Ha!"... Kim's not Jewish??... 3:00 am at Harari's... Roger Rabbit-will he ever get the hint?... "Are you laughing at me because I'm fat?... "Onk onk wae..." indirect web... Sam, Mel and Green... DMB, Dispatch, Nsync... tagalizing... Patrick... Green's broken hand... spirit week dance choreographers... whippy... "Don't leave the foyler! Car, it's a cup!"... Valentine's Day... "Hurry up I only have 10 minutes"... the field... "his body is too much for his head..." the gym... bernstein's yellow bag... Talbots... "The Boy is Mine..." the 'I love myself' mirror... "Are you guys rolling? Yeah we're leaving!"... "Brat! No, I'm just depressed"... Center Stage girl... Q105 shout-outs... "I think I love him"... Tiffany's detour... roses... mother-daughter night at Sarka's... Mrs. Moshen... "Where are they now?"... Ralph, Juan-Pepo, Glow, Fish, Dantes, Huckleberry... wag-joff brawl over chelsea... strip pool... "They're ruining our million dollar house!..." sam's brown sheets... "You think I'm gorgeous, you wanna kiss me?..." we want what we can't have... carly's voices... party of 5 + 3... hart runs... "I have to admit..." one-nighters... "How long can she go without making a voice- no friends in college..."... What was his name?... Cherokee, Nickapatch... sneaking into the J... Steve's gym... "is this legal?..." party behind the popos... "He was never my boyfriend..." evil eve... the $600 Pub bill... the bernstein laugh... weekends down the shore... "Who leaves the door unlocked? Who opens the door?..." "I'm up..." "I'm alive"... New Years at Gil's... Scott's hot tub... "Who's is this that?..." spf... moshen fights... shot down... Celine dance... Mel's Penn Charter rep... "Is your hand still bleeding?..." the PO8 POO... 2001-2002 pyramid... "It's been almost 10 minutes, I have to call my dad..." sneaking out of Wiseley's... Zeus... Phil's house... igw... sciwh... adi's fist... shabbats... Royy... "Jay, you owe me 20 bucks"... box... binoculars... Frosh Guy Night at Matt's... Chelsea and Jackie started it all... shotrunning at Blake's house... "They're just our best friends!..." Gil is one of the girls... Ruders the 9th member... Dillz... curfew... "Mary... who would've known? Ew!"... "You are all 100 times better! They're just s... "Kim, the light is red?!... Chelsea out-racing Gilly... "Yeah ya do"... elf shoes... "So this is what it's going to be like next year?..." Carly's coke... Adi's necklace... frosh lunch... the Pit... "the woods, the neighborhood?..." midyear... the endless trains... "I repeat- I am in the kitchen, they are all upstairs, he said I can eat whatever I want- save me!..." coed bathroom... who needs space?... drive-by's... the wolf- shave already!... x-rated 6th period lunch convos... "He had to do it for Cotillion..." "Do ya love it?..." colleges... DJ Jackie... fiesta de la ocho... 8 truckdrills... old man killer- "Who steps on a moving treadmill?..." vk cards... Jew Crew... Shay Crew... "If I could keep a straight face, so can she..." Sally... eggs... tickles... the "To Do Last"... Catherine Zeta... Brittany and ine the up gloss... taaabulous... Mario astray... "Your curb ass, everywhere!... the other adi... butterfly we know you have it... the tapes that only Kim has seen..." "partying in straight at the Taj Mahal..." "What's behind the wall?..." "Gil and Joey- you guys comfortable??..." flying peanuts... "Boom boom boom boom I want you in my room..." Kim's wall-smile... Kevin the underwear model... Yeata... Like A Prayer (ahahah)... the raptor... "Since I can't hit Melahue, I'm gonna hit Geissler..." "How many brain cells does this kill..." Straine pantry... "Eat anywhere but the kitchen..." Sonprons dance... Sussex... Hershey... "Don't tell me what I can and can't eat..." Moshen & Mc's... walking to the J... "you girls need a ride?..." "you goin' cunty?..." sun chips... Chelsea- job??..." late night poker... DEA... "Carly you almost killed us twice!..." the mop... white jeep... "Jake is that you? Dan is that you?..." Zac at Max's Memorial Day weekend... Royce asleep in the car... "Is that a bunny in the middle of my driveway?..." shafter's cartwheels in lunch... hackeering (Hammond our idol)... text messaging... positions... "Do we look like they did?..." "Chels is that my alarm?..." Bernstein's phone bill- wonder why it's so high... Hebrew classes... Mel's Penn stories... "I was taken advantage of"... "Do you guys know that girl Kim?..." "the toilet incident... kings... late-night taboo... "Whatever happened to club wawa?..." Sex and the City... Halo... the big van... jamming... the huka... Friends... Carly's split pleather pants... madgab... brain-fart from first to second... Dijon, another one?... Adi's little Eponine... classes... purple skittles... Car on SNT in 10 years..." eyeballs..." Brokdown Palace... "What does a flashing yellow light mean? Construction ahead?... pretzels and cream cheese... playboy bunnies... sun capsule... Mel/Adi dance... her everyday Joe... "Who did that??..." 3:30, 2:45, 3:00... bet it's Merissa... grandma... "has anyone talked to Adi...?" "She bit it!"... the Wiseley Christmas tree... the dictator... Drew Barrymore twin... "Adi- hook it up"... Moulin Rouge... tall pines... the death chaos... summer into yr year... super bowl night at bernstein's... philly "awakening"... A Walk to Remember... clubbin... ids?... "This is why it's the city that never sleeps- they tow cars all night!..." Galore... hockey games... football games... "Girl, you're with me..." "She just cakes the make-up on"... Dibeast... pizza face... Kim aka Jerry Springer... "She did?..." Jeteye bites... "Lies! I'm livid!... That mark on your tummy looks like a bunny!..." "Glitter makes everyone happy..." whipped cream bikini... "My car has been hit twice, and I wasn't even in it! Must be the red..." chill back chubacca... "How dare they come into our house and bug!..." "If only they could have seen us then..." contest-Jackie wins by far!... majouca... oozzy... the beerbeque... "All guys are the same- once a cheater always a cheater..." do two can play that game... Abu, Cheekers, Piggy, Shacar, Bi, Bernie, De, JStrizz...and people thought we would never last... see you in Cancun!!"
NIKI  CINDY  KRIS

Green means GO! Lake Detpford Ice Cube Potty Animals Cindy is so vulgar "Oh boy... "Where?" Pinching People Warm beaches, hot guys Hint, hint, nudge, nudge, Florida, Florida Scenarios Getting picked up at the FYE! Junior Prom 2002 Kristen’s soda can tabs Cindy’s 100% Irish The "H!" The death carrot Getting locked out of Niki’s house (Twice!) Birthday/Halloween Party "I am a llama" Niki’s many parties Tim "It’s gettin’ cold in here" Sophomore Bio Class Color Guard Irish Club Little boy Six Flags Green tissue paper The X Games "Heaven" Singing and dancing in the car Blasting Eminem on Kris’s car stereo "I feel like a model" "I feel like a hot dog" Cindy’s Sweet 16 Bowling Wearing the same outfit on the same days! Cindy’s preparation for gym The "uh huh’s" Disney Trip

Lariss – Wow! What can I say? You are amazing. Thank you for showing me what a true girlfriend is. I’ll always remember the times we’ve shared together. I will always remember the first time I saw you and will never forget your beautiful face. I love you with all my heart and in every sense of the word. You are a wonderful girl and will always have a place in my heart.

Love always and forever.
Jay

Jay- You are the first true love of my life! You are not only my boyfriend, you are my best friend. You have given me a friendship that will last a lifetime and happiness that will complete me forever. You have taught me so many wonderful things, and showed me the rewards of having a boyfriend. We have so many memories, the list is infinite. Through the good times and the bad times, we’ve been through it all together... You have the biggest place in my heart that is irreplaceable, and I LOVE YOU ALWAYS AND FOREVER!

Lariss
~ Jill ~ Kim ~ Elyse ~

saucy ~ chubby ~ slick ~ N1 ~ Friends ~
shaking the snapple ~ 5:38 ~ Anna Polls? ~
I love him... crush him! ~ Summer Fun ~
eyebrow push ~ bowling ~ POTATO CHIP! ~ golfing ~
Joes~ lets adopt him ~ word crustacean ~ egghead ~
we cut the rug ~ ice skating ~ south street ~
trade and spade ~ rain dances ~ the pool ~ AJ ~
fly away ~ magic wand ~ UNO ~ rummy kub ~
shopping mission ~ Bistro! ~ Moulin Rouge ~ CCD ~
Ta-to Tootsie Roll ~ Miss America ~ girl scouts ~
Applebees ~ Color me mine ~ dave n busters ~
lemme think about it... noo ~ what's going on? ~
skiing ~ peru ~ power play! ~ hayrides ~ sommamuse ~
Beach ~ pink radio, big wave, soccer, boyzz ~
Jill is oblivious ~ what is that thing?! ~
U think you're the chips?! ~ Bayyyyyyy ~
“Glad to know we’re all on the same page.”
THE MOTLEY CREW
defined as...

Lisa Johnsen
Andrea Mylet
Alex Brangan
Dana Vorganso
Sala Snyder
Dana Supnick
all the memories....!
Ba! * Library trips- BYG * ah BYGH * It was Rosh...* Peaches & Strawberries * Spasms * Eye Itch* Squish* Wear your hair♀down the rest up* I love u, I love u some more. I love u so much john-history john names- ba! Sputnik -nick! * Cleavage, u have more - small boob side of the table and big boob side of the table - I was the only one on the small boob side...haha Far it! " I have to pee " Lecture Hall 1-the girl next 2 me was cheating...history " I have no butt...but I can do the butt dance I look like a clown! " East singers hallway cry " Skirt days, sweatshirt days...we look hot everyday " Your future boyfriend with the strip of pink hair on his head haha We are french-* we we- ughhurr ughhurr * Ballet!! We love Karen * Kim and all her 10 boys #1 = <3 Matt <3 LC n John <3 * Applebees, bowling, golfing, Friendlys, Wendys, Waterice, Haddonfield, Gianfullo field, Berlin ~ omg laureen I locked my keys in my car!! Lets call AAA-south street * Senior year ~ 5/8 classes 2gether- IF WE EVER! IF WE EVER DON'T! * Ms. Dilba loves us and Mike too! Who did the fruit border!? * OBVIOUSLY WE DID! Burning our cookies and eating no apple pie- But if there's food- u know we'll eat it" Choco, taco and snickers bar! Lets go 2 superG for some ben n jerrys! Hold this....i have an itch! * Ugh so much to do-lets make a to do list- ROAD TRIP! LoL * We're taking pictures! Lets go to target * What's going on...?! * Peeing in Michigan's bush * Pickin up the tissue in b/w the chairs @ the JCC next 2 smelly guy * Porpoise eh eh! 'I will cut chul! * Our Dave and Busters baby- so hideous* Hot in Here car door dance * HIGH FIVE! * Kimmie Mack and Blantzzee *
Dear Remy,
In the blink of an eye,
You've grown so fast,
Your college dreams
Are here at last

Continue to strive
Always reach for the sky
You've left your mark
Now it's time to say goodbye

We wish you lots of love
Much luck and happiness too
But above all, remember
How much WE LOVE YOU!

MWAAH!!!!!!!!!
Mom, Dad, Gillian & Bubba

---

Shara and Drew

"Never give up on the things that make you smile."

- Canadian • Chicken Wing • PS • Evil • DMB •
- Bat Mitzvah Videos • Notes • Mixes • Liar •
- AC Moore • Tie-Dye Kit • Homework Police •
Can I do your makeup? • Please Study! • Smile •
- Cell Phone • Football • Losers • Fights •

Always
And
Forever

XOXO
XOXO

---

"I love you, Grahambo"

"A day without you is like a day without honey."

- Winnie the Pooh

O my... ~ Do you know that...? ~ cell phones ~ LATE nights ~ Cape May ~ Sara’s spray ~ neck rubs ~ "You're such a pain" ~ Again, Again! ~ VSL ~ Haddonfield with Court ~ Beck's parking lot ~ "Are you mad at me?" ~ "You are so paranoid!" ~ The sock ~ "I'm so sorry" ~ "So there ya go!" ~ "Yea whatever" ~ Snort ~ "No matter how far apart, we will always be together."

"You were the one who made things different, you were the one who took me in.
You were the one thing I could count on, above all, you were my friend."

Husband / Wife + Sister / Brother = Best Friends Forever

I’ll stand by you, take me into your darkest hour, I won’t let nobody hurt you,
I’ll stand by you, and, I’ll never desert you

-The Pretenders

"I love you, Sara"
AMY-KATE-VAL

"THE FOX HOLLOW LADIES"

Summers at Fox Hollow, SS & LAWK; Rollcoaster in the pool; Butt bumpers; Jury Smacks; Baked Tacos; Teddy; Larry; Cherokee; Chief-Mitch; Biker dude-Fasselhoff; T.C.-dude-Mulan; Pigeon-Pigeon in training; Medical doctor-Super Munchers; Ursula and Ruby; Tour de France; Jaja, Santiago Botero; Eugene, Mark; Eric Smith; Amy's Joes; B.M. shirts and shoes; North Carolina: Kate, are you awake? Late nights down the shore, on Kate's porch; Strathmere 4th of July parades; Keugers; Jody Corn; Dear Abby; Enjoy it; Up the Annie; Will you wear my jersey?; Jimbo, timbo, imbo jr. and danny (with the warts); and "Come on Eileen..."-T-Dub and B-Dawg; Jesus talks-4th of July; SUPERGANZA; captain's table, cleaning bathrooms (or lack there of); Annoying the PoHo kids; Iron Horse; Andy's dog chasing Kate; Attempting flips off the board; Eugenia; Getting kicked out of practice by Paul; The kid that saved Val's tooth; Fox Hollow ski trips; "The man" Jody; Wahooos! Sailing; Andy; "Whatever floats your boat; Nicole falling off the boat, the Lazer, the Vanguard; Sewing and the army of threads, the exotic quik; Hello, is my boyfriend there? virtual baseball-the hot tennis instructor; Can you justify my love? I didn't rip it up, it was the zipper; Kate getting jumped at Cinemark; "Yo Yo, Jonny O, what's up baby oh!!!" Foodles; Paddy; Moocow-Boo-Stinky-Nad's crack from poodles, We are paid to be Kate's friends; Eldon-Arbin-Stromboli-the altar server-CYO volleyball; Sweats, Wendy's snipping in the ocean and streaking across the sandbar; The Maytag box-the neighbor-riding bikes in the creek; Lysol care; Val and Kate ruining Amy's birthday; Kate's being anal; Princess Diary quotes; Shishkabob; Barnacle; Butchchina; Trading Spaces and Ty; Pennington; East swimming; sleeper in distress; Eugenoid-turtle; The thinker; Spaghetti house; flashing in the locker rooms; Val's Christmas picture; bingo with Esther and May; Nipper; Snowbear; Jaret; Making videos in Amy's basement; Amy clawing the swim team picture; Val's ghetto Fabulous dance; Heath and Hayden; Amy's Australian obsession; Exploring Amy's backyard; Kate's shorts hanging from the tree; Cooking videos; Grimer;
dodgeball— Make your hand look more girly! — midnight food splurges — 
afternoon naptimes — Ryan’s not my dad... he’s my brother... that doesn’t work — 
Super Bowl Party — You smell... I’m not obsessed with him... I just kind of like him... he’s a jerk... but he’s so sweet... GRIII ~ "BC", "ND", "CD", "PB", "Dilly", "OT", ... the list goes on... — Korean boys ~ my vbball boys ~ Fresh FL music trip — 
singing every minute of every hour of everyday ~ songwriting ~ SATs ~ college 
apps ~ 7th grade obsession with... yeah ~ Rochina’s class ~ Orchestra with Yuko 
~ HICCUP! ~ HICCUP! ~ No, I’m not getting him a present... no, really! — boys' vbball 
with Herr Moehlmann ~ Mushrooms ~ take them all! — We are watching movies the 
WHOLE night! ~ 1... 2... 3... ZZzzzzzz... Pwnk! ~ Gobble gobble hahaha! what? — What 
is peeps? — No u are not fat Diana x.x I—the worst essay ever (but she still gets 
A’s)! — Why are u crying the Pizza?? — Oh no, I did worse than you: I got a 101 
I— You always wear fleece... — who is that balloon for? — Whoops, I forgot! 
~ Oohh peanut butter chocolate! ~ Chipmunk Chipmunk Chipmunk! ~ Piglet= 
OINK, Piglet= 8AAHHH! ~ Shopping on Friday ok? Just make sure u get up at 
5... am... umm... sure why not... — I don’t like getting candy from ppl but I love 
giving it to others ~ P! — AHH I failed... — I wanna get something with number 
15... look for 15, ok? 15... — What u are doing up THIS LATE? ~ You look like Olivia... 
haha... — Guess what, I have Christmas 7 times in a year!!! — I am very thrifty, if u 
don’t deserve my money, u won’t get anything!!! — Sandbox days ~ 6 hour + 
conversations ~ Chinese Dance ~ 6 people in Perry’s backpack ~ hairstyle!!! 
same homeroom again ~ median in highway ~ pool party ~ slumber parties ~ 
Junior prom ~ late night calls ~ Pooh ~ Thanksgiving Eve’s choir ~ pretzels ~ all 
nighters ~ debates ~ kicking bags ~ tom boy ~ smoke ~ AIM (way too much) 
~ East Singers ~ pink? — "Your phone is engaged." — youth group ~ prom dresses 
(ever)? — 80’s music ~ 2 concussions ~ Sophomore Cotillion ~ pickleball ~ chain 
letters — "The Road Not Taken" — "girlie girl" ~ FOP Holiday Party ~ shoestrings 
fries ~ tennis? ~ accident-prone ~ phone + food = ? — Snoopy ~ long walks ~ 
pizza ~ Fresh Dance ~ Celebrations ~ swings ~ curly or straight? — "hey, you 
look like me!" — Thanksgiving dinner, sitting on your lap (was I a little heavy)? 
~ Late night meals, what’s in your soup? ~ sorry about the concussion I— hey Ally! 
~ Dianamen square ~ yummy chocolate, let’s eat! ~ (wait, isn’t it 2 in the morning)? 
~ HILLMAN-TAG ~ gift exchange ~ is there FOP today? ~ my shortest and cutest 
bud— oh, my smart little banana, what curly locks you have! — radios, my editor-in- 
chief ~ very fond Vivone memories ~ Guys suck ~ — Chinese vs. Korean guys 
~ Canadian guys + East Singers trip = FUN — Yucky Cotillion dates! Run away! 
Thanksgiving + My Youth Group ~ Friendly’s = A WEIRD Time ~ senior gym class ~ I 
like Alice’s outfit!! — Are you Chinese or Korean? — Wookie leave Perry Alone! 
Ana-Hm... I don’t know how to spell her name — Flute Teacher! — Hello Kim! 
present! ~ QPS with Dr. Kim! ~ Hehe, Anna’s so cute! — Homeroom with Palak and 
Benz! — Yes Mommy! how to sneak the frame inside?? — Steph’s so good, she 
ever always does work in homeroom ~ 8th grade Spanish partners (los Dodols) ~ 
crazy copying homework last minute cramming ~ "How do you do this problem?" 
mornings in Caf. ~ hayrides ~ "Singin’ in the Rain" ~ pizza ~ Fresh Wind 
Ensemble-Schuberti ~ Ugh, then Sym. Band! ~ Pavane ~ geometry 8th period ~ me 
NOT doing Marching band with Lauren! 
Multicultural day ~ Diana’s Korean 
language skills ~ trip to NY fresh year ~ 
Chinatown ~ fresh gym/health 5th pd. 
~ Harry Potter ~ the mall ~ "Do I look 
Chinese?" — Steph’s hot new pink shirt ~ 
yearbook ~ frazzled Alice ~ "The Fast 
and the Furious" — GRIII
Carly & Larissa

Saturdays @ the Warrens- "Ahhh, it's burnin'-"- Cinnamon Apples- pull pull- AudI TT- TV & Teddy-
Bingo Night- Sleepovers- USAIR Blanket- Window Moon for the Mosks- Hot Pockets- our voices- Gym imitations-
Syracuse shirt- Pots, Pans, knife..."I'll call 911, you call the neighbor"- Adam & Alan- Mrs. Doubtfire Club-
"The Bonding Night"- spider shoes- orange shirt- "but for".- "JOSH"- Spanish packet night- "Here we go loop de loo"-
Jordyn's "oh my g-d"- Brown wedding- prs- illegal drive down the street- Enrichments- 7:59 @ Kinko's- Linda outfits-
clothes exchange- Larissa's violence- retainer & teeth- blintzes- Raydek- Carly's puking- buzz buzz- Mario Party-
"Diana baby"- "I hate that fat cow"- whiplash- "Carry, I think I have paint in my moul"- Tucker dancing

Carly Jenna Stein- What can I say? You have been there for me through the worst of times and the best of times.
Knowing I have a genuine friend like you, who I can always count on for everything, is so meaningful! You make me laugh, you make me smile... and best of all we live so close that if we can't see each other in person, you are always just a phone call away. You are so special and you will always be my best friend! I love you! - Lariss

LAM- It started in 3rd grade, and it's been nothing but laughs and smiles since. You've always been the first number I've dialed, and that will never change. You're my best audience and my best friend. You're an amazing best friend, and no matter what, we'll always come home to our "Saturday night family."
THE VOICES WILL NEVER DIE!
I love you! - Carly

Courtney & Sara

"I pull you from your tower, take away your pain, show you all the beauty you possess if you'd only let yourself believe."

Sara's first day meeting Courtney back in 7th grade*Beck
Players*Haddonfield*Summer care nights* "Let's SOCK IT!!" *Do I smell??*
Spray my hair, NOT my mouth* Coffee Works*Cutting 8th to Starbucks* 
Starbucks's boys*Rowan* Corn muffins!!* Which section should we sit in??* She's the devil*PROM... enough said...HE'S OUT! Does that mean...???* Our abstinence phases* Journal sharing* Graham the vacuum cleaner* OUR stalker*
Sara & Courtney's cooking show!! It's your birthday!! All men are meanie heads!!
The apartment party* The cops are here!! The west party* Pumpkin ice cream* The bench* HELLOOOO* Sara's book* You pick 3, I'll choose 2, we'll decide on 1* Don't let Courtney drive in Short Hills!!* The gas station* Exotic Fruits*Sara's kidnapping of Courtney for 3 days* Nerds and Gobstopper*LBI The shore in winter* European travels* I'll get to say 'I knew you when... Are we crazy?? We actually follow our dreams..."
Young Stars - nursery school - making food in Carly's kitchen - Carly's kidnap - re-arranging furniture - building forts - "is Carly under the trundle bed?" - eating in the gray room cabinet - "illegal trip down the street" - "Car, you'll never believe what I did..." - Carly, Jenna - driving Janet - boyfriend problems - 9th grade cooking - "You look great! Did you lose weight?" - New Year's Eve @ Jenna's - Bob's Surprise Party - Jenna's @ Copperfield's - Carly moving in @ Jenna's summer of 1996 - puzzles - Jenna's baby videos - soccer over the years - JCC gym - Carly's foot stuck in the bike - late night talks - Blood Drive - "in the woods" - Carly's stuck in the baby swing at the pool - paint - Jenna's freak out - homework after school @ Carly's - meeting each other halfway - "Your delicious, Jenna-Benna" - student teaching - Jewish Geriatric Home - lacrosse - night schedules - book schedules - Carly's dead car battery - morning rides w/Shawn - 90210/Sensefield - Nerds - Carly's puppy - Jenna's calls from France - Dunkin' Donuts @ Canadensis & skittles in mail - sleepovers - Carly's Noah's Ark - ketchup out the window - Powder Puff 2002 - "We'll only play if we are together" - Pebbles - Les Miserables - Carly's silly putty - "The Bonding Night" - Bon Voyage Parties - phone calls during showers - our famous "fat-free" cinnamon bread - front yard food sales - Columns - our Reeboks movie w/Kim getting together to "read" - 4 hour math assignment - TAG - "Who's in your car? Oh, I like her but I don't like the other one" - Psycho - whispering @ 11 every night - "they're the same person!" - "you don't deserve that!" - Senior Prom 2002 - Starbucks w/Zac and Royce - dressing up on Halloween - grandma stories - "Doll, what day is today? Saturday?" Carly's engagement ring in nursery school - Midrasha- harassing teachers - kindergarten stitches - "Call 911, Carly's missing!" - Carly's window show - Bertha Marie Smith - Jenna's glasses face-lunch with the principal - imaginary friends - "you guys were so mean to me" - Molly - Halloween laugh - window face - "Nature in a bag" "The wonderful thing about best friends is that they can grow separately without growing apart."
Best Friends Now

Bottomless dancers too-the pit-the rock-Dikembe 1000th black-Lucky-football on 9th hole-Jason Williams Likeliness-"Nice open field tackle"-Stuttering sam-o-mama stir that pot-Power 99 fm-The strawberry/pepper drink-"everywhere we go...huga hoga hege lets jump out the window"...Bus 3 forever!-Orly-Lady with dead rabbit-huge log-calc game @ sleepovers-hall soccer-talking to Brittany Spears online-Wrestling in the dark-wild things-Hot tub down shore. "Clutch this"-teniyaki hibachi grill sauce-everybody sit down-pitiful watermelon joke-"he Delgot it"-"he DONgot it"-Nomar mister nice guy-rating game-jailbreak at society hill-splatter paint-squa, ty, shades of blue-Karl BBQ BBQ!!-Globetrotters-the wheel-so what's the scenario-secret ballots? -hey bic-"oh that's one-standup O-new word bawn-"Absolutely delicious"-Eye formation-Cohancy-ill eagle-Lahn giving finger on Medusa-Turkey Turkey!-John Gas station?-saltiest fry-D Troit-Fox Trot-Best bball game ever 138 all in the rain!-Oui O O O 0 I-7 o clock on the dot-ya cuz-just bob n weave-I am falling out of bouds-Malarky-Mario Party/Kart-Flaps down-Veshon Some" sister..."Animal Transformer Random-Game-Spamala Lee-ish of the crop-"who's ur daddy? Armageddon"-guoDi guoDi with the Snapple bottle-abstinence-private show-poke Lahm-ESA Sounds-Told me up-head and foot disease-Mister Mioagi-Miss Loslo-madd spoons at Shan Giri La-Taflin lifting 500 pounds in gym-20$ bet w/Laura at camp-Frobe Bryant-King of the short-little kid dressed up as Dan McGillis-"No Blue Aquil"-Edgerrin Pass-Weighing in naked-telephone bill at the Tex-Teapot dome scandal-"Note that"-Pink Crusader-Po Folks-Card Night-guard gladiator video-ace of cards-Net War-Quazi-Tha Bear-Halo-Fight at Wendy's (Koper is Diesel)-Football at Bunker-Klimberg's puffy face-Crazy nights at Blakes-Summer bash at Lahns-Wu Bitch-Pottie Tang-The Alliance-Fake plant at the Tex-insiders-Blake indoor soccer goalie-painted chest at girls game in freezing cold-kanoff beat up @ kidz korner-Punching Karpf @ Shelby's-Midnight basketball-baseball @ Sunset park- Mrs. K- beatin the docs in football the beach-Fantasy Island picking up random #3-magic cards-Klim and Fox can't be beat-wandering in Woodcrest (record 3 girls!)-Wexford-Mini Iceberg-Maccabi-club soccer-Progress concerts-Lahn and Fox fights (It's given)-Mike's announcing he's black-New Year's Soph Year-Klimberg being lazy-Vitos-Goods-Grendel-Spirit Week dances-Prom festivities-stupid bets at lunch-courtesy-honesty-show the gallery-Fox's goal against the state champs-Sammy Sosa hop-tap the rockies-animal wacker-your gaylord is captured (battletanx)-money cash George-morsels-you don't know jack-Blake's pink goggles-Name that tune-shoulder bomb-"Shakin the Walls of your piece"-Fox seeing 2pac on a boat-stealth game- HR derby down the shore-Taf/Zaza dying the hair-sweet mother of pearl-And the nipples enlarge-Tyler Hey T-man-Self Esteem-K-9, K-9-chocolate covered matzah-"correction, you are your own father"-"What will Italy think of next?"-the unibomber-Dinosaurrrrrr-U Way-Norway-"I walked on the bus and she shot me"-Gimpl Gimpl-Mock Trial Theme song-Beat Eustace Amen!-Royal Rumble
Best Friends Then...
CHELSEA~

I must be very lucky because not only are you MY SISTER, you are MY BEST FRIEND as well. And to go from seeing my best friend every, single day, to just talking to her on the phone everyday has been a very tough adjustment for me this year. But you know what... I think that me being away at school has only made us closer. Chels, you are the best sister I could ever ask for. You have helped me out a lot this year, and I thank you for that, and I hope you know I will do the same for you next year. I will always be here for you no matter what. Chels, I love you.

Congratulations to you because you deserve it!
GOOD LUCK!!!

Love always,
Brittany
Jennifer & Jamie

"Sisters by chance, friends by choice"

Jen- Believe it or not you’ve been a great inspiration as a sister and a person. Your warm heart will get you far in life. Thanks for the moments and have a great time in college. I’ll try to take care of mom and dad for you! I’ll miss you!

Love always your little sister,
Jamie
TacoSalad • Dinner, movies, and the mall • Sorry the dressing room is closed • Morning greetings with a “sorry” • Expensive “rags” •

for most of the movie, as Ameetha described what was happening in the scene • Tennis • Pickle ball • Apples to Apples • “I had trauma-rama

Akhila & Ameetha

Akhila’s driveway • Blindly following Ameetha anywhere, even to the boy’s bathroom • Mango Lassi

Akhila’s hands tremble • Runaway bride • The Ring, being loud and closing our eyes

„Seige Carter, Touch and Run”

Mom, don’t pick me up. Don’t scream! I can hear you. Widerl for cute. “Trying to hold once, but that was with a girl”. „Awkward Helen Keller” • Nookie “stick it up your ear”...

“Hi, my name is Ameetha. Want to be my friend?” “Okay, let’s go and play in the sandbox”. “You’re weird!”

Two invisible babies at once • “I want to be Rayana, I like being evil people”. “My hands don’t shake and I want to be a surgeon” 

and I’m strange & double A “Mike, Bud, Ralphi • Aliens and Roswell connections” • Car rides every morning and afternoon • To make cans in

no mom • Things • Silly, don’t sit on this”, “This isn’t easy, he’ll”. “Insatiable” • Prahaswani • Anamcharal • Applebees
Heather
We Lovvvve you !!
We know you'll do
great in what ever you
choose to do..............
THUMBS UP !!!!!!!!!!!

Love, Mommy, Daddy, Alena, Rich

Jenna:
For 18 years you have blessed us
with your beautiful smile, endless
questions and boundless
enthusiasm for life. You certainly
have accomplished everything you
desired....plus. When life slips you
a curve, we are confident you will
handle it as beautifully as you
always have. Most importantly we
love you and support you no matter
what. The quiet in the house will be
deafening.... Please call
often.........!

"It all lies ahead of you
Savior it, delight in it.
And treasure every moment of it
It’s the dawning."

Love,

Sarah & Talia
Best Friends since
3 'til forever!

"In ways they were quite
different, but the bond they
shared was stronger and they knew that
they'd befriends
forever, maybe.
longer.

at least
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DOOOOOO IIIIIIIIIIIII! ~ UH, THAT'S ENOUGH SON! ~ OW, MY EYE ~ BONJI! ~ EH, SIGNORE! ~ HEY...DON'T WORRY ABOUT IT ~ HA CHA! ~ H-WHA*~! I'MMA BUST A JIHAD CAP! ~ REJECT THE H2O ~ IT'S LIKE REACHING FOR THE SKY... EXCEPT REACHING OUT ~ DUDE, YOUR MOM DOESN'T LOVE YOU ~ LET'S TAKE A BREAK...

PERMANENTLY? ~ FUNCTIONS AND D ~ INFAMOUS STAT PRESENTATIONS WITH BANNED POSTERS AND LYRICS ~ D-WING AFTER SCHOOL ~ MO, WHERE'S YOUR GUITAR?! ~ "NOW PEOPLE, SETTLE DOWN PEOPLE!" ~ DID I STUTTER? ~ HALLOWEEN AT VENUTO'S ~ THE CORRUPT BARGAIN CARTOON ~ SHAFTINGS BY THE ITALIAN TRIPLE TEAM ~ MO IN 8TH GRADE: "I'M GONNA STOP DRAWING IN CLASS WHEN I GET TO HIGH SCHOOL." ~ HEY MO, NICE TIGHTS ~ BBMAK ~ PALAK, STOP BEING SO SHADY ~ HEY MRS. NEC...ARE YOU COLD? ~ CLEARLY...MO, WHY DON'T YOU DO YOUR LITTLE TRICK AND MAKE YOURSELF PASS OUT? ~ ARE YOU STAYING AFTER? ~ "MO, PALAK, ARE YOU COMING TO TAG?" "IS THERE GONNA BE FOOD?" ~ PALAK, WHY DON'T YOU SHAVE? ~ PALAK, WHAT'S THE "P" STAND FOR? ~ WHY ARE YOU WEARING A "30"? ~ HEY LOOK! IT'S TONY KANAL! ~ HE RUSO, WHAT'S THAT ON YOUR NECK? ~ THE SHADY EYEBROW ~ DUDE, READ MY ESSAYS ~ YOU'RE USELESS! ~ CHINGUE A TU MAMA ~ HMS PINAFORE ~ "TALE OF TWO CITIES" SONG ~ YOINKING, ZOOPING, AND FILCHING AT PRINCETON ~ "PLEASE BUS YOUR TABLE, THANK YOU" ~ VIBRIO HARVEY! ~ WHEN'S YOUR BASEMENT GONNA BE DONE? ~ UGH...I SAY ~ QUOTES OF THE WEEK ~ LIBRARY AIDES STEALING MRS. SHOEMAKER'S CANDY AND BOOKS ~ YAHOO! POOL ~ ALL'S YOU GOTTA DO... ~ RI-AH-AH-AH-AH-IDE ~ "SEND ME THE QPS LAB." "HOLD ON, LET ME CALL PRE-FROSH." ~ "MY DAD TOOK IT. ONE DAY IT WAS JUST GONE." ~ TO STEAL IDEAS FROM ONE PERSON IS PLAGIARISM; TO STEAL FROM MANY PEOPLE IS RESEARCH ~ SOME PEOPLE SAY, "WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU A LEMON, MAKE LEMONADE." ~ I SAY, "WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU A LEMON, WING IT BACK AND ADD SOME LEMONS OF YOUR OWN!" ~ WE PAY A LOT OF TAXES; THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH ZOOPING A COUPLE BOOKS ~ TENACIOUS D ~ DUDE, HE'S WEARING THE LAB COAT! ~ PALAK'S FAUX PAS AFTER SENIOR PROM ~ IT WAS THE WORST THING EVER...EVER! ~ THE DOMINANT C AND FGENE ~ HEY LOOK, IT'S A SIX FLAGS ~ AI YA ~ ¿TRES MILLONES? ¡AY CARAMBA! ~ TENDO QUE (SHIFTS EYES) IRME... ~ HARMS IN SPANISH CLASS ~ TRES MARICONASOS ~ GHETTO ROMEO AND JULIET FIGHT ~ HOLIDAY HOP ~ TOOCOOL AND MAC ~ THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD ~ POR LA NOCHES...THEY'RE EVERYWHERE!
Rasners Rule

It was always my dream to begin highschool with someone in my family. It was an even bigger dream to begin it with someone like you, my big brother. I love you Todd so much, and I wanted you to know that. Even though we only had one year together, that one-year was enough to fulfill my dream. You mean everything to me and I wish you the best in everything that you do. You are my best friend and my one and only brother. I could go on and on about our relationship but I unfortunately have to stop sometime. Don't ever forget how much you mean to me and I love you with all my heart.

Love you always,
Lulu

*Todd*
How much can I say? I promise I could go on forever about everything you mean to me even though we've had some disagreements, which we both know from past experiences are pointless and meaningless in the end. Many people don't have the opportunity of living with you 24/7, consequently not having the time to see within the real you, too bad it's their loss and my gain. I love you so much and nothing in the world can change my mind about how I feel. You are the funniest person I know and your dreams of whatever you want to be will definitely come true if you just stay focused and have your mind set on a certain destination. May your future be amazing and even more amazing with me being your sister and friend. You do have 2 sisters but remember I will always be the very first sister you will ever have. And you should have no regrets of our many amazing memories from the past. I wish you the best of luck Todd, strive to your fullest baby! I will always be here for you; if you need me you know where to ring.

♥ Carly
PJ's house (1) football field (1) mogul's (1) sami's forced party (1) oil on the wall (1)
the jokes (1) the fights (1) valentine's day frosh year- "I swear I didn't hook up with him" (1)
Frosh dance- dancing with grandpa (1) sorority (1) new years 01' (1) Christine's house (1)
Sara's b-day = P.R.R (1) Ash in the ears (1) friendship rings we never got (1) Valentines
day "mom I will be there soon" (1) sophomore year crazy times (1) cotillion (1) Sara and
er head (1) Alex's prison days (1) skiing- the ski lift, "ahh I'm falling" (1) "My love is
your love" (1) The guy antics (1) what are u wearing (1) shadeless (1) Sara's garage (1)
hot chocolate for the momentarily snack bart (1) construction worker (1) trips to VFMA (1)
the dance (1) cutting school = accident (1) Alex's bottles (1) "Diggin everyone except
you" (1) Philly nights (1) the baseball game "We're on TV!" (1) sharing lockers- "Alex,
what's new today?" (1) TRIP to Penn- "It's like a movie" (1) laser light shows- "I couldn't
find the door" (1) Justin's flashlight- way to bug us out (1) "Sara, I am at the police
station." (1) but buddies (1) Alex's special laugh (1) DMB shows- "I cant feel my
tongue" (1) Phish July 4 (1) Chilli Peppers (1) Trey (1) shows (1) playing lax- or lack
there off (1) sweat (1) locker busts (1) shore 02" "The day I met you in Margate" (1)
ID's (1) dead bear (1) P-Fart- he's gone! (1) D-run gone bad (1) new years 02' (1) up
chuck on wall (1) thanksgiving 02" "This never happens to me!" (1) Atoe ghost- REDRUM!
(1) "Chu-cha-cheetah" (1) wasted nights (1) BURPING (1) Alex's famous quote "Call it
what you wanna call it. I'm a........

"When my wings have failed me, you've been there to carry me, and that's all
I need to get by."

Al, thank you for showing me what's its like to have a best friend. I am going to miss
you sooo much next year, and I wish you the best of luck with everything you do in
the future. I know you will succeed. I love you.
Ashley ~ Dara ~ Ann
~Best Friends Forever~

*Ann flashing moms * Girls, I'm very disappointed in you * Ashley's hot tub * operation mystery bag * yellow M&Ms * you should have called a locksmith * Richard * peanuts & bubbles * dancing in the Wawa parking lot * G-string divas * Ashley falling off the couch while sighting a certain boy * Bleu Martini * Eddie the tree * 911 * yelling at boy's at their birthday dinner * Ashley's boyfriends * trips to Philly * P-a-r-t-y cause we gotta * Dara's weird music * Dara's boyfriend doesn't talk * Ann and Ashley's rap * freshman obsession * Move ... get out the way * meeting Dispatch * crush on a camel * going to B's house...crying to Ashley about it * drive-bys * clubbing and hopping * Ann passing out...all the time * Vito's * Ann's car getting egged in Philly * special symbols aka mozzarella sticks * I only like you guys! * Dara-the bodyguard*
If it hurts to look behind you and frightens you to look ahead, just look beside you and I'll be there.

We'll always remember:
Christmas mornings and waiting at the top of the stairs, losing Mac on the first night we got him, cream chip beef on toast with mint chocolate chip ice cream, N-A-P time, shady stuff a Chanticleer, "Do you have the camera case?" feeding the ostrich at great adventure, Montezuma's castle, me driving the speed limit (it's ok, I don't really remember that either), accidents in the Probe, photos with Santa, me calling you from every bathroom of every bar in Maryland, calling you from my formal causes. I just don't want to talk to my date, you getting in trouble for what I do, projectile vomit in Europe, me kicking you out of your bed when Jordan and I broke up, DMB and cops on horseback, was its really precision in that cup, Benihana and your friends who look 40, Drives to Key West, bowling on van colors, Daytona flea market, Disney World, the beach, ping pong in the basement, green milk, scrambled eggs in the microwave with food coloring, ADIDAS bag fight, late nights, mano cart, Life, Cranium, Wizard fires in Va., riding Suzy, buying guzzies at Bill's, "What's up?" the best water ice in South Philly, taking me out of tattoos and piercings... or at least trying, Sakura, mom's stash, dad's impressions, getting the Christmas tree, Tonki, "Protect the Walls..."

Buzz,
I am so proud of all you have done and I am so eager to see all you will do. You will never cease to amaze me in the way you deal with people and the way you always put others needs before your own. If there has been one constant in my life that never lets me down and understands each time I frown - it's you. You were always there for me when I needed you and we were the one I knew would always drop everything to listen to me. I love you, Buzz, and thanks for being you!

Love,
Jenni.
“Yesterday marked the beginning and tomorrow marks the end and somewhere in the middle, we became the best of friends.”

ANGELA & MELISSA

DORNEY PARK CAR RIDE ♥ ROSE TATTOOS ♥ CAPE MAY ♥ FLAT TIRES AT WAWA ♥ CLUBBING IN PHILLY ♥ ANG’S 1ST SKI TRIP ♥ CAR ALARM AT 2 AM ♥ BOY STORIES ♥ SWEET 16’S ♥ HAVING EACH OTHER’S BACKS VIP ♥ SEAGULLS IN OC ♥ SPYING ♥ SOUTH ST. ♥ “IF IT IS” ♥ “YOU HAVE FUN WITH THAT” ♥ MRS. DE’S COMMENTS ♥ “THE HORSE IS LOOSE! REVERSE! REVERSE!” ♥ AND ALL THE MEMORIES TO COME ♥

NICOLE, SARA, MELISSA,
SARAH & ANGELA

“FRIENDS ARE ANGELS WHO LIFT US UP TO OUR FEET WHEN OUR WINGS HAVE TROUBLE.”
Ross And Ryan

SIXERS; FLYERS; PHILLIES; EAGLES; DO IT AMERICAN PIE STYLE; RED BULL GIVES YOU WINGS; PAT CROCE FOR PRESIDENT; PIZZA; GO TO TRICK.COM; BBYO;
CHAPEL AZA; THE TWO MAZKIRS; WHO LET THE DOGS OUT?; HOOTERS; HAVING 7 CLASSES TOGETHER; SHUT UP GUTMAN; JCC; RANDOM COMMENTS; NACHOS;
STARBUCKS; NIGHTS AT TGI FRIDAYS; MADDEN 2001, 2002, 2003; SSX TRICKY; PS2;
HOT GIRLS; SOPHOMORE COTILLION; JUNIOR PROM; NEW YEAR'S EVE; OFFENSIVE LINEMEN PANCAKES; TWO JEWS; KIBBUTZ ROOM; SOPRANOS; SIMPSONS; CLASSIC ROCK; I HATE POP MUSIC; I LOVE POP MUSIC; CHE SPORTS; AND SO MUCH MORE NO MATTER WHAT PEOPLE SAY WE WILL ALWAYS BE FRIENDS!!!!!!!!!!!!

Gil & Rachel

• Road trip emergency • penguin kiss • Sixers & Eagles • avoiding bad breath • London's White Gilly • BACK UP! • radar • make a wish • Spike & Shaniqua • mistoolim biyachad! • little baby the lake • dumpsters & sewers • switching roles • shh! • nephews • ugly tongues • Shabbat dinner • pimples • 143 • naked guy • ani m'oohevet • hydroplaning • smell of geishas • the surprise • aquarium • New Years • Moulin Rouge
• little baby Herskovitzes • Hollywood Tans • quick shower • seizure • 9/2 • it's my duty... • "you're beautiful" • shake hands • laying low • got caps? • lamb skin • myum yum • moosh ball • oof gozal • star watching • massages • just the 7 of us • • COME WHAT MAY •

"Never give up on the things that make you smile"
Dear Jennifer,

From an adorable baby to a beautiful young woman, we are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments. We hope all of your dreams come true.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Jamie, and Muffin
"Be who you are and say how you feel because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind." — Dr. Seuss

MICHIGELLE-DARA-LIZ-ERIKA-MELISSA-SAMANTHA

Information for smokers — Main St. parking garage — Farmer Sam — Water balloons at Main St. — Rock paper scissors and pool — Sami's men — Drunk crack head woman — "Special J" — "Fairy" — Pretty fly for a white guy — Get-off jets — G-string divas — BRU — When you're looking like that — The coffee cup — Dara and Sam's 4th of July adventure — O.C. to Brig in 3 hrs — Shady Dara — DRAMA — Dara can't drive! — Erica's tools — Aerosmith — Bird poop at Kinkos — Sami's basement — Erica and Robby — Dara and Slim (Kyle) — Bowls at the ex's shore house — Brittany Spears — "Take another little piece of my heart" — Matt-Janis — Suckey Suckey — Liz and soup — Friends and Will and Grace nights — B-day traditions — Diane's — Rusted Root — Eggs "get down" — Never spit into the wind — Scuba Stan — Rowan — Michelle did you hook up with the anorexic? — Sex and the City nights — Rt. 5 pee break — Drive-bys — Secret admirer notes — Geeking out — 45 mini cups of Jello — Dumpster drop-off — "Liz, shut up, control yourself!" — Dara's moods — Liz's stories — Mr. Hollywood — "We were stylin" — Therapy sessions — Michelle's randomness — "When life gets crazy, attend a party!" — Where did it go wrong? Maybe when he told you he wanted to... — lotion vandalizing at the Ritz- fruit on the bottom- overanalyzing- Are you mad at me?
"Put your head on my shoulder, no need to worry 'bout a thing. I'll be the cure for your loneliness, I'll make you feel like you're whole again. And you can always count on me wherever I may be. When this world's got you feelin' blue, call on me and I'll run to you."

From Sharp.....to Beck.....to East.....

Courtney,

and now on to College!

We are so very proud of you and all of your accomplishments!

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Golly and Kendall

Kieron and Val

From meeting at prom to physics - "Why are you always laughing at me?" - phone calls for help - Kiwi - the lunch table - "I am tiger woods" - "How come everyone hates me?" - Watching TLC - Trading Spaces was bad today - Bicycles, walking and talking on the beach - Who Should I like this week? - The Girl in physics class - You ate all the pretzels from me again - Hi Chantel - Don’t walk with me right now - What do you want?! - Buttmunch - Control Freak - We love the "president", NOT - pretty eyes - Why are you so skinny (thin I mean) - My protector - I’m very possessive of everything - Trauma with SAT’s - Chap stick - I don’t like her! - You left me again -

Cole and Sarah

*Friends Forever*

English Class, Accord Power- Ghetto Ride,” Can I borrow your Car?” Hoodlums, “Roll up to the club in the truck like what the … is up?, 2 Doz= $1.49, Apply = Pressure- all over daddy’s new car, South Street, Bike session, Scary faces, Hand Gestures, Ramdon Pix- Guy gardening,
Lunch, Greek Dancing= Tripping, Ridding on Sarah’s Window, Philly- Sick dinners, Cheese streaks, Trav’s house 1 times, B-day issues, Ice Cream, Sarah’s Crazy Dogs, Gucci- Hat and belt, Gum, Ice, Plaque shopping, “Is that you Nicole?”, J&D, “I hate that car”, Mobile-To-Mobile...
Archana & Samira

Ferris: If you're not over here in 15 minutes, you can find a new best friend.
Cameron: You've been saying that since the fifth grade.
- Ferris Bueller's Day Off

Rainbow Joke * GOOD! * Barrier * Mistah Proctor...* One Love * Mandalay * Colombia * It really hurts my feelings when you say – Shut up! * Who ARE you? * Chariots * Sandy Beaches * The Rock * Tell her yourself * Jan * You = Stupor! * IS IT? * Lambda * Brewing * Happy Berfsday * Cartilage * August 4 * Who IS that? * Tom!! * OMG OMG OMG * Sheep Pants * You should know, you monkey * I went to school today * Who was right & who was wrong? * Scan-da-lous! * Chicken Tigga * Aaloo? * Tipsy * Comical * Everybody's so nice! * Mac & cheese * Naw, she stepped out * wtf * Penguin Keychain * Xenon * Myrtle * Nose Piercing Episode * Ragshop * Shutdown * Muffin Joke * Hell yea, Simpsons! * Odie & Nermal * 30° isosceles * Jazz Unlimited * Wahoos * Really... * Don't you sass me * Teddy * Hee-heeing * Swiss * I have a? * Orange & Gold * Aach deprived * Drama King... or queen? * Why don't you wear shoes? * comic relief * Napolean * Hook me up with some fries * Can you not call it a purse * I'm waiting for the rabbi * Urchin * Redial * Fix your voice * Oh, Rama * Virgin ears * Calendars * Tyco * Chaka Demus & Pliers * Me lucky charms * Eh whateva * Film Cricket * Where'd you go, where'd you go? There you are * Another placemat sir? Please. * Yea, you do! * Unmentionables * Maybe the Dingo ate yo baby * Nirget * Black Bear * Food Store * Symbolic * Duce Daley * Look at that Moon * Hot chocolate * WATCHA DOIN?

Whoa/Woah * Eastside/field Hockey * Burger King/Boston Market * Blue/Pink * Governor's School/Columbia * Eagles/Football? * Chem Star/Ethnic Star * Super G/Shoppers Rite
Skeeyoo, At least, My buzzle my biznatch my hizzle pizzle biznatch, Frollicking on Multi-cultural Day, Midnight in Malibu, Uncle Eye, Orion, Walter Box, Our Fallen Soldiers: Igy - Chantel - Loreli - Angel - Angela - Lucas - Dudeman - Turtlemans, P.B.W.T.B., Wendy's: I like your glasses - Ordering twice - Trash can order, Midnight Tubs, Long John Silver, Hootage, Sista, Magic Forest, The Robot, Freestyles, LateNight Jams, Surprise!, Maggiano's, Joy Palace, OCB, Pop pop pop pop pop pop, Hey girl ya hungry, What do you want master, Mellow out man, Eschkanateeaaahpakanasawae, Nuns, Schicksa, Mariokart, Half life, Boggle, Friday, Jugband is the schizzerntile barnsnip snap sam, Graveyard punch, Pink panthers, Can you say Mrs. Elder, Chicken head said get on the wall, big eyes or acne, TAG, sewey, O'Lichtman Olympics, Well Goodbye Mr. Franco, Fishdiving cell phone, Fidel, Roughhouse, Rumble Now, Ice cream dude, Whatever, Waiting for Donald, Def Poetry, Wawa, 30% Rule, Laser Eyes, The helmet and belt, Gas, Post-prom, Drinking George's soda, Slap heard round the world, Jim's and Pat's, I don't know bout choo all but I can't even move, Grand China and the jet, Shunned, Jules, Stat Cats, Hey guys...., Are you gonna eat that?, Got any gum, Greg the Geriatric, Hammock, MILF, BBQ, Art auction, If you give me a dollar I'll shoot Mauricio, Shady court, Don't let the dogs out, Harlem shake, Flying like a seabird eating like a neighbor, Greg's freshmen bash, Jasmine, Studying at Dave's, Hawaiian shirt, Candy trade, Ace of Base, Flatched Mix, Cookie Monster, Stiff Arm, Record This!, Stuttering Dave, Hello is uh uh uh... Hi Jared, Polansky's Moving Service, The dog is talking to me, I'm tuned into his station, Rock Paper Scissors, Percolating melodies, 10th Hole, Kavros, Blue Roof, Full Moon Saloon, Scatman, Oh Yes!, M&Ms, Wasabi peas, Elevator, I am annihilated, Special thanks to S&J, The Midterms are over! The Midterms are over, Truck and Moose, D-day-d-David, Corned beef, Quakes, Don Pablo's, Twizzlers, Yarbles
"Good-byes are not forever. Good-byes are not the end. They simply mean I’ll miss you Until we meet again."

— Kristin Pruett
Jen & Jesse
‘Cousins by chance, best friends by choice’

* Explosion * Shady Guy/ Glasses Girl * Orange juice * Bertucci’s * One Wild Night * Avril concert O-Town Girls * Suchin’s drinks * Ill Chewy bars * Cape Cod fun times * UMass * Protest * Ben’s * String cheese * Buddha Devil * Ids – Are you cops? * “My Big Fat Greek Weddings” * getting lost * the Seth Days * trip to Philly * Jesse and guys’ hats * Hard Rock * Tofu * JD’s Bar Mitzvah * drinks at Michele’s * Carolyn * Jessica v. Bruce * OAR * nice eyes * wing at Cornell * Air conditioning * Spirit * Legally Blonde * Wednesday Sex and the City parties * Pooh bear * sweatshirt blankets * meeting in the airport * Park Avalon * spinach dip * Starbucks addicts * Collin and Evan * Smith Bros. Trips * MOMMOM SELMA * broken CD player * P-town beach * Woodbury Commons * Hacker curse * Jen’s athletic ability is limited to extreme shopping * no bed – Jesse’s floor * Muffin * Red Bull * Shot glasses * train rides * roller coasters * complete opposites * alarm clock * insomniac * 3 am phone calls * Rangers v. Isles * BRISKET- holidays * Roosevelt field * BMW * Vanilla scent * men with power*

* Jesse is the final approval of Jen’s boyfriends *
I'm smiling because you are my sister and laughing because there is nothing you can do about it.
-Unknown

Love ya Tourtney Bear!
-Sara

Sarahhhh and Heahherrrr

"Yo cheese Berger, go get your Gottheim friend."
Vickie & Kim

Kim,

We've had the best times together. We've laughed, we've cried, but through it all, you've been there for me. You're like my sister, and even though our past has been fun, I bet our future will be even better. Thank you so much for being the best friend that I've ever had.

Love,

Vickie

* Super G-Where's the food? * Pilates!! * Going to Wawa and Diane's * Jake * Domenico's waiter * Stat * Psych * Uno * Is he here yet? * Dawson's Creek * Eddie * Loews * Minority Report * Target Trips * Frosh Lunch * Trips to the trash can * Deptford Mall-Where's my car? * Photo * Shopping * I'm so happy! * 17th birthday party * Six Flags * So, what are you doing tomorrow? * Loyolapalooza * Delaware * "Ping" Pong * Lip Gloss * Friendly's * Sidewinder @ Hershey * Mornings in the band room * Water Ice w/ Ricky * Senior gym * Cinderella * The Mighty Ducks * Shane West * Dunkin' Donuts * Driving through Camden, listening to *NSYNC Christmas music * I don't cry, I tear. * Herman *

* Phillies game * weird and twisted dreams * Jesus' phone number * NSYNC concerts * Charlie * Do you dance? * Wrestling * Cops @ the park * Reminiscing on the Horace Mann playground * bag shopping * Ice tea * Vogue * Peanut butter * the beach * Ducks * Crushes * Theories * Pearl Harbor * Going to get a soda * I forgot to chew * "Did we have any... ya know..." * My car isn't ready to come out of the garage * Are you trying to say I'm fat? * the dark side of D wing * My mom is my best friend * Starbucks Saturdays *

Vickie,

We've known each other since Mann, but became best friends in 9th grade. We've been through a lot and I'll never forget a moment we've spent together. Through everything, you've always been there. You're the sister I never had. No matter how far apart we are, we'll always be best friends forever. I can't wait for the memories we'll create in the future.

Love ya lots,

Kim
Melissa & Sara

"A best friend is a sister that Destiny forgot to give to you."

Voorhees Pediatrics, NYC...Firetruck, My House...Your House, Junior Boys (CGD), Misplaced town from Long Island, Comfy Clothes, LIE, Shopping for the UNUSUAL, Shore...Cape May & the Hamptons, Overbored with the Family, Sundae...Driving...No Lights...Philly...Parking...Excuse me can you do me a favor?...No License, Yoga, Apples & Sara's accent, HABITS, GRAHAM CRACKER and HACK 6am, Housewarm...or lack there of, Wawa, Candy, Hollywood...BIG MISTAKE, Singing PHILLY, Shopping everywhere, History, ID's, Phone Calls, Gay Stories, Back Porch Pictures (Blackmail), Bargaining, Secret Guys, CD Case, Leaving early Gym, Spanish CNN, Subway, Cell Phones, "I'm quitting school!", "Um...no, excuse me!", "All we ever do..."

"If it frightens you to look ahead & hurts you to look back, look beside you & I'll be there."
Our Grahambo,
You have kept us smiling as you have grown.

Kindergarten at Stockton to 12th grade at East.
We’re very proud of you as we survey your accomplishments.

Most of all, you are a caring and thoughtful person.

We wish for you happiness in the future. Best of luck as you navigate the next chapter of your life. Here’s looking at you!

We love you lots,
Mom, Dad, & Elizabeth
Lisa Sol, Ash & Demi

My poo-poo is following me/ Topless tennis/ Showers/ Pickles/ Tennis Partners/ Stealing the court/ Peeing pants/ Care bears/ 5 nights in a week/ Concerts/ Cheese!/ Meh./ Going to Friendly's in PJs/ Coffee Works and hot worker/ Driving around/ Asking homeless men for directions/ Soda Club/ Bronchitis buddies/ Guy trouble/ Slumber parties/ Scooter pick-up line/ Lisa Sol's scary dad/ Pointless stories/ flat butt/ Ditch + Coffin sleeping/ Help-child in basement/ L² + M²/ Fear of barfing/The mart/Fake ID's/ skids/ unusual bonds/ Many Mikes + Kevins/ Depressing video tape/ "Wasting my life on you"/ "Ode to my family"/ "never again!"/ "yea you got poop in your pants"/ crying in mall/Shaver junkies/ GRUBB/Wedge picker/ "your walking home..BOTH"/ pilate buddies/ 3%/ sucky prom night/parking spot/hot guy search in mall but failing/ OMG just give it!/ Ashley's ugly shoe fetish/ Thursday blowout/ can I get a what what?/ Our little song hehe:

"A real friend is someone who you can sit in complete silence with and still walk away feeling like you just had the best conversation of your life."
We all met in 8th grade. Somehow, we're still good friends.

Mr. Bigglesworth Ahh! Blaire Witch Project Nike and Moron

Variety Show - Flashing neighbors' cats trampoline
MELISSA
As you travel along on life's journey,
May you be guided by the same ideals
That have brought you success so far
...kindness, self-confidence, compassion, friendship.
A sense of humor, hard work and independence......
We hope that along the way you will experience the same..
Happiness, love and pride...
That you have given to us.
Love Always.
Mom and Dad

"May the road rise up to meet you
May the wind always be at your back
May the sunshine be warm on your face
May God hold you in the palm of his hand"
Love, Mark, Shama, Lara and Beau
Adri - Leila - Maria - Sarah

"Can't you just say ha-low like normal person?" * THE Cake * Goofy * "Darth Clarice" * "Teep dat sunk ewise!" * Mr. Heinz Ketchup and Associates * "Je t'aime. Je sais." * "I'm in a bubble!" * "There's a wall!" * Regular * "I can't sit and swing at the same time!" * (_) days till (_)! * "HHMM Pressed my hand too hard you have!"
-10 cent special!...Chillin in the bays - summertime...B101 - Ashok...Papa Johns or Pizza Den...Sunday mornings with Ashok...PETE...chewing on wood chips..."welcome to Texaco, may I take your order?"..."Can you turn my windshield wipers off for me?"
..."I LOVED YOU IN VEGAS."...chillin in the chairs...Crusin' in the GEO...Mexicans love the GEO..."2.83$ for phone calls in July. Thats Redic!"..."2 packs of Winston, softpack." - Joe...pissin in the tree...joe still owes Jared 100 bills...200 dollar window, thats rough for playir squeegee baseball - Jay...Texaco to Sunoco football...the bread lady...watching Indian dance videos - Ashok...no autos in bay, NO expections...6 cents off power premium on Wednesdays...record drop!!!! - 1600 dollars - jay/dave/jared

Dave, Cody, Jay, Matt, Justin, Taj, Danny, Coach Wright, Pete, Tom, and Ashok
Nay-Nay,

I can't even thank you enough for all you've done for me through the years. You have been a great big sister, and you have taught me so much. I couldn't imagine anyone having a better relationship then what we have together. Having you as my older sister and my best friend, is the greatest thing that I could ever ask for. I am going to miss you so much when you leave for college next year. I love you more then anything, and I am always here for you no matter what. I wish you the best of luck in college and in everything you do! I'll always be your "chicky." I love you so much!

Love always & forever,
Britt

"Chance made us Sisters, hearts made us friends."
East Field Hockey Seniors

1999-2002

Colleen
Amy
Katie
Jen

Michaela
Samira
Sarah
Billie

*WTF*Cottage cheese*Katie's sun-in*Dying hair*Coach OOOO*Orangutan*Mullet-O*Haunted House* I like your bone*Don Pablo's*Camp*Flying bottle*Gatorade under the Oak Tree*Maguire clap* Octopus*Barracuda*What's stabbed?*Spread eagle*Senior Day*2 miles*Brown brownie*Do 5 push-ups b/c you're ugly*the fan*seizure fan*Powdered Gatorade*Chuck the ice down the hill*Mr. Clean* I have my period!*This is the last game I will blame on myself.*Samurai*Psych parties*Banana bread* Beanie Weenies & Chicken Dumplings*Michaela says no*DM*Down, out, and low*Society Hill Ditch*Let me just smell it*Saline*Stallion Wrap*Perimeter Marathon*I'm giving your uniforms to the freshmen*You're my favorite*I don't play favorites*Baywatch*Ransomed Chicken*BJ stretch*Mayo*Cheating Samurai*Speed Racer*ABS*Elephant*Chubby Wubby*The Turtle*Sleeper in distress*We're beating the seniors*And we're walking...and we're turning*Lies and deceit*Hunchback*Throwing up a cookie*Slurpees & Soft Bakes*Cool Foot & Pina Colada*Warm up mix*Inspector Gadget*Stripper Song*Jimmy Buffett*If she was really hurt, the ambulance would be here*Cruise & G-Ray*Make-up Girl*1...2...3...EAST!* Slaughter Week*What can she do kick me off the team?*

*Giraffe* JFK*Amster*Brown*Dil...Man*Mickey*Corpy*Klausinator*
WE KNOW HOW TO GRIP A STICK
**TRIPLE TEAM**

Mattsy ★ Mattsy ★ Ry

---

**ANDREW AND SAM**

9/10. CLOSING APART - PARK BLVD. AFLOAT
FLAPPY . WENDYS . JCC LOT . 1 HOUR PHOTO. SLEEPOVERS
AQUARIUM . MONO ALERT . JOB APPS. EAGLES & SIXERS
PLAYING . LONDON'S 4 X 4 . ORANGE FLAVORED
STRETCH THEORY . LUCKY 5 . SAME PERSON . LIL ANDY
MEET THE PARENTS . 007 & 0069 . TOO TIGHT
GIL'S BASEMENT/FLOOR/COUCH/45 MIN. BED WARS
LATE NIGHT PHONE FUN , TEASE . THE SUPREME
8 MILE HYDE . CAR WASH . RIDES TO SCHOOL . 11/11
NO KIDS FOR ME . SPANDEX DIESELS . 10 CAR DRIVE-BY
OK...OK . YOUR BODY IS A WONDERLAND . THE WRONG CANADIANESE
1980 EAGLES . JK VS MB . THE X . CHERRY HILL MALL
BLUE SKY . COLORING BOOKS . AIR FRESHENERS . DOC
BUMBING C'S OFF GIL . SPANISH TALK . HAMMOCK . CHIPS AND DIP
GRILLED CHEESE . BONNIE & CLYDE . CREEED . B R RIGHT
MACARONI AND CHEESE BAGEL . CRY ME A RIVER
PEACE . CHAPSTICK . HAIR BAND . CHRIS ROCK . WATER FIGHT
YOU LIKE MY BEST FRIEND . SPEAKER PHONE . SAY MY NAME
SHAVE IT OFF . CONCEIVED . FRIEND LIKE ME . JUST THE 7 OF US
ROMEO & JULIET . JK JK JK . THE NAKED GUY . LAP DANCES . BAR
TRUE MEANING OF THUMBS UP . SMELLS OF GEISHA . POEMS

"IF THERE WERE A STAR FOR EVERY TIME YOU MADE ME SMILE
THE SKY WOULD BE FOREVER LIGHT."
Chacha

Our Dearest Rachael,
We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.
You are truly our little Star!!!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Marc
Cathy,
We've loved you through the years

Love,
Mom, Dad and Lauren
Bobby,
My thought on us will always be “you say it best, when you say nothing at all”. There’s not much I can say because my love for you is greater then words can ever explain. Just always remember I love you very much and i will always be there for you.
I Love You Bobby
- Day -

Dana and Bobby

Day.
All the days together has been the happiest time of my life. You have been there through the good and bad and have help me grow in many ways. I couldn’t ever thank you enough. I am so happy I have found someone so amazing to share my life with. I Love You.
P.S. - always remember May 20th XO secret kiss OX
I Love ya Baby
- Bobby -
Nicole & Eric

Car show, 'nice puppy', 'im cold', Rudy's, arm rubs, Bio class, illegal rides, party hopping, broken pool lamp, Kieth's house, your friends, my friends, cheesesteaks, "gonna leave me hangin?'", sleepover @ melissa's- make a move?, Chem class, DMV, street bikes & cars, 'gangsta', racing supras- 140 top speed, pimpin at tony lukes, south philly races, *Nicole's birthday*, sleepovers at Eric's, breaking the 3 rules, shore trips, lost necklaces, Sandaway incidents, Tiffany's in the rain, Raw, Hunt track pool & little kids, tanning, when dogs attack staring Chica & Max, Christie's Bday & Mt Laurel party, Nicole driving the Beemer on 295, The Chart House, Raymonds, Eric's haunted house, football field mats & sprinklers, 2 weeks away = 2 long, 'dont throw me in the ocean!', red, blue, stolen 8 ball, eat a penny and chew the chapstick, phone calls, late nights, Britney hat, Wildwood, Sleep over at Nicole's, Tina's re-bday, dehydration, 'im hungry', greek style- NOT, paintworks, "all mine", stubborn hot head, heavy foot, radar detectors- city mode, foam parties, Madonna, oldies songs, hypothermia in diners, a 4 letter word, Cops, Purple Accord- its not too ghetto, Mikey, tailblazer, suburban, eggs, 'stabbed in camden', washing cars, krimpets, KYW, OC labor day- no rooms, fireworks- roman candle guns, Frank- 26 and dying, Jealous Ones Still Envy... 25 to Life ...

"We got to hold on to what we got doesn't make a difference if we make it or not, we got each other and that's a whole lot of love... we'll give it a shot... we're half way there."
Katie Sarah Klausner
Throughout the years, you've grown
From our little girl into a beautiful
young lady. Follow your heart and
your dreams will come true. We love
you deeply and are very proud of you
Always,
Mom, Dad, Colleen and Liz

To Our #1 Cheerleader, Alaina Gregorio,
We know you'll beat
those Bears and any other
obstacles that get in your way.
You go girl! We Love You!
All Our Love,
Mommy, Daddy,
Nicholas, Blaze
& Jesse

Liz AND LAURA
Liz, it won't be the same without you next year. We've shared
so many memories and I'm gonna miss having you by my side.
I wish you the best in college...always follow your dreams.
I love you so much!
The Girls:
~Sara~Ali~Courtney~
~Mel~Rachel~Laurie~

"I always tell the girls to never take it seriously. If you never take it seriously, you never get hurt. If you never get hurt, you always have fun." ~Almost Famous

Though we may have our disputes, this family tree's got deep roots. Friendship is thicker than blood." ~RENT
ANGELA

Throughout these past eighteen years, you have brought joy and happiness to all of our lives. We have watched you grow into a beautiful, successful, and caring young woman. We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. Best wishes and good luck with everything you do!

All our love always,
Mom, Dad & Sotiri

---

Brookfield: Where Last Place is Accepted

Alex-Brandon-Joe-Justin
Hangin' w/LOS DOG, Not another Tom Clancy Movie, No sleep/Bowling
Alex Bday party, Joe hitting Justin in head w/ Hockey stick= 34 stitches, Justin+ Laser challenge+ Brandon's gate= 10 stitches, Ding-Dong ditching Brandon, Picking up Ladies (or lack of), Wrestling PPV's,
Joe= Pause Master, Crash Team Racing, Backyard Wrestling, Crash Bash, Wcw Vs. Nwo, Wu Tang Clan, Shattered, Donatos, The Horace Mann Years, Gay Ray and Donna, Magic Cards, Orange Soda at the Rubi's, Driving Beautiful Cars, Going Buck Nutty, Uncle Albert and Aunt Nancy's House, Crank Phone Calls, White Boy B-ball, Justin and Brandon's sting fight, Joe and Alex's 2nd grade feud, Mrs. Matteo's Cookies, Brutal Metal, Pool Pros, Kenny trying to steal the wagon back, Flashlights in Laser Zone, Madness, Adidas Billboard, CD Wars, NAIL!, Blade, I Hate Goldberg Club, RTSFCDCR, Trick or Treating,
Haddonfield, Paying in Quarters, Insane Ivan, Ronde Barber, Da-Danza, McNabb Sucks, Foxy I'm out of the Loop, KS going through Justin's food, Du Hast. You are a photographer aren't you Mrs. K, Rodeo, Stand Alone, Bfield Fo life.
Jenny & Michelle

Mommy & Me Class ~ Passing notes ~ “Can my mom talk to your mom?” ~ Camp Phemere: Mush burgers, Good Ol’ Mountain Dew, “Wake up Bunk E! Longs, Longs, and Hards!” ~ Our Infamous bangs ~ Jazz Unlimited: Hot, Hot, Hot ~ Hershey Park ~ J-8 Flintstone T-shirts ~ Trading shirts ~ The Alloy Magazine ~ Trips to the Mall ~ Mrs. Plotnick’s homeroom ~ Clinique Make-up ~ Blue Toenails ~ Trips down the shore ~ Limited Too ~ Roxy & Hang Ten ~ Pacific Sunwear ~ Artistic Occasions ~ Top Five ~ Kindergarten @ Kellman ~ Nap time ~ “The trees are very green…” ~ Candy necklaces ~ Multiple New Year’s Eves (stil string!) ~ “This is NOT my house!” ~ Gymboree ~ Going to the carnival and Phillie’s game w/ Michelle’s dad ~ Counting Crows Concert ~ Mary w/the balloons ~ The Good Son ~ Endless phone convos ~ Massages ~ Bar/Bat Mitzvahs ~ “Is Michelle late again??” ~ Miniature Golf ~ She has worts on her tushy! ~ Medford JCC ~ Breaking soccer coach’s knee ~ Nachos and Cheese ~ Sahara Sam’s ~ Hershey Park ~ Contempo ~ Benihana’s ~ A.C. Moore Parties ~ Candy Store ~ In and Out ~ “My best friend’s name is Rachel, too!” ~ Smile Face T-shirts

“Jenny, Michelle, it’s time to go!”

“AJHHHHHHHHHHHH!”
We Love You. Congratulations
Mom Dad
and HB
Lauren & Brittany

"It is one of the blessings of old friends that you can afford to be stupid with them."

Ketchup/ "Damn Brittanys!"/ The dog (Detroit)/ singing in Hmm-8th grade/ Lunch 8th grade/ the "boys"/ Mike's/ "the Greg"/ Erik/ Mike again/ Mozzarella stick/ "She did what?"/ He is sooo hot/ "He bit my arm!"/ "Hi Mum, I'm on television."/ Nino's Jennifer Lopez Pic/ Nino's locker/ Mr. Smith/ Trash picking/ Pennington/ Sweeze's Weenies/ Oldie's/ Phish CD/ Soccer / PAY==<###/ Red shorts/ I'm Smooth/ Kindergarten/ getting separated/ "We're going to Cleveland!"/ Maccabi/ "I wish Shayna was here."/ Scream (codenames)/ Les Chatrooms/ Lauren still doesn't have AOU/ Gold Team/ HERRicanes/ "Lauren, why do you have to like who I like?"/ Hanging out by ourselves/ "I'm a banana!"/ Biting/ Brittany's Joshua Jackson obsession/ Infatuations/ the whole Colin O. thing/ Colin from the shore..."Uh, I think Colin is busy right now."

Cereal Queens/ "How did we get home?"/ Fights/ Late-nite nosebleeds/ In-room soccer/ Florida/ "So how was your day?"/ Road trip movie/ Not another scary movie/ Grandma Shirley/ Voorhees/ TBA/ Kiix Game/ Mike Veneto/ Brain Thiel/ Marshmallow/ Halloween- playing in the leaves/ Matching/ Hanson/ Tree/ Quick-stick/ U-Penn camp/ Binoculars/ Soccer on the beach/ Mort the Worst 8th grade graduation/ Austin Powers- "Hey there you are" "do I know you?" "No but that's where you are!" Sitting on the bench is so much fun/ cradling...or lack of/ New stick/ Morning after.../ Mr. Stogie/ Shirley & Perry/ Backstreet Boys/ Superskater/ Holocaust Project/ Rides to soccer/ Lauren's voice cracking @her Bat Mitzvah/ Dave & Dave/ Princeton Field trip/ Ms. Bate's class/ Not going to recess/ Stuffed Animals/ Always talking about las/ Chicken pot, chicken pot, chicken pot pieill/ Bushel & a pedi/ Mr. Johnson's class/ Sagar/ Britt's pool party/ Hebrew School/ Hammock/ Tree Hugging/ Basketball tryouts/ Kicking balls against the wall/ 2" of food on the floor/ putting the beds together/ "you got the better bed"/ "Lauren, if your with me, you aren't going to read."/ cheer in the oven/ Mike Papaneri/ weekend's at the shore/ Brittany & Flynn fighting/ Analyze This- "You wanna fresh one?" "You good"/ straight hair/ hair dye/ Victor... "Are you calling me a liar? Yes."/ Britt eats sunchips funny/ "all around the world"/ indoor soccer/ I want chicken finaers/ Erik cut Lauren's hair/ Abercrombie twins/ plushie
Lauren Michaela Jackie

BFF

Lauren & Jackie

2.66.2003

A.June tortilla

Hike

Little Boy Hunting

A.Supper & The

Whale

People-Boston train station

Night

Massage-Boston train station

Arguments-The Birthday Sign-1st grade Hamburger

in Cape May-Soccer in

Cream

a 10th grade

Journey

Lauren's Hammock

Soccer trips-Booker

in Golden

Mazedo & Christina-Booker

Springdale Farms Trivia-Woodstock

Stuffed-Boston Trip-Making out in front of Whitney

Crazy Get-togethers-the Popguns STEREO

Documentary-Soda-Brooklyn Diner-Getting out

everywhere aka Candid-Explicit Commercials-

Good Times in Haddonfield-Oscar

Me-the ugly little boy-getting out of Jack

Boy-Royce's Hot Lunch-Sprinkling in Jack

Boy's Hammock

Jackie's inbred face in

Lauren's foot-pottery-4 Tony-Duck Duck

Duck

She's in gym class-Eating lots of food at

Lauren's house-plastic tray in the

chair

Walking into the moving

campus

B-B-Q with only

the playground-breaking into

her school-getting into

lost in the Rain

Lauren & Jackie

Michaela

Milk

Beach

School

Rock-N-Roll School

Making of Lauren & Jackie

Incident

Lauren-Just a good ol friends
Melissa,
you light up a room
with your smile
and laughter. You
light up our lives
with your love.

May your life be filled with the love and
laughter you share with others and may all
your dreams come true. We love you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mara, Michael, & Bubblie

Dear Nadav,

Aim High!
You can make it!

Love,
Imma, Abba, Talia & Noam

* Do what you will, always walk where you like ... I'll back you up* ~DMB

* We're like this! * decorating Christmas trees * New York * Mel's lips * witch craft * coffee works *
Rent * animal crackers * English classes * Run Lola Run * grammar * the joy weekend * American
Beauty * Third Eye Blind~ eye contact *meditating in the art museum *Goo Goo Dolls *powdered
sugar *the fez~ dancing in the rain * Ali's skiing skills~ falling in ditches, sliding on our butts *
narcolepsy * Mel's "sense" of direction * Dashboard~ behind trucks, NYU and Pace * corrupting
Paul * hot tubs * the ABC's of Jonathon * people on the beach at sunrise * breaking hammocks *
jumping ping pong * FAO Schwartz * Mel's 1st time in a limo * Blink 182~ first concert * "they're the
same, only different" * Dave Matthews concerts * something called life * Crazy Aunt Ali, Mama Mel*

MELISSA = ALI = MESS

NO DAY BUT TODAY

*The greatest thing you'll ever learn is just to love and be loved in return* ~Moulin Rouge
Our Sweet Dana Leigh

Today is for celebrating you-

All you've been
All you've become
And
All you've yet to be...

Pursue your dreams;
Remember, if you love what you do,
Everything else will fall into place

CONGRATULATIONS!

Love Always,
Mom, David, Dad, Stefanie, Harrison,
Mom-Mom & Pop-Pop
(Razzie & Daisy too)

We love you, we are proud of you,
And we know you will be a great success.
May luck, love, and happiness follow you all the days of your life.
Dana

From the first moment we saw you, we were enchanted.

We've watched you grow from an adorable baby into a beautiful, confident and kind young woman.

You were always so eager to please even if it meant trying something you hated.

At age three you danced... and you cried

At age four you swore, and you cried

At age five you tried soccer, and... you cried

At age ten you soared across the ice with grace... and you loved it

Now it's time for you to conquer new things that you will love.

We have always been so proud of you. We'd like to think it's because we've done something special or wonderful in the way we raised you.

But the truth is,

You'd be spectacular no matter what

While you are off on this new adventure in your life, always remember

If you need us, we're right where you left us.

Congratulations D.J.

We love you.

Mom, Dad and Bryan
THE DUDES

2 to 1, funnel cake, meatballs, 8th grade dance, Old Forge, Pied Piper, FOakley's, Three Musketeers, the Fonbon Machine, corruptions, back of the bus, Flames, tubbage, Bruce, the forest run, BBQs, froggin'. King of the Moose, Bs, Fs, Bs, the first tube, Porpoise, the tinman, wiffle ball, Nebbish, steak dinner, PGA, Kilimanjaro, RoundUp, "Check it with your daddy," "Who farted?" the language, Mr. Clark, the principal's office, coffee, midnight cappuccino/tennis, "I think the dog licked me," the Sheraton, "You looking for troubles????"
With big brown eyes and the brightest smile
Our wonderful Shelby laughs with such style.
She's sweet and cuddly and ready to hug
So warm and lovely, our hearts feel that tug.

Now all grown up, off to college so smart,
For our Shelby Ann, a terrific new start!
Love,
Mom. Dad and Lindsay

NATALIE

We are so proud to call you our
Daughter - The light of our life.
You have faced and conquered every
Challenge that has come you way. It
is this determination that makes us
Confident that you are ready to continue
your journey into college.

We gave you wings!
We love you with all
Hearts!
Good Luck next year!
Love, Mom & Dad
Ashley

It's hard to believe that your high school years have come to an end. We are all amazed at your diligence, motivation, and all that you have accomplished. You are beautiful inside and out. Thanks for making us so proud.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Lauren

And Your Furry Family—Madison, Marley and Chelsea
Dear Brittany,

"Climb every mountain, ford every stream,
Follow every rainbow, til you find your dream."

"the future belongs to those who believe the beauty of their dreams!"

We love you!
Mom, Dad,
Brandon Troy
Flynn
XXoo O0xX
St. Thomas More CYO Volleyball

Erica Nicoletti ~ Matt Venuto ~ Kate Van Brunt ~ Valerie Rossi ~ Christine Forberger ~ Kyle Wulocky ~ Kristen Apgar ~ Ryan Carozza ~ Mike Cinebra ~ Bryan O’Rowne

Coach
Mr. George Erickson (The Man)

Assistant Coach
Kristy Erickson

Wendy’s ~ Back of Mr. Erickson’s Van ~ Eustace ~ St. Matt’s ~ Dice ~ Sweats ~ Hamlet ~ CHAMPIONS! ~ TENACIOUS D ~ Matt’s Track Shorts ~ Tickle Fights ~ Kate’s Grunt Serve ~ St. Tommy More ~ CHEWBACCA ~ Erica Giving $5 To The Wino At Wendy’s ~ Massage Oil ~ Mike & Bryan’s Golf Obsession ~ MATT, KYLE, CAROZZA & THE SPANISH CHANNEL ~ Where’s The Remote? ~ Kyle Mooning The Team ~ ANGRY IRISHMEN ~ Karate ~ Nothing Leaves The Van

ARIBO-BARI LIZZY LONGLEGS SCHMEXAS FAMOUS JAMIS

“We’ve shared so much laughter, so many tears. We are a spiritual bond that grows stronger each year. We’re not sisters by birth, but we knew from the start, something put us together to be sisters by heart.”

**Ewww, is it supposed to look like that? * Chill back, children * Where are the cookies? * Alexis is the alpha female * Joe Boxer hit Sparky * John Mayer-Can I marry him please?* Ohh, Faaaaaabulousssssssss * I’ll have a salad, a diet coke... and the biggest piece of cake you have * J.F.J. * Liz has no standards* Your dog is ugly * I love bear.* Spheres to Started: 1 E 31. π* You dance Soul sellage to D-los hombres? * another sofa * Not Liz! * Stop climatic Cherry * Ride Buddies!! Don’t be a Hook* E.R. * I’m in love with a T.V. character* I don’t want to be cute* You want to be me!* We are Barbie girls in our Barbie world* Wawa run, anyone? * You can join the club*Our male fan club* Spaghetti* Weeeeeeeeeeeeeee Ding, Fwies are dun* I think I have a coupon for that* Coffee* DD* Oh, dontcha know!?!* MoMo, Odie(?), Verena, & Tweety* Up your ziggy with a wah-wah brush!*

“The best thing you’ve ever done for me is to help me take my life less seriously. It’s only life after all”
BRITTANY & JACKIE

She-Devils Forever

BRITTANY & JACKIE Stock 2001-2003 - Crazy Adventuring - Rip Girls - Founders of Manhunting - Lawnmowers <3 - Game on - Pat Benatar - "Hey, remember that time we met Litz" - Sneaking backstage & talking about it ALL weekend - Mike Papaneri - Shore Time - The Cycle - A Jay's Nipple - Tour Bus - "Hey, we're 16 too!" - Cool Ryan - LRRCC - Weird Ryan - Online Harassing - Little Bird - Tree - Plastic Tray - She-Devils - Variety Show - Plays - FOP Fresh Year - S Club 7 - Nick's Chix - Double Dating - Never Again!

- "Ew...he's not a virgin" - Mosh Pit - Bagel Fire - Brittany seducing every friend - Brittany's pants falling down at Blink concert - "I got that fire" - Winter Track Stars - Brittany falling in the ditch at Winter Track - Fastest 4 by 4 relay ever - Rick - Riding in Apgan's Trunk - "Dude, where's my car" - Jacks stepping in poop - Club Brittany and Raving w/ fruit rollups - Peeling Jackie's skin off - Soccer Jav's - Bush tickets - Jackie falling everywhere - Falling asleep at Justin's - Picnicking in Justin's hot tub - STD's Rap - "Wait, what are we Raised" - Jackie - The Competition - Frosh Homeroom - Blink 182 times - randomness - A/C...that never happened - PM...that never happened either - Sleepovers - Talking about the night as it is still going on - Losing Jackie at Bad Religion - Marlton 8 Manhunting - Midnight Swimming in SH - Fez - Jacks loves the hot lunch - Diet laks tubbing - Pervertuler halves - Frosh lunch w/ our seniors - Strange night at Katy's bday party in Mt. Laurel - Parties at Jackie's = cops - Brit's sweet 16 - Jackie's bday in Philly - Good times at Haddonfield Xmas - The little girl throwing a rock at Brit's head - St. Patty's Day Dance - St. Patty's party - Milk and Sledging - Elevator buttons at the shore - You're Fat! - For the fat girl - Brit killing Jackie with Mustard - Almost dying with Justin - Shotty in Justin's car - Yoko Ono Glasses - The hot lunch - Asking Flynn to Cotillion - The Leg - Hot Lunch doll - "Jackie, navy blue doesn't go w/ black" - "But I like my sandals" - "You're the biggest mean person I know (not in a bad way)" - Flynn - Randy - Walking to Uno's - 13 Ghosts - Breaking into SH pool - "Because we're soulmates" - Andrew O'Neill - Pennmart and Fake ID's - "Crotch, crotch, crotch" - Brittany - Chai from Chailand - Jackie Calling Troy - Josh Kanoff giving Jackie Migraines - "I'm into metal, but I can't wait for the 'N Sync Concert" - Jackie - Rat in the locker - Being mean to Jackie at lunch - Singing in the car - Hanging out w/ Ned - Jackie's Little Boy - Mike's Lemonade - "Did you get it yet?" - Post-Its on Ryan's car - Crazy car chases in Mike's neighborhood - Tree thrown at Jackie's car - Prom @ Brit's - "Booty is booty" - GC times - Crazy Lit times - "I love Gwen" - Intoxicated annoying guy - Harassed by old man in AC - "You remind me of your ex-wife" - Guy at Breakers staring down Brit's shirt - "Jackie...in the grass right now" - Raping uhh I mean rapping - Leaving Brit alone in rooms w/ boys - BCC - Ryan - Captain Commando - Pigeons - Semi-Hot Tub Parties at Ryan's - Ice cream on Nick Chan's backseat - Taking pics of Jordon's ass - Diner and Ryan Cambell's - Limousine ride - Ruining cars - Eastern football game and our movie - Concert at Medford Skate Park - Sweater Song and the Blue Man Group - Soap in Brit's toilet - Andrew has a hairy chest - Pete = Stalker - Chai from Chailand - Brit + Wysong = Best Dance Couple Ever - Brit = Hawaiian - Jacks = Alaskan - New Year's Eve '99 - New Years Eve '00 - 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...oh wait - Brit taking pics of herself - Neosporin crotch - Sick Stickgood inside joke - GC's ride is hot - Kelly - Stalking - Emailing Blink - Jackie Hwang Delonge - Jackie's notes while Brittany is in the shower - Ethan is hot - Dropping soap in the toilet - Banana's = "Steal the fruit" - Jackie's Dad - Paul the hot bartender - "I'm allergic to slow dancing" - Brittany - Staying up all night w/ Mark - Talking w/ Blake - Mangina - Tom Green is our hero - Brittany "Hugging" a tree - IHOP - Falling asleep at Brit's and missing Mike's dad - Frick and Frack
“Thank you for being a friend. Travel down the road and back again. Your heart is true; you’re a pal and a confidant. Thank you for being a friend. And if you threw a party, invited everyone you knew, you would see the biggest gift would be from me and the card attached would say: thank you for being a friend.”

Dear Samantha,

Congratulations on your graduation. From your early days of dance to winning the State Championship in tennis, we have always been so very proud of you!! You have brought so much love and happiness to our lives. Thank you for being such a wonderful daughter and sister.

We Love you!!!

Love always and forever,
Mom, Dad, Jordyn, Grant, and Ryann
Chelsea, Jackie and Brittany

“We’re not all sisters by birth, but we knew from the start, something put us together to be sisters by heart.”

Throwing each other in the pool with pajamas on... “Tim’s garage... I want nothing to do with this!” Giselle... "Why are all the other garage doors opening?"... "The car’s gone"... sleepovers... Steven’s pizza on the floor... "I didn’t do it"... softball seasons... Dijon in the 70s outfit... "Is it funny, or is it Brittany funny?"... college trip “sneaking out”... Darren Daitson... "I’m on Jackie’s team or else I’m not playing"... BB v. CJ... dancing with the poles... Barbie forever... Mighty Morphin Power Rangers... Saved by the Bell “I’m Kevin”... Zack- the love of our lives... TLC... dance competitions... Brittany and Jackie with the somersaults... sleds... "Brittany- curb!"... Car rides to school sung by the Mosthen sisters... Mosthen fights- Brett breaking it up before finale... Heath the magic man... Chelsea wears Brads 7th mind readers... 9th sister... dynamic duo... bikes down dirt hills... "Neuman stole our playground!"... Ronnie’s snacks... Jackie the cowboy... sports jerseys... Mario Karate- Brittany is horrible... Chelsea’s letters- or lack thereof... Brittany’s handwriting... night swimming... the Tail Pine crew... Moulin Rouge... Slowane... the humpy hump... Jackie and Pat... Brittany and Mark... Chelsea and Andy... Carrie- "She’s gonna kill us all!"... party in Blackville... Willow... Jess from the ghetto... grad party before finals... Levi... Hebrew school... Stockton anti-Chelsea... "Randy stop squeezing my cheeks!"... over the fence... "I can see you!"... bird caught in the fence... pool parties... basketball on driveway... 9th member... "I need all those... Chelsea smacks into the glass... Jackie and Brittany slipping on ice... Shelley the driver... poophead... playroom... imaginary walkway... Congo... preschool... “Who’s your favorite, really?”... trips down the shore... nutcracker... car show... "Your mom is my mom"... overflowing the toilet... dressing up... Halloween... packages to the Blue Hen... Delaware- ground floor... wake-up calls... to be continued...

Amy Nichole and Samantha Gayle

Big Button Little Button, A.J. Thanksgiving sleepover... Big Brother Obsession... Aims her way & Sam I am, BRU, “I think he needs a smaller box”, “You gotta like it before you stick it” MM and MW, 12/31/98 Amy’s Jerry Springer call to Fl. Ice Skating, Harley’s rubber encounter, “That’s not a cat it’s a cat-dog”, Hook, Member when we went to the Milk Bar... who does that? The night it rained Skittles. The Guest Room also known as the house of love, “I will not discuss that”. Amy in the GP’s trunk, Dave’s non April Fool’s Joke, Aimee’s Pot, talk, The WOR, Our first Dave concert, Amy sitting through camp stories, phone call from Greece, #51, #52, Hockey Games and #61, Sam’s 13th Birthday... "it’s my birthday, I get him first", Naked mud sliding followed by a sketchy shower phone call, Geek Orthodox Church, George and Sam... bottom line, GAP Girl, G-Cups, Cooking with Midget and Nose Job, “Amy looks funny”, Amy’s crush on Sam’s Bling Bling Cusen, Family Dinners, Sketchy guys blocking our sun, The Bailey’s, Inlogadji, MAH, Poopy, Russo’s Class when it’s due?, Amy’s lost after prom, Buffet in the sun Buffet in the rain Buffet fights, Can we switch cars? Friends, Uncle Buck, New York with the bananas, last but definitely not least...

“I GOT YOU BABE!”
Memories that will last a lifetime...

Mara & Steve
*Yoda & Princess

English class, ostriches lol, Quading ooch, horses, motorcycle ride - neck pains, the attacking kittens, system, the french maid outfit, arguments, Angel*, Hot tub w/ every 1, spoiled rotten, $1500, THE SKY-COASTER(ahh) the scariest thing ever......Thank you for all the wonderful memories, I will cherish them forever.

As silly as you sometimes seemed...

Jean Marie

You were always looking to climb to the top!
Love you lots,
Mom, Dad, Colleen, & Brian

CLASS OF 2003
Your best friend is the person that knows all about you, and still likes you.

Memories: The light switch... Hugs, kisses & cookies... Bert & Ernie... The Food Group... Oops I did it again... The Spin... Looooooonnnngggg walks... x-mas 2000... Zoey books... Where are you? That never happened... Sophomore Cotillion... He is soooo white... The “I”... $1 bets... One night is all we need... Missed chances... Alicia Keys... NSYNC... Gay Pride Parade... Alan-Skittles taste the rainbow... SOFTBALL PARTIES w/ Alena... horseshoes... Sex & The City... ExpressOOOOO... “Did you see what he was wearing?”... Moochling the Chips... Shay... LOSER IN A BOTTLE... CHRISTTTIIIIIINAAAA and Shay’s shirt... Shay’s family times... Nan and Paulette... Mike and the Belt outfit in Boston... Never Been Kissed... “Somebody’s gettin’ hooked up! Yea Baby!”... CHW... Potty Mouth... Carrabbas... Behind Enemy Lines... Brown Sugar... Jordan Knight Shirts... Got Milk?!... “WHAT IS THIS”... TUNES... Applebees again... Scream2... Just Jack, Shay smacking Eric’s head with her chair... “You’re locked out again!!!”... Burglars... “Maybe I’ll call Shay, oh hey”... The Other Chick... Schub... Ain’t know party... Solo House Parties... silent phone calls... Untamed Heart... Christian Slater of hockey... 2geher... Chad moments... “Gurl! I’m gonna knock you out”... Holla Hey... Jellyfish Documentary... Jesus is Lord... Call me when you’re down. Just a little crush... “How hot is it!” Unbearable... She’s putting her foot down on the fronting... Shay’s Church man... Heather’s marriage list... “If he dials the 7 digits and shouts me a holla, then pass.”
Mer & Yasin

Cheezay! I love you! Baby Gummy Bears! Soft Pretzels! Strength! Forgetting Movies! Stephen Starr! KOP! Ms-Ms WW! Yasinfans! Isn't he gorgeous!? Angel pen! Mesh Camera! -Whose messages

Shore sixteen Sparkle! Calling home line accidentally! A dozen and a half roses! Text massages! Aschphile! Spiky Hair

Mer's Hair! Nails! Ragazzi's! Chinatown! Bringing my dad Visiting Coach! Anger Slurpees (blue)! Starbucks convo camp! Y.A.S. time! Black eyeshadow! Pajamas! Digital Cable! dinner! Caller ID! Phone dying! Revelle! Call back! Captains! hoagies! Spanish German! Surprise at Java connection! Baby computer! Popcorn! Utz pretzels!

Johnson's Farms (caramel apples)! Dunkin Donuts (Hospital Visits)! management problems! Sundaes! her! Back hand springs! Cheer Movies with Yasin's parents! Birthday Braces! B101! Super C! Wawa Blockbuster! Hair night! States

"See you and me have a better time than most can dream of. Better than the best, so we can pull on ouch, whatever tears at us, whatever holds us down, and if nothing can be done, we'll make the best of what's around."

Best friends now, sisters for life - Friday night shabbats - Kim's Potatos - Shrunken pants and purple shirts - Who flushes a flooded toilet? - So when do you think you can come to Israel with me? - DMB concerts - Why don't you ever sleep at my house? - I'm sleeping at Adi's - Tae Bo with Sufy Roy - We wore the nice one's and see how we got treated - My diamonds are better than yours - Belly button ring adventure - Evil eye - Kent - Schwartz or Rom? - Yes, we know she can't speak/write, so I'll interpret - Jill Prom, what were we thinking? - Maybe you two should get a room - College boy or Joey Shamash, they never knew the difference - Tiffany's taking us to a dance competition - Surprise Sweet 16 - Kim's fake ids - Yeah, so when are we going clubbin' together? - Midyear Madness - I know before you even told me - First day drivers - 2000 X-mas tree was the biggest one yet - Call me Harari - Nipaholics - Laughing monkeys - you know you wanna do it - Tampon demonstration - Answering machine songs - Israel phone bills - Devoted to Dawson's Creek - Jay's Aboo - The choker hug - Indiana Plane ticket dilemma - Abercrombie twins - Gilly, who would have thought the table would turn - Shila always attracts the men - Adi's billion phone #'s - MAC makeup - The Perm - He tried to hook up with you? He tried to hook up with me? - Nana's coin - Fresh computer graphics with Gilly & Matt - Disney Movies - Who made the brownies? - I'll give you a dollar for one of these - Godiva - First kisses in October - The monsters didn't get you? - I only told you because I love you - Playboy bunnies - If the definition of the world is Kevin, than yes I hate you! - The stock broker - the photographer - All the things we have yet to do -

“When I find myself fading, I close my eyes and realize my friends are my energy”

swim club, gaetano’s, olive garden, tony’s basement, deals, michaela’s den, playing pool, quad c, sledding, snow bank fights, skiing, CYCLOPS, Katie’s “attitude”, renting movies, Haddonfield, speedline, Philly, get-togethers, Coleman and Joey-the skiggity, making fun of people, broomsticks, mexico, “can you read me all the games, cause I can’t see.”, magic 7, michaela’s dog, strip poker, trying to break in... then breaking in and making a snack, “get out of my house”, the list, thefts, Tony’s car, spilling, “You know what this room smells like?”.

abandoned house, halloween, vandalism, breaking in... then swimming... then using the jacuzzi, the fez (begging, fighting, seducing, begging, getting your stomach pumped), yoshi, “That’s all I know”, New Years x4, tony’s knee, karate kids, running from the “cops”, chippendale, taboo, spring break, wiffleball, “but I don’t remember!!!! if I don’t remember then it didn’t happen!”, CYCLOBSTER, Applebees-Coffee Works-Ritz-Applebees, freeway, “I’m 13”, swimming in the ocean in november, getting changed under the boardwalk, getting hit by a car, lindseys elephant man, waterworld, “ew, he’s picking his____”, breakfast, heart shaped pancakes, white roses, Tony’s birthdays, babysitting, walking on top of the snow, ice hockey games, falling in the creek... twice, scavenger hunt, tan contest, not sharing, lying to our parents, jackies house, benihana, Tony’s hammok, getting forked, staying out in the freezing cold... by force, Michaels porch, starbucks, x-mas parties, rollerblading in target, being dumb... just plain dumb, hansen, concert ban, gimp, monarchy, superbowl party, raping everything, “wrestling”, dancing lessons, cuter butt, cape may, po-po, padiddle/padiddle, hayride, pizzeria uno, water ice, walking EVERYWHERE, cookie fight, teaching everyone a lesson, “I get back times two”, locking Michaels out, the septon, disney trip, south street, shampoo, lifeguarding, cleaning bathrooms “just flush it with your foot”, spoiled, discount shopping, ordering food, “hey look outside... its snowing!!”, “I wanna go to St. Joe’s Prep”-Katie, cracking the code, stealing hats, being shady “shady Katie”, mooching, the slap, “money doesn’t grow on trees for everyone”, tiffany and co, smuggling, “just ask your sister.”, channel 6 mic, pretending to be michaela, juice packs, brownies, chucho, sexing the dog, meatball, park hopping, watching the news, the box of money, lipstick on gregs car,

*being friends forever through the good and the bad*
MELISSA & LAURIE

NEW YORK CITY....uh huh, center of the universe ~ "I just can't work under these conditions".

DIVA Laurie ~ Meeting Famous People
~ "Studying" ~ Sleepovers ~ Thursday Night TV ~ Food...esp. "The" Cake ~ Are we in Trenton? = 2 am ~ 70...295 What's the difference? (I don't see any exit signs) ~ Sweet 16 ~ Into The Woods...Adam Wylie...ESPN Zone ~ Phone Call during the opening number of Chicago...It's Jack! ~ The TONY's ~ Thoroughly Modern Millie ~ G Krispy Kremes ~ Crazy Nights at NYU ~ Swing Dancing ~ Tortilla Chips with Cheese ~ The Shore ~ Skiing/Snow Boarding ~ Broken Ribs ~ Natural Hair Color... Do We Have One?

BFF

"A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart, and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten the words."
Gillian & Lauren

- waffles-cvs sleepovers-camden song-bike rides-rollerblade2cuno-being honked on Rt. 70-shore sunburn-dawson creek nights-blackmail pics-how are you? Good thanks! (Chinese food)-more better-what time is it at-shave mitten-salt cookies-2soccer moms in a minivan-prom dress critiques-puff daddy-shampoo-mansion elevator incident-surprise parties-n sync-oh yeah-contests-6grade real-life project-98% concert-Fillohada-she has hair kinda tall-Lil' Calvin-sizes does the word pedestrian mean anything? -chicken hair-okay I'm driving, still driving-nose best feature-messy sundae-honking in the driveway-donkey- Penn's landing doesn't your g-ma live in jersey? -pointless morning jogs-6grade face in the cake-recycle bin singing contests-Frome essay marathon-attempt cooking at Goldrush's-soph newyears pickup-mall sushi-curly sue&steve madden-pediatric training videos-trampoline w/boots-European bathing suits-silent auction-Where are you located? Across from you?-therapy sessions-Bean ring incident-she's going to want it later-soph yr-sleep overs-inspiration/y grapefruit-explicit food court convo-jazz class-me or the fruit? -nervous game-mask face makeup-messy sundae-rootbeer,lionel,olive dislikes-spears obsession bala drive-missing street? Gillian!

"Best Friends are cross-your-heart-and-hope-to-die, good-times-and-bad-times, borrow anything, tell you everything, trust you with their deepest darkest secrets, always-and-forever friends"

Gillian & Shelby

My mouth is small Spanish Class Did I wake you? G-ma should turn on the lights Lake is that food-2 Truck driver 9 yr olds Almost jumped at game 8 Lactaid ice cream 8 shore drives (Folsom)-Convertible dancing 8 errands Shelby told me too! Girls just wanna have fun Venting emails 8 Broken cells 8 White t-shirt 8 Starbucks 8 drop off 8 Cheer camps 8 walking grocery boy 8 N's 8 B's 8 What's ur flavor? 8 Endless shore drives 8 Street 8 Rap dancing 8 flower setup 8 English pics 8 Shore shower 8 can go for 8 Target pretzel 8 Secret cd 8 Loehmann's 8 Same movies 8 Hair ribbons Made in Spain 8 I'm on the phone 8 ur being rude 8 Decorating houses (dad's gonna be mad) 8 Crying calls 8 Limestone 8 Alien pics 8 Bean ring incident 8 Shampoo 8 Bubble bath remedies 8 UCLA advice 8 guidance appts (Diane's) 8 5-13 Waiting 4 certain friends 8 If I ruled the world 8 White walls 8 Feeding bread 8 Short Hills next day 8 Opposite of gold 8 Sarcastic stick up 8 That's going 2b us yrs from now 8 Sharing clothes 8 Alex's 8 Nose up 8 head 8 Chill songs 8 Back corner 8 Reject leaders 8 Jannick lunch 8 cheer convoy 8 u could invite more ppl 8 Matching PJ's 8 He can't lift her 8 Don't bet Gillian 8 Annoyed convoy 8 "You could have said Gillian" (mb) 8 Shelby are u in the bathroom? 8 ...to fill 8 To do list 8 Driving ur car 8 See my foot 8 no socks 8 Cookie cake 8 Don't pretend u don't know me 8 B-day card shopping 8 church turnaround 8 you heard me 8 Tuna!

"True friends are the one that not only listen with their ears but also with their hearts"
Samantha —

Who would have thought that a teaspoon of Benadryl would be the beginning of a family?! We wish you love, luck, health, and happiness... today, tomorrow and always.

All our love
Mom, Stan, Sari, and Matthew

ALL 4 ONE AND ONE 4 ALL
ALEX, CHELSEA, JAY AND JACKIE

Kisses!... Stockton football... "You still haven't answered me!"... "Maybe... Maybe I'll go out with you!... softball catches... Jay's broken bones... squeezing... Alex's concussion... baseball season... DJ Jr... the J... spidey... hot pink shorts... spirit week... "He has such a nice figure!"... Michelle Branch... Zazu... Complicated... Mt. Misery... Chelsea fights... the glasses... Mrs. Cohen... Chelsea's cleavage... "Why are you scared out my dad?!... the ear... walks to lunch... pinching... the Giants... 100 grand... dirty dancing... truth or truth... Mickey D's... Jackie and Jay- first grade to marriage... stroodle... recess... "Pass it to Jackiel!... down on bended knee... Joy's class calls... Nicka... Boom Boom cornering Foxy... mind reader... "What is a tampon?!... "How do you direct it when you're standing up?!... the way you say "I love you"... "Saved By the Bell... "Make a straight face!... positions... dirty hints... guy advice... ticklish... puffy coat... late night talks... Shelley-Yo... JLo... part of the fam... going for the neck... shotgunning at Blake's... munchies... suck and blow... Stockton v. Sharp... spin the bottle... "Are you low?!... "Who's the girl this month?!... writing on the windshield... talks on the driveway... stop overs after school... ruggles... behind the shed... girlfriends for an hour... Alex going blind... Halloween in the neighborhood... granny-smith... "What should I wear?!... pushing in the pool... food fights... sweatpants and warm-up suits... Jack hugs... Chels kisses... blue bandana... text messages... grindin... Alex dancing...

Jay's tight tush... our boys... We're just best friends!!!
HEATHER and LINDSEY

"I would not leave you in times of trouble. We never could have come this far. I took the good times, I'll take the bad times, I'll take you just the way you are."

JCC Camps • hermit crab project • 3rd grade with Parker-Rock • Mrs. Hill "I've got my eye on you!" • old fogies • Clavis and Ida (Stein-Castonquay) • John and George • Wildwood • summer theatre "Don't fall off the stage!" • ya-uh-ah • Cooper School Student Council • President and Vice President • devil stix • furball • "fathead bit my ear off!" • D-2 • Willie Wonka • 3 Ninjas • blizzard of '95 • Lindsey never leaves • 6th grade sausage fingers • Lindsey as Blossom, Heather as Roseanne • "I don't want to be on the Deitra list" • "how Lindsey, your brother's hot" • Geraldo • D.A.R.E. play • P & K • the nerds • ex-principal "my used to love • CHELL King of Yankees • the Last Waffle • MOOSE EYES • that good old yahoo!" • rifle • overnights • the chocolate mitzvah: • Heather's bat horah • PacSun • Stacey to gymnastic • first boyfriend • mentioned) • with the • Bub • Mom- • Turkey Trot • "well look here, the same thing at the same time" • going to see the Goo Goo Dolls...three times • getting pj's for our birthdays • "Sharon Lubricant, thank you for standing so...yeah • "I am cheetah, would you like to touch..." • Mayda! • Skeeves on the Runway • feeding Lindsey dinner through a straw • Spanish 3A...enough said • Jr. Prom: does anyone want to remember?? • cruise to Mexico • Heather's big theatrical upset • "Your mom hates me!"

• BEST FRIENDS•
A Star In Our Eyes

We thank you for 18 years of...

Not being embarrassed to hang out with your older cousins...
For going to see the “G” rated movies because your little cousins wanted to come along...
For always striving to be the best you can be...
For bringing out the best in others...
For sharing your warm smile...
For expanding our horizons by being a member of Theatre...
For sharing your love of God everywhere you go.

Love your family!
We are so proud of you!
Gillian & Meredith

Cheerleading Captains~"We get a spirit stick every yr.-" "Whatchu mean you don't get it?"~gymnastics-us falling down~"Hey Gill, I'll spot you-" "Noo!"~private lessons~embarrassing dad moments~"Allu. Gillian, it's time for dinner"~driving on the curb to gymnastics~motorized scooter~constant carpools~q102~the horse~A.D.M.'s~pretzels~milkshake obsessions~brownies~our daily walks~gossip talks that turn into hours~1,000 phone call sleeper~dinner convos~roasted chicken~thanksgiving dinner~prom makeover~"Gill, like this color on me?"~coming over to see outfits~chinese food~secret adventure to 7 seas~being a clutz~hitting staircase light~breaking markers~popping rubber bands over laughter~tetris~guy talks~AZ&YA~driveway heart-2-hearts~"Karen, I think they're in your driveway talking"~secret friend~phone chains~lost bean~better than I know myself~morning talks~UCLA daily talks~nestea~Issy~crying phone calls~walks~drama~we look like S'hit~UCA nat'l~butts~tickling~pinching~running over~freaking out messages~Sharee~ADD flipouts~cheer cleans~Extreme routine

"Neighbors by chance, best friends by choice"

Cover up Definition and Alex Acting True 7 Lies 20 Min Convos Diary Kinkos SC Cds Parking Deca Quotes Hair Coming or Not

Gillian and Shara

*A friendship kept secret from the start,
true words spoken from the heart.
We hold something that no one else does,
secrets and feelings of our pasts—exactly how it was.
It matters not whether people know, it only matters that we do,
together, even in the hardest times we know we can get through.
We'll be best friends forever...wait, that's too easily said,
TRUE FRIENDS THROUGH IT ALL, how bout that instead.*

Look Who's Talking Smile: u might just like it. RI → IU
5 Ways to get to Florida Summer Letters The Poem
Love you! NO, love you more! Presidents Pens
"Let me stare at the wall and turn off the TV."
"Are you kidding me?" Emergency Root Canal
Directions Horses Liar Liar
Degrades your Credibility
Univ. of Utah- ESCAPE PLAN
Excruciating Pain
Erik with a "K"
Cheerleading Jokes
Softball Jokes Waiting to Spill

"They talk about us because we're different...we talk about them because they're ALL the same."
Ryan & Ashley

The jacket at Prime Rib...quack...your little princess...urban cowboy...restaurant contest...shuffling...walk-ins..."worst movie ever"...model search..."sup I'm Ashley"...Feb.
2/ March 2, 2002...Marley's boyfriend...beach in march...Ashley hating kayaking...mini golf...Ryan="I'm good at everything"...sleepovers...sparklers-bad idea...space between...action & action...tattoos...cheesy...shower video...Passion Crimes...paper football...Ashley not being good grammatically...ashley's 30 velour suits...green pumas...make-ups/break-ups...burberry everything..."makeovers"...fat russian chick and boyfriend...chinese food...blockbuster regulars...cider donuts...haunted hayride...being john malkovich-a walk to remember...can we name our kid that?...26 year pact...tickle fights...ryan's immature...tackles..."catch the football"...hula grill...wear your seatbelt..."I hate you" "really? I love you"...driving range...horrible music..."your mom hates me"...VetCamp...I'm NOT comfortable...sneak attack...workin' at the office...the mansion...shirley temples and picnics...nosehead..."you're a ____" "awww really? That's so nice"...football vs. ashley (football wins)...like a fox...

"Don't worry, I'll catch you.
Don't ever worry, you're still all that matters to me"

I Love you
MIAMI: KLAIRE PROOF! HA. MIKAL, CARLOS AND MARK... HOLLA ATCHA GIRL... EARLY! YOU DO IT! I DO IT! WE ALLL DO IT!!

Julie——
Wherever you go—
No matter what the weather
You always bring your own sunshine
Continue to love all that you do
And follow your passion.
Love Mom, Dad, Matt and Liat

Barri
We know what a special person you are.
Now is the time for the rest of the world to discover you.

We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Jodi
"Are you Karen’s cousin?” was the first line I said when I first met Antoinette, my true best friend. Even though when I needed her she was never home. I was sure with her, I’d never be alone. She was the smart one making good grades while it would be a miracle if I got any A’s. We haven’t had any classes together since 8th grade. My house, her second home, is where she usually stayed from family vacations to our sweet 16’s. Our fun pictures on "King Henry’s Feast" key rings. Cooking her pasta was a fun treat until she got sick & couldn’t get off her feet. We made up vocabulary when we were bored. Her mom always forces her to pray to the Lord. The year of 2002 brought us behind a wheel. Antoinette got in an accident she didn’t even feel coming out of her house. I’d always smell like fish her auntie is always cooking up some funky new dish though college may bring distance and keep us apart we will always be together deep in our hearts.

– Melissa
Meliss & Jen

"Apart or together, we'll be best friends forever"

JCC* nursery school* sleepover* artistic occasions* birthday parties* Barbie's* Ramah* picture of Melissa* different Elementary schools* Bat Mitzvahs* hebrew school* confirmation* Israel* hiding folders* bathroom chats* home room buddies* Melissa's* going* distance romances* Jen's local romances* senior 16's* Permits* co-ed* shady rides* home* smoothies and cake at the mall* Melissa jumping out of the car* flowers* glasses* teen tours* phone calls to Texas* Diane's* Starbucks* smelly car rides* Halloween 01-02* bunnies* trick or treating* licenses* "you better get back here with me!"* Turkey Trot* fights with the boyfriend* Bennihana's* meeting Boyz II Men* shopping in Jen's closet* BUBBIE* MORMOM* ETHEL* break-ups* summer boys* night before Penn State* Chappar* Penn State* Israeli phone calls to Melissa's mom* the favorite daughter* MUFFIN* driving Jen's car* problems with taken guys* Karaoke at Champs* Vito's* mith bros* eating* chasing the explorer* stalker drive-bys* within the groups* home for the holidays* Moulin rouge* Heaven* Blue Martini* philly runs* diets* "gym"* Prom 02* after prom* meeting the cops* is he anorexic?* blue crush* playing at the park* powder puff* Halloween 02* devils* Birthday celebrations* tanning* value suits* Melissa's* stalker* travel agents* DECA fashion show* Melissa's always late* Never making it to first football game of senior year* "Jen- I think I need to pull over* grapefruit brains* comfy outfit gone bad* senior English w/ the boys* senior lunch* 15 years of friendships still going strong..."
D. THURST, JEWELS, MULL, CARGEN, BRITT, RUTHERN.
LAUR, SPIVAK

SOCCER GIRLS CAN DO IT FOR 90 MINUTES IN ELEVEN DIFFERENT POSITIONS.

Cult, Frosh in mud, Viktors board&Magnets, U aren't referee u are clown.
Holey Smolley I almost ate a Bomblee Bee, Shayna...be serious, It is
tea, Ghettoess, Team Sleepovers, Bus Rides, Bailey's House, "The
Devil"-funnel, Warm Up Mix, Superfans, Mullins "bday party"-Jason's
appearance, Psych parties, Brawls w/ lil turds @ danyos, Intense
Practice...not, Karaoke/Boxing-touch, touch, Buzz falls in lawn chair.
Wu's basement parties 4 sheezie, Fresca+Vitos, Back 2 school dance-
Mull down w/ brown, Warm Ups, Ms. DiBrunos food, Jessie's house-
Danielle was that your mom,?, Boys+Girls How many hooks?, Late Nite
Mc.Donalds, Playin beverage games w/ JACKIE, "Beverage Pong" at
Wu's, Cutting Lickmens hair, Videos, 10-20-30 minutes, So simple...my
grandmother runs faster than u, I would not put u in if the President told
me, Blowin Lenape out of the water... 5-1, Mr. G kicked out of game
once again, Makin a ruckus @ Cherokee game, Mull-Losing memory, It
is about spirit, Loudest Team, Headcase Shayna...keep your clothes on,
Swimming at Miracolas, Boy/Girl Bonding, Drive 2 Corn Maze... Never
got there, Indoor-Beat Nitro + Turtles, Late Nite Drives in Bat Mobile,
Isolation at Lahns, Everyday Party in Parking Lot, Mull + Jason, Jack-
Wannabe member, Rankin Boys on top 10, "Ruff" practice morning after
Bailys, Canada ,Britt+Coach Round 1, Big Square, Money 4
"Soda", Tortu Where's the Party at?, BURPS, Beat...Everyone, Dying
hair-startin the trend, Choir on bus, What... Your Not Invited 2 The
soccer party, SENIOR DAY 2002
"Everyone hears what you say, friends listen to what you say, best friends listen to what you don't say.”

* Tony and Zara *

*Senora* Frosh Dance Dates *Barney* Peg Leg *Oral Presentations* *Pedro* Sharing Lockers *Double Stuf Oreo* Blow Pops *Trying To Find a Cotillion Date* Smith Brothers *DECA* Matt from Montville *Taxi Driver* Mixes *Blood Drive* & Months*

Alex & Gillian

Decisions <3 Signals <3 Stalling on the phone <3 New Years 2002 <3 Road Rules Monday night <3 John Leguizamos <3 Jr. Prom <3 Constant pinching <3 May 8th <3 Diane’s surprise <3 Endless chem notes <3 Football explanations <3 Soccer sign <3 Baseball hot dogs <3 Text messages <3 Serendipity, Spiderman <3 “Adios Muchacho” <3 UCLA <3 “Stop...Stop” <3 Push up contests <3 “Don’t expect” <3 Cheerleading debates (it’s a sport!) <3 Shelb’s shore house <3 “Just let it happen” <3 Salad works obsession <3 “That was a good one” <3 “I try, I mean thank you” <3 “You’re too much” <3 Lifehouse—everything <3 “I would never do that to you” <3 Ripping paper frustrations <3 Summer photo album <3 P.F. Changs <3 S’mores <3 Short Hills breakfast <3 No service <3 Triple dates <3 Too predictable <3 Trademark dirty looks <3 Vanessa Carlton obsession <3 Rolling of the eyes <3 Deformity <3 Constant cracking <3 Pink and black <3 “Love you more”

“A Part of you has grown in me and so, you see, it’s you and me together forever and never apart, maybe in distance, but never in heart.”
DAVE

CRAZY TIMES...

NADAV

AND GREAT FRIENDS
Jenna & Kira

Jenna: Thanks for everything you’ve done for me. Good luck next year and in everything you strive for. I love you.
Kira

"Having a sister is like having a best friend you can’t get rid of. You know whatever you do, they’ll still be there."

Sara Robin

As this chapter of your life comes to a close, we know wherever you go and whatever you do, success will follow.
We Love You Forever.
We Love You For Always
Mom, Cory, Grandma & Grandpa
XOXO
Our Dearest Melissa,

Congratulations! We wish you all the best at whatever it is you choose to do. We are so proud of you. We love you so much!

Love,
Dad & Mom

* melissa kristina *

Good luck in college. I'll miss you next year. I love you!

Love,
Jeffray
"Some of it's magic, some of it's been tragic, but we had fun all the way"

-Elena Shrayberman- Christine Lee- Shayna Spivak- Mara Solano-
- Kristen Cargen- Andrea Mylett

9/30/00. Todd's New Years party. 'Take off your belt...oops', 1/6/00. P.O.S. because we're cuter, e/s* fest. Shayna on lax- you've got mail! Mariten B fight. Shay jumped out window, butter for my rolls. 4 empty wrappers cobillion night with no one to claim. BVodks, NFG concert, shaved. Christines bed. Christine's guest room. Christines HOUSE SOPHOMORE YEAR CRAZIEST YEAR OF OUR LIVES. Quarters, dress up, video tapes. Wood's class, tris rave night, 3 A jolly rancher drinks, piercing Carson carpalldge. Shayna's fight, Christines's fight. Elena's fight, going 60 on Whyte. Shay's 15th, nakedness, chocolate syrup, whip cream bikini, losing Maras- found her in a bush, Carson's broadband dancing. 3rd pd. Math notes, run away Shayna, I'm too sexy for my diaper.

DMB, ash in ear and crick, kitche table, the stool, waking up in guest room with different clothes on. Texas Ranger, pee in bed. Zbars, Philly Blue Marini, polole bread. CL's 'special' sandwiches. Mark attack. Shay's bike rides. Johnson school-court. Cooper rooftop. Nasty Robert sleeping over every night. CL living with dad- absolute mayhem, dad upstairs- us downstairs, shady hooks. Dave DiEva in closet. Late night creepers, the red truck and the flashlight C and D saving us. Carson and CL trick or treating in January, bad ronnie. P-Nut's video taping skills, Chris R, random people showing up, flipping out on Alex Is Christine dying? night of straight conversation with Alex and Aaron. Elena's fight with Ug- I think he wanted to hit me'. crowd surfer in the kitchen, balcony jumpers. Boat crying outside while Stiletto's laughing inside with Elena. Ewok. Jeanie.

N I C O L E  A
PARTNERS IN CRIME

Rudy's, DECA-, Chase's house, major pizza cravings, fridge open= sip sip, Melissa your phone is ringing!, Lauren's sweet sixteen, Melissa's sweet sixteen, homeroom, long hair, fashion show= trip much, picture people, six flags, soph year= senior stalkers, trading clothes, im at your house: your at mine,
Greg L's house, 'things to see and people to do', Lauren aka driving instructor, Melissa's disappearance, Rachie the future cheerleader, younger men, our poem, Joe and the lawn donuts.

Bishop boys, basketball games, Greasers, hockey games, southern hospitality, egging ears, almost dying with Matt, roadtrip to Shawnee, Alisha's birthday party, ex-owe mistakes, Mr. Jackson's study hall, photo class, taddle tales

"Never explain yourself. Your friends don’t need it and your enemies won’t believe it."
ZAZ

Always keep your positive outlook – It will give you the energy to accomplish great things.
Always keep your confidence – It will allow you to take risks and not be afraid of failure.
Always keep your sensitivity – It will help you to understand and do something about injustices in the world.
Always keep your determination – It will give you the ability to achieve your goals.
Don’t be satisfied with less than all you can be, for you have greatness within you!

All the love and luck you truly deserve.
With love and pride,
Dad, Mom, Justin and Zowie

---

Kieron And Chantel

Good Luck Chantel in the rest of your High School Career. I know you will be successful. We have been through a lot. We fight a lot but we know we fight out of love.
Love from your Big Bro,
Kieron

Congrats to my beloved brother. I hope you continue to grow in whatever you may come across in your lifetime. Remember I always will care for you even though I may not show it.
Love from your little sis,
Chantel

Congratulations Kieron! You have come a long way from your days as a kindergartner to a middle school kid into a fine young man.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Matt, good luck next year!

We Love You

We'll Miss You

Gillian, our little princess,
from mornings at the Bret Harte bus stop to
cars that you thought would fly, to mommy
taking pictures of you every year the first day
of school, to National awards at DECA,
we are very proud of you.

Look out college!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Justin & Evan
Billie, Lisa, Renay

Beach trips, Club, Ian’s house, Pong Practice, Field Hockey, Summa Love, Billie’s Birthday Party—COPS RUN!!! Been the Explorer, Prom, Rowan, if you gotta a big ELEPHANT!!! Scott’s shore House, Trips to LB, Crazy car rides, home, Maryland road trip... oohh boy... Gimmy a quarter and ill do it again! Party of... S’FERN!!! Cruzin wit da kim, DJ Billie, Nays many faces. Lisa’s dumb comments. HOME VIDEOS!!! Ponzo’s, ponzo’s, ponzo’s, FUNFETTI!!! Im just tryin to find wut I need when id rather be... pickin weeds? Fake bake... uh ur orange? O.B. - OH BEHAVE!!! Whip cream, MLIB, SR... oh dear! Antoine’s, Vitae, Quiniplici, Cenyou, wayne, BILLA... you yet a Popsicle nay and we’ll show u how wut is this ur 2nd time... NO! like 3rd, R double R double C’im babysitting... come keep me company! I don’t wanna go to school tomorrow!!! I miss summer!!! Mamma, Jabberish... jibba wut!!! Renay’s yit, RICKY MORTON! Billie falling out of the tree... 3rd grade, Driving around aimlessly, Wow renay they’re big... yes I know! Billie’s my bodyguard! Omg can we please get chinese tonight? Sitings on our fat butts. Put my leg up? Yehhh like that! Rosemary!!! Lawnmower! ahhhh put that thing away! Lobby’s Mr. Ed... trust me ITS HUGE!!! “Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to explain. It’s not something you learn in school. But if you haven’t learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven’t learned anything.”
SARA-
"Chance made us Sisters, hearts made us best friends."

"Winter, Spring, Summer, or Fall, all you have to do is call and I'll be there!" Not only have you been my sister and best friend, but you have been an inspiration! I love you!
-Rachel a.k.a your baby sister
MARA AND ELENA
* SCHMOOS & DOOS*

Freshmen year, "Hey, you look like a philly girl", Mr. Weisner’s Class, sexy pics, Mara’s boyfriends, Mara’s locker, Sea Isle 00’, Elena’s Killer sunburn, BLIND DATE*, Nerr & Todd, Old City, Blu Martini, Static, Russian Party, birthday parties at Mara’s, crazy nights soph. year, 4/20-laughing until we cried, late night food at Mara’s, Latenight convos, In bed until 6:00 p.m, our doggies, Morning drives to school-making circles. Chem.Class "Oh! look, Mara got smart.", MADTv, "dances", Delaware river-Boat show, Elena always eating at Mara’s house, "aww, mara’s little stuff.", "I soo Sorry.", Florida, Bzzz, House fire, Dooos Magoos, Q102 concert, E’s piercings, Drama stories, LBI trip*, Junior Prom, Trick or treating, our ADD, Mara attempting to play hockey, "Do you have any food." "E...and everything else....

"Hey Mara I love ya!"
"Hey Elena, I love you!"

MEGHAN

MAY YOUR VITALITY, CHARACTER AND INTEGRITY BRING YOU SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS.

Love,

MOM & DAD
UN4GETTABLE

Matt "BLUE" Karpf

Gil "ASTRO" Herskovitz

just the 7 of us * tony's oatmeal * waterboy * football time * habby to be * my ish is highlighted * whatsa gain on * 106.9
rent a movie & watch a breveski * sou'wester which one is the east gym * daddies * thumps up * would would be a miracle * poncho man
mom's car * b-day at hooters * fridays b-day bash * hot-ish * the infamous basements * bond, james bond * mailman's razor * LWP
007 & 009 * safa * marston * NSAD * OSBAN * blue * 1 minman * being * sleepy * later glove * astro/nez/sneaky/hr james
chocolate & dirty panties * flight * concert * soccer game * bank * jungle...happy chappy...stubbs...equator...cw...bo...cheeba-wubba...muscies
emergency lax kit * also pick * hoops * madden * street * ad12 * gil's sink * nude in the rain * sleep & gulp * 5th period vs 6th period * butterface
brown bag * one day * stahl's dirty band * matt's dirty steering wheel * building bridges * the pencil * hate message * wrong number * worst concert ever
look at her buttocks * trip to target and cvs for protection * you tried to get on all of us * doory girl * shelby's boxing match * curb-side
freshman guy night * doc * je's cruces * sneaky operation * 7o-7o * bombdriggity * the boys * Donnie P's * osbourne * ruder's vocab shirt
lockdown * Wendys * only 32 more weeks * the lover * kosher montanas * courtesy curtain * gil is hooked up * fish that got away * medusa
bitch * ghetto hat * country club flip the peace sign * drew's sleep over playmate * belvy * bambi * l. nite * blue and pink blankets
the "clean" couches * record breakers

Drew "SNEAKY" Stahl

Andrew "REX" Ruder
"Within you I lose myself. Without you I find myself wanting to be lost again."

-Unknown

love (luv) n.
[ME < OE luvu, akin to OHG lüba, Goth. luba < IE base *leubh-; to be fond of, desire > LIBIDO, LIEF, LUST]

1 a deep and tender feeling of affection for or attachment or devotion to a person
Justin, Sara, & Josh

Insane in the membrane, studying billiards, ashy, the science experiment, broken hammock, pumpkin iron before cotillion, changing grandma, why are the walls moving back and forth! Dave Letterman, pirates booty, RENT, freshman dance, Dave, BNL, the triangle, community pool and tennis court, midnight neighborhood meetings, peeping tom

"I was just wondering if you'd come along to hold up my head when my head won't hold on"

Cathy and Ryan

9 day relationship...carmody english... (0-1) "studying is an unnecessary test of my confidence"... oc sleepover/surfing... frosh gsa(oh how the tables have turned)... cathy's a homewrecker... b.lowe's loveletters... josh's party-jenna hates me... ping pong (cat's one up)... brit-cat-brit-cat-jenna-cat/ryan-jake-ryan... late night tv/(nightcap)... I kissed a girl... cathy's 8 incher... the klein episode... starbucks... cathy's sound... ryan caught a softball with his shoulder... too-good/richert... asking the tunes guy for a cd... cathy's ugly tyedye shirt... joe's peking duck house... our tennis match... pong victory/defeat... becca's circle
"If you do the crime, you should be alive to do the time." "Standing up and skittles at lunch." "Only your mother cares." "Journalism isn’t supposed to be fun." "Mr. Lawrence, ow ow! (seashell necklace, shadow puppets)." "Mr. OJ." "Ms. Laslo." "Magellan." "Abortion wars." "Oh Canada" and the Grand Canyon. "I can see clearly now..." "Sins of the mother." "PSS." "Moulin Rouge." "Charlotte the Harlot."

"A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart, and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten the words."

♥ Liz, Susan, Holly, Sarah ♥
The backseat • I'm confuse-ed • Dirty Dice • nose dance • the ship • the cage • the rats • "burned into my retina" • 5 ½ year issues • "Jess's" sleepover • Ben Franklin Bridge...twice • car race • parking lot • lock out • Birch • Phineas Gage costume • Fernando • Bob's house • "get them out of there" • I want a boy without a... • the sausage • video tape • New Year's resolutions • instant replay • dirty towels • Kleiner, Kleiner, Kleiner • burglars • Amy & Lindsay: Cathy's adopted sisters • Jewish mom • CHA-LLAH • Twix Ice Cream & Pickles • houseguest • Pleasantville mom • Mama P • Dogma • shrimp & boogs • Sri Lanka • female dog • opposites • foot cramps • "save me from my date" • KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK • Cathy's 2nd room • pong champs • pine trees • 3 Musketeers • the frosh • coming soon... • AOL failure • late-night TV • cry night • math marvel • conference calls • and the list goes on...
Nicole & Angela

"A friend is someone who lets you have total freedom to be yourself."

Ms. Rappaports Class, 8th Grade Dance, Frosh Loves, Highlights, Frosh Dance, "Not that you would... but you could", The Trap, Marc Masso, Olive Oil, Landscapers, Anti-social beachers, Del Sols, Z-3's, Bussing, Hot guy at window, Club Sentra, FEVER, Deigo & Greeko, Backwards Sweater, "Baby I got your $", Greek Dancing, Agora, NYE 2000, Shopping in Closet, Car Shopping, Accident(s), Lesvos, Chewing Ice, AB Butt, "Attached at the Hip", Ferrets, Harry Gorilla, Miss Fish, McDonalds, Wendy's, Lost Clothes, Spandex, Alc, Frosh Lunch, Senior Prom, Ventnor Beach = Flash, Sharing Lockers, "Can you bend over?", Little Miss Drama, Frank, 1st Train Ride, Fryin' like potatoes", Cruel Intentions-LITERALLY, Trish Stratus Wannabees, Ang's Mom, Perky Butt, "No, you really don't understand!", DJ Richie-Rich, "What is she doing with herself?", Dana's- clubbin all the time?, OMG!, God Help us, The Rock, Casper's Sisters, Nastified, "Yo Speed Racer", "Woah there killer!", Roller Hockey Rinks, Ice Hockey Players, $ "Talks"!, and many more...

"I hope that you find what your after, & that all of your dreams come true, just remember I'll always be here when your yellow brick road turns blue."
Natalie elbowing Mr. Lawrence, "V-card", Changing on 7th Street, Penn's Landing, Over the bridge 3 times, Antisocial, Wearing the bad ones out, BB, E-dawg, The Bundle, 10 Second Man, Mr. 40, Stalking, Mandy, Trixy, Jolly Green, "This here gazebo", Mini-golfing, Getting stuck in the cave, Coyote Ugly, Walking home from school, Prom Limo, Barracuda, Punch Drunk Love, Charlotte's backyard, Should we bake?, Looking at

Charlotte, Jill, Natalie, and Susan
Minus 13 and counting...

Brittany & Justin

Frosh English/ Trick-or-Treating/ Dinner and a movie/ Area 2/ Ninja Turtles/ JIMMY NEUTRON!!!/ Sleeping on the couch/ Pool basketball in the dark/ Hot Tub/ Hooters/ Good Charlotte sux/ Justin making up stupid stories that don’t make sense/ Kenny hehe/ “You are the best!”/ Best friends/ Dropping the keys/ Big hugs/ “Hey, how are you doing?”/ “Justin, you need a tan.”/ Chesa soccer/ Jimmy with the white shoes/ Valentine’s day/ Powerpuff Girls/ Halloween dance/ Saving Brittany @ dances/ Beachin’ with Marlene/ Friendly’s/ Old Country Buffet/ Sclub 7 CD/ Lying to be cool is not cool/ Picnic game/ rides to the shore/ “You are awesome.”/ “Don’t hurt my Justin.”/ Manhunting/ 2nd mother/ spitting over the phone/ “can’t loose with Brittany’s picture in my shoe.”/ “I’m gonna rip your tongue out.”/ Talk Justin/ Wrestling Talks/ Coach Wright Talks/ Long talks with the parents/ Homecoming 2002/ The Plunger/ The Happy Birthday Jesus House/ Looking @ Xmas decorations and picking out our future home/ 13 ghost is not a comedy!!!/ Come over/ Tutoring for the Earth Science Final/ Trip to Haddonfield/ Bicycle Safety Video/ Almost dying/ Bad Religion/ 3 People in the front/ Leg Ransom/ Movie Rentals/ Justin’s dog throwing up on me/ Raving/ Your Smile Makes Me Feel Better... <3
LISHY, ZOOEY, AND ADLA
ADAM YANIV, DAVID JONATHAN, AND
LAWRENCE BENJAMIN

Mammy Mammy and more Mammy, lil z, ggget out of my house, "cocoa sit," play hockey Yaffa, Roxy, Buddy Lee, No Dave, Poor mans, BB Freshamn, Archer, the game, Gatewoodia, Reject of the world, weird kid, graham cracker, What up Nelson?, Holla, July 4th, What do you say at a Dead concert?, Moron, R U L E, Zuares doing Ja Rule, Fan club (he could be your hero), American dream, secret shake, Coffeeworks, FSU Girl, Sy vs. Saba Goldin, FRANK RULES, super high fives, Bonzi Budd, Ping pong talk, Dave is Gore, the kipster, he has the biggest muscies ever, yeah...ok, Adler's Bar Mitzvah video, flippin and floppin, you never know what they're gonna do, zuares weiner room, MORE FUN (quite possibly the greatest cinematic line ever), Adler's infamous date line: "I don't know." Skinny Adam Merleno, Maccabi Tel Aviv/ Haifa, My dude Irv Gotti, Matan wants in, Are you kidding me? Scary drunk guy from subway, 2001 76ers final, applying at Master Wok, winning Disney game, Bionce hooking up with my cheek, funnin', Dispatch, Guster, Counting Crows (greatest band ever), You're an idiot, a stout 130, fiaiier, zuares' feet, zooey psycho analysis, 20000 miles?, dynasty, Saving Silverman, apathetic Adler, aflac, it's a long walk home, Maya why did you poo poo?, the worst pain ever but I kinda like it, give me a hug buddy, the adler walk, just assume I hooked up with them unless I say otherwise, Brit Boi, NiceGuy, Blue eyed beauty, long haired beauty, and finally because he's my zooey.
We don't have to change friends if we understand that friends change.

Lauren & Melissa

& Nicole!

Michelle & Tim

~April 10, 2002~

The Escort- South Street; Behind Target- Pleasantville; Rat Race- Gray/Green Pants; Gap sweatshirt- behind the staircase; hitting the pen in the gym; sledding- candy bubbles- monster truck rides- Ocean City- Atlantic City souvenirs- coloring books- Incubus "I miss you" (our song) Michael Jackson; hand washing obsessions- Bunker Hill Park- our tree- Study Hall in the library- "Pee on me"- tournaments- swim meets- Bullygop- woodshop- coffe- Atlantic City- Myrtle Beach- Prince- Poaty Tong- Willowdale nights- "Mama- Wildwood- cakes- chocolate banana drinks"
"Ann and Erin"

She's pretty, but weird
- Brown-eyed girls
- the big red bow
- who's that screaming out there?
- traffic person
- swim challenges
- fried chicken
- and a white girl
- spit getting thrown in the pool
- Toe shoes
- dance recitals
- Mulan

"Chance made us friends, hearts made us sisters"

- Putting up the Christmas tree
- Harassing Bonnee
- Chanukah - I want to eat you!
- report cards, don't tell!
- it's okay, no one's naked!
- synchronized swimming
- rent
- BFF

- trying to go clubbing
- Family feud
- street fighter
- baking cakes
- burning Erin
- we can't even make pudding!
- bad movies
- Ann can drive!
- the remote
- fighting
- 4th of July

Yahoo!
Black Twinkies

Hours of convos...
yet there's always more to talk about
Getting away with murder
The 6th member
The Pres &
The Editor-in-Chief

"Ugh...sooo typical"
The starring Indian boy

Trips to Philly
Late-night attempts to study

Do I even want to know what time it is?

Cookie dough
Hey Poops!

"Wake me up in 20 minutes...ok?"

Post-SAT pedicures
Dancing @ Wawa
Crawling out of bed
Junior Prom...
The dreaded c-word

The story of our life: Five more minutes...
(Not to mention shadiness @ Starbucks & the woods)

Angry Women
Music
Urban Outfitters
Jay Fox

There will be an empty place in our hearts without you.


You’ve always made us proud. We’re gonna’ miss you something awful, but the best is yet to come.

Much love always,
Mom, Dad, Ali & Zach
"I'll remember you when I’ve forgotten all the rest
You to me were true, you to me were the best
When I’m all alone in the great unknown
I’ll remember you"
- Bob Dylan

Bret Harte softball • quiet 3rd baseman and overpowering shortstop • Saginaw in ’93 • Beck basketball • Callaghan • super scrubs • “she stole my pants!” • Shana’s nose • getting buff at the J • going out to dinner • 8th grade trip to Great Adventure • 8th grade Spanish and English • surprise party • gimp birthday dinner • Freshman softball • Freshman dance • basketball dates • March Madness 2001: DUKE! • Concerts—Dave, Indigo Girls, Guster, Tegan & Sara, and Dispatch • hot tub parties • Guster @ Penn • volleyball games • Junior lunch table • apple stickers • making fun of Shana’s music • CD mixes • falling asleep • smoothies • Muffin and Trudy • Wendy and Larry • borrowing the shoes • makeup • camp stories and pictures • late night water ice runs • New Year’s 2000 • buying oranges • late night phone conversations • Blood Drive • TMJ • fishing trips • Thursday tv • Wannabe Easy Macs • birthday presents? • man in the bathroom • Barri playing music • Drop Dead Gorgeous • wax fruit • surprise sweet 16 • driving around • singing along • and this is just the beginning...
Jess • April 26, 2002 • Vince

The first time I saw you, I knew it was true, that I'd love you forever, and that's what I'll do. You don't know what you do to me, you don't have a clue, you don't know what it's like to be, me looking at you.

Maybe perfect doesn't exist but we are perfect for each other • Car rides(7 or 8) • August 9th(red rose pedals) • Late nights/Early mornings • 3am wake-up • Usher concert • work food • Dude's • Margate • calling early and at 5 exactly • Seth Green day • Copalas • Flowers • Our CD • Abusive waverunner w/Billy • Super Nintendo • I like everything about you... • Dad: “Come up for air.” • Domey Park • timmy, know what I mean 5z • skierunp • Wawa cheese • May 10th • railroad • feet up • win b/c I'm the girlfriend • 22 for now • Vince's nose • cards & notes • puppy & tigger • “Okay punky” • our noodles • spongebob failure • I didn't think I had a chance w/you.” • “Are you retarded??” • watching the stars • locked out joke on Nate • our book • walls of pictures • goodnight routine • wake-up calls • toasted coconut donuts & sushi • Differences(Ginuwine) • our only wish all the time • Wildwood • I love you...MORE!!!

Horoscopes:
9/12/02 — Vin — Your relationship is worth so much to you. You wouldn’t trade your lover for anyone else in the world. In your intense happiness, you’re creatures of light and heat. Love is the answer to all the questions you’d ever ask.

Jess — You look at your significant other with new eyes, remembering what attracted you in the first place. You still like what you see. There may be others in the world that you appreciate aesthetically, but you’ll never leave someone who’s so right for you.

9/20/02 — You’re together because you believe in each other. You’ll never get tired of gazing at this lovely face.

Romance is a constant in your lives. Neither of you would want it any other way.

10/29/02 — Vin — This is the best relationship you ever had. And probably the last you’ll ever need.

Jess — You’re so lucky to have someone who’s this devoted to you.
Christine and Todd

7th grade bus stop, sleepovers, walkie talkies, Todd's bar mitzvah, Christine grounded every night, microphone in the bathroom.

Todd in chicken suit, Todd cooking the fish, Todd's impressions, Andrea and Christine torturing Todd in the shower, painting each other's faces, Todd's surgery, arm wrestling with Christine's dad, the shore, fear of tomato pieces, 8th grade dance, Mr. Wright, Mrs. Feeley, Mr. Colton, Mr. Wood's class, the bruises, Christine beating Todd up, pinching, biting, the video dressing up Lu, Ziggy, Oliver, Ozzie, Ewok, Todd's basement, the bar, New Years '00, Todd shining the red laser into Christine's window, sneaking under the deck, Todd chasing the ice cream man, 6 a.m. walks in the morning, abandoned houses, building the snowman, Christine falling out of the back of the mom's car, "Great idea Todd", Todd's grandma's get away car with Elena's salsa, plucking eyebrows, painting belling, Todd's dirt bike- Christine over the hill, sharing the families, the midget at Loew's, Ventricle, crying to each other, Todd=Tiffany=suspension, Todd eating over every night, make up tips, Todd telling his mom everything, Mrs. Rasner covering for Christine all the time, Todd's advice, bribe' strips, peeling and blaming it on Ewok, You Don't Know Jack, "Christine, I think I'm in love with you", Cat named Biff, Neoperoski, Coddith, ear piercing, sessions in the basement, crossing the almost frozen pond, Putz's Tuxes, Korea Garden, Korean market, Jack and Jill, tipping the cance w Todd's cousin, Medford Lakes, Hanukah Bush, Weeshnabur, Eastern State Penitentiary-Todd lost once again, stretchy face, "I'll meet ya halfway" karaoke, Todd wiping his snot, suspended for licking chipmunk's hair...

Todd- you have been a brother and best friend to me the past 6 years. You've been my family ever since the first day I met you. Your friendship means everything in the world to me and always will. We've watched each other grow up, and luckily we haven't grown apart. No matter what happens in the future I will always be here for you. Our memories are unforgettable, and thank you for all that you have done. I can't tell you how much you mean to me, and I truly do love you with all my heart. You will always be my bestest friend. Love- Chrissy

Christine- When looking beyond you hitting me, kicking me, and completely torturing me I will always love you. You once said to me (in one of our little convo's) that no matter where I was or how far away I would be and no matter how much trouble I was in you would be there for me right by my side. That was six years ago and it has proven to stand true. You are the best description of a best friend and what all friends that are really friends should be like. You are very special to me and I love you. O yea I almost forgot, if anyone ever messes with you girl all ya gotta do is pick up the fizzozone and someone will have two broken legs. Love, T.O. double dizzle
ANDREW RUDER

May your sense of humor and high spirits bring you happiness.

May your hard work in the future bring you nothing but success.

May you use your passion for fairness to always do what's right.

And come what may, may you find a way to know your heart's delight.

Best wishes for college and the world beyond Cherry Hill!
We love you!!

Mom, Dad, Ben & Rachel
Kate,

You are the best sister in the world. It's been so awesome living with you for all these years. Even though I told Mom to take you back when you were born, I'm so glad she didn't. I could not have asked for a better person to be my little sister. No matter what, you are always there for me, and I'll always be there for you. Good luck next year at college. I know you'll do great.

Love,
Rob
Jenny & Rachel
Mango tree ~ Bowman ~ Science Fair ~ Jungle Box, Baking Bread ~ ROD Club ~ Mushy Tushy Its ~ Karpfein Inc. ~ Selling Stuff (just because) ~ Halloween Costumes ~ Art Museum ~ Birthday Parties ~ "The Shed" ~ Medford JCC ~ "The trees are very green..." ~ Kindergarten @ Kellman ~ Sleepovers ~ The underground tunnel ~ Welcoming the neighbors ~ Fun w/computers ~ Trips to the library ~ Walking to school ~ Driving to school... some things never change!

Old Friends are the Best Friends

Jenny, Steve, & Jordan

Memories: Stunt shows, Tummy HAHA, crouch and jump over objects, Mr. Barry's class, Red Pencil, Making fun of Jordan, Star Wars, Tiger Schulman, Steve's imitations, Making cookies, Super-pop, Jungle-Jims, Magic 8-Ball

Memorable Quotes: "Jenny, it's stuff like that!" "Yub-dub," "Jenny, ENOUGH!" "Meesteyr Nayshon," "I liked my salads pure," "I reign supreme among the villagers."

Then

Now

"Tee-hee," "Hey bebe."
"Jordan, why don't you talk to me in public?"
"Jordan, where are you?"
"I'm in bed."
"Jordan, it's 8:30!"

What would we do without each other?
It all started with one random IM & some soggy pasta...then came the same adidas shoes, curly hair comparisons, our oboe and piano duets, Sara's demo that changed Jenny life, Jason & Adam, Chaverim, Truth or Dare, Ralph, Back Massages, Writing notes, Tickle-me-Elmo laugh, working out @ the JCC, going to the movies, Trips to CVS, Mr. Rabic @ Beck, Niagra Falls & Lake George, "I just want to be friends again...it takes two to tango," Top 5, Jelly Bellys, Winnie the Pooh & Bugs Bunny too, Band Camps (Interlochen, EMF), the drummer, Applebee's & the Ritz, New Year's '98, '00, '01, the double-date (You can't take it with you), Oliver!, Bare Naked Ladies Concert, Sara's 87 cell phones, Jenny's use of 87, Jenny's iBook, Frosh Wind Ensemble, Mr. Yurko & the generations of Wind Ensembles, Jenny's crush Sara already knew, our stalkers, "Just tell him you're not interested!", booty calls...

Art Club backgrounds & entertainment
Junior Prom Anticipation...

Unwavering devotion...
BFF
Susan and Natalie

"I'll lean on you and you lean on me and we'll be okay" ~ DMB

Rockets in 6th grade ~ Mount Misery ~ Being ghetto in 8th grade ~ Beck Bus ~ Awkward phases ~ Prince William ~ 10 things ~ Oh Hello ~ Natalie "talking" songs to Susan ~ Talking in third person ~ Dave ~ Our first concert ~ BOJ/BB ~ World Civ ~ Walking into things ~ "How you doin?" ~ Successful stalkers ~ Los dados ~ Snot rockets ~ "Natalie corrupted me" ~ Susan's driving ~ "you're drifting!" ~ Jolly Green ~ Natalie's odd phobia with amputees ~ The pet cemetery ~ Freshman lacrosse ~ Belly ~ button violation ~ New Year's ~ Singing 80's songs ~ "who else can I act this stupid with?" ~ "Susan, you complete me" ~ "Natalie, tear". 

Grease in 7th grade ~ Risky Business ~ "what's that song?" ~ Brownies without eggs ~ the summer of the woods ~ battery-powered hair dryer ~ Winter track ~ Nelly ~ the nickname for the Merlot wine ~ BB, threesome girl ~ T. recrim boy ~ D-squared ~ Annoy 1 and 2 ~ AB ~ TH ~ Donnyboy ~ 10 cents ~ Ann ~ 10-second man! ~ BB ~ LB ~ Reconstruction ~ Amos 'n Andy ~ The Rock ~ looking and stalking ~ the night our summers crossed ~ "there is a Knight!" ~ Dead end streets and gated communities ~ the "Hey Jill, you look sicky! I've been going for!" ~ them ~ walked into a pakefets ~ spring rain ~ in a fight? ~ "Well Jill would bored!" ~ satisfied like a Snickers ~ checking the pollen count in history ~ our corner ~ "I'm taking a swim in Lake Me" ~ bad movie ~ Wait, it's not all about me! ~ Easy access I don't touch bones ~ no one touched me at Penn State ~ the tree only bends one way ~ Jesus ~ Jill's dad ~ Jill's Dad doesn't remember the 70's ~ Wahoo's ~ Wawa with change ~ Jill's Secret in the hot tub ~ fruit & yogurt obsession ~ Target runs ~ hot irons named Alberto ~ C-Span/Getty ~ best quote ~ "Jill, I'm leaving BB's house right now!" ~ Princess Diaries ~ how many times? ~ to sum it all up... BOYS SUCK!
Ameetha and Jill
'I'll lean on you, and you lean on me, and we'll be okay.

Pizza Fries - Goo Goo Dolls Concert - "You're so cute." "I hate you!" - Fresh Dance - Jimmy Eat World - Wendy's - Tunes - Running red lights in the rain - "Swede!" - movies - Shopping for Fungus and eating ice cream on the curb - FOP - Velveeta Cheese - 10 minutes of sanity - locker meet-ups - Applebee's - Scary Movies - Strawberry - "Call Boys" - 8th grade dance - "online" - Old Navy - The Fast and The Furioso - Kinko's - Frosh Health - King of Pizza - Jill's search through the glove box - "Friends" - White Cheddar Popcorn Crisps - Falling Asleep in Marthom Diner - Shopping - "Dude!" - Phone Convers - Altoids at Acme

Jason
*Don't tell mom *Let's wrestle*
*Take note* The Godfather*
*P.S. I can't stop eating*
*Trips in the Beast* Blue Chairs*
*Can I borrow some money*
*Goin to Starbucks "to do homework"*
*I was worse than usual this year*
*We'd better leave before he gets home*
*I have the teachers that hated you*
*Diet Dr. Thunder *Quoting Movies*
*I shouldn't be online. Me either*
*A hole in the wall*
*Online Grammar Lessons*
*You're struggling*
*You forgot to pick me up again*
*Trying to beat your SAT's*
*Wrestling season at the Dinapolis*
*Uh oh we're in trouble again*
*You sure we should do this? *
*We're late *You're crazy*

Love, your favorite sister MEGAN
GEORGE!!

Congratulations on four great years at East! We are so proud of your accomplishments, but most of all, that you have matured into such a wonderful person.

We love you so much! Mom. Dad and Andrew

Amy, never let anyone get in the way of your dreams! You can do anything you want to do. Set your goals high, and strive hard because in the end, I know that you will all ways succeed. Always remember your friends and family because we will always be here in the end.

Love, Nicky
A Forever Friend
Sometimes in life,
you find a special friend;
Someone who changes your life
just by being a part of it
Someone who makes you laugh
until you can’t stop;
Someone who makes you believe
that there really is good in the world
Someone who convinces you that
there really is an unlocked door
just waiting for you to open it.
This is a Forever Friendship
Your forever friend gets you through
the hard times, the sad times,
and the confusing times.
If you turn and walk away,
your forever friend follows.
If you lose your way,
your forever friend guides you
and cheers you on.
Your forever friend holds your hand
and tells you that everything
is going to be okay.
And if you find such a friend,
you feel happy and complete,
because you need not worry.
You have a FOREVER FRIEND for life,
and forever has no end.

Ashland days–Preschool–Horace Mann–Halloween ’90–JJ
and PJ–Matt’s biggest mistake–wrestling–Stone
Cold–Fosters Kangaroo–Brandy and Billy’s Haunted
house–Heather’s surprise party–Wildwood ’02–Trish’s
trampoline–Matt’s feet–Stunners–Playing hiding seek–the
creek–the baby bird–We have been friends for
17 years now and we will remain friends
forever.
CONGRATULATIONS

AMANDA

Your family is very proud of you. No matter what you do, we will always be behind you, supporting you all the way. We wish you the best in achieving your hopes and dreams. We love you tons and tons.

Mom
Dad
&
Sandra
CONGRATULATIONS,
JASON!

We’re so proud of you. Best wishes as you continue your journey.

WE LOVE YOU!
Mom & Dad

Sara,
You can carry the show! And oh, what a show it has been. You have honored us...Delighted us...And given us infinite joy. As you go forward, we know your special qualities will grace many, many others. The future IS yours.

We love you,

Mom, Dad and Zachary
Matt and Shana

1st Boyfriend - 1st Anniversary Party - Cupboard - Sixers - Teaching Matt how to Aaron Gaynor - 8th Conversations - 8/19/94 - tucked in Saxophone - Hanging Basketball - Camp the Bell - Jenna's New Mom Magnet - Cake The Breakup - The "SilverSkye" - Muffins - Senior Lunch table - Golf carts - Shabbat at Camp - Chillin in the Canteen with Zim - Driving! - Getting Cars - Advice - Sega - Physically injuring Matt with Shana's braid - The Shames' - Dads' work together - The Matt Box - Sharp dance - The Camp Contest - Matt's guestroom - 1st person to know... and many more to come!

"We'll Be Friends Forever, Till The End Of Time." - The Zack Attack

And the days went by like paper in the wind. Everything changed. Then changed again. It's hard to find a friend like you." - '90-????

Downs Farms - Building tents - "Katie can't see without her goggles and glasses on!" - Saving Natalie from Herbie - Cap babies - blowing up your bathing suits - playing games on the sidewalk - Softball games - CCD - Apple picking - Alter serving - Beck - Good Times in Bio - Fun with balls - Fly Lab - Competing grades - JR Health with MR.K (his fav class) - Lacrosse - Natalie's first weekend driving - Lifeguarding - cheating on the lifeguard test - walks back to East - JR Prom - "We look hot!" - Frosh lunch - Fights at lunch - lunch with Ryan - Tug of War - Silly Antics - Sweet Sixteen -
Everyone knows everyone!

"I love working with peas." "Sam's shoe plants" "Mother person"

"It's wake up John 6/1 in a fluorescent vitamin" side effects of Salvia-dead! "Capricorn queen" Some show! Timeing Indian Walkers "I hear someone in you"

"Sam"'s drunk everything on Friday - one constant: 80s "Mr. Sam's wonderful show!"

A man walked into a bar. "Nice!" "U.S. Fastest, persistant, perm k-hala" "Bitch et"

Frechies are cool "Engineering/businessman dad" "Sam's Columbia potential" "Wanna-fight" "Short 6's club" "Gatsby's baby" "Mr. B's many men!" (O. J. R-J) "Firooz Boys" "Too many 8 Sam, how can you handle it?" "Easy" "Shady neighbor" "The crew" "Libyshno"

"Master P" "Lalakrishna" "Shady" "Chillen" "Deeepak" "Rahul" "K" "The mastermind" "Virat" "Bhoo- anat'ilala, Lalana mode right!" (mostly pulling/kings of comedy)

"Brianna is... jar raj's brother" "Pottery barn"

Meanie! "Morning grooves" "Swing!" "Swing!" "2nd" "Going to college in farm!" (8's going to Dreesly prom deal "The dress!" "Dolphin drawing for physics!" "It's the fast baby ride for k!" "Slippers to store!"

Laxshya: "Is this true?" "K calls everything!"

we're never getting married! "K: can I have your prom deal?" "Visiting colleges" we won't get into "Living" at each others houses! "What's spooky" "perms" "OK" "Swimming with shorts, karthik/carpel"

"Being a teen! Whiteboard friends list!" "Daddy! BI-sy!" "AnA what a B" "made!" "Nik's date!" "Gotta get your license K!" "Sanat's date! smart!" R.I.T. "Sam going to bad early!" "K's senility" "Sam and dancing!" "What they do to lobsters!" "Wine!"

and other parties! "Maya akaвро" "Tagore adventure."

"Sam's birthday!" "Time to come a that one called sleep out!"

Profile on love "shat up!"
CONGRATULATIONS LAUREN

Love: Mom, Dad, & Lindsay

It's been an unbelievable pleasure and privilege to accompany you on your journey to young adulthood. Watching you experience, learn, and ultimately master everything you undertake with your unique focus and drive has truly inspired not only us but all of those you have touched. As you prepare to embark on this next phase of your journey, we know you will continue to pursue your goals with that same focus and dedication. Our hope is that your future holds even greater promise and joy and that you look back on these early years with fond memories to which many more will be added in your long, healthy, happy, and successful journey.

Laurén & Lindsay

Lauren

We have been through sooo much together over the past 14 years. From play fights to real fights we have done it all. I am going to miss you when you go off to college. As much as I hate to admit it, it's going to be weird not having a sister around the house to talk to whenever I need a friend. I LOVE YOU!!

:::Lindz:::

"If you don't understand how a girl could both love her sister dearly and want to wring her neck at the same time, then you are probably an only child."
True Playas Can Dance

Jackie & Justin

sister’s Wedding-80′s central - Justin-Bad Cotillion Date - Jackie-Ugly Cotillion Outfit - Super Volleyball Tournaments with Jesus and Sam Tremble - Jackie’s leg - Jackie’s hair - little boy - Hals - Driving Shotgun w/ 3 people in Justin’s Wagon Almost Dying - Who put pepper in Jackie’s cake? - Justin hearts Good Charlotte - Bad Religion concert - K = Jackie = BFF - Conestoga Texaco = best gas ever - Justin + Jackie’s Mom = BFF - beating Jackie up - Parent’s Day w/ Jalen - Hot Tub Parties - Going on a picnic w/ Brittany - Jackie’s mom thinks Justin’s gay - Foosball - Coach Wright hates Jackie - Manhunting - NOT going to Shampoo - Flying Kites - Uno’s - Falling asleep on Justin’s Couch - Basketball w/ Justin - Rugby + Beach = road trip - Lucha con los fat checkers - Midnight swimming in Society Hill - the Escort’s Escort

Holly & Erica

7th grade ’98 ~ seriously, I know, right ~ movies ~ discman ~ Mr. Lawrence ~ Rhea Styrer ~ attack dogs ~ jr. prom ~ vbball ~ ”8-Team” ~ The Beast ~ Dan + knife = dead Holly ~ tents ~ rugby ~ 22-0 ~ Dancing Queen ~ last match ~ crushes ~ Cinderella ~making shirts ~ Holly ~ Erica in Chem ~ toothpicks ~ burnt popcorn ~ “Your bf actually likes me!” ~ Hollish & Rico ~ Mulan ~ tastes like candy ~ Monty’s ~ Friday’s ~ “I don’t think I can go home” ~ Starbucks’ ~ devil 6 angel ~ Vicky’s Secret ~ Who should drive tonight? ~ mailbox ~ Backwards notes ~ cracking shoulders ~ forever ~ We have an amazing friendship that continues to grow everyday.

Katie

“YESTERDAY BROUGHT THE BEGINNING, TOMORROW BRINGS THE END, BUT SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE WE’VE BECOME BEST OF FRIENDS.”

“DM and Shampoo, sparkle sparkle, le’s no so spot, D. bob, DEREK, Mario Kart, Adam, “I spell Katie the same way” caterpillar?, FRIEEEEND??, FAT MAN IN A LITTLE COAT, FAT MAN DRIVES A MOTORBOAT!, gwar!!, Fun times at Jackie’s, New Years, Katie, Lindsey and the Olsen twin new years, Water boat attacks, Go Cart Racing, Go Michaela, Peeking in the parking lot (Justene), Lindsey’s Birthday Party Water gun soda can pyramid, The Shore (Looks like Mexico), Stuffing in cars, CYCLOPS!!!, THE LIST (GO Lindsey!!), Rolie Polie Ollie/Breast tissue,Vomit, Tunes and Tunes men, Hermphrodite, Stealing letters, scavenger hunt, Offroading at the Ritz, Sugar packet face, Batman beyond, Dunkev, Moon walking in the snow, Road trips, Dragonboat, two-timing, Mexican men, ditching, 24-7 drama, Christmas party, random target visits, vandalizing cars, JOE, attempted raped, Ten is better than two- Faz, no honey no money, “We can’t hear, can you turn around, I mean turn up the volume”, Icerman George, Ocean City Day Trips, Christina Aguileras “Money doesn’t grow on trees for everyone”, DF Lifeguarding, Stalking, “Michaela why do u have to work??”, The CORNER Bistro, Michaela going on the ball by herself, little red head boys, Maggie and her trip, Fat Mags, The Watcher, The Matrix X 10, Fight Club, Jack Ass- Lindsey Shut up!, “I love to touch his bearded face, it takes me to a higher place- Jesus 4eva!”, CCC, Friday Night Live, “You go to Stockton Elementary??”, hot Twins, Elephant man, Librarian, OMG Look how ghetto they are!!”, Lindsey aka name that Tune Superstar, Sundaes, Manhunting, rapping Santa Clause, random Christmas carols, Michaela’s porch, YMCA, basketball, Wrestling, Katie The Greatie, no slap or tickle o’ the wenches!, South Street, "Guys, I hit a pedestrian!", Boys suck, “Kate, I need a man”, How you doin’, Scavenger hunt... pizza sign for what?!?, exchanging christmas gifts, “87 Nova, “I got accepted to Vermont!”, CAMELTOE, the Ankles fight, chopsticks, JMJ, big wooden flute
Dearest Dave,

You are our one and only Jerry Lewis, Einstein, and Mr. Magoo all rolled up into one. We couldn't be more proud of you! You make us smile every day!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Rob

---

Erica & Matt

Freshman Year ~ Matt Who? ~ Lord of the Rings ~ 3 1/2 Hrs ~ Zelda ~ Move Your Seat ~ Move it Again ~ Spanish ~ English ~ Señora Morris ~ History ~ Dibiasi ~ Running ~ Hockey Rink ~ I can drive! ~ Homework Planner Graffiti ~ Paper Football Notes ~ Hey, how 'bout that? ~ Super Venuto ~ Are you dating A brother? ~ Big Ep: "You're not dating my girl with hair like that." ~ Michelle Branch ~ Jr. Prom ~ It fits! ~ guns ~ Do you have tickets to the show? ~ 10:00 ~ You should go ~ No., really, you should go ~ 12:00 ~ Conversations online ~ 22,995 ~ Butterflies ~ Jay & Silent Bob ~ Hey, why don't you stop singing? ~ "Hey guess what today is."

"Monday?" ~ We make a set! ~ "Welcome to being my boyfriend." ~ Mrs. Robinson ~ "Ey, you like-a da _____" ~ Sicilian ~ Back of Mr. Erickson's Van ~ Chemistry ~ You sit short ~ Hey why don't you stop closing my mug? ~ Stop saying bonjji ~ Vite Vite! ~ "I Wanted To Be Like You"
YO BRO, we've come a long way. We've been thru the bad & good. Not only do I consider u my brother, but ur truly like my bestfriend, my other half. When I go away to start a new beginning in life, I'll worry bout u man! I'm always gonna b here 4 u, and anytime u need ur big sis, I'll b ther! And jus remember when things get tough, never EVER give up. (take that advice from a pro, bro!) Never 4get me, I <3 u!!!

TRUE, true we came a long way, we've been through so much 2gether, since we were itty bitty babies till now. When u go away u don't have 2 worry bout me, jus stay focused on ur goal in life. I'll miss a the dayz & nights we CHILLED, sum how i'll get by. If u ever need me u kno where 2 find me (til i'm 18' LOL) I'll always b here 4 u sis! So... have fun & keep in touch. Love, ur brother
Connie Melissa Rachel

“What is a friend? It is a person with whom you dare to be yourself... She does not want you to be better or worse. You do not have to be on your guard. You can say what you think so long as it is genuinely you. She understands those contradictions in your nature that lead others to misjudge you... You can avow your little vanities and envies and hates and vicious sparks, your meannesses and absurdities and, in opening them up to her, they are lost, dissolved on the white ocean of her loyalty. You can weep with her, sing with her, laugh with her, pray with her. Through it all and underneath—she sees, knows and loves you... What is a friend? Just one with whom you dare to be yourself.”

—C. Raymond Beran

Maria❤carmen❤raquel❤melissa❤con-ca❤racl❤missy❤UConn❤re-ca-ca❤missa❤bissa❤conshocken❤erothy farrig❤missa❤connys❤ra-chel❤mayleea❤con-ca❤farrigama biggams❤melly❤belly❤roochel
Dear Josh,

Congratulations on a great four years! Best of luck in college. We will miss you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Brett & Andrew

Friends
Always...

- Meeting freshman year
- Anything goes
- English class
- Studying every night on the phone
- Maggie & the bear - the amazing project
- Oh my gosh! We have a class together?!
- Talking in photo
- Discussing Rouchino stuff
- Sarah the hero of the millennium
- "Catching Up"
- Akhila's dancing
- Sarah's singing
- Winter break lunches and movies

C and Eveline

No matter how much we sometimes try not to be friends, we always end up together 😊

- Talking in code
- Our secret number system
- Reading each other's minds
- Guy talks
- Long phone conversations about all the stupid problems
- Running in the rain
- So what are the scales today?
- Disney
- Getting drenched in fountains
- Being late to World Civ
- Sea Monkey
- LOTK
- Harry Potter
- Birthday parties in N.Y.

We know each other too well

Always being there for each other ☺️
ZaZ and J

Though The Looks Have Changed a Bit...
The Friendship Has Always Been the Same!!

Karishma and Susan

The Free Floaters

In Forchion's class we met & on a magic journey we embarked- lost on 295 with food on our laps- muffins and dumplings and water ice! Boys were intimidated & children ran away.

But armed with Asian-ness, we took the world by storm. Dream on sister. Dream on. PSYCH!

To John

we have always been so proud of you.

You were a wonderful child filled with energy and excitement.

And you have grown to become an even more wonderful young man- looking to the future with that same energy and excitement.

Every moment with you has been very special.

As you prepare to move on, remember that "The future is a world limited only by ourselves."

We wish you peace, health and, above all, happiness. Love, Mom, Dad, Catherine and Paddy
Barri  Elyse  Daina

"some people come into our lives and quickly go. some people stay for a while and leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never the same"

UNKNOWN
Michele and Christine

The stripper Nasty Robert, parties at Tina’s, after school, rides too early in the morning, 7-11 hotdog, Dave incidents, Clayton incidents, Clayton’s house, getting caught, Lenape girls=TRASH, Dr. Michele on cell phone, running from Jim “Jim! Run!” talkin’ ish, meals at Michele’s house, too many cigs, Miserable in the backseat, renting hotel room “Oh, it’s not for us” Michele making Christine nervous, listening in on phone conversations, unidentified sub. In tub, late night drive to Dave’s, Michele caught by Justin, Naughty pics, Christine watching random movies, Michele spotting at mall, parties at Michele’s 8th grade, getting thrown in pool, Nappy hair, Junior Boy, pretzel throwing, water bottle, New Girl dilemma, getting crazy, counting change, Michele at WaWa- what just happened? Christine has no shame, roadside booting, OC after Junior Prom, Michele’s close call with death, “Why is she so pale?” “You’re pierced where? Hey, me too!” drooling on Eric’s bed, “on” Eric’s bed, stuttering, Michele is M.I.A. 10/25-10/29, Wow “video”, dirty man in the P.Horn, C-wing bathroom P-U, Eastern State Penitentiary Where’s Todd and Clayton? Strangling Eric, Michele’s date for the night Tony, Dirty camera lost and found! Michele’s Rippin Stance, Eric’s b*tch moments, “I peed my pants”, Eric- hooooootle, making Kyung pay for the check (sucks doesn’t it?) P.test positive, the break ups, Eric beating Christine up, eggs crackin’ up, cutting off the benz every day, Michele’s mood swings, eye brow incident, closed diner while getting Mara’s car fixed, trucker’s girlfriend on Rt. 70, motivation song, guys-what can ya do?

Memories- sometimes you wanna forget them, but they’re too embarrassing not to. I could only share them with you!

Best Friends Forever
Samantha and Jennifer

"When life gets confusing attend a fabulous party" Carrie Bradshaw

"A friend is someone who can bail you out of jail. A best friend is one sitting beside you saying, 'Damn, that was fun.'"

Dear Jen,

Well 17 years later we are still here. It is so great to be able to stay friends with someone you have known for so long. We have had so many great, great times (Ret. 92; Shady, boot shopping trips, Sex and the City, and sleepovers to name a few) and I know the fun has to continue. There have been some hard times in both of our lives but I think that is what has made us stronger people and more importantly, better friends. We may have our "stuff" at times, but no matter what happens or what anyone may say, I always look out for you and be your friend. The best is yet to come!

Love Always,

Sami

Dear Sami,

Wow, 17 years later and still best friends. It is so hard to find a friendship like ours and I value your friendship so much. You are always there for me whenever I need you, no matter what the situation. From 5 year old sleepovers to 18 year old sleepovers you have always been there. From fun times like Route 42 and our "senior wrist" times when I have just been there to cry with me. Over the past 17 years you have shown me what true friendship means. You're an amazing friend and I love you.

Love Always,

Jen

"Your past is never far" The Goo-Goo Dolls
7th grade lunch line. No doubt fire shirt, A.T. convo, dark hair Elena 7th grade pic, embarrassing hooks in Beck, New Year's '00 at Todd's, Ski Trip '00 Rm 223, Elena's breakup. Christine's Jitter, Arroz, Nene, Boot. Elena's burnt locker, B.K. obsession, Christine's happy home, driving without the i's, crashing without the i's, Freshman Dance, Elena's dress- Stiletto. *SOPHMORE YEAR* craziest year of our lives. CHRISTINE'S CRIB open house partying every night of the week. Party of 5±6 because we're cuter, crazy shady hooks. Fresh dance, Slizzy, Vanaag. Elena's shady deals with Aladdin...Nobody Knows!!!. Weird days...We are wearing the same shirt, again. late night McDonald's...every night. Look at each other and run!, "The Ring", Random late night movies, mall trips. S.Faced Christine... S.Faced Elena."Elena I hate you. " The "Hi" laugh, "unun a Ho, Slot Hmmm?...". Russian restaurant. "Hi" Christmas lights, 168 N. Mansfield-The hot spot. "H-Town." Christine at Lenape. What?! Elena's crazy Fam., "Elena at Eastern. What?! Christine's Happy Fam., *THE VIDEOS*, Whiteboy, Trashman, Robbing Alicia, Dave, Late night creeps, Elena dancing...always, "Always, Always", "Uhuhhh, Uhuhhh." Hot girl check in, what what...The Path-The Cel, The female Dave. The stripper-Nasty Robben-Tw/, Elena crying before FH camp..."I don't wanna be...anymore...", Late night phone calls, Deep convo's. No Fight, Elena's Fresh dance dress, Cotillion night, The Sandaway Inn..."What just happened...?", Junior Prom... "Wow, what a night, Old City Phil., Christine's various tattoos, Elena's various piercings, Christine's Fash Fam, Iwok, Jeannie*, Elena's psycho cat, Christine leaving Elena alone with very bad men!, "Christine you owe me..." "Elena I am so sorry." Driving. Christine tearin' up on the piano. "Duammmmm", Clee losing the "Card"...Elena not ever. Todd on" Elena's leg. Clee suspended...Elena suspended. "You can run but ya can't hide," Elena's Knee. Always... "Raat!" "I cant!!!!!", Larchmont, Whyte Dr., and so much more... 80 Notes 2 Cache-her. July 4th, 01 Elox.

Elena: You are like a sister to me. I am so happy that we are best friends, this friendship means the world to me. "More than words can say" Wherever you may go in your life, know that I will always be there for you. I don't know where I would be without you. I have no more room...so...I love you, and that's all that matters. 6'3

257048163408529

MUG SHOTS
crime: too much fun

Laney- I don't even know where to begin.

We have been best friends for so long and I cherish our friendship so much. I don't know what I would do without you; you are like a sister to me. I love you so much and I will always be here for you no matter what happens or where we go.
Laura and Allison

BM & PM • mango pants • crashin Hunt's wedding • Champ • 21 & 27 hot boys • Jr. prom • "baby free is the way 2 be!" • lunchtime drama • cooking moodswings • crazy fights w/ Carmody • "What do you want to do?... Well I dunno, what do you want to do?" • treebranch • winning bowling, golf, and oh yea AIR HOCKEY • stalker • mike & E, H, and A drama • "I got myself a newbie!" • SPAZ • students at Rutgers NB - BUT TRANSFERRING • Halloween parties • "uhh... you just sat on a cupcake." • Tyler and Allison = True Love • Aunt Jemima • "he parked the car... where?" • fudge packer shop • fashion show • bubbles • homeroom buddies • doug is a stud • beast • 3rd floor • again • "Disney..."

"...We've shared our happiness and we've shared our fears. We've shared so many things throughout the years. And when the times were hard we were by each other's side. You were there to make me laugh when I cried..." xo
Brent & Danielle

“And so today my world it smiles, your hand in mine we’ll walk the miles, thanks to you it will be done, for you to me are the only one”

6/1/01 Mer’s House 8/19/01 Judo chop Florida 2002 Abercrombie sweatshirt simpleton visits to Delaware David’s wedding sleepovers @ our houses the Trailblazer Swim meets learning to drive stick and parallel parking Double dates with Abby/Brian, Dan/Stefanie, Katy/Chris The shore the week @ LBI fireworks on July 4th tongue piercing Never having a good meal out to dinner Lee & Michelle the waitress @ Friday’s Mono the mustang Verve Pipe “The Freshman” Junior/Senior Proms South Street Mama Maria’s Simon Sez Only normal relationship midnight kiss 1/1/02 DMB concert sneaking out to have a sleepover waverunning ice cubes PF Chang’s Brent, are you almost here? butterflies the first night South Street Blues animal noises “Charlie” ping-pong my arm it just leaked bonfires meteor shower tickles cracking fingers wrestling Danielle always losing fights Requiem for a Dream Buffalo Soldier the park donuts on the curb seabreezes always there for each other I love you
Courtney & Andy

Andy:
Seeing you for the first time in the nurses office—Meeting you on Dec. 1st 1999 in front of Cafe 1—Going on our first date to South St—Our first kiss on the train—Our Anniversary December 3rd—Staying in and watching t.v. on the cold winter days—Your birthday when I got you your first tattoo—Dancing with you at prom—Your graduation—Our first summer together and our many days at the shore—Every 4th of July that we watched fireworks in Wildwood—When you gave me my kitten "Endo" and when I got you "Alko," the ferret for Christmas—Spending Christmas with my family—Easter egg hunting with my brothers and sisters—When you got your Maxima—Fixing up your car—Going out to dinner every Friday at the Choo Choo Train restaurant—Snugglebunnies

Love,
Andy

Courtney:
The butterfly feeling in my stomach when I first saw you—When I wrapped my arms around you when we met—How we held each other the whole way down to South St. on our first date—The only way you could of see me back then was walking a mile to my house almost everyday—The way you take care of me when I'm sick—Our nights taking the train down to Philly—My first day driving to school, I ended up hitting another parked car, and made you wait—Going on countless rides at Ocean City—Walks on the beaches and boardwalk—You came with me to my prom and graduation—The way you hold me when we play scary games—Spend many hours walking around New York—Having Christmas over your house—The best Thanksgiving dinners at your house—Teaching you how to drive—Taught you how to make rice and steak—You gave me confidence to do good in college

Love,
Courtney
The 3 Stooges
Liz - Michelle - Christine

"Count on me through thick and thin, a friendship that will never end.
When you are weak, I will be strong, helping you to carry on.
Call on me, I will be there..."

So she really was blonde? - Put your head down and think! - When did it all go wrong?... maybe it was when he told you... - Mt. Misery - Mr. P's class - Angelo - sitting on the stoop - Mullin's shorehouse - Johnny Angel - rainy beach days - *Busboys - My name is Pete, my friends call me fat... - Cali Brian - Pooh Bear Obsession - "Timmy's in my Winnie" - Wolfman - Bob's #1 and #2 - Willowdale days - Phat Mike - summer points: 1st lace: Michelle - sharp boys in the woods - Baseball at the Rotary 6th grade - Pro-stalking - Lizzie's issues* - carrots and apple juice 7th grade - eating broccoli 4ever - Bioheads! - sleepovers - sneaking out - OC church - Papania incident - jumping off tables - "Hello,
- tripping and falling on the beach - choco chip pancakes -

Dorney Park - Z-man - Now and Then - 2morrow 1st stage denial - Liz's songs -
<3Christine & Adam<3 - <3Michelle and Tim<3 - whip out the tazer and numchucks! -

*April 20th 2001-the never-ending sess - surfing with Randall - Social Butterflies -
Heartbreakers 4ever!!
Lauren

Our Dear Lauren,
From the moment you entered our lives, you have been a shining star.
We wish you love, health, happiness and success. We love you from
the sun, to the moon, to the stars, to the sky, and back again.
Mom, Dad, Eric, Juliana,
Sandra, & Mariana
Jungle Green ♦ Johnson Days ♦ Robin Robin Joy Joy ♦ BMW ♦ Bus to Hebrew school ♦ BMW songs, protests and marches ♦ Cory and Shawn ♦ millions of years of Hebrew school ♦ inseparable book end award ♦ FYI news, what's up down all around news, and channel 88 ♦ Shrink-a-posh-grow-a-posh ♦ Lynne-pooh and Griffin-too ♦ fermented apple juice ♦ Pillsbury muffins ♦ soccer game pullouts ♦ window hair adventures ♦ Millville, Crawfurn ♦ Miami Misery ♦ Chaverim ♦ Getting sick ♦ leaving Robin on a bench for 4 hours ♦ Kent ♦ "The Wall" ♦ Bar/Bat Mitzvahs ♦ The bird ♦ Robin's fear of the bird ♦ never having another class together (till this year) ♦ Scary movies ♦ "Lynn, he's like your Dawson" ♦ Bob-the original ♦ Yentel-the only ♦ Teddy Bear, Teddy bear on fire ♦ 2nd day Bob, 3rd bus Bob ♦ Y2 possibility ♦ Robin's curse ♦ NJB's ♦ BJB's ♦ Chevrah BHG ♦ 1st lunch ever ♦ cookies and then to hell ♦ Princess Leah, sister, evil man, oh he will just be flix (gosh we were bored) ♦ lettuce in a bag ♦

"We always knew we would look back on the times we cried and laugh."

Robbins-Rob-Rob (during installations?) ♦ Yin, onion, yinder block ♦ Air Pakistan and the project ♦ Robin's driving ♦ Going to Leah's and almost getting killed ♦ The truck ♦ Robin's country music and sappy songs ♦ The sun how random... umm yeah cuz u never saw that before ♦ Lynn ♦ Lynn's driving ♦ Lynn's obsession with Billy Joel ♦ Lynn getting lost everywhere ♦ Being on board together ♦ Dave Dave and more Dave concerts ♦ owing each other millions of dollars ♦ The chair... or is it a turtle ♦ Robin's love of bad boys ♦ Guiding Light ♦ No he's mine, Tony, Tony, Danny, Tony!... I'll trade you him for the two guys over there ♦ Expensive dinners that we hated ♦ I'll have egg drop soup and shrimp wonton together... I don't care how much! ♦ Freddie Prinze Junior Movies ♦ PW ♦ the box ♦ being bad a**es ♦ Lynn's worst trait... yentel ♦ Lynn's "name" fetish (we know what it is) ♦ Peacock!! ♦ "is he cute" umm maybe for an 80-year-old—whoops its right ♦ model children ♦ you stole my clarity!! ♦ Robin cheating at pool ♦ pool conversations ♦ Dining while making a difference ♦ old people having convulsions ♦ okay we are friends again... lets go to Diane's now ♦ Chapel and Church every time ♦ driving aimlessly around ♦ getting tickets at midnight for Dave in D.C. and flipping out ♦

a million and one more memories... and most important being best friends for more than a decade and counting!!!
Dear Brett "Rosey" Rosen  
We are so proud of you!  

Love,  
Mom, Dad,  
Mitch, Jessica,  
and Bubby

*Swim Meets- Baltimore- Camping- Skiing- Mr. B and the tree- Eminem- Vermont- Kings- Screwing me over- Frats- Fourth of July- Greek Easter- "make out city"- "Today's World"- Park- Lancaster- Traditional Tea- Mrs. B's dinners- Endless Sleepovers- Blizzard of '98- Family gatherings- Summer nights- Cops and Robbers- "pleasantly plump"- Dave Matthews Band- Days at the Pool- Bike Rides- Shark Watches- "People are starving in China because of all the food I'm dropping"- Jersey Shore- so much more*

"When you're soarin' through the air, I'll be your solid ground. Take every chance you dare, I'll be there when you come back down" - Nickel Creek

Alex-
We've known each other our entire lives. You're an amazing person and a dedicated friend. Our memories are endless and unforgettable. You're our third sister and we'll always love you. From summers at Willowdale, playing on the elevators at The Ritz Carlton, or the Xenakis and Brangan family trips, your fun loving and yet sometimes violent personality has affected us greatly. We love you so much and we know you'll succeed in whatever life throws your way.

Love Always,  
Lauren and Lindsay
Elena and Tony

“A person’s life consists of years that mean nothing, and memories that mean it all.”

Jumping on Elena’s Russian tramp*“you know who’s fat...”*chicken cheese steak*nicky’s*tommy’s*our corner 561 & Bracre*“change my diaper**SUPER G*tims2buf* lindsey china buffet*rotten.com*rocher*flat tire*“see what happened was...”*Shenehneh*Aladdin. "Elena did you ride the magic carpet.....?”*powder room* elections...“Tony you will win, bc I will make you win!!”*trying to tutor elena*LV*3000 GT*mustang*stalking*2ge+her*turquoise house*LBI in the winter*ELENA AND TONY DUO*ryan*“what should I wear, tony?”—Elena “crotchless panties and a tube top”-tony*deaf girl* wonton soup*3rd per lunch*cita*michele’s playhouse*“yall got sumthin caught up in yo weave...”*roxy watch*711*“VALUE YOU CAN RUST”*russian music*junior prom...such a mess* haddonfield*ghetto talk*spanish talk*back on the boat*BET*Bio class*communist*your mom (the devil)*FREEWAY "They cut u da cheese, or what?”,*StarBux frappachinos*Roxy*the creek*burger king dumpster*valetines day*slurpees* purchasing from pam*arms*Mr. Boyle*QUEEN OF MY LIFE*swimming* piercing(s)*Elenas celsica, the only one* bungee ride at OC*SandAway hotel*The piece with aunt V, confiscated*McDonalds, every night*bling bling man at PNC*limotoday.com* “don’t let the door hit ya where the good lord split ya!”*the darker the berry the sweeter the juice*rotisserie chicken*SHIZAAAM* “Da...”*scatina*cafealdo*hummer limo, didn’t work*the African queen*ebony comedy*babar in Spanish*AJ*xia*xia shirts*ruki vverh, “good Russian muzika”*yea well... yea...”*sexy sexy sexy roxy*Ms. Stadium*kick my dog* “Everybody sit two rows away from michele*model search*CUCINA* “what time is it?”*“huge”*jessies girl *extris* Field Hockey games*el Negro* “Me Gusta Eli...”*Elena’s broken arm in 8th Grade Gym*168 N. Mansfield* Snap bracelets, they can kill you*frsh dance*being a hoe 8th grade spirit week*blood drive(s)*fix-a-flat*penny wars*BAPS*Elena’s house fire*graduation party*Russian soda*Tony’s stolen car*answering machine greetings*LaMorga’s class* lunch 8th and 10th grades* crazy lady and cocoa*my porch* “I’m Cut Chul”*“my chest hurts” -tony *caramello* symphony* presents* shaquessa* Gucci hat*I stabbed my brother with a scredriver...and ill do it again if he comes back in my room!”–Elena*the zoo*llama(s)*gold digger*“Ish Yo’s”*jetskiing (falling in & mara crying)*barclay farmstead* “Are you wearing pants?”–Tony*sundaes*friendly’s*salad works*Elena soliciting at the SHELL station*late night menu*ti brosi menya* Russian princess*knee problems*white* #1 large*away messages* “Elena, your mom is an alcoholic...she offered me a scredriver at your LaX game”- Tony*burning cd’s*road kill & taking pictures of it*Russian restaurant!*getting pinched/rubbed*“aw, look it’s a wedding...”*family reunion*“I love Elena...pause pause...I love Elena...pause pause.”

*WE NEVER HOOKED UP!*
Cherry Hill East
Ice Hockey Club, Inc.
2002-2003

Varsity Team Picture
Not Pictured: Drew Kanoff, Dan Rose, John Sacks, Steve Saunders, Pat Clancy

Junior Varsity Team Picture
Front Row – L to R: Ed Chabalowski, Michael Rosengard, Josh Koren, David Rosengard, Zach Fesnak, Joe Perice, Andrew Roth, Jake Loew
Not Pictured: Steve Saunders
Cherry Hill East
Ice Hockey Club, Inc.
2002-2003
Congratulations to Our Graduating Seniors!!!

Jim Brown
Brian Buck
Mike Danyo

Kevin Desrochers
Danny Rose
Phil Rosen

Drew Kanoff (NOT PICTURED)
Christina Maria Binnig,
We are so very proud of you. You are the light of our life and will always be our shining star!

Love you,
Grandma & Pop-pop

MELISSA AND LIZ
A Best Friend Is Someone Who Lets You Have Total Freedom To Be Yourself
Dumb and Dumber—Melissa’s Long Distance Men—Liz’s Stories
Your overanalyzing—“are you going away this weekend?”—
Where are you, I need you—
I HAVE TO TELL YOU SOMETHING—
are you thinking what I’m thinking—NAH—Melissa’s Bday Dinners—Therapy Sessions—“I didn’t sign up for this”—
“I think we were alone now”——MISSSSS
“When I think about you I...OOPS—ELIZABETH—
Don’t tell anyone but...—What happened now?—
Dustbin Dropoff...morning hangovers...No U DO IT!
Weekend get aways—Really? Let’s go—I want one—
Driving Melissa’s car—emotional drunk—Liz’s mood swings—
Spy Sessions—Chats with Liz’s mom—Dancing—

1...2...3... HHHHHUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU • DOLLAR-NIGHT BOWLING TWISTED TERMIGHTHS EVENTS • RG TERMIGHTHS INVITES • SHORE WEEKENDS ANYTHING THE WRIGHT BROTHERS CAN DO.
THE WRONG BROTHERS CAN DO. RIGHT??? RIGHT,
PIGNIN OUT • HANGIN OUT WALKING TO KEV’S JIMMY, BEST CHICK PLAYING GTA III MAJOR REALLY SEVERE HANGIN SSSSIIIDDDDDEEEE! WEATHER IS DESPERATELY OH! THE GOOFY WE’VE DONE!

THE TWISTED TERMIGHTHS
THE TWISTED TERMIGHTHS TED

BEST OF LUCK
CLASS OF 2003!
I Knew you Could Do It!
Very Proud of You ...
We'll Miss you In Florida!
Love .. MOM

Congratulations Baby Brother
Good Luck At UCF...
And Oh Yes, your room is mine NOW
Love, Reina and Raquel, Rich

You Did It BO-BO
Congratulations and Behave Yourself down in Florida....
We'll miss you . Love
Niki, Victoria, Cassidy, Steve

Congratulations James
Well, we knew you would make us Proud.... And you DID.
Now you begin a brand new Adventure which will finish shaping you into the man you will become.

Best of Luck at U.C.F.
Love... Dad
To Our Dear Katie,

You have always been pretty on the outside and beautiful on the inside. May you continue to be strong and faithful and salt and light. Congratulations on your graduation. The best is yet to come.

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Kelly
What do you get when you stick sixteen teenage females into one cramped room, supplied with cropppers and layout paper—CHAOS!—that and this year’s yearbook staff. 2003 truly was the year when females dominated and estrogen levels clearly outnumbered the testosterone. Yet, our only representative of the male sex (Carr) always found a way to make his presence known whether it was by dancing to a song by a certain infamous rapper or by making glamorous rock star poses.

First off, we would like to establish that we, who call A022 our second home, are not part of a club. In essence, we are just “yearbook”—NOT yearbook club.

So you may ask who exactly is this powerful group of women. Well, some of us have trouble telling the difference between different colors. In an effort to show our yearbook pride, we had our first annual PINK DAY—courtesy of Mr. Carr who in the end did not wear the long awaited pink polyester suit. Still, when you ask a group of fairly intelligent women to wear pink, you don’t expect shades or orange, purple, or maroon.

In spite of the daunting task of 380 blank pages facing us, we managed to maintain our sanity with our “I love you Santa” and indulging ourselves in breakfasts consisting of chocolate chip cookies and rice crispy treats made by Yearbook’s personal chef, Perry. We survived despite our lack of listening skills and a surprising discovery of the diabolicalness of certain Asian girls as well as the eccentricities of our advisor. We do have some flaws but we also have many positive aspects. Some of us, for instance, possess wonderful artistic skills. We like to decorate our photographs with markers while using our caption writing skills to “positively” enhance pictures.

Now we cannot forget to thank those who helped us along the way. There are Yogi and Barb, our faithful computer companions, and more importantly, our photographer, Mr. Yellen, without whom, Yearbook would be lost, and of course the man who is always there when we need him: Mr. Carr. All in all, the “pink” ladies of yearbook have toiled to create our greatest work of art—Eidolon 2003—while making some great memories.

LOST: Timur Dykhne. Misguided child who frequently wanders into A022. Spends more time in the yearbook office than some of the editors. Needs a home... because yearbook sure isn’t his.
Gray New Balance Sneakers. Size 6. In Fair condition. Come to yearbook office to claim them because they have been here forever.

YEARBOOK STAFF: Samhita Bhargava, Peggy Chang, Jacqueline Chang, Richard Chang, Amy Cheung, Anna Cho, Charlotte Chong, Katie Cook, Samira Farouk, Molly Finkelstein, Melissa Green, Alexandra Hill, Alice Hon, Beverly Hon, Melissa Horowitz, Albert Hwang, Perry Hwang, Roshni Joshi, Rohini Khillian, Christine Kim, Rebecca Kim, Susan Ko, Justin Lin, Anjali Mathur, Leila Mendelovici, Parth Modi, Sonny Nguyen, Phil Park, Gayatri Patel, Melanie Pick, Andrea Pien, Jessica Pressel, Archana Ram, Stephanie Shin, Liz Solomon, Sanaa Somaiya, Samantha Sussman, Diana To, Matt Weiner, Justine Wu, Advisor: Mr. Matt Carr

NAME: Matthew Carr

OCCUPATION: English teacher, yearbook advisor, French linguist, advocate of the anti-technological movement, philosopher, rock star

FAMOUS FOR: Liking Moby Dick

DISCOVERIES: Multitasking is bad for you.

QUOTE: “I don’t like to be quoted.”

ROLE: Thread that holds yearbook together.

Mr. Carr, after about two decades as the yearbook advisor, we would like to say on behalf of the 2003 yearbook staff and all past staff: Thank you. Thank you for the long hours. Thank you for your patience. Thank you for your dedication. You truly are the backbone of this “club.” You will be missed.
POP CULTURE

Television

Movies

Write Now!

Favorite Movies

Favorite TV Shows

Favorite Concert

Favorite Music

Favorite Website

Favorite Book

Favorite Video Game
Did You Know

Kelly Osbourne, newly coronated "punk princess" and star of MTV's "The Osbournes," was a high school cheerleader... but only for three days!

Friend Most Likely To:

- Be the next "American Idol"
- Replace Jimmy Fallon on NBC's "SNL"
- Join the U.S. armed forces
- Hiss Ashton Kutcher
- Get a date with Natalie Portman
- Grace the cover of Cosmo Girl
- Appear on Fox's "America's Most Wanted"
- Be a guest on MTV's "The Osbournes"
Top Ten Extracurricular Activities

Tony Hawk, 33, turned his extracurricular activity into a career as a professional skateboarder. The result? Worldwide fame and his own video game series.

1. Hang at someone’s house
2. Go to a movie
3. Eat
4. Go to a party
5. Rent a movie
6. Go to the mall
7. Watch TV
8. Go out to dinner
9. Drive around
10. Go to the beach or pool

My Teammate Most Likely To:

- Win a gold medal at the Olympics
- Become a professional athlete
- Have an award named after them
- Make an ESPN "SportsCenter" highlight reel
- Sit out a year for a bigger contract
- Date Serena Williams

My Top Ten Favorite Activities
U2's humanitarian lead singer Bono visits Africa and tours Midwestern America to raise awareness and support for African AIDS epidemic relief.

Nuclear crisis arises when North Korean leader Kim Jong Il breaks a 1994 pledge with the United States not to build nuclear weapons.

U.N. inspectors return to Iraq to investigate Saddam Hussein's alleged production of weapons of mass destruction.

A Halloween earthquake in San Giuliano di Puglia, Italy, topples an elementary school, killing dozens of children.

China's one-child-per-family policy creates an imbalanced boy-to-girl ratio that will result in tens of millions of men finding themselves single in the year 2020.

In October, a Moscow theater siege by Chechen rebels ends in a Russian special forces raid that kills the captors and at least 129 hostages.

Thousands die as storms and floods cause billions of dollars in damage in China and many countries across Europe.

Pope John Paul II travels to Toronto's Downsview Park in July to lead the World Youth Day vigil.
WAR ON TERRORISM

- The Miss World beauty pageant leaves Nigeria after Islamic fundamentalist protest groups kill more than 100 people.
- In Venezuela, an opposition strike demanding President Hugo Chavez's resignation paralyzes the country's oil exports and turns to bloodshed as Chavez supporters retaliate.
- The oil tanker Prestige spills more than 5 million gallons of oil off the northwestern coast of Spain before splitting in two and sinking.
- Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter receives the Nobel Peace Prize for his decades of work for peace, democracy and human rights worldwide.
- Over 100 people, mostly foreign tourists, are killed in an October terrorist bombing of two nightclubs in Bali, Indonesia.
- In an effort to eliminate Al-Qaeda, the United States continues its war on terrorism by maintaining a steady military presence in Afghanistan.
- Emergency workers in the United States and overseas receive smallpox vaccinations as a preventative measure against bioterrorism.
After being subpoenaed to testify before a Massachusetts grand jury about sex abuse among Catholic priests, embattled Boston Cardinal Bernard Law resigns.

More than 25 states implement the Amber Alert System, which posts information about abducted children on TV and interstate signs, leading to the recovery of dozens of children nationwide.

For weeks in October, alleged snipers John Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo terrorize Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia, randomly killing 10 people and injuring three others.

The space shuttle Columbia breaks apart on reentry into the Earth's atmosphere, killing all seven astronauts aboard.

“The crew of the shuttle Columbia did not return safely to Earth, but we can pray they are safely home.”

– President George W. Bush

On July 28, nine Pennsylvania coal miners are rescued after being trapped for three days in a mineshaft flooded with over 70 million gallons of water.

Midterm elections make history as Republicans, the party controlling the White House, gain congressional seats rather than losing them.

Several large corporations inflate profits while top executives make off with millions in accounting scandals that send shock waves through global markets.
In October, Minnesota Senator Paul Wellstone dies in a plane crash along with his wife, daughter and five other victims.

Sparked by summer drought, wildfires—including one set accidentally by a forlorn forest ranger—tear across the western United States.

A weakened economy repeatedly drives down interest rates and delivers retailers their worst holiday shopping season in decades.

President Bush signs the Homeland Security Act, officially creating a Department of Homeland Security dedicated to preventing terrorist attacks.

Kevin Lamarque/Reuters/Landov/AP Photo/Joan Benoit/CORBIS

PROTECTING THE HOMELAND

Throughout 2002, Americans search for ways to recover and rebuild from September 11. On the one-year anniversary, survivors, families and friends gather at all three sites to commemorate the lives lost.

Federal employees from the Transportation Security Administration begin screening all checked baggage and random passengers at airports.

The possibility of the United States waging war against Iraq meets disapproval both at home and abroad.

The U.S. Senate passes a resolution condemning a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling that reciting the Pledge of Allegiance in schools is unconstitutional.

9/11 ANNIVERSARY

 Fallen But Not Forgotten

*Pershing* Beneficio/US Navy Photo/AP/Wide World Photos

FALLEN BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

Wm. McNamee/Reutena/Liaison

DON'T INVADE IRAQ

*California Peace Action.org*
> Patients in Florida are the first to receive the VeriChip, a computer chip bearing personal medical data that is injected into the forearm.

> Microsoft's Tablet PC enables users to write directly on the screen rather than typing on a keyboard.

---

**ALLERGIES**

> The Journal of the American Medical Association reports that children who grow up with pets have a reduced risk of developing common allergies.

> Maria de Jesus and Maria Teresa Quijel-Alvarez, 1-year-old Guatemalan twins born joined at the head, are successfully separated after over 22 hours of surgery.

> Just before burning up in Jupiter's atmosphere, the Galileo spacecraft captures the closest shots ever taken of Jupiter's moon Io.

---

> Both Italian doctor Severino Antinori and Russian scientists at Clonaid, who believe aliens created humans, claim to have produced the first cloned human. Neither claim is proven genetically.

> El Niño causes snow and ice storms up and down the East Coast, rainstorms in California and a devastating December tornado in Mississippi.

> A blanket of pollution over South Asia, dubbed the "Asian Brown Cloud," threatens the lives of millions worldwide with respiratory disease.
Early tests indicate an experimental vaccine to be 100 percent effective against the human papilloma virus that causes cervical cancer.

University of Arkansas researchers discover that microorganisms grow in conditions similar to those on Mars, suggesting the planet once hosted or currently hosts life.

For $300 to $1,000 per injection, people craving eternal youth attend BOTOX parties to inject the FDA-approved paralytic toxin into their skin to relax their muscle tissue.

General Motors introduces the Hy-wire—a car powered by hydrogen and oxygen that emits heat and water rather than harmful exhaust.

The nation’s largest outbreak of the West Nile Virus hits in summer 2002. The disease is spread by migrating birds and transmitted by mosquitoes.

The gun turret of the historic Civil War ironclad USS Monitor is raised from the floor of the Atlantic Ocean.

President Bush orders construction of a system that would defend the United States from ballistic missile attacks by 2004.

The newly discovered hunger hormone ghrelin is found to play a role in obesity by regulating what you eat and how much weight you gain.
The U.S. Education Department reports that average geography scores of the nation's fourth and eighth graders, while low, have improved from 1994.

Eulla introduces HotAir Speakers, a set of battery-powered, inflatable speakers that are small enough to fit in your pocket when deflated.

Nickelodeon's "SpongeBob Squarepants" ignites imaginations across the nation and appears on store shelves on everything from slippers to suspenders.

McDonald's unveils new lower-fat french fries due to the new Healthy Eating Pyramid and in response to many former patrons suing for making them overweight.

1970s peasant shirts are alive and well on runways and in school halls.

The Institute of Medicine announces that maintaining health now requires one hour of exercise daily, doubling the previous recommendation.

Jewelry designers LeAnn Carlson and Denise Gaskill add style to safety with Lauren's Hope for a Cure medical ID bracelets.

Kmart rejuvenates the Joe Boxer brand with ads featuring the dancing Joe Boxer guy, Vaughn Lowery.
Everyone from hot young movie stars to aging rock stars sports the newest fashion trend, turquoise jewelry.

The cola war puts new flavors to the test, including Dr. Pepper Red Fusion, Pepsi Blue and Vanilla Coke.

Krispy Kreme lovers start a new tradition by celebrating their vows with doughnut wedding cakes.

Several companies introduce flavored water enhanced with vitamins and other nutrients.

European fashion hits the sidewalks and clubs of the United States with retro-style bowling shoes.

Busy singles try out speed dating, which gives couples several minutes to talk one-on-one before moving to a new partner at the next table.

SPEED DATING

The Mohawk makes a hair-raising comeback after being donned by everyone from U.S. World Cup star Clint Mathis to actor Ryan Phillippe.

Digital innovations include camera phones — cell phones that can transmit still and video images through mobile phone lines.
At the 2002 Academy Awards, Halle Berry and Denzel Washington win Best Actress and Best Actor Oscars. Berry is the first female African-American to win the award.

Spider-Man, starring Tobey Maguire and Kirsten Dunst, spins a $114 million opening weekend box-office record.

With over 6 million viewers, "The Osbournes" is the biggest hit in MTV's 21-year history.

Avid gamers tune in to G4, the first cable TV channel dedicated solely to video games.

Viewers return week after week for a bit of innocent American nostalgia on NBC's hit drama "American Dreams."

Ron, Harry and Hermione are back to hitting the books and battling evil forces in Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets.

"The Bachelor" and "The Bachelorette" keep millions tuned in to ABC to see who will receive an on-air marriage proposal.

PBS's "Sesame Street" introduces the Muppet Kami, an HIV-infected orphan, in an effort to educate young people worldwide about AIDS.
Jennifer Aniston wins her first Emmy Award and a Golden Globe for her role as the new mother Rachel Green on NBC’s popular comedy “Friends.”

Virtual unknowns Nia Vardalos and John Corbett steal America’s hearts in the year’s surprise smash hit My Big Fat Greek Wedding.

Peter Jackson receives a Golden Globe Best Director nomination for The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers, the year’s most anticipated sequel.

Cynical Simon Cowell and company stir up big ratings for Fox’s “American Idol” and big record sales for winner Kelly Clarkson, a waitress from Texas.

After a two-year hiatus, Leonardo DiCaprio returns to the big screen with two holiday blockbusters, Gangs of New York and Catch Me If You Can.

Chicago, a film adaptation of the hit Broadway musical, wins three Golden Globes, including Best Picture: Musical or Comedy, and receives 13 Oscar nominations.

HBO Films’ comedy Real Women Have Curves promotes positive self-image with the dazzling debut of Latin-American actress America Ferrera.

CBS scores a ratings doubleheader with a pair of forensic investigation dramas, “CSI: Crime Scene Investigation” and “CSI: Miami.”
Newcomer Norah Jones takes home five Grammys, including Album of the Year, for *Come Away With Me*.

Multi-talented Eminem raps up five Grammy nominations for *The Eminem Show* and big box-office success in *8 Mile*.

Rocker Avril Lavigne and other "anti-Britneys," such as Vanessa Carlton and Michelle Branch, represent the new face of women in music.

Weezer teams up with the Muppets in the video for "Keep Fishin'," the second single from their hit album *Maladroit*.

Pop takes a new direction when former boy band favorites Nick Carter and Justin Timberlake break out with solo albums and tours.

Spanish trio Las Ketchup lands a summer hit with the catchy "Asereje" aka "The Ketchup Song (Hey Hah)."

R&B newcomer Ashanti becomes the first artist since the Beatles to have three singles from a debut album in *Billboard's* Top 10 at the same time.

In April 2002, Lisa "Left Eye" Lopes, 30, of R&B band TLC, dies in a car crash on a Honduran highway.
In October, legendary hip-hop DJ Jam Master Jay of Run-DMC is shot and killed in a Queens, New York, music studio.

After a six-year romance, No Doubt’s Gwen Stefani marries Bush’s Gavin Rossdale in September.

Country crossover star Shania Twain hits No. 1 on the Billboard albums chart with ‘Up!’, a double CD with every song in both a pop and country version.

Former Beatles rock legend Paul McCartney brings in $2 million a night, for a total of $103 million, on the year’s top-grossing tour.

The Strokes, Spin magazine’s 2002 Band of the Year, lead a resurgence of rock ‘n’ rollers, including The Hives and The Vines.


Alan Jackson’s triple-platinum album Drive wins five Country Music Association Awards and is named the USA Today No. 1 country album of 2002.

Nirvana, the famed grunge band’s long-awaited greatest hits album, features “You Know You’re Right,” the last recording Kurt Cobain made before his 1994 suicide.
Dallas Cowboy running back Emmitt Smith breaks Walter Payton's 16,727-yard mark to become the NFL's all-time leading rusher.

The Detroit Red Wings capture the 2002 NHL Stanley Cup over the Cinderella Carolina Hurricanes. It's a record ninth cup for retiring coach Scotty Bowman.

Serena and Venus Williams continue to dominate women's tennis, becoming the first sisters to be ranked No. 1 and No. 2 in the world.

The college football season is marred by violent confrontations involving fans, students and even coaches.

MVP Troy Glaus leads the scrappy Anaheim Angels to the 2002 World Series win over Barry Bonds and the San Francisco Giants, four games to three.

Martha Burk of the National Council of Women's Organizations battles with Augusta National chairman William Johnson over the issue of female membership at the famous Georgia golf club.

An 18th place finish in the NASCAR season finale at Homestead-Miami Speedway is enough to earn Tony Stewart his first Winston Cup Series championship.

Despite an injured toe, Shaquille O'Neal powers the unstoppable Los Angeles Lakers to a third straight NBA championship title in May 2002.
The U.S. men’s soccer team advances to the World Cup quarterfinals for the first time, by defeating Mexico 2-0.

The U.S. Postal Service team propels Sports Illustrated magazine’s Sportsman of the Year Lance Armstrong to his fourth consecutive Tour de France victory.

The top-rated defense of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers shuts down the No. 1 offense of the Oakland Raiders to win Super Bowl XXXVII 48-21.

LPGA pro Annika Sorenstam, after a record-setting 13-win 2002 season worldwide, accepts an invitation to play the Colonial tournament on the men’s 2003 PGA Tour.

The Ohio State Buckeyes beat the heavily favored Miami Hurricanes in double overtime to win the BCS National Championship. The 31-24 victory is the school’s first national football title since 1968.

The new sport of SlamBall takes basketball to the extreme on a specially designed court with four trampolines in front of each hoop.

Skateboarding reaches new popularity heights thanks to the high visibility of the X Games and the “Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater” video game series.

Surfing welcomes a tidal wave of women to the sport after receiving a Hollywood endorsement in the popular summer flick Blue Crush.
The sports world loses two legends—baseball's "Splendid Splinter" Ted Williams and Johnny Unitas, one of football's greatest quarterbacks.

Zacarias Moussaoui, widely believed to be the 20th hijacker, goes on trial for his involvement in the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Martha Stewart faces charges of illegal stock trading after former ImClone president Sam Waksal allegedly tipped her off regarding the company's demise.

In show business since they were 9 months old, Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, 18, have amassed a $76 million fortune through their Dualstar Entertainment Group.

Veteran actor Richard Harris, known for his role as Hogwarts' wise headmaster Albus Dumbledore, dies of Hodgkin's disease at age 72.

Mentally challenged Ohio high school senior Jake Porter—who suited up for every practice and game for four years but never played—scores his first touchdown.

California's Linda and Loretta Sanchez make history as the first sisters ever elected to Congress.

Mississippi Senator Trent Lott is widely criticized for apparent racist remarks he made at Senator Strom Thurmond's 100th birthday party. In December, Lott resigns as majority leader.